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FOREWORD
The GoddardSummerWorkshophas, with the 1966session,com-
pleted its fifth year. Duringthefive years theWorkshophascontinuedto
grow in effectivenessin generatinginformationof immediateinterest, in
acquaintinguniversity faculty memberswithNASAinterestsandproblems,
and in offering newchallengingconceptsto the participating graduate
students.
The participants in the GoddardSummerWorkshopare university
faculty members,graduatestudents,andmembersof the Goddardstaff,
whowork togetherin teamsorganizedin specific problemareas. Theac-
complishmentshaveincludednotonly direct inputsfor Goddardprograms
but in theuniversities somecoursematerial,researchprojects,andthesis
conceptshave beengenerated. Participants haveauthoredseveral sci-
entific andtechnicalpublicationsbasedon their SummerWorkshopresults.
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PRE FACE
This document contains the collected papers written by participants
in the 1966 Goddard Summer Workshop during the 12-week session. The
form and scope of the individual papers vary with the nature and status of
the problem, but in each case the paper represents a contribution of the
author within the limited time of this summer session.
The Goddard Summer Workshop session of 1966 was divided into five
groups, each engaged in a different problem area. A Goddard division
chief was responsible for the program and operation of each group. In
three of the groups there was also a principal investigator, a senior pro-
fessor who assisted the division chief in establishing the program, co-
ordinated the work in the group, and acted as advisor in the group. The
groups were:
Group A-Information Systems
Division Chief-Dr. R. A. Stampfl
Systems Division
Principal Investigator-Dr. Monsour Javid
City University of New York
Group B- Structural Dynamics
Division Chief-Dr. R. J. Coates
Advanced Development Division
Principal Investigator-Dr. Yu Chen
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Group C-Magnetic Fields and Plasma Studies
Division Chief-Mr. J. C. New
Test and Evaluation Division
Principal Investigator-Dr. Donald L. Waidelich
University of Missouri
Group D-Atmospheric Studies
Division Chief-Mr. N. W. Spencer
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Biological Sciences
Group E-Radiation Simulation Problems
Division Chief-Mr. J. C. New
Test and Evaluation Division
The papers are presented in sections corresponding to the subject
area groups.
W. K. RITTER
Director, Summer Workshop
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tINTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PROJECT A
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
R.A. Stampfl
The group of papers reporting the results of studies related to information systems deals
with selected subjects according to the author's inclination and specialty and {_re arranged in no
particular sequence. Neither the full range of interesting subjects nor the available time permitted
exhaustive treatment of the discipline. The variety of problems investigated, including computer
language and design, source encoding and data compression, instrument design and antenna radia-
tion, attests to this fact. One paper defining Energy Compression Ratio as a figure of merit offers
the possibility to compare the quality of various data compression methods and is deserving of
special mention.
The importance of information system studies to progress in deep sga_e eommunication
capability is widely appreciated. Nevertheless, it should be re-emphasized that the capability of
collecting and distributing large quantities of data with the earth orbiting satellite is not enough
if the same techniques do not permit their economic exploitation to the benefit of mankind.
The reader will easily recognize many subjects as continuations of work started last year,
a further indication of the need to extend this work, both during conception at the universities where
the ideas were formed and at the Center where the investigations were pursued.
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DATA COMPRESSION USING BIT PLANE ENCODING
Morton Kanefsky* /
N 61- 742
An efficient and versatile data compression scheme known as bit-plane encoding has been
suggested by Barker and Schwartz (References 1 and 2). This technique requires temporary stor-
age of a block of telemetry data in a buffer memory. Since it is standard practice for a "word"
to be stored vertically in memory, the least significant digits of all the words in the block lie on
the same horizontal plane. The bit-plane procedure is to encode and transmit the binary data in
each of the planes sequentially. It is clear that when the data contains a high degree of dependency
the "most significant" or "highest order" bit planes should contain long "runs" of zeros or ones.
Thus, these planes can be significantly compressed by some type of run-length encoding. Further-
more, efficient quantization (a form of compression) can be achieved by truncating the number of
planes. The power of this technique can be best understood by example.
EXAMPLE
Consider a continuous uniformly distributed process that,when sampled, can be regarded as
a Markov process with a normal transition probability density. The width (_ 2_) of the transition
probability density is 12.5 percent of the peak-to-peak value of the process and the degree of
quantization determines the transition matrix. The assumption of a uniform distribution results
in equally likely levels for equal-spaced quantization. Given the degree of quantization one can
easily determine the entropy of the source, and hence the maximum possible amount of data com-
pression. This limit on the data compression is plotted in Figure A-1 as a function of the degree
of quantization. Furthermore, for a given source code, one can determine the "prediction proba-
bilities" for the binary, Markov data in each of the bit planes. In this report it is assumed that
the source code is aGray code. The primary reason for this assumption is that a Gray code
results in more efficient bit-plane compression that a standard PCM code since a change of one
level always corresponds to a change of only one bit. No attempt has been made to find an "optimum"
source code for bit-plane compression. It is easy to determine the entropy of the individual bit-
planes, having found the prediction probabilities, and hence to determine the maximum possible
amount of data compression using the bit-plane technique (with a Gray source code). This limit
on the bit-plane compression is also shown in Figure A-1.
Observe that it costs very little to concentrate on compressing the bit-planes separately rather
than compressing the process in its entirety. The assumptions that are sufficient for this result
to be true in general are: 1. The data are a first-order Markov Porcess, and 2. The levels are
equally likely. The second assumption is probably unneccesary.
A thirdcurve in Figure A-1 is the net "energy compression" for a particular implementation
of the bit-plane technique which will be described in detail later. The notation of energy compres-
sion has been suggested by Davisson** as a means for taking into consideration the effect of errors
due to noise in comparing data compression schemes. The energy compression is the factor by
*Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
**Davisson, L.D., "Information Systems," 1966 Goddard Summer Workshop Report.
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Figure A-1-Energy compression for
a Markov process with a normal
transition probability density whose
width (:_2) is 12.5% of the trun-
cated peak-to-peak value of the
process. The L levels are assumed
to be equally likely.
which the total energy is reduced for a given reconstructed bit error rate. The energy per bit of
transmitted data must be larger for compressed data than for uncompressed data in order to
achieve the same reconstructed bit error rate. The calculation of this curve will be explained
later. The gap between the net energy compression curve and the maximum amount of data com-
pression is no_ttan indication of the efficiency of the particular compression scheme considered.
Unfortunately "Information Theory" does not indicate the maximum compression attainable for
a given error criterion on the reconstructed data.
The maximumpossible datacompression for the individual bit-planes is shown in Figure A-2
as a function of the prediction probability. In addition, Figure A-2 contains curves indicating the
data compression attainable by three different run-length type encoding schemes which will be de-
scribed in detail later. Observe that for binary, Markov data, simple ad-hoc compression schemes
do a very efficient job. If follows that the bit-plane technique yields efficient data compression for
Markov processes with simple ad-hoc schemes for compressing the binary planes. Other ad-hoc
schemes, such as "zero-order hold," in order to be relatively efficient, require the equally likely
levels assumption in addition to restricted classes of probability transition matrices.
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Figure A-2-Data compressionscheme for binary/V_rkov sources.
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Letus now assume that we wish to quantize the process of this example into 16 levels. Sup-
pose, however, that the energy of the process is slowly nonstationary, and that the dynamic range
for which we require 4 bit accuracy is 16 to 1. For equally spaced quantization we require 8 bits
for each sample. However for logarithmic quantization we require only 4 bits per sample to
achieve 9 percent accuracy over the entire dynamic range (Reference 4). An approximately equiva-
lent scheme that truncates the 8 bit equally-spaced word requires 5 bits to transmit the first four
significant bits (Reference 5). It can be determined that the average entropy of the source (8 bit
words) is of the order of 4 bits depending of course on the form of the nonstationarity. It is clear
that, for this example, the quantization procedure is most important and should preceed, but not
necessarily preclude, any source encoding scheme for compression.
Consider using abit-plane procedure that transmits only the first 4 non-zero planes. This
technique requires transmitting, in addition to the 4 planes, some plane identification bits to indi-
cate the number of all-zero planes and the place of truncation. This procedure, the organization
for which will be indicated shortly, requires 4.1 bits per word on the average. Thus the net saving
in bits is comparable to that of logarithmic quantization. One can now, however, profitably compress
threeof thefour significantplanesby sourcecoding. Theresultant"effective" numberof bits per
word is remarkablyconstantoverthe entire dynamicrangeandis equalto 2.75bits. Theeffective
numberof bits is definedastheproductof theaveragenumberof bits times theincreasein the
energyper bit requiredto achievea reconstructedbit error ratethat is equivalentto theuncom-
pressedbit error rate. For this example,abit error rate of 10-4 hasbeenassumed.Thusthe
netenergyhasbeenreducedby anadditionalfactor of 1.45. Observethatthis additionalreduction
is consistantwith thedatain Figure A-1. Theversatility of bit planeencodingis reasonablyclear
from this example.
Apeculiarityofthebit-planetechniqueis thatthe reconstructeddatais boundto havea dif-
ferent error probabilityfor eachof its bits sinceit is unlikely thatanypractical implementation
will makethe energyperbit a functionof its plane. If, however,weassumethatthedatawill be
channelencodedin additionto sourceencoded,this peculiarity becomesdistinctly advantageous.
Wecan,for example,makesomeof themostsignificantplanesimmuneto singleerrors at very
little overall costin bandwidthsincetheseplanesshouldbehighlycompressed.Moregenerally,
weshouldbeableto employchannelencodingin suchawayasto effectivelyminimize someerror
criterion for the reconstructeddata,givena fixed increasein bandwidth.Theeffectsof channel
encodingwill beconsideredbriefly later in this report.
ORGANIZATIONOF THE BIT PLANETECHNIQUE
Thercarcfour typesof planesthatwe mustdistinguish. First thereare thoseplanesfor which
all thebits havethesamevalue (class A planes). Class B planes are those in which the number of
runs is small enough to be profitably compressed. Class C planes are those for which it is not
profitable to compress and for which the original source code is transmitted intact. Finally there
are those planes whichwe omit as a result of our quantization procedure. In addition to identifying
these planes it is convenient to include the value of the first bit fo_ both the class A and class B
planes with the plane identification bits. This plane identification can be accomplished with 3 bits.
However, it will be assumed that 4 bits are used for single error detecting. For example,
A O0 fi4:0Type 1 Type C 1010[1
B Ii ('qO0Type [ 11 Omit 0101
In the analysis it will be assumed that the plane identification is transmitted without error. Addi-
tional bits can be employed as necessary.
Inorder to distinguish the plane identification bits from the data, a timing word is needed to
indicate the end of the plane (or equivalently, the final run). The encoding schemes considered in
this report also use timing words, e.g., run length. Plane synchronization can be accomplished by
allowing a t bit timing word to represent (2 t - 1) words with the remaining word set aside to indi-
cate the end of the plane. Single errors in the end of plane word can usually be identified by con-
text, particularly for the preferred encoding scheme. It will be assumed in the analysis that this
end-of-plane word is also transmitted without error. For reasonably sized buffer memories one
can always repeat the end-of-plane word or add error correcting bits at very small cost.
The bit plane system is implemented in the following way.* A block diagram is shown in
Figure A-3 which includes a memory, preceeded by a "monitor" and followed by a "code box." The
memory is sequentially loaded by parallel written sample words. A simple binary decision device
*This description of the implementation as well as Figure A-3 is essentially that of References 1 and 2.
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monitors each bit line as the memory is loaded. The decision is based on the number of changes
in the value of the bit being written. If there are no changes, the plane is class A. If the number
of changes is less than some threshold, the plane is class B; otherwise it is class C. Following
readout of the monitor, which establishes plane identification, the memory is serially read along
the bit planes starting with the first class B plane. Before the plane is read, however, the cor-
responding identification word in the monitor sets the code box to the appropriate mode, either
run-length counter, for example, or parallel-accessed register to take the bits as they come
directly. The code box can then be read in parallel into a buffer memory prior to transmission.
Sofar, the type of source encoding to be used for the class B planes has not been considered.
In fact, it would appear advantageous to consider more than one kind of class B plane depending on
the count of the monitor. It will be seen that this is no__ttthe case. Three types of run encoding will
now be analyzed and the resultant energy compression per bit plane will be calculated as a function
of the prediction probability. It will be seen that "memory" or "end of run" encoding is clearly
preferable and furthermore, "optimum" memory size will be indicated. When this is accomplished
it will become a straightforward matter to calculate the net energy compression for any given
Markov source.
RUN STATISTICS FOR BINARY MARKOV DATA
All of the encoding schemes considered utilize the run properties of the data and hence some
pertinent statistics are common to them all. Let p be the prediction probability for a sequence of
binary digits; that is p is the probability that any sample has the same value as the preceeding
sample. The probability that there are m changes in a sequence of N bits is given by the binomial
distribution:
Pr (m changes) = (_-_/ (1-p)mp_-m-l. (1)
The number of runs (n) is of course (m + 1), and the average number of runs (_) can be calculated
in a straight forward manner resulting in:
K--N(1 -p) + p. (2)
The probability that a run is of length r is given by:
Pr (run length r) = fpr-I (1 - p) ; r < N (3)
N-I ; r = N.
This result can be established by first recognizing that it is correct for the initial run and then
observing that all of the runs must have the same distribution by symmetry. The average run
length calculated from Equation (3) of course turns out to be N/_.
For some of the run length schemes considered it is preferable to use a run length word of
less than log 2 N bits. These schemes break up the longer runs and hence increase the number of
runs. Let us assume a maximum allowable run length of T (T = 2 t - 1) where t is the number of
bits in the run word). The probability that a run length is greater than T is obtained from Equation
(3) where
Pr (r > T) = pr (4)
Given n untruncated runs, it is clear that the expected number of truncated runs is
nt = n [1 + pr + p2T + . . . + pinT], (5)
where m is the largest integer such that mT < N - n. It follows that the average number of truncated
runs is essentially given by (provided H < < N )
Ht -_ [N(I - p) + p] 1 - p[N/T]T, (6)
1 - pr
where [x] is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
In the bit plane procedure, regardless of the compression scheme, the last run is indicated
by the end of plane word (This automatically implies the length of the run whereas the run length
implies the end of the plane only in the absence of errors). This end of plane word is however not
transmitted for type A planes which occur with probability pN-X. It is convenient to define an
average "effective" number of runs by
f.
_1 _ (_ _ 1_ + (1 - pN-X_ = _ _ p_-_, (7)
with this definition the average number of bits used for timing purposes only becomes _' t.
COMPRESSION SCHEMES FOR BINARY DATA
The first scheme considered is a form of run length encoding which, for all the schemes
considered here, most closely approximates the entropy of the source. This scheme transmits
timing information only, _when the timing word achieves its maximum which occurs with
probability pT-_. In the latter event a single bit is added which indicates the value of the next run.
This bit is of course necessary to distinguish between transitions and continuations. The total
number of bits required per plane has the average value
B=n' (t + pT-l) +4
t
(8)
where the four extra bits are of course the plane identification bits. The net data compression (D c)
for this first run length scheme is accurately approximated by
I - pT N +_. (9)
Equation (9) is plotted in Figure A-2 as a function of p for N = 500 where t is optimized for each
value ofp.
A difficulty with this scheme that is perhaps more important than the implementation com-
plexity is the possibility of losing synchronization. If, as a result of channel errors, a non-maximal
run length is mistaken for a maximum length run or vice versa, synchronization will be lost. A
less efficient scheme, from a data compression view point, that avoids this difficulty is one which
transmits the value of the next run regardless of the size of the run. The net data compression
for this second run length scheme is of course
which is also plotted in Figure A-2. The small cost in data compression will be at least partially
compensated for by the reduction in the error rate for the reconstructed data.
The final compression scheme considered in this report is known as "memory" or "end of
run" encoding. In this scheme one indicates the location in memory of the transitions (or equiv-
alently, the cumulative run length). Memory encoding requires a timing word of log 2 N bits and
does not involve truncated runs. It is less efficient than the run length schemes, from a data com-
pression viewpoint, as a consequence of these long timing words. Memory encoding is easier to
implement, however, since one needs to transmit only timing information and since the timing
word length is fixed. More important, the error rate for the reconstructed data is significantly
lower for memory encoding since the errors are localized (a run-length error introduces errors
over the entire remaining portion of the bit plane). It will turn out that from an energy compres-
sion viewpoint as well as an implementation viewpoint, memory encoding is preferable to run
length encoding for reconstructed bit error rates of the order of 10 -4 . The net data compression
for memory encoding is
D - N(1 - p) + p - pN-1 t+ 4 , (11)
c. N
where t > log 2 N . It is obviously convenient to make N a power of 2 and for the curve in Figure
A-2 it is assumed that N = 512 ( t = 9). An additional result from the energy compression analysis
is that a buffer memory of the order of 128 bits is the preferred size.
ENERGY COMPRESSION FOR BINARY DATA
Let us assume a channel that is binary symmetric as a result of additive gaussian noise.
The bit error rate (%) is related to the signal-to-noise ratio per bit (S/N) by
S/N : Q2 (1 - eb) , (12)
where Q(.) is the inverse of the normalized gaussian cumulative distribution function. Let R. (E)
be the error probability in the reconstructed data, or equivalently, the uncompressed bit error rate.
The energy compression for binary Markov data becomes
[1 - %] 1
E Q" [1-P (E)] "_" (13)
It remains for an error analysis to be performed in order to find the transmitted bit error rate
(%) required to achieve a given bit error rate in the reconstruction data [Pr(e)],
ERROR ANALYSIS FOR RUN LENGTH ENCODING
It follows from the rules of conditional probabilities that
Pr(e) = E Pr(e/J bit errors in transmitted data) Pr(j),
J
(14)
where Pr(J) is the probability of j bit errors in the transmitted data. Let t' be the number of
bits associated with each timing word (t' >_ t ), then
t'(_t - 1) . t'("--t" i)- i (15)
Pr(j) - j eL(1 - eb)
Recall that the last run length word is no__tta timing word but an end of plane word that is assumed
to be transmitted without error. For practical bit error rates (e b _< 10 -4) and practical memory
sizes the probability of more than one error is much less than the probability of a single error.
Since the energy compression is very insensitive to small changes in the error probability, a
simplifying assumption which results in a completely negligible error is
Pr(e)_ Pr (e/a single bit error in transmitted data) t'(Ht - I) e b. (16)
It is convenient to consider the second run length scheme first since loss of synchronization
errors do not occur. Furthermore one need only consider the effect of errors in the timing words
since errors in the data values can usually be detected and if not are localized to one run. It is
easy to show that errors in the data values are entirely negligible relative to errors in the timing
words. The problem has been reduced to finding the error probability in the reconstructed data
when given a single error in the timing data. A further reduction is to condition the error prob-
ability on a single timing error in a run preceedi_ig the run in which the given sample lies. This
simplifies the analysis since the probability that a single timing error preceeds the run of a randomly
selected sample given a single timing error is just equal to one half (see appendix, Lemma 1).
Thus,
1
P(e) -_ P (e/shifty ._ t(n t - 1) e b,
(iT)
where Pr (e/shift) is the error probability of an arbitrary sample in the reconstructed data given
that the entire run in which the sample lies has been shifted by k positions where k is some power
of 2 less than or equal to W/2.
It is now convenient to expand the conditional probability Pr ( e/shift) in the following way
Pr(e/shift) = E E E Pr(ej rs(k), ss(i), rl(r)/shift),
r i k
(i8)
where the event rs (k) corresponds to a shift in the run of k positions, the event ss(i) corresponds
to a shift in the sample in question by i positions beyond the original run, and the event rl (r)
corresponds to the run in which the sample lies be_ength r. From the rules of conditional
probability and the fact that the run length is independent of the shift error, we obtain
P(e), rs(k), ss(i), rl(r)/shift)=Pr(e/ss(i))x
Pr(sS(i)/rl(rl, rs(k)).P (rs(k)/shift).Pr(rl(r)).
Now Pr (rl (r)) is given by Equation (3). Also
l/t for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, •..T/2
Pr(rs(k)/shift) = L 0°therwise
Furthermore
Pr(sS(i)/rl(r), rs(k))= rl/r
if i_<k_<r+i-1
L0 otherwise
Hence Equation (18) becomes
(19)
(20)
(21)
P (e/shift) =
T T/2 r+i-1
r=l i=l k=i
P (rs(k)/shift). (22)
Now it is shown in the appendix (Lemma 2) that
1 l)i- I pT.
P r[e/ss(i)] =_ [1+(2p- ] [1-2p v] + (23)
Observe that for untruncated runs this decreases monotonically from 1 to 1/2 with increasing i,
which agrees with intuition.
It is now straightforward to calculate P (e/shift) as a function of p from equations (20), (22),
and (23) using digital techniques. One can the_ solve for P (E) as a function of p from equations
(6) and (17). As a result of the approximation, Pr (e) is taken to be proportional to %. It is there-
fore straightforward to determine the energy per bit required to achieve a given bit error rate in
the reconstructed data.
The energy compression for the second run length encoding scheme can now be calculated
from Equation (13). The results are plotted in Figure Ao4 for different length timing words and an
assumed reconstructed bit error rate of 10 -4. Observe that if one wished to pick a fixed length
timing word which gives reasonable energy compression for any arbitrary prediction probability,
this timing word would probably be long relative to the size of the buffer memory. This is an
indication that memory encoding could be relatively efficient.
For the first run length scheme there are two sources of error other than shift errors that
are far more costly, but which are less likely to occur. First if one of the data samples used to
distinguish between transitions and continuations is in error (relatively unlikely), then the rest
of the block is in error with probability near unity (the next maximum length run will correct the
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Figure A-4-Energy compression ratio for Markov binary data,
error). For this analysis it is sufficiently accurate to assume that the rest of the block is in error
with probability one when this error occurs. Second, if one of the timing bits in the maximum
length word is in error or if the error is such as to make a non-maximum length word appear as a
maximum length word, then synchronization is lost and the remaining samples are in error with
probability one half. These errors can be taken into consideration by rewriting Equation (17) as
1 (t + pT-1)
Pr(e) -_Pr(e/single prev. bit error) _ (He - 17 e b, (24)
where
1 (losing sync) +Pr(E/singleprev. bit error) =Pr (error in data sample) +-_Pr
[1 -Pr (losing sync) -Pr(error indata sample)] Pr (c/shiftY
(25)
where P (E/shift) has been evaluated for the second run length scheme. It is reasonably straight-
forward _o determine that
and
1 pT-IPr(err°r in data sample) -- _
P (losing sync) = pT-1
t 1
+T
n=O
(26)
(27)
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Thepreviousanalysisneglectsthe possibilitythat synchronizationmayhavebeenlost in a
previousbit plane. Let S be the probability of an undetected loss of synchronization in a previous
plane. A more accurate expression for the error probability would be
2 + (1 - S) Pr(E). (28)
This expression is difficult to work with even if one assumes that all synchronization losses go un-
detected since s depends on the number of previous planes and on the prediction probabilities of
these planes. Fortunately, this corrected error probability is not significantly larger than that of
Equation (24) and the difference should be hardly noticeable from an energy compression point of
view.
The energy compression for the first run length encoding scheme is plotted in Figure A-5
where the probability of an undetected loss of synchronization in a previous plane has been ignored.
Even though the error probability for the first scheme is somewhat larger than that of the second,
it is still better as regards a comparison of energy compression. This is an indication of the in-
sensitivity of energy compression to the error probability. For memory encoding, however, the
error probability is significantly reduced and this effect shows up in the energy compression.
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Figure A-5-Energy Compressionratio for Markov binary data.
1.0
ERROR ANALYSIS FOR MEMORY ENCODING
In memory or end of run encoding there are three types of timing errors that we must
distinguish. These three events are defined by
ll
E,(k) = shift of k positionsand ro>k,
E2(k)= shift of k positions and r o + r 1 < k.
E3(k ) = shift of k positions and r o < k < r 0 + r I ,
where r0 is the length of the run whose end of run timing word is in error and r I is the length
of the pertinent adjacent run. The distinction between these events can perhaps be best understood
by example.
Run no. 1 2 3 4
End of run 6 18 30 42
PCMcode 0000110 0010010 0011110 0101010
E, (8) 6 26 30 42
E2 (32) 6 50 30 42
E3 (16) 6 18 14 42
Observe that for event one the memory locations remain monotonically increasing and hence the
error is undetected. For event two it is clear that run number 2 is in error and some error cor-
recting procedure at the receiver is indicated. For event three, either run number 2 or run num-
ber 3 is in error and some detection algorithm is also indicated. For this example an "optimum"
detection algorithm (based on single errors) would correct events 2 or 3, however it should be
clear that this is not always possible.
It is immediately obvious that an error analysis must depend on the detection algorithm used.
After examining many examples, an optimum strategy for correcting single error for a PCM source
code becomes apparent. One first enumerates all of the single bit changes that return the memory
locations to a strictly monotone sequence. Given that event two has occured, the middle bit in the
sequence of ordered possible bit changes is changed. When the middle bit is undefined, either one
of the two middle bits can be changed. Given that event three has occurred, the smallest possible
bit change is chosen. This detection algorithm is somewhat difficult to implement and, considering
the insensitivity of the energy compression to small changes in the reconstructed error probability,
it would appear advantageous to consider simpler algorithms.
Possibly the simplest detection algorithm suggests itself by considering event three more
closely. Given event three, the probability that there exists only one possible bit change capable
of restoring the monotonicity of the end of run words (as in the example) is really quite small. If
we exclude this possibility, a detection algorithm that turns out to be completely equivalent to the
optimum algorithm for event three is to remove the two timing words in question. This algorithm
results in a single run being in error (the average run length is conditioned on event three occuring
and is smaller than the unconditioned average run length). This algorithm which is nearly optimal
for event three is relatively inefficient for event two but nevertheless results in only one conditioned
run being in error. It will be seen that the cost in energy compression of this simple algorithm
relative to some optimal algorithm is minimal. A precise description of this algorithm is given
by the following flow diagram where t represents the j th timing word:
J
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Detection Algorithm
Assuming this simple detection algorithm; let _(p) be the product of the average number of
samples that are in error given event i has occured times the probability of event i occuring.
It follows that the average number of samples in error NTT(P) is given by
3
N-T (p) = _. N-_. (p). (29)
iffi!
An approximation for the reconstructed error probability that involves the same assumptions as
Equation 16 (single error analysis) is
m
Pr(_) _ NT(P) t(n- 1) e b, (30)
N
where for memory encoding t = log2N and the runs are not truncated. The _(p) are given by
the following set of equations:
ZNI(P) -- P [El(k)] rlk, (31)
k
N-_(p) = _ Pr [E2(k)] r-2(k), (32)
k
and
N-_(p) = Z Pr [E3(k)] T_3(k) (33)
k
where k = 1, 2, 4, 8, ... N/2 and T (k) is the average run length given a timing shift of k positions
and the fact that event i has occure_l.
Using the run length distribution of Equation (3) it is easily obtained that
P [El(k)] =_ Pr(r0 > k) =lp k . (34)
" t t
It follows from equations (31) and (34) that
m 1
N I(p) --_ _ kpk"
k
(35)
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Furthermore
and
1
Pr[E2(k)] __TPr(ro + r I <_k) :lt [1 _pk _kpl-I (1 -p)],
1 kpk-i
Pr[E3(k)] = l-Pr[E1(k)] -Pr[E2(k)] =¥ (I -p).
The conditioned average run length ¥2 (k) is givenby
(36)
(37)
k
-_2(k) = E rPr (r° : r/r0 + rl -< k).
r=l
From the rules of conditional probability
(38)
Pr(ro : r/r 0 + rI _<k) Pr(ro + r t _<k) : Pr(ro : r) Pr (rl -<"k - r/r o : r) : rp r-I (I - p) [I - pk-r] . (39)
Combining equations (32), (36), (38), and (39) one obtains
k-1
--N2(P) --T1 E E rpr-l(1-P)[1-pk-r]' (40)
k r=l
which can be written as (see appendix, Lemma 3)
-- 1 E _l--pk kpk-1 11 +l(k-l)(1- P')I_" (41)N2(P) =¥ [ X ---
k
The conditional average run length r-_ (k) is given by
-_3 (k) =
k k
E rPr(ro= r/ro <k) = E
r=l r=l
rp r-I (I - p)/(l - pk). (42)
This reduces simply to (see appendix, Lemma 4)
1 kp k-1 (43)
¥33(k) : 1 - p I - pk
Combining equations (33), (37), and (43) one obtains
1 kP k-1 (l-p) 1 p 1 -pkJ"
_P) : ¥ k - ---
(44)
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The _[(p) can now be calculated from equations (35), (41), and (44) digitally and the recon-
structed error probability can be determined from equations (29) and (30).
The energy compression ratio for memory encoding is plotted in Figure A-6 for a 512 bit
buffer memory and a reconstructed bit error rate of 10 -4 where the simple detection algorithm
has been assumed. In addition to this curve an approximate unachievable upper bound on the
energy compression is shown. This curve is calculated by setting _(p) to zero. The small
difference between the energy compression for the simple algorithm and for some "optimal"
algorithm shrinks as the size of the buffer memory decreases. This can be observed from Figure
A-7 where a 128 bit buffer memory is assumed.
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Figure A-6-Energy compression ratio for Markov binary data.
Observe from Figures A-6 and A-7 that the energy compression is larger for the smaller
buffer memory. This is a result of a smaller error probability with only a negligible increase in
the data compression. This effect continues only as long as the number of plane identification bits
is a small fraction of the total number of bits. The energy compression for different sized buffer
memories is shown in Figure A-8. It will be clear from the next section that for 4 bit plane identi-
fication relatively small memories are preferred. However, the size of the buffer memory does
not substantially effect the energy compression.
Finally a comparison of the various compression schemes is given in Figure A-9. It is
observed that memory encoding is at least as efficient for energy compression as run length en-
coding schemes using an optimum choice of timing words when the reconstructed bit error is 10 -4
It is definitely preferable to run length schemes that use a fixed timing word. For smaller bit
error rates, the energy compression approaches the data compression and memory encoding com-
pares slightly less favorably, however, considering the implementation simplicity there is little
doubt that memory encoding is preferable regardless of the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure A-7-Energy compression ratio for Markov binary data.
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Figure A-9-Energy compression ratio for binary Markov sources.
NET ENERGY COMPRESSION FOR MARKOV PROCESSES
The over-all or net energy compression for any first order Markov process is given by
log2L
E-1 = I I: _ Elcn log2_ c, '
i=l
(45)
where Eci is the energy compression for the i th bit plane and L is the total number of quantization
intervals. As a result of the inverse property, the net energy compression is relatively insensitive
to changes in the energy compression of the highest order planes. It follows (see Figure A-8) that
small buffer memories (> 64 words) are preferable to large memories for good net energy
compression.
The remaining step in calculating the net energy compression is to determine the prediction
probabilities of the individual bit planes from the statistical model of the Markov source. This is
purely a bookkeeping problem, however tedious, for a given source code. The simplest source model
is one with equally likely levels and with the same symmetrical transition matrix for each of the
levels. (The probabilities of transitions off the end are added to the probability of transferring to
the end sample). Assuming a Gray code, useful formulas for determining the prediction probability
of the i th plane (Pi) as a function of the transition probabilities (p(j) = prob of a change of i levels)
are
J
2 _, jp(j), (46)Pi:l-2_
j=l
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for
i:'3 and i >1÷1og23,
and
3p(1)-/_-1/ P(2)-/7-L3-- ) Ps'Pl : 1 -_- (47)
for
i: 1,2.
The restricted range of validity of these formulas causes no problems for almost all cases of
interest since either the transition matrix can be truncated to fit the formulas with negligible
error or the prediction probabilities are too low to allow profitable compression (pl < 0.9). The
analysis of the example considered in this report can now be carried out in a straightforward manner.
EFFECT OF CHANNEL ENCODING
Channel encoding can be thought of as a means for energy reduction by increasing rather than
decreasing the bandwidth. If, as in the case of some space telemetry systems, there is essentially
unlimited bandwidth, then channel encoding can be used with or without data compression and the
effect is merely to reduce the bit error rate for fixed signal-to-noise ratio. When bandwidth be-
comes an important design parameter, both bandwidth reduction as well as energy reduction have
to be considered when comparing different compression schemes. One useful comparison might
be energy compression for a fixed reduction in bandwidth. Those schemes that have a relatively
large bandwidth reduction could then increase their energy compression by channel encoding.
Consider for example the use of an optimal Group Code (Reference 6) that converts seven
bit data into an eleven bit word, (This particular code is chosen merely because 7 bit timing words
have been assumed in the example). This code increases the bandwidth by a factor of 1.57 which
is slightly more than the reduction obtained in bandwidth of the example by bit-plane compression.
The resultant bandwidth is therefore slightly larger than the original bandwidth of the source. The
additional energy reduction is given by
7 S/N (48)
S r = )
II (S/N)'
where
51 [1 -¢ (_S/N)')] 2 _- 7 [I =_P (S_], (49)
where _(.) is the normalized gaussian cumulative distribution function. Equation (49) follows from
the fact that the optimum (7, 11) group code corrects all the single errors and 4 of the 55 possible
double errors (Reference 6). In the example it has been assumed that the signal-to-noise ratio per
bit for uncompressed planes is 13.831 (% = 10 -4). For the compressed planes the signal-to-noise
ratio per bit should be slightly higher to achieve the same reconstructed bit error rate, however,
the additional energy compression due to channel coding will be evaluated by setting (S/N)' equal
to 13.831. This increases the energy compression by a factor of 1.226. This additional energy
compression increases as the bit error rate decreases. It seems that channel encoding using
parity check techniques is not extremely powerful for energy compression and hence an energy
compression comparison which ignores channel encoding for data compression schemes giving
approximately the same bandwidth reduction is not unreasonable.
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Onepossibleuseof channel encoding is to encode only those planes that have been compressed.
This results in a much smaller increase in bandwidth and also in a smaller reconstructed bit error
rate for the most significant planes than that of the uncompressed planes for a fixed signal-to-noise
ratio per bit. This effect is desirable for most error criterion other than probability of error (say
mean square error). As indicated previously, it should be possible, using the bit-plane technique,
to employ channel encoding in such a way as to effectively minimize some error criterion for the
reconstructed data (given a fixed increase in bandwidth).
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APPENDIX- PROOFS
Lemma 1. The probability that a randomly selected sample lies in a run which follows a
timing error, given the occurrence of a single timing error, is one half.
Proof: Let n t be the number of runs. The desired conditional probability is just
_t-I + N +" " "+ '
where r is the length of the i th run. This follows since there are n t - 1 timing words all con-
taining the same number of bits. All of the run lengths are equally distributed and the average run
length, given n t runs, is clearly N/n t . Hence averaging with respect to run lengths first yields
7_ t
_t-I
(1-j/_t) =-_ ,
j=l
which is independent of the number of runs and gives the desired result.
Lemma 2. The probability that a binary Markov sample, which is t positions beyond a given
run, has a different value than the samples in the given run in given by Equation (23).
Proof: The probability that the first sample following a run has a different value than the
preceeding sample is just 1 - Pr (run length > T ) = 1 - p_. The probability that the next sample
is also different is just p(1 - pV) + (1 - p) pT. It follows, inductively, that the probability that
the ith sample following a run has a different value than the run [Pr (i diff)] is given by
I 11I 1 I ri 1
1 -p) p -P Pr (i diff)
It is clear that P (i dill) is equivalent to P (e/ss(i), which is the conditional probability to be
determined. One can now solve the preceeding equation in a straight forward manner resulting in
Equation (23) of the text.
Lemma 3. The double sum expression of Eauation (40) can be written as the single sum ex-
pression of Equation (41).
Proof: Equation (40) can be written as:
N2(p) =_ 1 -p) rp¢-, _pk-* (1 -p) r .
r=| =
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Recognizing that
and that
drpr-1 = A-'-_ P
r=l L r=0
it follows that
k-I
pr _ 1 - pk1-p
r_0
Furthermore
k-I
rpr- _ = (1 - p)" - rp r-' (1 - p)
(1 - p)2
k-I
k(k - 17r = -------_
Equation (41) is obtained in a straightforward manner by combining these results.
Lemma 4. The average conditioned run length (r3(k)) of Equation (42) reduces to Equation
(43).
Proof: The proof follows trivially from the results of lemma 3 where it was shown that
k-I
rpr- 1 -- (1 - p)r - rpr-I (1 - p)
r--1 (1 - p)2
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THE FAN METHOD OF DATA COMPRESSION
Lee D. Davisson* '7 N67-  7#3
One method which has been suggested for data compression relies on the approximation of
the source time series by straight line segments. Starting from some initial point the line which
minimizes the maximum error magnitude between the line and the data over the length of the line
is found as a function of the distance from the starting time. The longest line for which the maxi-
mum error is below a given threshold is found and used to approximate the data. This procedure
may be performed on the source data or on the sampled and quantized data. The encoded message
contains information about the length of the line and its starting and ending points. The starting
point may be fixed in the scheme as the final end point of the previous interval. In this case the
code word length is reduced at the expense of decreased flexibility (i.e., degrees of freedom) in the
interpolation scheme which may or may not result in a net compression ratio decrease. A scheme
of the general class just described is called a "fan" method (Reference 1).
Because of the fixed nature of the method it may or may not closely approximate the "opti-
mum" (i.e., a transmission rate close to the source entropy). As will be seen here, its capability
relative to another method such as straight run length encoding (zero order hold), where the
number of consecutive samples at a given level is transmitted, depends on the data source distri-
bution. It will be shown that for the specific fan method chosen the scheme is inferior to run
length coding for data of the TV type. It is suspected that an adaptive method of an "appropriate"
type should always do at least as well.
Specifically, the fan method analyzed here is as follows:
1. The data is sampled and quantized.
2. No error is acceptable in the reconstructed data. If the line fitting the data does not go
through one of the quantization levels, the data is reconstructed by rounding off to the nearest
level as illustrated below:
ONE
QUANTIZATION
LEVEL
X.._
 SAMPl VALUES
If the line is half way between levels, the higher level is chosen, i.e., 2.5 -. 3. Thus no error re-
sults between the reconstructed and original quantized values.
3. The starting point for a given line is the same as the final endpoint of the previous line.
*Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.
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4. The message is encoded as a level-run length pair. The level is the final endpoint of the
line, one of L levels, and the timing word is one of T possible "runs" between line endpoints.
5. The data is stationary.
ANALYSIS
In order to find the compression ratio for the fan method, the probability distribution of the
line run lengths for a given data probability distribution is required. Supposed the (8 + 1)st line
segment has as its initial endpoint the level j and as its final endpoint the level k located n samples
away. The probability of this occurrence is denoted by pfq (j, k, n), which is read the probability
that the (q + 1 )st line from the beginning goes from level j to level k in n steps. The reason for
the dependence on q even though the data is stationary will be mentioned shortly. Suffice it to say
that, in general, as q _ co , the probability approaches a steady state value
pf(j, k, n)
The average run length in terms of this probability is given by
En = npf (j, k, n)
j ,k,n
Then the compression ratio is
Io_ 2 T + log 2 L
It is important to note that, with the exception of the first line segment which has no prede-
cessors, the probability pfg (j, k, n) depends on the fan procedure as well as the data source
probability distributions; thus the f subscript on the probability. That is, the probability of
starting at level j and proceeding along a straight line to level k and no further in n steps is af-
fected by the fact that the J th level is the end point of the last line segment and thus that the pre-
ceding line segment could be extended no further. To illustrate this, consider the conditional
probability of the event (j, k, n) given that the previous starting point was i and the previous run
length was m, denoted by p f ( J, k, n I i, j ,m ) which is read as "the probability of going from level
J to level k in n steps given that the previous line was from level i to level j in m steps. Unlike
the marginal probability, the conditional probability does not depend on q for reasons which will be
seen shortly. Certain values of the conditional probability are zero independent of the data source
distributions. For example:
pf(1,1, n ] 1, 1,m)-- 0 for m < T.
This probability is zero because the occurrence of level 1 after (1, 1,m) implies that the line con-
necting level 1 with level 1 in m steps could have been extended further, violating the fan conditions.
Thus the effect of the fan procedure is to assign zero to certain values of the conditional probability
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independentof the source statistics. To further illustrate this idea, in the following diagram for
L = T = 4, those endpoints (values of (k, n)) which have probability zero are circled for i = j = m = l:
Q • • •
• • ® ®
• ® ® ®
i=1 i;1 ® ® ® ®
,___.,__,
m=l , 1 1 1 :
1 2 3 4
4
3
2
1
n
Note that for every path from j to one of the encircled endpoints (k, n), it is possible to make the
line which starts at i longer. Let the set of points (k, n) where the conditional probability is zero
for a given value (i, j, m) be denoted by sljm and the complement of this set, the remaining points,
be denoted by s_j m . Then in terms of the conditional probability of the data, Pd (J, k, n, i, j, m),
the desired fan conditional probability can be specified as:
[0 i f (k, 12) Sij m
pf (j,k,n I i, j,m) =
pd(J,k,n I i, j,m)
if (k,n) S. c .
Ijm
Pd (scim)
where Pd (S_im) iS the _data probability of occurrence of the set S.Ctjm given (i, j, m) has occurred:
(:)
P_(S_Jm) = E ¢ s.c,jmPd(J k, nli, j,m) (2)
(k, n)
Note that the data conditional probability does not depend on the fan procedure as contrasted with
the "fan" conditional probability.
The conditional probabilities of Equation (1) can be calculated by straightforward (although,
as will be seen, usually lengthy) calculations. It is clear then that the desired unconditional proba-
bilities satisfy the equations
pfq(j,k,n) = E Pf(J'k'nli'J'm) pfq-1 (i,j,m) (3)
l,j,m
j,k=l .... ,L
n=l ..... T.
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Theseequationscanbe solved for the probability desired as a function of the interval number q sub-
ject to the constraint that the initial value is determined only by the data, i.e.:
pf,0(J,k,n) =pd(J,k,n) (4)
Let the fan conditional probability matrix be denoted by II and the desired probability column
vector be given by _q. Then (3) can be put in the matrix form:
q q-l"
(5)
Proceeding recursively and using Equation (4), this becomes
Trq = [[q _'0
As t _ % it can be shown that under very general conditions* _q approaches a limit v= which
is independent of v0 and satisfies the equation:
_= = n _o (6)
COMPUTER RESULTS
Unfortunately, itis not practical to solve Equation (6) directly. Note that the matrix 11con-
tains L3T 2 elements. Typically for L = 16, T= 16, this is 16s = 10 6 elements. However, a recur-
sive solution based on Equation (5) is possible. Since _q _ _=, the compression ratio c - c=.
Thus one need only calculate enough steps so that ICq - Cq_ iI is less than some threshold.
Even with the recursive solution the computations are lengthy since LST 2 probabilities must
be recalculated after every step**. It is difficult to estimate precisely how many machine cycles
are required to find each probability vector _ due to the complexity of the logic required. Figure
A-10 is a simplified computer flow diagram oqf a program developed to solve for the compression
ratio for given source probability distributions.
One economy made in the programming was the bypass of most of the calculations when the
data probability Pd(i, j, ra) is sufficiently small (i.e., < e 1 ). The following table gives representa-
tive running times on the IBM 7094 for the first order Markov process shown next to the table.
p (" I ") is the process one step transition probability.
Time
L T (rain)
4 8 1
4 16 2
8 8 3
8 16 10
16 16 73
Markov process
f'o; li-ila 2
_)p; i = j
p(i/j)-_l_p; i=j+l = 2or i=j-l=T-1
{1-p/2; i=j±l, 1< j <T.
*Roughly speaking the conditions are satisfied if all llne sequences (j,k,n) of nonzero probability occur infinitely
often in an infinite sequence of values. This is always true in practice. See (Reference 2) for a more precise
statement.
**If disk storage were available, this requirement might be eliminated. However, the seek transfer time between
disk and core then becomes significant.
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As suspected, the amount of running time goes up sharply with L3T 2 . Because of this the
numerical results given shortly are confined to L = 8.
The particular Markov process chosen for the example is a simplified model for TV data
which has been found empirically to be approximately first order Markov with the highest transi-
tion probability being from the present level to the same level in one step. The rest of the proba-
bility weight is primarily on the neighboring levels.
The data generated by this model for "large" values of p, say p • .7, would be predominated by
a sequence of straight level lines of average length given by:
(l-p) np" : 1--_'
n_O
with occasional rising and falling sequences of isolated points forming nonlevel lines. For these
values of p the simple zero order hold or run length method of encoding can be expected to be
superior to the fan method. The reason for this is illustrated by the following figure of a "typical"
sequence generated by the above source:
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Between the dashed lines the fan method requires 8 lines whereas simple run length coding requires
only 5 messages.
On the other hand, if p is "small," say less than 0.5, rising and falling sequences tend to
dominate the data and the fan method is superior to the zero order hold predictor. Unfortunately,
the advantage in this case is of no use since the resulting compression ratio over straight PCM
encoding is small.
Figure A-11 bears out this reasoning. Figure A-11a is the bit compression ratio as a
function of p for 8 quantization levels (3 level bits) and 8 timing words (3 run length bits) where
Figure A-11b is for 8 levels and 16 run lengths. Note that for reasonable compression ratios
one would favor the zero order hold system. In both cases the compression ratio curves cross at
about p = 0.7. Thus one can tentatively conclude that for TV data at least, this fan method should
not be used.
One cannot conclude, however, that this fan method is inferior for all kinds of data. For
data which has statistical dependence beyond the previous sample, that conclusion is certainly
not valid. Consider the following second order Markov process where the most probable level
based on the immediate past is the extrapolation of the last 2 points if this is one of the L levels
and the closest of the top or bottom levels if this is not so:
P(k I j, i) =
p; k=2j -i<T
T, 2j-i>T
1--m--P;k= 2j -i +1, l<2j - i <T
2
1 -p; k = 2j - i + 1 = 2ork = 2] -i - 1 =T- 1
0 elsewhere
For these data there tends to be many non-level straight line-runs so that one would expect
the fan method to have the advantage. Analytical results bear out this expectation. Figure A-12
presents the bit compression ratios for each system as a function of p for 8 quantizing levels and
8 and 16 run length words. Note that the fan method is indeed the better performer.
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CONCLUSIONS
The choice of a predictor should be based on the data distributions. Because of the lack of
uniform superiority of predictors of a fixed nature, it is perhaps better to use some adaptive tech-
nique if an accurate data model is lacking.
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..... THE CONCEPT OF ENERGY COMPRESSION RATIO AND ITS
APPLICATION TO RUN LENGTH CODING -
L. D. Davisson* "7 N 67-227#4
In many, if not most, digital communications applications, the sampling and hence trans-
mission rate is set too high most of the time so that the periods of maximum data interest can be
accommodated. It is a well known fact that this is the case for TV data and most telemetry data.
This has aroused the interest of numerous people who have developed schemes for the removal of
unnecessary or "redundant" data prior to transmission in an attempt to make the communication
more efficient. Such systems are called data compression systems. Usually these schemes at-
tempt to take advantage of the inherent predictability or smoothness of the data during inactive
periods. Only those samples which can not be predicted or fit by a polynomial of some fixed de-
gree, usually a straight line segment, are transmitted. Perhaps the simplest such system is the
run length or zero order hold predictor method wherein a message is only transmitted when the
quantization level of the data changes. At this time the level and the number of times it repeats,
called the run length, are sent.
Many publications (References 1 through 10 to name a few) have appeared on data compres-
sion methods. Unfortunately there is yet no uniform standard by which to compare these methods
and in almost every case there is insufficient data within the papers with which to apply such a
standard. For example, in every instance, it is assumed that the compressed data are encoded
ahd transmitted over a noiseless channel or at least that the noise has a negligible effect on the
reconstructed data. The purpose of this paper is to propose certain criteria by which various
compression schemes can be compared and to demonstrate the overwhelming importance of noise
through typical system calculations. Specifically, the computations are applied to the run length
coding scheme described above. By using the same analytical techniques, Kelly and Kanefsky have
obtained results for other coding schemes of the same general class. Their results also appear
within this Summer Workshop Report.
ENERGY COMPRESSION RATIO
In the literature, various figures of merit have been proposed for the evaluation of data
compression systems. Perhaps the most common (and least meaningful) is the "element" or
simply "data" compression ratio defined as the ratio of the sampling rate to the nonredundant or
nonpredictable sample rate. This is not too useful because it neglects the effect of coding on the
transmission rate. It is clear that the actual reduction in transmission rate must be somewhat
smaller than that given by the element compression ratio because of the necessity of transmitting
spacing or timing information for the transmitted samples in addition to the samples themselves.
It is clear, then, that the actual reduction in transmission rate is smaller than the data compres-
sion ratio, the precise amount by which it is less being tied up with the method of coding. A sec-
ond definition (see Reference 10) intended to remove the preceding objection is the "bit" compres-
sion ratio which is defined as the ratio of the bit transmission rate for uncompressed data to that
for compressed data including coding. The major drawback to this definition is that the effect of
channel errors on data quality is ignored. Unfortunately, the effect of the always present bit errors
has differing effects on different compression schemes and, at least in general, for the same chan-
nel, data which is compressed transmitted and reconstructed is noisier than it would be if sent
*Princeton University I Princeton, N.J.
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uncompressed. The reason for this is clear. The removal of some of the samples makes the
correct reception of the remaining samples with their accompanying timing information more
critical. In light of this, it seems unreasonable to compare two systems on the basis of bit rate
alone.
Thus a new basis for the comparison of transmission systems is required. From the above
considerations it seems reasonable to define the system ener_/ compression ratio, the ratio of
the average energy required to send a sample in an uncompressed communication system to that
required in a proposed compression system for the same data quality. This ratio is a function of
the bit error rate in the compression system. Clearly, as the error rate goes to zero the energy
compression ratio approaches the bit compression ratio. On this basis it is possible to deter-
mine the exact value of a given scheme relative to another scheme. The measure of data quality
can be chosen as the average value of any desired cost function although usually the mean square
error or sample probability of error is chosen.
It will be shown in succeeding sections that the effect of channel errors can be quite signifi-
cant, resulting in an energy compression ratio which is markedly below the bit compression ratio
for typical error rates (i.e., around 10 -s bits/bit).
ENERGY COMPRESSION RATIO FOR RUN LENGTH CODING
To illustrate the above ideas, the energy compression ratio is calculated for a particular
coding scheme under particular assumptions about the data and channel probability models.
Specifically, these are:
1. The data is encoded in blocks of N samples (e.g., a TV line) for which there are no syn-
chronization errors and the synchronization word is of negligible length compared with the block
length. These restrictions will be removed in a future publication.
2. Within each block the data is run length encoded as a level-run word pair. The level word
is one of L levels and the run length, the number of times the sample is repeated, is one of T
values. Each value is PCM encoded.
3. The data is a first order Markov chain with a probability p, called the probability of pre-
diction, of remaining at the same level independent of the level (which approximates the situation
for TV data). The other transition probabilities can be chosen arbitrarily.
4. The channel is binary symmetric with error rate r bits/bit. Specifically the bits are co-
herently transmitted in white Gaussian noise. The latter requirement makes it possible to make
energy calculations and could readily be modified.
5. The data quality measure is the average cost, where the cost of deciding level i, given
level j to be the correct level, is given by an arbitrary matrix, s, with elements s_j.
In this method errors are caused by timing errors up to the sample chosen or by a level
word error or a combination of both. The details of the calculations based on the above 5 condi-
tions are extremely involved and are therefore relegated to the appendix. Generally speaking, the
method involves the calculation of the probability that h timing word errors have preceded a ran-
domly selected sample times the average cost of h timing errors. This expression can be evalu-
ated numerically starting with one error and summing until further errors contribute little to the
average cost. (For the particular cost function which is the probability of error, (s_ i = 0, slj =
1, i _ j), it is possible to get upper and lower bounds. These bounds approach each other as the
accumulated effects of 1, 2, 3,..., errors are accounted for. When the bounds are sufficiently
close, the computations cease.) Then the channel bit error rate for the same average cost for
uncompressed data transmission can be calculated. The ratio of the energies required per sample
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for the compressed and uncompressed transmission systems is computed. This is the required
energy compression ratio.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To illustrate the nature of the energy compression ratio and the effect of timing errors on
the received data, the probability of received sample error is used as the data cost function or
quality measure ( sii = 0, sij = 1, i _ j ). It will be seen that the probability of received sample
error is many times greater in the compressed system than in the uncompressed system for the
same bit error rate. The following system parameters are used as being "typical" (specifically,
as being typical of TV data):
N = block length = 500 (e.g. elements in a TV line)
L = number of levels = 16
W = maximum run length = 16
p = probability of prediction = 0.8 or 0.9
(1)
The complete Markov transition probability matrix places all the probability weight on the
same level and its neighbors. That is:
"p k=m
Pr(klm)= 1----_Pk=m+_l 1 <m<T
2
1-pk=m- 1 =T-lork=m+ 1= 2
0 elsewhere
(2)
is
For the values of (1), the approximate solution of Equation (A-21) for the probability of error
r T
P e : 146.9 C-- + r2 (3)
d
where r L = r T is the level word error rate. Hence
_146.9 ) (4)Pe = _--_d +1 r 2
Thus for the same error rate, the ratio of compressed sample error rate to uncompressed sample
error rate, Pu, is
Pe 146.9
- +I>> 1.
Pu C d
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In fact for the values of p = 0.8 and 0.9:
P
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Figure A-13-Sample error rate vs. channel error rate,
probability of prediction = P, number of levels, L=
16, max run length, T= 16, block length N = 500.
Figure A-13 presents the exact probability
of error as a function of channel bit error rate
together with the error due to single bit errors
and the approximate solutions of Equation (4)
(here r L , 4 × channel bit error rate) and
Equation (5). It is seen that for the region of
usual interest, the errors are primarily due to
single timing word errors and that the approxi-
mate solutions of Equations (4) and (5) is quite
good. In any computations as complicated as
these, errors are possible. Hence a simula-
tion was performed with a 5 percent confidence
interval at a level of confidence of 90 percent.
Excellent agreement was found. From Equa-
tion (5) it is apparent that energy compression
ratios that are much less than the bit compres-
sion ratio can be expected. Figure A-14 bears
this out. Even for a channel bit error rate of
10 -7 the energy compression ratio is not close
to the bit compression ratio.
Placing equal energy in the timing and
level bits is not the most efficientuse of the
average energy available as indicated by
Equation (3). Figure A-15 is a plot of the
energy compression ratio as a function of the ratio of the timing word energy per bit and the level
energy per bit for fixed average energy. Note that a significantimprovement can be expected by
doing this. An improvement that is on the order of 15 percent can apparently be gained.
FURTHER COMMENTS
Many problems remain to be investigated. For example, the synchronization problem was
ignored. Without allowing energy for synchronization, the energy compression ratio could be made
to approach the bit compression ratio by making N small. However, this is not reasonable since
energy must be used in synchronization. The tradeoff point between synchronization energy and
block length must be found. This in turn is tied up with an "optimum" synch word.
A second problem is the use of error correcting codes to improve the energy compression
ratio. This can readily be done within the framework of the preceding sections.
The application to channels which are bandwidth constrained and to those channels with
"memory" (e.g. telephone lines) need further investigation.
Finally the energy compression for non-Markov data can be investigated. It is clear that the
above results can be modified to handle any prediction system where the prediction probability is
constant and sample-to-sample independent. This remains to be accomplished.
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APPENDIX
ANALYTICALCOMPUTATIONS
Notethattiming errors accumulate with each succeeding transmission. That is, the j th
run is reconstructed starting at the end of the reconstructed(j-1)st run. The analytical computa-
tions proceed by defining the contribution to the average cost, gh, which is due to the presence of
h timing errors prior to a randomly chosen sample and then summing over h:
= average cost
(A-I)
Sh is found by evaluating an appropriately chosen sequence of joint probabilities. The choice
is governed solely by ease of computation and was found by a process of trial and error. For a
different system of coding a different approach may be required. Specifically, if s (A_ is the aver-
age cost due to an accumulated timing error of A prior to a randomly chosen sample (which does
not depend on h), then:
Sh -- ES (A) Pr (4, h) (A-2)
A
where Pr (.) is used as a generic notation to denote the probability of the enclosed event or value
occurring in(A=2)
Pr (A, h) = probability that h timing errors have occurred prior to a randomly chosen
sample resulting in an accumulated timing error of A.
The evaluation of s-_ will be postponed for the moment. Turning to the evaluation of Pr (4, h),
a further expansion is made. Suppose a randomly selectedsample is inthe j th transmitted run and
t i = valve of the i th run length (timing word) where an error has occurred. Then:
Pr(A,h)= E Pr ({tl}) x-_L Pr (A[h, j, {ti} ) Pr (h[j, {ti}) Pr(j[{ti} ) (A-3)
{tl) j =h+l
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where Pr (. [. ) denotes conditional probability and where the above probabilities are broken down
in terms of j, the number of runs which have occurred up to and including the randomly selected
sample and in terms of the h run lengths, {tl; i E 1, • • • , j - 1 }, the correct values of the h tim-
ing words where the errors have occurred. The probability of h timing errors prior to a sample
in the jth run obviously increases with j but is independent of the values (tl } . In fact:
Pr (hi j, {ti} ) = (J h I) r h (I-rT)J-h-I (A-4)
where:
r T -- timing word error rate
= 1 - (1 - r) l°g2T
r = channel error rate
T = number of possible encoded run lengths.
The probability that a randomly chosen sample is in the j th run given (t+} is proportional
to the length of the j th run whose probability distribution is affected by its position in the data.
Specifically
N-1 T
= --PrN (ti I_i -h- 1' (tl}) Pr (crj -h-t) (A-5)
_j_ - mO tj_l
where the sum of the j-h-1 timing words preceding the jth run and excluding the set {t i} is
a
crj -h- 1 = _ tk
k
where the ' denotes summation over the aforesaid set.
The run lengths are independent random variables due to the first order Markov dependence
of the data except for the last run in a block which is truncated. Their probability density is:
Pr (t) = pt-1 (1 - p) t < T
=pT-I t =T
= 0 otherwise.
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DThe characteristic function of the run lengths is
T
¢ (ei_) = E eit_ Pr (t)
tml
= eih. 1 - p + pT-1 (ei(T-1)_. - eiT_.)
I - pe iA"
In terms of this characteristic function:
F1 e-in_ ¢i-h-I (ei£) d_. (A-6)Pr (cri_h_ 1 = n) =
¢r
The last run in a block of length N is truncated. This affects the conditional probability of t i
as shown by:
Pr (tjl_j_h.1,(tl)) = pt-1 (i -p);
h
t <Tandcrj_h_ 1 + _ t i <N
l=l
h
=pt-1 ; t <-T andcrj_h_ 1 + E tl =N (A-7)
i=1
= 0 ; otherwise.
It is now possible to write an expression for the summation over j of the product of equations
(A-4) and (A-5) which appears in (A-3). Using (A-6) and (A-7):
_ Pr(hlj,(ti)) Pr (Jl(tl)) =
j =h+ 1
f v t" IP lq-):ti-1 _'1(J_l) rh(l_rT)J _-h-1 1 Ir cJ-h-l(eiN) _--_N-tj=l Lr(ti) E e-in%'+pt-le-i(N'_:ti)j =h+l _r n=0
h Ir _ N -_t i - 1
= r.___..v f_ dk tj r(t}) e-in_k+p t-1 e -i(N-_ti))k •
2_rN _ [1-(1-rT)¢(eik)]h+l tj=l n=0
(A-8)
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Now,it is convenientto rearrangeaportionof the integrandslightly:
[1-(1 -rw)_b(eik)]h+l ]=0
(A-9)
This summation is of the form:
(A-10)
The first N components of this sum (the only ones which contribute to the integral) can be
evaluated numerically on a digital computer. The other term of the integral of Equation (A-8) can
be put in the form:
N
_ _n e- in}k (A-11)
n=0
This too can be evaluated numerically. Thus, using (A-10) and (A-11), Equation (A-8) be-
comes:
2 '2Pr (hlj <t_>) Pr(jl<t_ / :--rT % 9j
'" N
j=h+l j=O
(A-12)
Returning now to Equation (A-3), the conditional probability of an error of magnitude A,
Pr (A]h, j. (t i }/ , remains to be evaluated. Clearly there is no dependence on j. The probability
of an accumulated error, A, in the h timing words whose true values are given by the set {ti}
is found by the h-fold convolution of the probabilities of the h (independent) timing errors. This is
most conveniently represented in integral form as the inverse transform of the product of the
characteristic functions of the timing errors. These characteristic functions are given by:
Qi (v) :
T-t I
Pr (t i +A received[ti) elVA
A=-t i +I
The probability in the summand is determined by the number of bits that are different between the
PCM encoded word t i and the received word t i + A (Hamming distance). If q is the Hamming
distance, then the probability is
rq(l - r) log 2T-q
r T
4O
Thus:
_r h
' = _'_ Qi (v) dr. (A-13)
_r i=l
Finally, using (A-12) and (A-13), equation (A-3) becomes
f: 2Pr (A,h) = _ 1 e_iVA -- aj_j. (A-14)Qi (v) Pr (tl)dv • rhN
(t_) i=, j=o
Returning now to Equation (A-2), the remaining factor to be evaluated is S(A) which can be
written as
S(A) =Pr(ti)Pr(iIA, tj) Pr(k, nlA, tj, i) Skn (A- 15)
where
Pr (i IA, tj ) -- probability that the level reconstructed in place of the correct value for a
randomly selected sample is located i samples away from the endpoint of the
run whose length is tj given A.
Pr (k, nIA, tj, i) : probability that the correct value is the k th level but the value reconstructed
is n given A, t. and iI
Skn = the cost of deciding k is the correct level when in fact n is the true value.
The first of the above defined probabilities is given by the simple expression:
1 if [AI _tj +1<i < i_1Pr (ilA, tj) = t-7 - -
J
= 0 otherwise
(A-16)
The remaining probability is determined by the transition matrix of the Markov process and
the probability density of a level error. It is evaluated in a straightforward manner using as
initial conditions the probabilities of the first sample outside of the interval of the tj run. This
is found through the use of the fact that if A < 0, the probability that the first sample outside the
interval equals the desired level is pT (the probability that the preceding run is of length W and that
the run continues into the tj interval). IfA > 0 and tj < T, the same probability equals zero. If
tj ---- T, and A > 0, the probability equals p.
Equation (A-16) is substituted in (A-15) along with the results of the preceding paragraph to
get _(_). Finally in Equation (A-2), using (A-14):
_h= S_ _ Qi(v)Pr(ti)dv " r_N
• _r izl j=O
(A-17)
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Now let
Then
(v).
_-_ W (v) Qi (v) Pr (t i -_- •
{ti} i j =0
(A-18)
This is the equation which is numerically evaluated to obtaifl the exact average cost.
The data compression ratio is given by the average run length which is
T
C d -- _ t Pr (t)
t=1
= w
l-p
The bit compression ratio is
C b =C d
log 2 L
log 2L + log2T
The energy compression ratio at bit error rate r in the compressed data is given by the
ratio of the energy per bit, E, required in the uncompressed system for average cost S to that
required in the compressed system, E¢, times the bit compression ratio:
E (A-19)
E:Cb_c "
If r is the uncompressed bit error rate for cost S and r is the compressed value, then for
u
the assumed coherent white Gaussian channel:
where ¢ is the cumulative Gaussian probability distribution.
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An approximate solution for the average cost of (A-l) can be found when the timing word
error rate times the block length is small, i.e., rTN << 1. Ill this case the effects on the calcula-
tions of more than one timing word error can be neglected,
s _ s o + _, (A-20)
where S0 is the average cost due to a level error and no timing errors whereas _, is the average
cost due to a single timing word error. T0 is the sarne as the average cost in uncompressed data
for error rate r. Suppose there are M transmitted level-run length pairs in the transmitted block
of length N. (M is a random variable.) Then the probability of a single error preceeding a
randomly chosen sample given M, is approximately
_, "MrPr(h= l lj i tl)Pr(j Itl)_. T"
j=2
The expected value of this quantity with respect to M is given by
N r T
2 Cd
Thus from (A=18) the following approximate expression is found
T
NrT1 f T__2C d 2"rr ..-
tl=l
Q1 (v) Pr (tl) dv + So (A-21)
This expression is evaluated with relatively few computations compared with the exact ex-
pression where most of the labor lies in the evaluation of Equations (A-10) and (A-11). An ad=
ditional advantage is that, because the integral only needs to be evaluated once, (A-21) can easily
be evaluated for a range of values of rr whereas the exact expression can not.
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TI-IE EFFECT OF CHANNEL ERRORS ON A SAMPLE
COMPRESSION SYSTEM EMPLOYING BINARY SEQUENCE TIME ENCODING
Robert B. Kelley* 7
N 67--22745
A sample compression system is a form of data processing which reduces the number of
transmitted data samples and restores the data to original form after reception. That is, a sample
compression system consists of an "encoder-decoder" pair. This reduction process is accomp-
lished by taking advantage of "sample regularity" whenever present. What constitutes "sample
regularity" depends upon the technique used to reduce the number of samples. For example, if an
adaptive non-linear predictor, such as suggested by Balakrishnan (Reference 1) is used, then
"sample regularity" implies only that the predictor based on the immediate past is applicable to
the present and immediate future data. On the other hand, if non-adaptive "curve fitting" techniques
are used such as mentioned by Weber (Reference 2), and others (References 3 through 11), then
"sample regularity" implies that the data fit a specific family of curves.
Although the adaptive techniques could perform well for a larger class of data, an examina-
tion of the pertinent literature will show that the non-adaptive techniques have received the most
attention. And fitting horizontal line segments seems to be the most popular of the curve fitting
schemes-probably because of the extreme simplicity of mechanization.
To restore the non-transmitted samples, some kind of "timing" information is needed at the
receiver to locate the transmitted samples in the original data sequence. Hence, timing must be
transmitted in some form. In this paper, the case is considered where the timing information is
encoded as a binary sequence, one bit for each original data sample.
In general, for a given signal to noise ratio, restored (sample) compressed data have a
larger probability of sample error than if the same data samples were transmitted without com-
pression. To obtain the same probability of sample error for these two modes of operation, a
larger signal to noise ratio is required to compensate for the compression error effect. The ob-
ject of this analysis is to determine the net savings of signal energy obtained by this sample com-
pression scheme when the same block of data samples is transmitted with the same probability of
sample error for both operating modes. The net energy savings per block of samples could be
translated into a corresponding savings in time, bandwidth or average power level. For a fixed
bandwidth case, with constant average power, the net energy savings is realized as a time savings
and the larger signal to noise ratio is achieved through coding. The exact correspondence depends,
of course, on the specific coding method employed.
DATA AND CHANNEL MODELS
The data samples are assumed to be a sequence of quantized time samples. For definiteness,
Mdistinct quantum levels are assumed and the data is processed in blocks of fixed length; call the
number of samples in a block, B. In this analysis, the data are modeled as a stochastic process
which possesses nearest neighbor dependence; that is, the data will be modeled as a first-order
Markov process. The transition probability matrix is taken to have the form:
*University of Rhode Island, Kingston, R.I.
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Thus, for each of the M quantum levels, the probability that the nearest neighbor is the same level
as a given sample isequal to the same probability p. The other transition probabilities are corn=
pletely arbitrary and may vary with each successive sample.
Looking at single frame television pictures (such as Nimbus and Tiros satellite cloud pic-
tures), the Markov model has been empirically verified. The constancy of the main diagonal
transition probabilities has been observed to be approximately true except for the extreme quan-
tum levels.
The transmission channel is modeled as a (constant) binary symmetric channel with proba-
bility of bit error equal to r. The data levels are transformed into binary format (uncoded PCM)
and transmitted along with the binary timing sequence through the same (time shared) channel.
The only source of error considered in this analysis is the channel since the object is to
determine the effect of channel errors on the restored compressed data, and, from this, the net
energy savings. In particular, error free block synchronization is assumed. Finally, because
identical processing is performed on each block of B data samples, block-to=block dependences, if
any exist, are not taken into account.
SAMPLE COMPRESSION AND BINARY
SEQUENCE TIME ENCODING
Supposed that 4 quantum levels are used and therefore the data sample values are either 1,
2, 3, or 4. For a block length of 16, the original data samples might look like:
2222233444431111
For this example, there are runs of length 5,2,4,1, and 4 respectively. Sample compression is
achieved by transmitting the quantum level for each run only once. The timing information needed
at the receiver to restore the non-transmitted samples is the position of each run within the block
of data.
With binary sequence time encoding, the position of each run is inferred from a binary se=
quence composed of one bit for each original sample. In this sequence, the last (or right hand)
sample of a particular run is indicated by a 1. Thus, the binary timing sequence which corre-
sponds to:
2222233444431111
is
0000101000110001
At the receiver, a 0 is interpreted as a repeat indication and a 1 as a call for a new (i.e., the
next) quantum level. Suppose the transmitted data consists of the binary timing sequence followed
by the uncoded PCIVI equivalent of the quantum levels
23431
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asshownbelow:
_0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 ljl 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
Y
timing sequence (2) (3) (4) (3) (1)
The receiver identifies the timing sequence portion and each quantum level. The non-transmitted
samples are restored by interpreting the binary timing sequence previously as explained. Thus,
for the received sequence in this example, the receiver restored the data as:
RESTORED DATA: 2 2 2 2 2 3 314 4 4 4i3 1 1 1 1
TIMING SEQUENCE: 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 J 0 0 0 1 J 1 0 0 0 1
Notice that the last bit of the binary timing sequence is always a 1. Hence, it would not be trans-
mitted since the number of samples in a block is fixed, here B = 16.
Because the number of transmitted quantum levels, in this example 5, would in general vary
from block to block of compressed data, some kind of block synchronization is required to signal
the end of one block and the start of another. Using the example above, a block of compressed
data might be transmitted using the format:
IBLOCKI 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 00SYNC OJ 1 011 1J 0 Oil 110 lj
To assist the receiver in locating the block sync word and thereby maintaining synchroniza-
tion, the number of 1 in the binary sequence might be counted. Also, the block sync word might be
composed of forbidden quantum level code words. In any event, block synchronization should not be
a significant problem. The "cost" of the block sync word in terms of additional bits and therefore
additional energy is not included in the analysis which follows.
A sample compression system having the nature of the one analyzed in this paper might be
represented by a block diagram as drawn in Figure A-16. The fitting tolerance e may be an arbi-
trary number of quantum levels. (The assumed symmetry is not essential.) Since the fitting error
is not caused by the transmission channel, the original data samples for purposes of this analysis
are the noisefree version of the restored data.
If the fitting is accomplished by a piecewise constant quantum level approximation (analogous
to a sampled-data zero-order hold device), then the corresponding transition probability matrix
will have identically zero diagonals surround-
ing the non-zero main diagonal, reflecting the
requirement that the quantum levels must
TRANSMISSION RECEIVER
change value by at least the fitting tolerance ................
or stay the same.
BINARY SEQUENCE ERROR
DECODING RULE
When there is a disagreement between
the number of l s in the received binary se-
quence and the number of received quantum
levels (this number is always assumed to be
correct), a decoding rule is needed to permit
the non-transmitted data samples to be re-
stored as previously indicated. That is, the
binary sequence must either be modified so as
TRANSMJTTER
PROCESSING
DATA
FITTING
TOLERANCE
ORIGINAL RESTORED
DATA TIMING DATA
(BLOCK OF INFORMATION (BLOCK OF
SAMPLE VALUE
INFORMATION
NOISE-FREE
VERSI( IN OF SAMP VALUE
RESTORED DATA ERRORS
Figure A-16-Sample compression system model.
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to use all the received quantum levels or the number of quantum levels must be changed to agree
with the received binary sequence.
Since it is always true that the last data sample in the original block has the same quantum
level as the last transmitted quantum level, the decoding rule employed in this analysis modifies
the received binary sequence to maintain this condition. The rule is:
1. If there are excess Is, change the terminal excess Is to 0s.
2. If there are excess 0s, change the terminal excess 0s to ls.
Suppose that the 15-bit binary sequence for the previous example was received with one bit
in error, then depending on which bit was changed the received binary sequence might be:
0 -----_1 error
000011100011000
t
error
and
1 ------ 0 error
000010000011000
t
error
For the first case, without the decoding rule, the restored data would be:
222223433331????
Employing the decoding rule modifies the received binary sequence from
000011100011000
to
000011100010000
SO that the restored data would now be:
2222234333311111
For the second case, without the decoding rule, the restored data would be:
2222233333343333 (quantum level of
1 left over)
The decoding rule modifies the received binary timing sequence from
000010 O00011000
to
000010000011 O01
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soth_therestored_tawould_:
2222233333343331
Thesecanbecomparedwiththeorigi_l_tasamplesbeforecompression:
2222233444431111
NET ENERGY SAVINGS
The net energy savings (NES) is given in this analysis as the ratio of total signal energy with
compression to that without compression to transmit the same block of data with the same
probability of sample error. Denoting the signal power to noise spectral density per bit as SNR,
the total signal energy is equal to the product of the number of bits transmitted and the SNR and a
common constant of proportionality for both cases. Hence, defining the bit compression ratio in a
consistant manner, this yields:
SNR¢ _BIT
=_ _COMPRESSION _
NES SNRnc [.RATIO 3
where SNR e = SNR with compression
and SNR n e = SNR with no coml_r_.ssion
Let the channel bit error probability for the compression system be r and for the non-
compression system be r.c. Denote the common probability of sample error by Pc and the number
of bits in a quantum level word by _. Assuming coherent detection, the bit error probability and
the SNR are related by
or
where
r = CERF (SNR)
SNR = CERF- I (r)
1 1/2 y dy
CERF (x) =---_ e-
For the non-compression system
1
rnc = I-(I -Pc)
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Therefore
SNRc CERFo1 (r)
where Pe is a function of rc and the sample compression system.
For the assumed data model, the average number of runs is equal to
B(1-p) + p.
Since the average number of quantum level words transmitted by the compression system is equal
to the average number of runs, the bit compression ratio is given by
/_[B(1-p)+p] +B-1 =1_ [l_l/(p 1].
_B
To evaluate the net energy savings then, the probability of sample error must be determined
as a function of the channel bit error probability and the sample compression system employed. In
the next section, bounds are obtained for the probability of sample error in terms of the data block
length B, the main diagonal transition probability p, the number of bits in a sample value word _,
and the channel bit error probability r.
CHANNEL ERROR ANALYSIS
To determine the net energy savings obtained by using the sample compression system de-
scribed above, it is necessary to find, as a function of the bit error probability r, the probability
that a randomly selected receiver restored sample is in error. The probability of such a sample
error can be,viewed as the expected value of a zero-one random variable, e, which is equal to zero
if the selected receiver restored sample has the same quantum level as the noisefree version at
the transmitter and is equal to one otherwise. Thus
P { S_PLE ERROR ) = E {£)
The joint distribution of all the random variables which affect the value of £ must be deter-
mined to perform the desired expectation. To establish the notation, suppose the randomly selected
sample belongs to the k th transmitter run.
5O
Then,for thedatablock
m 1 m I • . . m I • . . mk. 1 ink_ 1 • . . ink_ 1 m k m k • . . m k • . . m k m k • . . m k
n I nk_ 1 n k ng
k Y / k...__,¢_____]
t n
The following symbols will be used:
n =n k = length of the k th run
k-1
t =)--_. n j = number of samples to the left of the k th run
j=l
K = total number of runs in the block B
In the analysis which follows, bounds are obtained for P ( sample error} which depends on
just these parameters: n, t, k, K. Treating them as random variables, the appropriate joint dis-
tribution is given as P (£, transmission errors, n, t, }_, I_}
Bounds on P{_ln, t, k, K}
Write the joint distribution as P {£ , transmission errors In, t, k,K} • P {n, t, k, K} . Then a
conditional probability can be defined as P{£[ n, t, k, K}= _ P ( • transmission errors In, t, k,
K} transmission errors. Exact evaluahon of thin condihonal probability requires a more complete
specification of the data structure. However, enough structure has been assumed to permit the
determination of upper and lower bounds.
Define the average (overall binary sequence bit errors) probabilities c o (n, t, k, K) and C
(n, t, k, K) as follows: 1
_selected sample is
C O (n, t, k, K) = Prob_in k th receiver
k run
elected sample is
C 1 (n, t, k, K) =Prob_in(k-- ±l)'t receiver
krun
n' t, k,K 1
n, t, k, Kt
Since the channel errors are independent, the sample value errors and the binary sequence
bit errors are independent. If the number of bits in the quantum level word equals _ then
P {received quantum level error} = 1-(l-r) l*=_ r M
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Similarly,
]3-1 / r_(1- r) s-l-_P(_-binary sequence bit errors} =
Hence, for example,
P{ received quantum level error, Tbinary sequence bit errors}
B- 1) r ¢ (1 - r) s-1-¢= rM" t
A lower bound is obtained, denoted by PL' which in terms of the previously defined symbols
is given by
PL = rMCo +(1- r M)C1
By interpreting the terms, itcan be verified that this is a lower bound.
The conditional probability of sample error is at least as large as the sum of the conditional
probability of selecting a sample in the correct run and having the wrong quantum level plus the
conditional probability of selecting a sample in an adjacent run and having that quantum level cor-
rect. Using a worse case assumption that the errors would exactly cancel in all other cases, a
lower bound is clearly obtained.
Similarly, an upper bound is obtained, denoted by Pu, and is given as
Pu = rMCo + (1 -C o) [= 1 - (1 - rM) Co].
Again, it can be verified that this is an upper bound. The conditional probability is certainly larger
than the sum of the conditional probability of selecting a sample in the correct run and having the
wrong quantum level plus the conditional probability of selecting some other run. This last term
represents a worse case assumption of no error cancellations ever occurring. (This upper bound
is equivalent to a lower bound on the conditional probability of no error.)
For large values of signal to noise ratio and therefore small probabilities of bit error, only
a few binary sequence errors contribute a significant amount to the average conditional probability
of run selection. If at most one binary error is considered,
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and
C o_(1- r)S-I oo +(B-1)_C o
C 1 _ (B- 1) r(1 - r) B-2 Cll
where, taking the binary sequence error decoding rule into account, the probabilities C00, col,
cll, axe given by
0 BIT ERRORS
1 BIT ERROR
C0o(n, t, k, K)= 1
C01(n, t, k, K) =
Cl1(n, t, k, K) =
1 (n +1)
B- t-_-
B-1
n(B-K) +K-1
n(B - 1)
1 (n - 1)
t+_
B-- 1
(n- I) (K- I)
n(B- 1) '
, k_k
, k=k
k_K
k_-K
The conditional probabilities of selecting particular runs are obtained by counting the number
of samples in the pertinent runs assuming the appropriate number of binary sequence bit errors.
Coo (n, t, k, K) is the conditional probability that a randomly selected sample in the kth trans-
mitter run will be in the kth receiver run given no binary sequence bit errors and the values of
n, t, k, K. This is obviously identically equal to one.
Given exactly one binary sequence bit error, the receiver runs can be displaced by no more
than one run from their correct position. Hence
Col(n, t, k, K) + C1x(n, t, k, K) = 1
That is, a randomly selected sample in the kth transmitter run will be in either the k - 1st, kth, or
k + 1 st receiver runs with probability one. Because of this property, the binaxy sequence error
decoding rule affects only the last run; that is, for k = K, the decoding rule modifies the run partitions.
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Thetransmittedbinary sequencehastheform:
...... 11o...oxI .....
t 4---- n---+ k B
C_l(n , t, k, K) is found by counting the number of ways a single binary sequence bit error
can occur which results in exactly v samples being in an adjacent run, that is, being in either the
k + 1st or k-lst run. When k24< , the counts are:
t ways, for v =n
1 way, 1 <v<n-l.
Thus the average number of samples which are in an adjacent run as a result of a single binary
sequence error is
n-I
E n (n - 1)nt+ v=nt+ 2
Therefore, the probability of selecting an adjacent run given a particular single bit error is
t +l(n - 1)
B - 1 - Cll(n, t, k, K).
Taking the error decoding rule into account, when k =K, the counts are:
0 ways, for v = n
K- I ways, v =n- 1
0 ways, 1 <_u<n -2.
Thus, the probability of selecting the K-lst run given a particular single bit error is
(n- 1) (K- 1)
n(B- 1) = Cll(n' t, k, K)
Computation of Bounds
For moderate block lengths, the straight forward computation of the upper and lower bounds
by taking the expectation with respect to the joint distribution
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P{n, _, k, K)
can be extremely long. This is a result of the number of terms to be summed being on th_ order of
the third power of the block length.
To shorten the computation time, observe that some of the expectation may be performed
analytically. In particular, notice that both upper and lower bounds are linear functions of the
conditional probabilities of selecting particular runs. Furthermore, it is evident that only one
expectation is needed to compute the desired bounds. Namely, the conditional expectation
E(C11 [1 Bit error}
is all that must be determined since
E{C_01I 1B£t error} +E{_I I [1Bit error} = 1
Recall that
(B - I)C11 (n,
I 1 (n - I), k _ K
t+_
t' k' K)=____._ <K-l), k=K
Employing an obvious change in notation, the desired expectation is given as
E{_II}=E<CII ]k =K}'P{k :K} +E{CI1 ]k2_K}'P<k]K}.
Therefore, we must determine the three quantities
P{k =K}, E{C11 Ik :K}, E(C11 Ik]Z}
P{k : k}
This probability is found by first determining the joint distribution _. Taking
advantage of a partitioning point of view, it is easily seen that the random variable, _- 1, has a
binomial distribution with probability of the "successful event" equal to 1-p. That is, for exactly
K runs in a block B, there must be K-1 run terminations among the B-1 sample positions. Hence
I<K<B.
Selecting the receiver restored sample at random is equivalent to selecting the transmitter
run at random and then selecting the sample at random from that run. Thus
1 l<k<K.P{_[K) =_ _ _
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Therefore,
B K
B(1 - p)
K=I K=I
where
:O' k=KSk.X = , k _ K
is the Dirac delta function.
E<_,I Ik=K}
The distributionof n, the run lengths, is clearly a truncated geometric distribution. Thus
P{n} = (I -p) p_-l (1 - $ .s) +pB-I 8 ,B 1 <n_<B.
The conditional distribution of K, given n, is similar to that previously derived except that the con-
ditioning requires K-1 run terminations among the B-n sample positions. Hence
and
I_<K<_B-n+I
E{K- 1 { n} = (B- n) (I - p).
Therefore
(B- I)E{C,, Ik=K} =E E {K- 1 I n = pB _p- (1 - p) -B 1
P
The last summation,
B-I
-d-'
1
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can be evaluated by computer. For large values of B, this is approximately given by
=- In (1 -p).
rl
1
E{C** ]k ._ K}
To evaluate this expectation, it is only necessary to determine E { t [k _ k } and E { n [k _ k }.
Unfortunately, the conditional expectations turn out to be complicated. For the first expression,
it is required to known the conditional joint distribution
P{k. K Ik/K} =(KB) (1-p)k pB-K/[B(I_p) +pB-1]
E{t [k _K}
The distribution of t is seen to be a doubly truncated negative binomial distribution. That
is, t represents the number of sample positions such that a run terminates exactly at t. Hence,
including both truncations due to k = 1 and t = B - K + k - 1,
P{t]k, K, k/K} = (1 - 8k, K) 8k, 1 St. 0
+(1-8k. .) (1-8k. ,) (1-St.B_K+k_,)(k-_)(1-pjk-' pt-,+*
+ (1 - _k.K) (1 - 8k, ,) _t,B-I(+k-1
B-K+k-2 t - 1- k-2
t=k-I
Define k - 1 < t _<B - K + k - 1
P{,_= B-K +k - 1} =Pt
Then
E{tlk, K, k _K} = (1 - 8k. x) (1 - 8k, ,) _B-K +k - 1) Pt
B-K+k-2 ii
T. .
t=k-I
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Therefore,
Z{_Ik/K} = [Z{!]k, K, k / K]
This expression represents the main computational effort since the number of terms in the sum-
mation is on the order of B3.
E{_ IkCK }
The distribution of _ is a truncated geometric distribution as before except that the range
depends on K. Thus
P{_[K, k /K} = (1 - Sk.K) (1 - _n.S_K+X) (1 - p) p"-*
and
Therefore,
+(I- Sk,_) $.,s-x+1 p_-K 1 <n_<B-K + 1
E{n]K, k/K} : (I - 8k z) 1 -pS-K+I
' 1-P
11pE{_[k/K} I -p
B(I -p) + I_ - I
which, upon application of the Binomial theorem, yields
E
n-I K> = P{-_ k/ 2(1 -p---'----_fl [(B +p) (1 -p) - 1] [1 -p(1 -p)]S-' _ p2S_
A
f
These expressions can then be evaluated to determine
(B-I) E{S,'k/K}=E{t[k/K} +E {-_-_Ik/K >
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The upper and lower bounds on the probability of sample error can now be obtained for various
values of the four parameters
B, p, r,
from the quantities just derived.
APPROXIMATE EVALUATION OF BOUNDS
To evaluate the bounds on the probability of sample error, the number of terms in the sum-
mations is proportional to the cube of the block length. Hence for moderate block lengths the
computation requires an inordinate amount of computer time. For example; to compute the bounds
for a single value of p for block lengths of about 250 samples, approximately 75 minutes of 7094
time is required.
Since the computation problem occurs for large values of B, some analytical simplifications
can be made to obtain approximate expressions which are easier to evaluate. As was indicated
previously, the sum
B-I
n=l n
is approximately
1__ In (1 -p)
_--- --
n=l
The approximation error is grossly overbounded by
pB
B(1 - p) - l_pB £ pn- In (1 - pB) > -- .B(1 - p) n
n_B
This approximation yields the analytical expression
(B - 1) E(_I 1 ]k = K} "_= (1 .... p) + _ In (1 p pB- p+pS.
P
Now, considering the expression for E{t[k, K,k_,K}_ when B-K is sufficiently large, this is
approximately
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co
E(tlk, K, k_CK) _-
tZk-I
k-1
_N
1-p
Then
E(tlk -- K) -_ B(1 - p) p + B2(1 - p)2 _ 3B(I - p) + 2 - pB
2(I - p) [B(I - p) + pB -'I]
The approximation error in this case is the expected value of
t=B-K+k-1
This expectation is taken with respect to a binomial distribution which has a variance of the same
order as the mean. Hence the condition on B-K is satisfiedless with increasing B as the region of
high probability disperses. In other words, this approximation becomes poorer at a rate propor-
tional to _-B.
Using this approximation nevertheless yields the analytical expression
o_1 }
,... (B(.1 - p) [B(1 - p) + p - 3] + 2 - pB _ p [(B + p) (1 - p) - 1] [(1 - p (1 - p))B-1 + p2B] ) p
2(1 -p)2(1 -p) [B(1 -p) +pB- 1]
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The dependence of the sample error probability, Pe ' on the channel bit error probability, r,
is shown by the curves of the upper bounds plotted in Figure A-17 and Figure A-18. In Figure A-
17 the exact upper bounds are plotted for, block length, B = 64,128, and 256. Notice that the curves
are not too sensitive to the value of p = 0.8 and 0.9 and that doubling the block length doubles the
sample error probability. The upper bounds for P obtained by approximation are plotted in
Figure A-18. The approximation appears to overb_und the exact upper bound by a factor of about
4/3 for B = 256.
The relation of the net energy savings, NES, to the sample error probability, P, is given in
the plots in Figures A-19, A-20, A-21, and A-22. The exact lower bounds on NES are shown in
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Figure A-17-Sample error probability exact upper
bounds vs. channel bit error probability.
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Figure A-18-Sample error probabillty approximate
upper bounds vs. channel bit error probability.
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Figure A-19-Net energy savings exact lower bounds
vs. sample error probability.
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Figure A-20-Net energy savings approximate lower
bounds vs. sample error probability showing depend-
ence on block length.
10-2
Figure A-19 for the number of bits in a quantum level word, _ = 4, and for B = 64, 128, and 256. The
upper bound for B = 64 and p = 0.9 is also plotted to show the narrow range of NES associated with
all possible Markov sources which have constant main diagonal transition probabilities. It is sig-
nificant to notice that for each value of p, the NES is decreased only about 0.1 db when the block
length is doubled but is decreased by 1.0 db when p is changed from 0.9 to 0.8. This indicates
that the main contribution to net energy savings is the bit compression ratio. The amount of bit
compression obtained is essentially constant for any given value of p since the asymptotic Value
has been essentially reached for B > 64. Shown in Figure A-20 is the same insensitivity to B ob-
tained from the approximation.
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Thevariationof net energy savings with p is shown in Figure A-21. The discrepancy noted
before between the exact and approximate lower bounds is about 0.1 db. The interesting thing here
is that the NES reaches a maximum of about 5 db.
Plotted in Figure A-22 is the effect of varying the number of quantum levels on the net
energy savings. The NES obtained is increased with increasing ;_. Comparing Figure A-21 and
Figure A-22 shows the interesting parallel between adding one bit to _ and dividing the quantity
(1 -p) by two. That is, there is almost a correspondence which might allow the extrapolation from
the curves _ = 4 and p = 0.9 to the set of curves plotted in either Figure A-21 or A-22 given the
other set.
CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS
The scheme for time encoding which has been considered in this analysis does not lead to
suitable amounts of net energy savings, as can be seen in Figure A-21, since the value for NES is
always ± 1 db of 4 db when 0.8 _<p < 0.99 (B= 256,_= 4). Similar ranges for NES can be expected
as B and ;L are varied.
Hindsight indicates that this poor performance should have been expected from elementary
considerations.
1. Poor bit compression. For p > .7, the number of extra bits transmitted by this scheme
becomes significant.
2. Poor time error performance. A single timing bit error prior to a given run causes the
entire selected run to be in error (neglecting error cancellation).
These two features serve to guarantee a smaller net energy savings for binary sequence time
encoding than, say, run length encoding which has better bit compression (approaches the informa-
tion theoretic entropy limit) and which has better time error performance. My feeling is that the
first feature is the more significant of the two.
Future efforts along these lines should include an analysis of absolute time encoding where
the end of each run is transmitted. Single time errors are delimited to effect at most three runs
5 -- i 5 •
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Figure A-21-Net energy savings approximate lower
bounds vs. sample errorprobability showing depend-
ence on the main diagonal transition probability.
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Figure A-22-Net energy savings approximate lower
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by the monotonicity of the absolute time words. This is to be compared with schemes which allow
the errors to propagate to the end of the block of data. Since the bit compression is only some-
what poorer than run length encoding and the error performance is much better, this technique
might prove to be competitive. Finally, in the case of pictorial,or other periodic, data, block to
block processing might lead to significantimprovements in NES.
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COUNTINGWITHMAXIMALLENGTHSHIFT REGISTERS
R. Kahn* / 6 7 -, 2 7 4 6
Counters are used for a variety of purposes on board satellites and most often these counters
are of the binary type. In certain cases it may be possible to reduce the amount of equipment and
energy consumption by using a shift register in conjunction with a single modulo-two adder to
form a counter. This report deals with a study of the theoretical background required for logical
design of such a counter. In addition, it presents an efficient decoding algorithm for determina-
tion of the order number of the state of the register, given the state. This algorithm is specifi-
cally applied to a registe r of degree 7, however a basic part of it is general and it is conjectured
that an ad-hoc pattern recognition scheme developed for 7-tuples and used in decoding may be
generalized to apply to the state of registers of higher order.
An N-stage shift register is a storage device which can retain N bits of information and
which can simultaneously shift each of the N bits one unit to the left. The last bit is usually dis-
carded when a shift occurs.
I".__I+"+._2• . • el_ I_o I
The contents of the shift register may be denoted by the binary N-tuple (xn_ 1, xn- 2' " " "x0 ) where
x_tis the binary digit in the leftmost storage unit and x0 is the binary digit in the rightmost
storage unit. When a left shift occurs, the following transformation takes place.
Xk _Xk+ 1 k=O,l, "',n-2
This says that x k becomes xk+ t or that x k is shifted to theAeft one unit for each value of k. This
leaves x 0 unassigned. If a new bit of information is assigned to x o which depends upon the in-
formation bits x 1, x2, • • • , x_t then a sequence of N-tuples will be generated in the shift regis-
ter memory. Each N-tuple in the sequence is obtained from the previous N-tuple by left shifting
the digits and introducing the new information bit in the xo position.
Since it is possible for 2 N different N-tuples to occur in the shift register memory, it may
be used for counting purposes by interrogating the particular state (N-tuple) of the register and
determining what position in the sequence of N-tuples it occupies. For simplicity in instrumenta-
tion, the new information bit will be generated by taking a modulo-two sum of certain of the in-
formation digits x t, x_, . . . xn.t • The all zero N-tuple can be used only as a starting state. The
maximum number of distinct non-zero shift register states is 2N - 1. A shift register which is
instrumented to generate all of these states is called a maximal length shift register. The state
so is defined to be the state where x 0 = 1 and all other bits are zero. Thus we can count from
zero up to 2 N _ 1 by identifying the count in one to one correspondence with a state, such as so ,
s t, s 2, . .., s2_2. For reasonably small values of N, it is possible to count quite high.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Three questions are considered here. How does one generate the new information bit? Can
a sequence of 2N - 1 distinct states be obtained for any value of N? How may one efficiently de-
termine the count from the state of the register ? The first two questions fall in an area which has
been studied rather intensively. They lean quite heavily upon algebraic concepts. A start will be
made on the last question.
Let each state s_ = (xs_ 1 , xN_: , . . ., xl, x0 ) of the shift register be represented by the
polynomial x (t)of degree N -1
tN-1 tN-2 + .... + X0X (t) : XN_1 + XN_2
Since all the non-zero states must be represented, every cyclic shift of a shift register state must
also be a shift register state. We therefore start at some state, say x (t) = 1 which is so , and
successively generate all 2N 1 non-zero states s o , .,
- . • S2N_ 2"
Suppose s is a collection of states, each state represented by a polynomial with binary co-
efficients. This set of states forms a cyclic group under multiplication where multiplication of
polynomials is defined modulo a primitive polynomial f (t)of degree N. Different group repre-
sentations, all of which are essentially identical in structure, result from the various choices for
f(t). Since f(t)is primitive, the powers of t reduced modulo f (t) generate all 2 N - 1 states of s.
Since f (t) is primitive it has a root a whose powers exhaust all the non-zero linear combinations
of powers of _ of degree less than or equal to N - 1 and a is said to be a primitive root. For ex-
ample, the polynomial t 2 + t + 1 has for its roots neither zero or one. So if a is a root it must
satisfy the equation a2 = a + 1. The multiplication table for the linear combinations of roots is
0
1
CL
l+a
0 1 a l+a
0 0 0 0
0 1 a l+a
0 a 1 +a 1
0 l+a 1 a
Both a and 1 + a are primitive roots of t 2 + t + 1 and 0 and 1 occur from the linear combina-
tions. Since a is a primitive element, its powers exhaust all the non-zero states. Thus the root
a or the polynomial t may be thought of as generating the non-zero states. This provides the
necessary theory for the understanding of the maximal length shift register operation.
Let f (t)be a primitive polynomial and x(t) be one n-tuple in the sequence of 2N - 1 n-tuples.
The state following x(t)is given by the remainder after dividing tx (t)by f (t), for if x (t) corre-
sponds to state t k then tx(t)corresponds to state t k+'
Example:
A table of some primitive polynomials is located in the back of Peterson (Reference 1). We
will give an example for N = 7. The polynomial t 7 + t 3 + 1 is primitive. On dividing x6t7 + xst6 +
.... x ot by t 7 + t 3 + 1 We get
x 4 t s + x 3t 4 + x 2 t 3 + x I t 2 + (x 0 + xs)t + x s.
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as the remainder. This says that the shift register should shift all digits one to the left bringing
the left most digit to the x0 position with the exception of the x1 position, which should be the
modulo two sum of x0 and xs . The following is a list of the 63 successive distinct states of the
shift register.
0 000001 32 001001
1 000010 33 010010
2 000100 34 100100
3 001000 35 001011
4 010000 36 010110
5 100000 37 101100
6 000011 38 011011
7 000110 39 110110
8 001100 40 101111
9 011000 41 011101
10 110000 42 111010
11 100011 43 110111
12 000101 44 101101
13 001010 45 011001
14 010100 46 110010
15 101000 47 100111
16 010011 48 001101
17 100110 49 011010
18 001111 50 110100
19 011110 51 101011
20 111100 52 010101
21 111011 53 101010
22 110101 54 010111
23 101001 55 101110
24 010001 56 011111
25 100010 57 111110
26 000111 58 111111
27 001110 59 111101
28 011100 60 111001
29 111000 61 110001
30 110011 62 100000
31 100101
The shift register connections are illustrated below
The implementation requires only one modulo two adder because the primitive polynomial f (t)has
only one intermediate power of t between t 6 and t 9, namely t 1. If two or more such intermediate
powers had been present, two or more modulo 2 adders would have been required. On glancing at
the tables at the back of Peterson, it may be seen that a maximal length shift register with N
stages and one Modulo 2 adder may be obtained when
N = 2,3,4, 5,6, 7,9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18,20, 21,22, 23, 25, 28, 29,31,33 ....
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For examplewhenN = 23 we have f(t)= t 23 + t s + 1 as a primitive polynominal with only one
intermediate term. The shift register configuration which implements tx(t) mod t 23 + t + 1 is
given by
The contents of the shift register are shifted left one unit, the left most bit is shifted into x 0 and
x s is the modulo two sum of x4 and x22.
DECODING
If the shift register is used for counting purposes, the count must be rendered after reading
the shift register contents. At a ground station, this could be accomplished by simulating a simi-
lar register on a computer and running through its states until one is obtained which matches the
state of counter. However, this would involve large expenditures of computer time. For example,
a maximal length shift register of length N, for which all counts are equally likely would require
approximately 2 N-1 shifts on the average. A method using less computer time would be more
desirable.
All the sequences of N-tuples have the so-called shift and add property. If n and k are
N
integers modulo 2 N - 1 then s. + s +k = s. +f(k_, n = 0, 1, . . 2 - 2 where f (k) is one-to-one
mapping of the integers mod 2 N - 1 onto themselves. The specific form of the mapping depends
upon the shift register connections or equivalently, the particular primitive polynomial. For the
primitive polynomials t 23 + t s + 1 the shift and add relationship s n + s. + s = s. +23 may be used to
avoid 18 of the 23 shifts between s and s n+ 23- This decoding method would decrease the number
of shifts by a factor of about 1/4. It is guaranteed to eventually yield a sequence with a single
one, regardless of which sequence is read out of the counter. For example, if after performing
14,295 shifts and 2859 additions, a sequence is obtained having a single one in the 16th position
counting from the right, the original counter must have read 223 - 2 + 16 - 2859 x 23 = 8,322,865.
This method still requires an exponentially large number of shifts and additions.
It appears as if it ought to be possible to decode using an algebraically large number of
operations. However, this would require geometric rather than arithmetic shifts from sequence
to sequence. It is possible to shift from sequence s to sequence s2n (or from sequence s2n to
sequence s ) by appropriately rearranging modulo t_vo sums of the entries in the N-tuple corre-
sponding to state sn. This is accomplished in the following manner. Multiplication is defined
modulo the irreducible polynomial f(t)of degree N. If s corresponds to the polynomial
= t N-1 "t- x N 2 tN-2 + " " "X0x(t) XN_ 1
then s2. corresponds to the polynomial x2(t) mod f(t). AS an example, let f(t)= t 7 + t 3 + 1.
x(t) is given by the equation
x(t) : x6t6 ÷XstS +x4t4 +x3t3 +x2t2 +x I t +x 0
If
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andcorrespondsto s, then s2ncorrespondsto
x2(t) rood (t 7 + t 3 + 1) = (x 3 + xs) t 5 + x6tS + (x 2 + x 4 + x6) t4
+ x 5 t 3 + x I t 2 + (x 4 + x6) t + x 0
The conversion of s. to S2n is accomplished by replacing the old entries xk by new entries x_
as follows.
The new x_ = old x0
new x] =old x4 +x 6
new x_ = old x 1
new x31 =old xs
new x_ =old x2 +x 4 +x 6
new x_ =old x6
new x_ =old x3 +x s
Conversely the conversion form s2_ to s°
entries x_ as follows:
is accomplished by replacing the old entries xk by new
new x0 = old x0
new x] =old x 2
new x_ = old x 1 +x 4
new x] =old x_ +x 6
new x4 =01d x1 +x s
new x_ =old x3
new x6 =old ×s
If the counter contained a sequence corresponding to szk then the halving procedure will
eventually reduce the counter sequence to the sequence s_ in N - 1 steps or fewer. For a sequence
other than one of this formthis procedure will notreduce tothe s_ sequence but will return to the
original counter sequence in either N steps or fewer.
Every time a sequence corresponding to a state with an odd subscript Sod d is encountered,
halving gives a new state whose subscript is larger. Only when halving s .... will this halving
procedure give a state with a smaller subscript. If the even sequences s .... may be distinguised
from the odd sequences Sodd , then the decoding may be accomplished with no more than N - 1
halvings.
The following ad-hoc procedure was found to be effective in distinguishing even and odd se-
quences for N = 7. It is fairly accurate. Count the number of ones in the sequence and let this
number be k. The 7 positions where ones may occur are numbered
7161 t,131211
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If k equals
1. The sequence is even if the I is in an odd numbered position. Otherwise the sequence is
odd.
2. The sequence is even if the middle zero (or the first I from the right if there is no
middle zero) is in an even position. Otherwise the sequence is odd.
3. The sequence is even if the middle 1 is in an odd position. Otherwise the sequence is
odd. The middle zero is defined to be present when the two ones are separated by an
odd number of zeros. The middle zero is the center zero of this odd number of zeros.
4. If second and third ones are in consecutive positions, the sequence is
(a) even if the third 1 is in an even position
(b) odd if the third 1 is in an odd position.
If second and third ones are not in consecutive positions, the sequence is
(a) even if the second 1 is in an even position
(b) otherwise the sequence is odd.
5. The sequence is even if the middle I is in an odd position. Otherwise the sequence is
odd.
6. The sequence is even if the zero occurs in position 3,4,6, or 7.
7. Odd
Example: the counter contains 1101001
(a) We guess this to be even because the second 1 is in position 4.
(b) Halving gives us lll0001 which we guess to be even because the third 1 is in an
even position.
(c) Halving gives us 1011101 which we guess to be odd because the middle 1 is in posi-
tion 4.
(d) Shifting one count gives 0110011 which ought to be even, since the previous sequence
was odd, and which the chart guesses is even anyway.
(e) Halving gives us 1000001 which we guess to be even since the middle zero is in
position 4.
(f) Halving gives us 00010001 which we guess to be odd since the middle zero is in
position 3.
(g) Shifting one count gives 00100010 which the chart says is even anyway.
(h) Halving gives us 0010000 which we recognize us the sequence s4. The original
sequence must have been s (Since reversing the halving and shifting operations
gives 4,8,7,14,28,27,54,108) 1o8"
7O
Example: The counter reads 0100101.
counter reads 0100101 - guess even
half 1010011 - guess odd (the guess is actually wrong!)
Shift 0101111 - guess even (so is this one!)
Halve 1101111 - guess odd
Shift 1010111 - guess even
Halve 0011011 - guess even
Halve 0111001 - guess odd
Shift 1110010 - guess even
Halve 1001001 - guess even
Halve 0100000 - sequence s s
The original sequence was s44 or the 45 th sequence.
It is apparent that every error in deciding between even and odd has the effect of negating
all the previous work and requiring a new start. However, if the number of possible errors is
small, the algorithm will still allow the count to be determined, but with more than N-1 halvings
(but only an algebraic function of N). One method for detecting the possibility of error (using the
chart to specify evenness and oddness)is to successively shift the sequence several times. Each
shift produces a change from even to odd or odd to even and the guesses should reflect this series
of changes. One shift will detect a single error and one could use a majority rule to make the
decision if the possibility of two or three consecutive errors is not insignificant.
The next step would be to investigate the theoretical relationships between even and odd
sequences and a generating primitive polynomial f(t) of degree N. If precise theoretical dis-
crimination between even and odd sequences, short of exhaustive tabulating procedures, is too
difficult, one can look for recognition schemes. The chart for N = 7 is one example of such a
pattern recognition scheme.
Another scheme, which is impractical because itrequires storage of about 2N/N sequences,
uses the fact that successive doublings of a sequence will eventually generate the original sequence
again in no more than N + 1 doublings. This defines a partition of sequences into equivalence
classes, namely those sequences which can be reached from another by successive doublings are
in the same equivalence class. For N = 6 there are 12 equivalence classes, the subscripts of
which are listedbelow.
I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 33
5, I0, 20, 40, 17, 34
7, 14, 28, 56, 49, 35
9, 18, 36
11, 22, 44, 25, 50, 37
13, 26, 52, 41, 19, 38
15, 30, 60, 57, 51, 39
21, 42
23, 46, 29, 58, 53, 43
27, 54, 45
31, 62, 61, 59, 55, 47
If one sequence from each of the equivalence classes were placed in storage and compared
in turn with successive doublings of the counter sequence, a match would occur within N
doublings.
An interesting set of graph like structures, which might have some use in the decoding of
the counter sequence are generated when the shift and add property is incorporated in between
the successive doublings. These graphs are illustrated below.
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qSuppose the counter sequence is sl0. If S2o is doubled and s40 is added to S2o the sequence
s16 results. This is indicated on the graph by the arrow from 20 to 16. If s16 is doubled and s n
is added to s_6 the sequence %9 results. Eventually a cyclic chain of sequences ST-S33-S49-S24-S28-S6 -
will result. If s 7 , say, is placed in storage it will be reached in 6 steps from s20. When this
occurs it is known that the original sequence was either s201,ssg,or s26. One way of determining
which of these three was sent is to use the halving procedure from before or to shift the original
sequence one or two times and use the graph again. There is also another graph identical to (A)
but with each number doubled modulo 63. The graph itself has some interesting properties, such
as the flow graph property with addition modulo 63. However, this graph structure is very much
dependent upon the primitive polynomial f (x) and may involve an exponentially large number of
very simple graph structures. Furthermore, if it were to be useful in decoding it would have to
be for values of N much larger than 6. Also it would be necessary to have a simple and efficient
method of generating the basic graph structures.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE RELIABILITY OF A PROPOSED CONFIDENCE LEVEL
PROCEDURE FOR ERROR PROBABILITY OF A BANK OF CORRELATORS /
D. A. Munn*
/ N67-227#/
At present one of the methods used for the detection of PFM signals transmitted by a satelli_e
is to apply the signal to a bank of correlators resulting in a set of voltage outputs. The maximum
likelihood decision rule in such a system is to select the frequency of the correlator with the
largest output as the transmitted frequency. One method of obtaining a confidence measure on this
decision is to obtain an estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio at the correlator's output. A formula
used for this estimate is (Reference 1)
C 2
SNR = ux (1)
-I i_l I -- ma
where
ci = the output of the ith correlator
cm.x = the largest of the correlator outputs
M = the number of linear correlators
This estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio may then be used with a probability of word error curve
(see Reference 2) to obtain a confidence measure. The estimate of signal-to-noise ratio given by
Equation (1) is reliable for values of SNR larger than 5 db. For lower values of SNR the results
are less reliable.
An alternate procedure for obtaining a confidence level has been suggested by F. L. Ramsey
(Reference 3) and it is stated that this suggested scheme results in reliable confidence levels for
small 'values of SNR. The formula given for the confidence level L is
L = 1- " (2)
\ max/
where C and M have the same meaning as in (1) and C t is the output of the correlator having
the next to the highest output.
It has been proposed to use the results of Equation (1) and Equation (2) to build a probability
of correct decision computer in the data and synchronization portions of a phase coherent communi-
cation system. In this system the noise distribution at the output of the correlators is Gaussian.
The advantage of using Equation (2) to obtain a confidence measure is its simplicity, however,
the reliability of this method has not been investigated. The present report gives the result of a
computer simulation where a known amount of (RMS) noise is fed to M - 1 simulated "correlators" an
and the sum of known signal and noise is fed to the Mth simulated "correlator". Details of this
simulation and results indicate that Equation (2) does not give a reliable confidence level for small
signal-to-noise ratio.
*University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
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COMPUTER SIMULATION
A uniform pseudorandom number generator was obtained (Reference 4) for use in generating
Gaussian random numbers. The steps used to generate these pseudorandom Gaussian numbers
are
5o
Yl = _ xl,j J = 1, 2, • • • , 200
i=l ,_
200
(yj)2
if2 = J _1 _2
200
_(yj- _)G :_, j =1, 2,..., 200
J
where x is a matrix of uniform random numbers with 200 rows of 50 random numbers in each
row, and' '_ is the resulting Gaussian random number. This method generates pseudorandom
J
Gaussian numbers in groups of 200 that have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1.
The M simulated "correlator" outputs are formed by taking M Gaussian random numbers and
adding a signal to the Mth. A subroutine is then used to determine the values of C.. and c.. t .
Let the correlator containing Cu. be the kth. The following intermediate values are calculated
to determine L.
c, (3)R-
Cma x
P : R(N-I)
The number of correlators, the number of tests, and the signal are variables in the program.
each signal the error rate is calculated.
error rate :
number of tests wherektM
total number of tests
(4)
For
RESULTS
The reliabilityof a decision will depend on how much the value of L with a signal present
differs from the value when no signal is present. The value of L is easily computed from
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the ratio R and the presentation of results is more conveniently done in terms of R. For
this reasons the following sequence of tests was carried out.
1. A series of 16,000 tests with no signal was carried out for M = 15. Results of these tests
are tabulated in Figure A-24. The value of the ratio R lies between 0 and 1. This interval is
divided into 20 equal sub intervals and Figure A-24 shows the percentage of the time that the ratio
R lies in any of these intervals. For example, in the absence of signal, 11.3 percent of the time
the ratio R was in the interval 0.95 to 1.0, 11.4 percent of the time in the interval 0.90 to 0.95, etc.
In fact 44.4 percent of the time, in the absence of signal, the ratio R is between 0.8 and 1.0. On
the other end of the scale, in the absence of signal, 4.7 percent of the time the ratio R is between
0.0 and 0.4.
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Figure A-24-M = 15, Random case, signal = O,
16000 tests.
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2. A series of 6000 tests with a signal of 3.0 (and noise variance of 1) was carried out for
M = 15. With the signal present there are two cases: 1) Largest correlator output at the Mth
correlator (k = M) and 2) Largest correlator output not at the Mth correlator (k _ M).
With a signal of 3.0, 5234 tests out of 6000 indicated k = M and the remaining 766 tests indi-
cated k _ M. This gives an error rate of 12.77 percent for the 6000 tests. The results of these
tests are tabulated in Figure A-25. The interval between 0 and 1 is again divided into 20 equal
sub intervals. In Figure A-24 the solid lines are based on the 5234 tests where k = M and show
the percentage of time that the ratio lies in any of the intervals, while the dashed lines are based
on the 766 tests where k _ M and show the percentage of time that the ratio R lies in any of the
intervals. For example, in the interval of 0.95 to 1.0 there were 17.6 percent of the 766 tests and
2.2 percent of the 5234 tests (k = M ). Note that when there was a false alarm (signal indication
with no signal present) 3.25 percent of the time the value of the ratio R was less than 0.5. This
corresponds to a confidence level of greater than 0.9999 on the false alarm that a signal exists.
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3. Five more series of tests were carried out for M = 15. Information on this series
of tests is tabulated below.
Table A-I
Number
Figure of Signal
Tests
,tl
A-26 5000 3.5
A-27 5000 4.0
A-28 1000 4.5
A-29 1000 5.0
A-30 1000 6.0
Number of
Cases k = u
4714
4903
9900
9979
I000
Number of
Cases k _ M
286
97
i00
21
0
*There were an insufficient number of tests for case where k ,_ M.
**There were no cases for k _ M.
Error Rate
%
Comments
5.72
1.94
1.00
0.21
0.00
For k = M, 35.2% of time R< 0.4*
For k = M, 44.4% of time R< 0.4*
For k = M, 56.9% of time R< 0.4*
For k = M, 57.2% of time R< 0.4*
For k = M, 84.5% of time R< 0.4**
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CONCLUSIONS
When the ratio 1_ is applied to a phase coherent communication system, the resulting confi-
dence measure is not reliable at tow signal-to-noise ratios. This conclusion is reached by com-
paring the results of the case with no signal present to the cases with signal present. Reliability
in the confidence measure is based on how much the case with signal present at the Mth correlator
overlaps the case with no signal present, as illustrated (Figures A-24 through A-30). This overlap
decreases with increasing values of signal indicating that, for larger signal-to-noise ratios, the
ratio R may give a reliable confidence measure. With further work the ratio 1_ may provide a
simple test to give a confidence measure for use in a probability of correct decision computer.
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Figure A-26-M = 15; signal = 3.5; (SNR = 1.953 db)
solid line k = M; dashed line k _ M; 5000 tests; error
rate = 0.0572.
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Figure A-27-M = 15; signal = 4.00; (SNR = 3.11 db)
solid llne k =M; dashed line k_ M; 5000 tests; error
rate = 0.0194.
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Figure A-28-M = 15; signal = 4.5; (SNR = 4.14 db)
solid llne k = M; dashed llne k_ M; 10,000 tests;
error rate = 0.010.
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Figure A-29-M = 15; signal = 5.0; (SNR = 5.05 db)
solid line k = hA; dashed line k,,_ M; 10,000 tests;
error rate = 0.0021.
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Figure A-30-M = 15; signal = 6.0; (SNR = 6.63 db)
k = M; 10,000 tests.
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.... NON-PARAMETRICSIGNALDETECTION ._'
E.A. Feustel* / N 67--  7#8
The topic studied in this report is based on the following binary decision problem. Given
that, in an interval (0, T), a sampled waveform v(t) contains noise alone or noise and signal,
decide whether or not the signal is present in this interval. If the form of the noise is known, the
optimum solution has been found (Reference 1) for numerous decision criteria. The optimum
realizations for the decision procedures are often difficult to achieve when the noise has non-
stationary statistics or is of a non-Gaussian nature. In these cases practical considerations call
for the use of sub-optimum techniques. One variety of these sub-optimum techniques is categorized
as nonparametric (Reference 2). A special sub-class of nonparametric tests requires the calcula-
tion of rank statistics. This report is concerned with the effects of dependence of the observations
on the resulting rank statistics.
Two criteria have been selected which determine the form of the decision rules, a is the
probability of saying the signal is present when it is not. /3 is the probability of saying that the
signal is present when it actually is. The tests considered are to minimize a, or to hold it below
ao, a fixed level, while maximizing/3. As might be expected there are many tests meeting the
required criteria. This results in a need for further criteria which compare the effectiveness of
the various decision rules. The criteria selected is known as the asymptotic relative efficiency
(A.tLE.) of two tests with respect to one another. It compares the number of observations for
the two tests, required for given a and /3 for small signal-to-noise ratios, under the assumption
that the number for each is very large.
A well known test used for a decision is based on rank statistics. As previously used, this
test requires independent observations. These observations are ranked on the basis of amplitude
or magnitude and a function of the ranking is calculated and issued as the rank statistic associated
with the group of observations. Typically, between one thousand and ten thousand observations
are required and the work required for ranking these observations inoreases as n log n (minimum).
Because of the requirement for independence and the large amount of work required to rank the
observations, rank statistics are not usually useful in real time detection problems.
Recently a modification of rank statistics has been proposed which allows their use in real
time decision procedures for very high observation rates. (Reference 3). This modification simpli-
fies the calculation of rank statistics of independent observations. But, in practice, independent
observations are rarely available, especially at reasonable sampling rates. The question thus
arises: "How do the modified rank statistics perform if dependent observations are used?" This
question has two phrasings. First, what is the effect on false alarm rate a and A.tLE. if indepen-
dent observations are assumed when in truth the observations are dependent? Second, assuming
that the correlation matrix of the data is known, how does the modified test compare with the test
which was optimum for independent samples ?
To determine the answer to these questions, the variance of the modified statistic and the
optimum statistic must be found under the assumption of dependence. In addition, the incremental
mean must be found (Reference 4). Because of the nonlinearity of the modified rank statistic, the
variance is not easily determined. By restricting the class of noise processes to the class con-
taining first order Markov processes of the continuous, stationary variety, some progress can be
obtained.
*Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.
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The generalized formula for the number of terms in each variance expression in question
was found by induction from counts on experiments with small sample size. At the end of the work-
shop, a similar technique was being employed to determine analytic approximations to variance and
incremental mean. A great deal of time was spent developing computer programs to aid in these
determinations. Incidentally, an efficient test called Polarity Coincidence Wilcoxon, was developed
for use in detecting pseudo-random signals. It has a relative efficiency of 190% with respect to
the Polarity Coincidence Correlator. Work was begun on the use of nonparametric statistics in
sequential analysis. Completed work appears in the appendices. Further research will be carried
on at Princeton University this fall until the matters outlined above have been satisfactorily
concluded.
THEORY
Consider the following problem of hypothesis testing.
H0: Hypothesis: v(tl) = n(ti) i = I, 2 •• .N
Hi: Alternative: v(ti) =n(tl) _S(ti) i : 1, 2 •- .N
Where n(t) is a random variable with continuous density function dP(/z). It is known that
thc optimum decision rule invoIves the calculation of the likelihood ratio:
dP(_/H I)
A - --
dP(_/H o)
and comparing this ratio to a threshold which has been determined a priori from decision criteria.
In the case of the Neyman-Pearson criteria, the probability of false alarm a, the probability of
saying H, when Ho is true, and _ the probability of saying H1 when H1 is true are specified. The
Neyman-lPearson lemma guarantees optimality in the sense that for a < a 0 , /_ is maximized.
If the optimum test is to be used, the form of the density dP(_z) must be known for H0 and
H1. If it is not and a test statistic is used improperly, detection efficiency is impeded. In Appendixes
A through C, the optimum tests are computed with the sample mean test for Gaussian, Exponential,
and Cauchy distributions. It is well to note the progressive failure of efficiency for the Sample
Mean test.
A suboptimum test which yields better results is also illustrated. It is a member of a class
of tests known as nonparametric tests. Nonparametric tests are less influenced by the form of the
distribution dP(/z) and are useful when the distribution is compound or unknown. Many tests such
as the one illustrated have been developed and a measure of test efficiency has come into use.
The measure is asymptotic relative efficiency, (A.R.E.). It indicates as a fraction the ratio
of the average number of observations in test A to that of test B for a given a and p under the
assumption of small signal to noise ratio and large sample size.
This measure indicates that, for three different kinds of hypothesis-alternative pairs, the
Wilcoxon, Mann-Whitney, and Kendall r nonparametric statistics are very efficient. These sta-
tistics are members of a family of statistics known as rank statistics. If the observations are
ordered by some property such as magnitude, absolute magnitude, etc. and a numerical rank is
assigned to each observation, the rank statistic is a sum of a non-linear functional operating on the
rank each observation. This is denoted symbolically by:
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NSN = Z f(_(Xi))
i=|
where R(X i) is the rank of the i th observation.
While these statistics have high efficiencies, they are rarely used in engineering practice.
An examination of the Wilcoxon typical rank statistic will indicate why. The Wilcoxon statistic
calculates the sum of the ranks of positive observations which have been ranked, smallest to
largest, on the basis of absolute magnitude.
N
iffil
N N
_N--" _ S U(Xi+XjJ
i"l j=l
An example follows.
Suppose the following sequence is received: -1, ÷3, -7, +5, -4, -6, +10, +8. In absolute order
these become: -1, +3, -4, +5, -6, -7, +8, +10. Summing the ranks of positive observations: +2
+4 +7 +8 = 21. This sum is compared to a threshold which has been determined by a priori con-
sideration of requirements for a and/3. If the number is greater than the threshold, H1 is chosen
as the probable cause; otherwise H0 is chosen.
The average number of observations required for detection probabilities; _ = 0.001, fl = 0.8,
is measured in thousands, each of which must be ranked. The work involved in the ranking goes up
as n log n and prohibits realtime application. In addition, it has been assumed that the sampled
data consists of independent observations. This assumption is not realistic when the many natural
low pass filters in a system are considered.
Recent work (Reference 2) has shown that all the work in ranking is not necessary. A trade-
off of efficiency for ranking speed is available and advantageous. H the rank statistics are calcu-
lated on blocks of observations and the resultant numbers are summed over all blocks, it is found
that the asymptotic properties change little if the block size is greater than ten. These new sta-
tistics are much easier to calculate and ff a method-such as the Wilcoxon is employed to process
the blocks, the resulting statistic can be calculated in real time utilizing flip-chip hardware. Such
a mixed statistic is of the form:
where
N N N
i=I i=l j=!
u(a) = fl a>O
Lo a<O
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Becauseof this newlyavailabletool, a fresh lookat dependentsampleranktests seems
appropriate. This involvesa calculationof incrementalmean,
_z [sN]/
7,.0
and variance, va r (SN/Ho) . If a Markov model of degree n is assumed, it become_ apparent that
the calculation of variance is an insurmountable task for large n. In the Wilcoxon Mixed Statistic
the following must be calculated:
if0 jm0 k 1 _vffik qffiim+l r=q
It was decided to limit the investigation to first order Markov processes with Gaussian, Exponential,
and Cauchy distributions on the underlying variables. If for example we have n underlying indepen-
dent random variables _Yi), the dependent ones are: _xl/x _ -- yl + pYi_l_
PROGRESS
This work has progressed steadily since the beginning of the summer workshop. The incre-
mental means have been shown to be simple analytic expressions and are tabulated in Appendixes
D through F. The variance has proven a somewhat more difficult problem. For example in the
case of the Wilcoxon there are 27 different types of correlation that are possible. After these ex-
pressions had been determined, a Fortran program was designed to calculate the number of terms
of each type for a block size m and block length p. By operating a number of runs with differing
parameters, the algebraic equations in m and p for each term were deduced. A second type of
Fortran program was written which calculates the variance of the Wilcoxon terms for Gaussian
Markov processes up to twenty-fifth order. This was used to provide an indication of the effect
of using more terms in the variance expression. In tables A-2, A-3, and A-4, the effects of increas-
ing the Markov order are shown. Note that for small order correlation the effect is negligible.
A second phase was begun with the development of a program which causes the automatic
calculation of variance for a first order Markov process of correlation p and variables m and p.
Double precision arithmetic was utilized so that coefficient calculation could be performed. A
SHARE subroutine is currently being employed to reduce the numbers obtained for the variance
to analytic form in p, m, and n. All the foregoing has also been done for the Mann-Whitney, and
Kendall rank test. Results should be forthcoming shortly.
Finally, a new statistic has been developed as a generalization of the Polarity Coincidence
Correlator which performs almost 190% as efficiently for Gaussian inputs. Details for this de-
velopment are included in Appendix G.
CONCLUSION
Considerable progress has been made toward an understanding of the effect of first order
Markov dependence on rank statistics. While the study is not yet complete, it is expected that the
results will lend encouragement to the use of mixed rank statistics in signal detection and communi-
cations systems where they have not previously been employed. A new test has been developed
which relates the Polarity Coincidence Correlator to a more efficient test.
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Table A-2
Variance of Mixed Wilcoxon Gaussian Input
Rho Variance Markov
Order
0o
0.5000000000000000-01
0.5000000000000000-01
0.500000000000000D-OI
O,50000000000OOOOD-O]
0.500000000000000D-OI
0.500OO000OO00000D-OI
0.5000000000000000-01
O,500000000000000D-OI
O.500000000000000D-OI
0.500000000000000D-Of
0.250000000000000D-00
0,250000000000000D-00
0.250000000000000D-00
0,250000000000000D-00
0.250000000000000D-00
0.250000000000000D-00
0.250000000000000D-00
0.250000000000000D-00
0.2500000000GOOOOD-O0
0.250000000000000D-00
0.288749999999978D 03 25
0.312105658378760D 03 1
0,313224621749041D 03 2
0.313278896300521D 03 3
0.313281527982008D 03 4
O,3132816m546709iD 03 5
0,313281661636395D 03 6
0,3132816619346040 03 7
0.313281661944678D 03 8
0.313281661945111D 03 9
0.313281661945129D 03 I0
0,404603657968225D 03 i
0.430859828937045D 03 2
0.437147964695943D 03 3
0.438674413276918D @3 4
0.439045858642001D 03 5
0.4991362_9627604D 03 6
0.439158217464643D 03 7
0.439163557357898D 03 8
0.439164853201212D 03 9
0.439165166817389D 03 I0
mI
i0
I0
I0
I0
I0
i0
I0
10
I0
10
I0
I0
I0
IO
i0
I0
I0
I0
i0
I0
10
!
P
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
'3
3
3
%
3
3
3
Table A-3
Variance of Mixed Mann Whitney Gaussian Input
Rho Variance Markov
Order
O. 0.524999999999934D
O.500000OO0000000D-OI 0.5718692717340860
0.500000000000OCOD-OI 0.574127193281210D
O.5000000000000GOD-Ol 0.5742359204902150
0.50000000OO00000D-OI 0.574241148631275D
O.5000000000OO000D-OI 0.574241399627740D
0.500000000000000D-OI 0.574241411656958D
O,500000000000000D-OI 0.574241412232274D
O,5000000000CO000D-OI 0,574241412244982D
0.500000000000000D-Of 0.574241412245489D
0.500000CO0000000D-OI 0.574241412245507D
O,25CO000000OO000D-O0 0,761198694107417D
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
0,250000000000000D-00
0,250000000000000D-00
0.2500COOO0000000D-O0
0.250000000000000D-00
0.250000000000000D-00
0,250000000000000D-00
0,250000000000000D-00
0,250000@00000000D-00
0.2500000000000000-00
0.817799620531049D 03
0.831410355223006D 03
0.834681509297296D 03
0.835466588604710D 03
0.835654690365099D 03
0.835699674277845D 03
0.835710409899442D 03
0.835712o662]6963D 03
0.835713579399426D 03
25
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
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m P
10 3
10
10 3
l0 3
lO 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 9
10 3
10
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
10 3
Table A-4
Variance of Mixed Kendall _ Gaussian Input
Markov
Rho Variance Order
0o
0 : 5OOOOOOPOOOOnOOD-01
O. 5000QOPOOO£OCOOD-O 1
o.5oO00OnOOOOOqOOD-O]
O,5OOO00000000000D O]
O, 500,nooonoooooooD-Ol
0 • 5(I,O000COO000OOOD-O ]
0. 900000000000000D-O ]
O.500000000000000D-OI
O. 500000000 O000',)OD-O i
O, 500000000 O000COD-O ]
O. 25uOOOOOOOOOOOOD-OO
0,25000000000OOOOD-O0
O. 250000000000000D-00
O, 2500000000000OOD-O0
O, 25OOOOOOOOOO000D-00
O. 250000000000000D-OO
O. 25000OO00000000D-_0
O. 250000000000000D-00
O. 250000000000000D-00
O. 250000000000000D-00
0.937499999999922D 02
0.940147890595990D 02
O.q40_SR579137069D 02
0.040_85785o65303D 02
O.g4008566RO_g355D 02
O.940N86663251770D 02
O.OAOOS_669066784D 02
0.9400856690602820 02
0.940085663060090D 02
0.940085669060086D 02
O.94008_6690600RSD 02
N.IOOg8169789615_D Oq
O.INO458879968806D 09
n.lr, O2719_26R9572D O_
_.I00229666171645D _3
m.]OO221316389987D 03
O.INO219794233924D 03
0.]00219462949_1lD 03
O.]O021942491aB57D 09
0.I002194214860_5D OR
0.I00219420621855D 03
25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Q
10
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APPENDIX A
OPTIMUM GAUSSIAN DETECTION FOR INDEPENDENT SAMPLED DATA
p (_/H_)
A-
P (_/H o)
E N
exp _1 _. (xl-._)al
iffil 0"2 J
exp
In A ---_- o-2 <
C
iffil H 0
N H 1
>s_ =g x i < c I
i _l H 0
E(S_/H1) = ,_
_. =I
o-2
Vat (S_/Ho) =---_-
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MIXED STATISTIC DETECTION FOR INDEPENDENT GAUSS
DISTRIBUTED SAMPLE DATA
_1 m_l) ,,, (_l)Wilcoxon: S_= u(xj +xk)
i=O jmtm+l kmj
fl x > 0
U(X) = I0 x < 0
E(S_/HI)=P{ mE [u(xi)] +re(m-l)E2 [u(xi +xi)])
bE(S_/Hi) I =Pl m__+m(m-1) v/2 1
=p
re(m-1 +¢_) _N(m-1 +V_)
2 v_'__ 2 _'_ o-
Var (S_/Ho) = p m(2m + I) (m + I) _N(2m + I) (m + I)
24 24
N 2 (m - 1 + v/2-)2 24
4wcr 2 N(2m+l) (m+l)
5N(m-1 +v_) 2
sr (2m + I) (m + 1) 0 .2
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ASYMPTOTICRELATIVE EFFICIENCY FOR INDEPENDENT
GAUSS DISTRIBUTED SAMPLED DATA
_w 6N(m- 1 +v_) 2_
A.R.E. (Mixed to Optimum) :_o: (2m+l)(m+l)_2 N
6(m- 1 +_')2
_(2m + I) (m + I)
2
=-- m= I
77
_3__ m_ _
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APPENDIX B
OPTIMUM EXPONENTIAL DETECTION WITH INDEPENDENT SAMPLED DATA
A --
ixi_______I1 exp - b --
(2b)u i= 1
b(2b)N i=,
InA= 1
b
N
_, (I_I-Ix_-_I)
i=1
N
1
*ml
(Ix_l- Ix_-NI)
2b exp -
dx
= b (I - e-_/b) _ N
<lx, I -Ix,-NI>
2b
: -b (1 - e -N/b) + N : - E (SN/Ho)
Var (SU/H1) -E [(SN/H1 )2] -Z 2 (sN/HI)
Var (S_/Ho) : Var (SN/H1).
Z : E (S_/H1) -E <S_/Ho) : z [_-b <1 - e-_/b)]
4N [(p2 -2_b +b 2) - (2b 2 +2b_) e -_/b - b 2 e'2_'/b]
b 2 [(3 +e -/_/b)(I-e -/'t/b) -4/_/b e -_/b]
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Expanding the numerator and denominator in a power series about _ = 0 and disregarding second
order terms:
_0 - b2 - N/_2
]L 2 b 2
N
MIXED STATISTIC DETECTION FOR INDEPENDENT EXPONENTIALLY
DISTRIBUTED SAMPLED DATA
p-I m(i 4-1) m(i +1)
• oraWi,coxon: S_= _i=o i_=mi+, __-j /_(xj +xk)
pm(m-l) E [/_(xi +xj)]EHI (S_)= pmE [/z(xj)] + 2
= pm (1)
_N(m+l)
4b
Vat (S_/Ho) = p m(2m+l) (m+l)
24
_N(2m+1) (re+l)
24
_w = N 2 (m+l) 2 • 24 = 3N (m+l)
16b 2 • N(2m+l) (m+l) 2b 2 (2m+1)
SAMPLE MEAN DETECTION FOR INDEPENDENT EXPONENTIALLY
DISTRIBUTED SAMPLE DATA
N
SN I S=_ X iN
i=l
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EHI (SN) = _.
_EH1 (sN) I
I = 1
2 b 2
Var (SN/Ho) - N
N
_SM =m
2 b 2
ASYMPTOTIC RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF EXPONENTIALLY
DISTRIBUTED INDEPENDENT SAMPLED DATA
3N(m+1) b2
_w 2 (2m + I)
A.R.E. (Wilcoxon to Sampled Mean) = _s--_ N
2b 2
_ 3 (re+l)
(2m + 1)
=2 m=l
A.R.E. (Wilcoxon to Optimum)
43
m_oo
3N(m+l) b2
_w 2 (2m + 1)
_o N
b 2
3(m+1)
2(2m+1)
=1 m=l
43
4
A.R.E. [Sampled Mean to Optimum] = .5
m_00
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APPENDIX C
OPTIMUM DETECTION FOR INDEPENDENT CAUCHY SAMPLES
a --
N
"= 1+
N 1 1
-lnA=
=N-
In A=
N
E
i=1 b2
2axi _ a 2 _I
-N
1
2axi -a2 °
• [, (,y]l=l + "b-
a 2
E (SN/Ho) = --_-
a2
E <S_/H,): +T
a2 b 2 a4 ,_ a 2 b 2
Var (SN/Ho) =--_- + "8N 2N
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a 2 b2
Var - u-(S_/HI'_ = 2N
-_o - 1 a4
a2 a2 52
2N
- 2N
b 2
.4IXED STATISTIC DETECTION FOR INDEPENDENT
CAUCHY DISTRIBUTED SAMPLE' DATA
Wileoxon Detection: s_ =
p jm jm
E E E
J=l R,,(j- 1)m+l l=k
re(m-1) E [u(x k +Xl)/k / 1]}E (S_/H1) = p m E [u(xj)] 4 2
E [. (xj) ] =_.
E [u(xj +Xk)/k / l] = ['J® dv
® 77 [1 + V 2 ]
BE [S_/HI] [ m re(m-1)]aa - p "_ + 2_b
_ pm (m + 1)
2rib
N(m + 1)
rrb
Var [S_/Ho] _pm(m + i) (2m + I) =N(m + I) (2m + I)
24 24
EW = N 2 (m + 1) 2 24 : 6(m + 1)
47r2b 2 (m + 1) (2m + 1)N 7r2b 2 (2m + 1)
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SAMPLE MEAN DETECTION OF INDEPENDENT
CAUCHY DISTRIBUTED SAMPLED DATA
N
SN 1 _,:--- X iN
i=l
EHI (S N) : a
_EHI_a(SN/H1) [a= =1
0
Var (SN/Ho) is indeterminate
ASYMPTOTIC RELATIVE EFFICIENCY FOR INDEPENDENT
CAUCHY DISTRIBUTED SAMPLED DATA
A.R.E. (Mixed to Optimum)
6(m + 1)N
_ 772b2 (2m + 1)
2N
b 2
3 (m+l)
772 (2m + 1)
2
=-- m:l
77 2
3
77 2
L
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where
and
Assume:
APPENDIX D
MIXED WlLCOXON DEPENDENT SAMPLE ANALYSIS
2Uljk, = u (xi + xj) u (xk + xt)
luij = u (x i + xj)
1 a>Ou(a)= 0 <
f_ n---mRnm = n = m ± 1otherwise
p-I (i + l)m (i + t)m
i,t0 J=xm+l k=j
p-I (i+l)m (i_m
j +1 kmj
co
E(') = _o dp(x) =Pl i = j
o_ cO
E (.)= f __ P(Xl,x2) dx2dxl =p2 i = J ± 1
oo co
E(') = __ : dp(Xl) dp(x2) =P3
-x I
Otherwise if p (x) is Gaussian with mean _ and variance cr2
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-co o'(1 -p2) I/2 _ o- 2 cr2dy
_Pl [ 1
_N N-O 2V_ cr
"_P2 1 1
I :--(1 + p) 1/2 o-
_N N=O
___E[SwM]_ :__MP + p(m- 1) + 1 (m- 1) (m- 2)
for IpL < .s
If the p blocks are dependent of one another, by induction one has that:
{p(m-3) (m-4) (m-S) (m-6)/4 +Var (s_)
+ (p (m-a) (m-4) (m-S) + (m-2) [(m-l) 2 p -4] (p-l)} E 2 u
1257
+ {p (m-2) (m-3) (m-4) + (m-2) (p-l) Ira(m-l) p - 4] E 2 U1157
+ {p (m-3) (m-4) + (p-l) [(m-l) 2 p- 2]) E 2 u
1256
+ {2p (m-2) (m-3) + [2re(m-l) p- 4] (p-l)) E2 u
1156
+ {p (m-l) (m-2) + [m2 p-2] (p-l)) E 2 u
1155
+ [2p (m-3) (m-4) (m-S) + 2(m-2) 2 (p-l)] E2u
1427
+ [p (m-2) (m-3) (m-4)] E 2 u1417
+ [4p (m-3) (m-4) +4(m-2) (p-l)] E 2 ut317
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+ [2p(m-3) (m-4)] E 2 u1327
+ [2p(m-3) (m-4)] E 2 u142s
+ [4p(m-2) (m-3) +4 (m-2) (p-l)] E2 ulx2s
+ [4p(m-2) (m-3)] E 2 u121s
+ [2p(m-1) (m-2)] E 2u1114
+ [p(m-1) (m-2)/2] E 2 u1313
+ [2p(m-3) +2(p-1)] E 2 U1234
+ [2p(m-3)] (E 2 u3425 + E 2 u2435 )
+ 4p (m-2) E 2 u1213
+ 2p(m-2) E2 u 1223
+ [4p(m-2) +4(p-l)] E 2 u 2234
+ 2p(m-2) E 2 u 2213
+ [2p(m-1) +2(p-1)] E2u
+ p (m- 1) E 2 u 1212
1122
+ 4p(m- 1) E 2 u1113
+ pm J_- u 1111
+ 2p(m-2) (m-3) E 2 u1314
{L ]}=- p mE lUll + (m-1) E lu12 + (m-1)2(m-2) E lu13
I00
where for gaussians
E2u
I I I Rik +Ril +Rjk +Rkl 1ijkl :_+_-_ arcsin (I+RIJ)I/2(l+Rkl)I/2
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APPENDIX E
MIXED MANN-WHITNEY DEPENDENT SAMPLE ANALYSIS
Assume:
where
and
2Uijkl =u(x i -yj) u(x k -yl)
luij :u(x i -yj)
u(x)= f 1 x>O0 otherwise
fi I'1 =m
Rnm-- n:m+l
otherwise
p ira im
sN = l_Ira- _ _ u(xj -yk)
= j,,i(m.l)+l k,,i (m-1)+l
p im im
EHI [SNW] -- _ _
i,,l jfi(m-1)+l kfi(m.1)+l
E lUjk
= d Px (x) d py (y)
for Gaussians:
dy
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where
¢ (x) = 1
--exp (-_ y21 dy
Nm
For dependent blocks
Var (St__w/Ho) : [(m- 1) 2 (m- 2) 2 p + (m 4 p- 4m 2 + 2) (p- 1)] E 2Ulas7
+ [4(m- 1) _ (m- 2) p +4 (m 2 - 1) (p- 1)] E 2u
1859
+ [4(m- 1) 2 p+2 (p- I)] E 2u
1829
+ [2re(m- 1) (m- 2) p]E 2u
1517
+ [4m(m- 1)p] E 2u 1516
+m2 pE 2u p2m4
1212 -
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APPENDIX F
MIXED KENDALL T GAUSSIAN DEPENDENT SAMPLE ANALYSIS
Assume:
4Uijkl :U(X i --Xj) U(X k --Xl). u(y i --yj) u(Y k --Yl)
where
and
2U.. : U (X i - xj ) U (Yi - Yi )11
x<0
l n =m
Rnm-- p n=m±l
0 otherwise
p-I m(i+l) m_l)£ Z ,._ss_-: 7
i=O jfmi+l kfj+l
gn (x i -xi) sgn (Yl - Yj))
Find
Assume that x i, xj, Yi _ Yj
E [1 (1 -sgn (xl -xj) sgn (Yl -Yj )]
are Gaussian with zero mean and covariance:
i p T 0
p 1 0 T
(H1) =
_' 01 p
0 _' p 1
and (Ho) =
10y0
OIOT
W010
0W01
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After considerable manipulation:
=p(m- I) 2(I +p2) p(m- I) (m- 2) .
_ , _-o _-_ +-_/ _ 2
In calculating the variance we note that for this case
where
let
then
VarH0 (S N) =
Va FHO
Q
1
-_ [1 - sgn (x i -x j) sgn (Yl -Y j) ]
4 a rcsin 2 (Q)
(2 _)2
cos [(x i - xi) (x k = xl)]
Var 1/2 (x i _ xj) Yar 1/2 (X k - Xl )
2Aijkl _ 4 arcsin2 (Q)
(2 _)2
f
(m-6)/4 +(m-2) 2 (p-l)
+ { p(m - 3) (m - 4) (m - 5) + (rn - 2) (P - 1) [(m - 1) 2 p - 4]) 2A1257
2A1357)
+ {p(m - 3) (m - 4) + (p - 1) [(m - 1) 2 p - 2]) 2A1255
+ [4p(m- 3) (m -4) (m- 5)/3] 2A1527
+ [2p(m-3) (m-4) (m- 5)/3 + 2 (m- 2) 2 (p- 1)] 2At568
(2 t 2A_sss)+ [p(m-2) (m-3) (m-4)] _ 2A1417 +_-
+ [2p(m- 3) (m- 4)] 2Aas37
+ [2p(m-3) (m-4) +4(m-2) (p- 1)] 2A4s13
+ [2p(m- 3) (m-4)] 2At327
+ [2p(m-3) (m-4)] 2,_1425
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+ [ 2p(m- 2) (m - 3)] (2A1214 + 2A4s14 )
+ Ip(m- 1) (m- 2)/2] 2A1313
+ [2p(m-3) + 2(p- 1)] 2AI_34
+ 12p(m-3)] (2A1324 + 2A2314 )
+ [4(m-2) p] 2A1213
+ [2p(m- 2)] 2A1223
+p(m - 1) 2A1212
+ 2p(m- 2) (m-3) 2A 1314
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APPENDIX G
A NEW MIXED STATISTIC: POLARITY COINCIDENCE WILCOXON
Ho: xl = nll Yl = n2i nli' n21 _"G (0, cr2)
and nll, n21 are independent
HI: xl = nli + /-Li Yi = n2i ÷ P'i
where nil and n2i are as before and _i ~ G (0, _2) and _i is independent of all other variables
p-I m(i+l) m_+l)
SNcw = x_sO _m_x+ U(Xj YJ + Xk Yk)) 1 k=j
_E m Eu(xiyl)] [ 1
_T2 7 2 . 0 770"2
bEtl x [u(x i yi +x i yi)/i ;_ j]
by 2
•),2 m 0
77
77-O-2
bE (SpNcw/H1) m 4"
=p -t
_,2 _2 • 0 vzcY2
1 +_(m-1
= N =m_
77o" 2
Wr (S_./H o) : p m(m+ 1) (2m+1)24
pcw
24N 2 [1+_-(m-I)] 2
N(m + I) (2m + I) 7T2 _4
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,:._ 0-4
(m + I') C,2m + 1) _T2
A.R.E. I
--- _ pcC
2
,..._....._.T._-_
A'R'F-"2 : _cor (m + 1) (,2m + 1") _2
?-pc,,,12 _"1+_(m-I)"_
: ________ : .375 m-
._...---
A'R'F"3 = £opt (m + 1) (2m + _-) Tr2
GO
APPENDIX H
OPTIMUM GAUSSIAN DETECTION FOR DEPENDENT SAMPLED DATA
1
A - (2 _)N/2
1 (x-#)TR-1 (x-_)
-- Ilall exp-_
(2 7:) N/2
1
-- IIRJ[ exp--_ (x)T R -' (x)
1 R-: X T I /./T R-:
= exp -_-(- /_T x- R- p.+ _z)
._let Ry=X; y=R-lx
In A : __.1 [_ p Ty - yT_ + /.tT R-1 /.t]
2
N H 1
sN i _ >
=- __j Yi < Copt N
i=l H 0
:!E :IR-:_I E (y) (R- I x)N HI N H1
1 _ (y) I R_ I [1
N _N EHI :
N
_E (Sopt) = _1 [i T R_ 1 [ 1
_N N
1 Var Ho ( [i T y)Var (SoNpt/H0) :
:___1 E (Trace ( [1T y yT [1)
N 2
: 1__ Trace ( [1 T R -1 [1)
N 2
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_opt ---
Va r (sNpt/Ho)
o : [1TR. I [1
N N
= >-i. 71.,,_t
i_l j:l
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(i A NOTE ON PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS IN SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
T. R. Williams '
N 67-22749
ABSTRACT -
Analogies for simple second-order phase locked loops are derived
and discussed, and a simple method for graphical analysis is pre-
sented. It appears that the analogies and the method of graphical
analysis can be usefully extended to cover more complex types of
frequency-modulation receiving systems with feedback.
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Phase-locked loops (Reference 1) continue to be of importance in communication systems
for satellites as well as in other areas. In spite of their widespread use, their operation is not
well understood and the purpose of this note is to clarify the operation of such loops through the
use of simple analogies.
We concentrate on second-order loops because of their practical importance. Second order
phase-locked loops are usually described mathematically by an ordinary differential equation of
the form:
(_ + P) 8 x ='-_-KEv<_ + 1) Tb sin (8 - k0x), (I)
where p = d/dt ; % fi, K,k, and E v are non-negative constants; T b and _ are often functions of time
(e and T b are frequently called "inputs" and they are formed by non-linear operations on a "signal"
and, possibly, a random "noise"); and 0 x is a function of time (0x, or its derivative, is usually re-
ferred to as the "output").
Such an equation can of course be solved either numerically or with a computer once the
constants and T b and 8 are specified. In some cases of practical importance we might have es-
pecially simple values for some of the constants and the functions of time T b and 8. For example,
if the loop is tracking a constant-frequency sine wave in the absence of noise, Tb is a constant and
0 varies linearly with time.
The foregoing equation is not restricted to space communication problems or to phase-locked
loops, as it occurs in other areas as well. For example, asttnilar equation occurs in the theory of
the synchronous electrical motor (Reference 2). Going back further, an equation similar to ours
also occurs in the theory of a simple damped pendulum. This will be clarified in the following
material.
Here, since Equation (1) is easily solved using a computer, we will concentrate on concepts
and techniques which assist in thinking about and visualizing the behavior of phase-locked loops.
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DERIVATIONOF EQUATION(1)
Althoughequationssimilar to Equation(1)havebeenderivedmanytimes in the literature,
wewill, for completeness,includea derivationhere. Our notationwill differ somewhatfrom that
usuallyemployedfor reasonsof mathematicalconvenience(weusemainlythepolar form to rep-
resentthenoiseandmodulatedcarrier).
A blockdiagramof the simple phase-locked loop considered here is show 0 in Figure A-31.*
The modulated carrier e is frequency-modulated by the signal a(t) = a:
where
e m =Em cos (Wo t +t_a)
_t
8 = Jo a( _- )d_-
and E ando%, are constants. The received wave form e r is the sum of e m and the noise n(t) = n,
and this sum is applied to the box marked "BP."
n
Figure A-31 -Block diagram of a simple phase-
locked loop.
In the following material assume that the
noise has a power spectrum which is sym-
metrical about the carrier frequency % and
that the noise can be adequately represented by
n =N O N cos (Wot + 8 )
where N and 8° are the random envelope and
phase of the noise and No is a constant equal to
the rms noise (we assume that the mathemati-
cal expectation of N2 is equal to 2 so that N cos
(_ot + 8) has unit variance).
We represent the noise, the modulated
carrier, and the received wave form as rotat-
ing vectors in Figure A-32, where all angles
are measured with respect to the angle _o t and
the vectors are shown at the instant t = 0.
The noise n and the carrier e are the
projections of the noise and carrier vectors on
the horizontal axis.
We have clearly
e r = Tcos (Wo t + 8)
where, from trigonometry,
Figure A-32-Vector representation of noise, modu-
lated carrier, and received waveform.
*Some of the material in thls section closely parallels
an unpublished technical memorandum by the author.
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T = [E 2 + 2NONE m cos (_9n - 8a) + N2N2] I/2
m o
and
sin8 +NoN sin_l
_9 = tan -1 a
cos 8:+ NoN cos
Note that as N O - 0 we have T = E m and 0 = _a.
We consider further two cases of practical importance: Either (1), the box marked BY will
be assumed to be an ideal all-pass network in which case e b = e r ; or (2), the box BP will be assumed
to be an ideal bandpass limiter in which case
e b =T c cos (_ot + 0)
where T c is a positive constant.
and
We can represent either case by letting
=jrT, Case 1
T b
c = constant, Case 2,
(2)
e b -- T b cos (_0 t + 8).
The box marked "k" in Figure A-31 represents an ideal attenuator or amplifier which multi-
plies x by a constant, k. We assume that k is non-negative.
We make the assumptions (which are usually made in most analyses) that the voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) has negligible noise in its output and that it has no phase jitter. It
would be most natural to assume that the VCO output has the form E cos (c3 ot + k 8 x ). However,
there will be approximately a 90 ° phase shift between the VCO output and e b under the usual oper-
ating conditions, and, accordingly we assume that the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) produces
an output voltage
e 2 =-E v sin(w0 t +k 8x)
where E v is a non-negative constant and
x(T) d_. (3)
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The multiplier produces the product e
terms, we have
1 = eb e2 at its output and, dropping the double-frequency
EvT b
el - 2 sin (0 k8 ).
(4)
The voltage e 1is the input of the low pass filter (LPF) and x is the output, and once the transfer
function of the filter is specified we can proceed.
At this point we note, as have many authors, that in the important case where the LPF is
linear one can write an integral equation of the form
¢ox(t) = e 1 ('r) g (t - "r)d_
_co
relating x and e,, where g is the impulse response of the (possibly non-physically realizable) linear
LPF. One can then, by using the series expansion for sin (8 - k _x) under the integral, produce
many interesting and useful results. Since many studies of this type have been made we will not
pursue the matter further, but will note that in many practical phase-locked loops the LPF is both
linear and of a fairly simple form.
In all that follows we assume that the relationship between e, and x is a first-order, linear,
time-invariant differential equation. Specifically:
where a, _, and K are non-negative constmlts. Physically, K is the "low-frequency gain" of the
filter. In the case where /3 = _ the filter is a simple low-pass filter with an "upper half-power fre-
quency" equal to a/2_. Filters of the type described by Equation (5) are commonly used in many
phase-locked loops.
From Equation (5) on using Equation (4) for e, and Equation (3) for 0 x we obtain, of
course, Equation (1).
MECHANICAL ANALOGS FOR PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS
Let us normalize the vectors shown in Figure A-32 by dividing all magnitudes by Era,
represents the strength of the received carrier. We define
N O
lq0---- _m
which
and
T (6)
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Weclearly have
T O = [1 + 2n oNcos (8 -8 ) +no 2N 211/2
and
[sin8 +noN sin___l8 =tan-* LCOS 8_ +n0 N co s •
Consider the mechanical system shown sche-
matically in Figure A-33. The vector with its
tip at Arepresents the (normalized) modulated
carrier; the length of the vector is unity and its
angle is e a. In a similar way the vectors with
their tips at C and D representthe (normalized)
noise and the (normalized) received waveform.
Thus point D moves in two dimensions under the
influence of the modulated carrier and the re-
ceived waveform.
F "--
!° I
I
I
Figure A-33-Analog for the simple phase-locked
loop without a band-pass limiter.
We represent the output by a vector of unit magnitude with an angle of k8 x. (Note that the
loop output can be simply obtained by differentiating 8 x once.) At the tip of the output vector (point
B) let there be a point mass of mass 1/k =.
Let there be a weightless rigid rod FG through point D and let this rod be maintained parallel
to the output vector. Let point E slide with no friction along the rod FG and let there be connected
between E and B a linear spring S of spring constant KEvE/2 , and a linear viscous damper D2 with
a damping co-efficient of KEEm/2fl. Finally let there be connected between point B and a fixed ref-
erence point a linear torsional viscous damper D 1 which exerts a force on point B equal to -dSx/dt,
i.e., the damping coefficient is 1/k. (Note that the effect of the viscous damper D_ could be ob-
tained if the mass B were moving in a viscous fluid and a weightless vane were attached to the
mass.)
On summing tangential forces on point B we get
_ 1 p2 +1 k 8 x +-- + To sin (8-k8) = 0.k 2
On noting that, from Equation (16), we have To=T/Em, we see that this equation is the same as
Equation (I) for case 1, where the box BP contain an all-pass network (see Equation (2}}. Thus we
have a mechanical analog for case 1.
Case 2, where the box BP contains an ideal bandpass limiter, requires further consideration.
Since the bandpass limiter removes amplitude fluctuations, we expect that the vector representing
the output of the bandpass limiter must have a constant magnitude and an angle equal to 8, the angle
of the input.
• Consider Equation (1) and assume that T b is independent of time. Clearly multiplication of
T b by a positive constant is equivalent to dividing both of the coefficients of the right hand side by
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Figure A-34-Analog for the simple phase-locked
loop with a band-pass llmiter.
the same constant. Accordingly, in an analog,
if we adjust the spring constant of s and the
damping coefficient of D2 by the same factor,
we can choose the magnitude of T b arbitrarily
(it must be positive, of course, to be meaning-
ful). This fact can also be established from
physical reasoning with the analog. Accordingly,
in the analog for Case 2, we can choose the
length of T b to have any convenient value and we
choose
T b:z (Case 2) (7)
It is now easy to see what the analog is in
Case 2: it is similar to Figure A-3 except point
D lies on the unit circle as shown in FigureA-34.
Note that the spring S' and the damper D'2 do not
necessarily have the same coefficients as in Fig-
ure A-33. Accordingly, they are shown with
primes in Figure A-34 and this must be remem-
bered in comparing the operation of the two
systems.
To show the analogy completely for Case 2, we sum tangential forces on B again and get
+_- k8 x + sin (8 k 8x) = 02
where we have put a prime on g to denote the fact that S' and D_ might have different coefficients
than before. On using Equation (7) and rearranging slightly we see that this is the same as
Equation (1) again.
UTILITY OF THE ANALOGIES
The analogies can be employed usefully in a number of ways. For example, consider the
situation when there is no noise (n o = 0). In both cases under consideration, point D coincides
with point A (see Figures A-33 and A-34), and the systems are equivalent (which we expect, of
course, since an ideal bandpass limiter will have no effect when there is no noise).
The ambiguity of the angle k8 x in a phase-locked loop is also made clear. In either case if
we leave all vectors but the one representing the output (B) fixed, and if we rotate the vector B
through an integral multiple of 2_ radians (forward or backwards) the forces on point B will be the
same after the rotation as before (remember that our ideal "springs" and "dampers" do not have
"stops"). Hence the angle k8 x is determined, in general, only to within a multiple of 2_.
Consider the situation when there is no noise and the signal a is a step of height A o which
starts at t = 0. The received waveform e r is of the form e r = E mcos (oJ0t+ A0t u (t)) where u (t) is
the unit step at t = 0, and we are dealing with the case of a frequency "step" at t = 0. In either
case 1 or 2 the analog is "at rest" at t =0 (8 =8 =0) and at t =0pointA starts to rotate in the
counter-clockwise direction with an angular speed of Ao radians per second. If Ao is small we
in " " " " " " "intuitively expect po t B to follow point A (lagging behind by some angle); if Aom larger we ex-
pect that damper D_ will prevent point t3 from following A and the loop is then said to have lost
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"lock" or to havebecome"unlocked." Wecanbemorequantitative:Assumethefinal valueof k0x
as t _ cois givenbyAot-%where¢0is a constant.Onsubstitutingthis valuefor k0ointo Equation(1)we readily find that sucha solutioncanexistonly if
Ao <-lkKE Em.
2
Furthermore it is also apparent that ¢0 must be less than or equal to _/2.
The meaning of the term "lock" also is clear when noise is present. Assume that both the
signal a and the noise n are small and bounded for all time. Then we expect that point B will
"follow" point A, with some error of course, for all time. If the noise becomes large occasionally,
as is often the case in practice, thenk _x will "skip cycles" or change by a multiple of 2_ occasionally
and when this occurs, the loop is said to have lost "lock."
SOLUTION OF EQUATION (1)
As noted previously, Equation (1) and similar equations can be solved by computer or numer-
ically. Sometimes even a rough graphical solution will give information of engineering importance.
In this section we present a method of graphical analysis which appears to be novel (at least in the
communication theory literature on phase-locked loops which is available to the average communi-
cations engineer), and which possibly could be extended to cover systems more general than those
described by Equation (1).
We define the new variables
x : _x (8)
and
_:0-k_, (9)
where the dot signifies the time derivative, i.e., b -- p _x" On substituting Equations (8) and (9)
in Equation (1) we obtain
:-- + 1 T b sin_. (10)+ x 2
These last three equations are, of course, equivalent to Equation (1), and they have been used
to make phase-plane analyses in the x-_ plane in special cases (see References 3 and 4). One of
the difficulties encountered in such analyses lies in the fact that the isoclines in the x-_ plane are
not easy to plot and, accordingly, the graphical analysis is tedious and time consuming. This dif-
ficulty can be rectified in part if we make a further transformation of variables. We define
KEv a (11)
u = x 2/3 T b sin _.
Equation (10) can be written as
u KE T (12)
--= -x+ v sin_.
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DifferentiatingEquation(9)onceandmakinguseof (8)wehave
_=b-kx (13)
Finally, on eliminating x from Equations (12) and (13) by means of (11), we have two equations:
and
• ,Evo( )u -- - au - 1 T b sin cr2
• kKEva
_=-ku- 2-"'-_ Tb sinc_+_"
Note that in the case where T b and _ are independent of time, which is of some practical importance,
solution for phase trajectories in the u-_ or the _-u plane will be simplified due to the fact that the
isoclines will be simple sinusoids. The isoclines can therefore be rapidly found and graphical sol-
ution can proceed relatively quickly. (Note that once _ is known, ex can be found from Equation (9).)
It appears that this method of solution could be easily applied to more general types of phase-
locked loops (Reference 5).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Finding analogies to problems does not solve the problems, and analogies can frequently be
misleading. Nevertheless, analogies allow one to apply knowledge of one field to another and they
often give quite valuable insight into a new problem.
Modern phase-locked loops are frequently more complex than the simple loops considered
here: they not only use IF amplifiers (several in some cases) but they also use bandpass limiters
within the feedback loop. When effects of the IF amplifier(s) and limiters are considered it appears
that the theory of such loops is closely related to the theory of the FM demodulator with feedback
(also called a frequency-compressive feedback demodulator). In fact it appears that one can de-
fine a general class of feedback systems which contains many of the modern phase-locked loops
as well as the FM demodulator with feedback as special cases. The mathematical description of
the general class requires at least a third-order differential equation and analysis is, accordingly,
more difficult than for a simple second-order phase-locked loop. Once the differential equations
are known, however, they can be simulated and solved, by a digital computer if necessary. Time
and space prevents further comment and study here, but study of the general class appears to be a
promising area for future research.
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USE OF A FORMAL LANGUAGE TO DESCRIBE ON-BOARD AND
INTRODUCTION
GROUND STATION DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING
OF SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS .
F. M. Sobotkin* ?
N 67--?.2750
As space experiments on telemetry satellites grow in sophistication and in number, the
orders of complexity of the required on-board system will increase as will the number of
people involved with their design. Before attempting to simulate or construct a satellite system,
a complete description for each experiment and its data handling and processing requirements
must be specified. Therefore, a means for conveying these details of specification in a complete
and non-ambiguous manner between experimenters, system designers, and programmers is
needed.
In the present work, an attempt is made to show the feasibility of a non-ambiguous de-
scription, by describing two specific Goddard experiments using a "higher order" programming
language. The Iverson language (Reference l), with minor modifications and additions, was chosen
to show that, due to the simplicity and descriptive power of the language, the data handling and
logical processes for an experiment may be completely described. For the first experiment con-
sidered (EGO satellite micrometeorite experiment #4916), a brief higher order programming
language description will be presented to illustrate the capability of the language for conveying the
essential requirements of experiments. The second experiment's [Graduate Research Center of
the Southwest (GRCSW) IMP experiment] description, which includes ground station processing, is
written in much greater detail than would be required for simulation and implementation of data
processing and handling equipment.
BACKGROUND
During the 1965 Goddard Summer Workshop program, Dr. Edward P. Stabler (Reference 2)
studied the feasibility of using special purpose computers to process telemetry data and to control
the experiments on small telemetry satellites. At present, data processing of sensed data to be
transmitted and the control of each experiment is performed by the individual experimenter's
package. Many such packages may be on a given satellite and the possibility of unnecessary dupli-
cation of equipment exists. Since, in the past, little on-board processing was performed, and the
number of experiments per satellite has not been too large, no major problems have arisen. There
is a trend towards increased use of on-board data processing, and as the experiments grow in
sophistication and in number, a central data processor or centralized telemetry computer (CTM)
may be desirable on future telemetry satellites. The computer would be time shared by the ex-
periments to conserve space, weight, and hardware.
The proposed system is a stored program or micro-programmed computer, which can be
thought of as a collection of storage elements, logic gates, and a switching network for inter-
connecting the various pieces of hardware as required by the program. The unit is considered a
universal computer because, by modifying the stored program, you in effect rewire the machine
*The City University of New York
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for the problem at hand, offering great flexibility during design and making the computer adaptable
for a wide variety of telemetry satellite systems.
The particular satellite investigated by Dr. Stabler was the IMP-F, which is a small satellite
with few experiments and very little on-board processing; consequently, duplication of equipment
is only minor. His conclusion was that the CTM "would require the same space, weight, and power
aboard the satellite as would the individual experimental packages. However, to perform the
identical task assigned to the distributed data processing equipment, the CTM would only be on 10
percent of the time and be idle 90 percent of the time. Therefore, the CTM has available an unused
stock of data processing capability. New data processing tasks can be performed on-board with
only minor changes in weight and power.
Some possible additional computer tasks are:
. Experiment conditioning and testing--Sample any or all of the experiments successively
at very high rates, to establish confidence in the system and then reduce the rate to send
just the information that is desired and needed.
2. Coding telemetry link.
3. Decode ground commands-It may be desirable to have very highly encoded commands to
avoid having a miscommand which might wipe out the mission.
. More on-board data processing-Eliminate transmission of superfluous information since
the cost of data reduction is negligible compared to the savings in energy used for trans-
mission (e.g., the conversion of an integer value of experimental data to floating point
number prior to transmission. For IMP-F it costs 40 millijoules to transmit one bit to
earth, but the energy required to convert a 20 bit integer to a 10 bit floating point number
is about 0.2 millijoules using the CTM.)
An important result of Stabler's study was the need for an adequate notation or language for
describing the logic processes (i.e., computing tasks, data collecting, and computer activities)
performed in preparing the experimental data for telemetry. Two frequently used methods for
describing processes are:
1. Natural language with reference to figures and block diagrams.
2. Logic block diagrams.
The first method suffers from the usual drawbacks of incompleteness (i.e., lack of both precision
and conciseness), and tends to become complex and ambiguous very quickly. The second method
is difficult to write and difficult to read.
Higher order programming languages have been devised that avoid these drawbacks and
possess the following qualities:
1. Non-ambiguous, concise, precise, consistent over a wide area of applications, and
economy of symbols.
2. Descriptive and analytic power which amply repay the effort required for its mastery.
3. Descriptive of actual register interaction.
4. Descriptive of simultaneous and sequential processes.
5. Highly expressive in binary representation and manipulation.
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6. Capable of describing complicated systems (e.g., a formal description of the logic struc-
ture of IBM system 360 has been completely specified using Iverson's language).
Some of the advantages of a higher order programming language description are:
1. It is a useful aid in communication between experimenters, system designers, and
programmers.
. It permits simulation of experiments at a very early stage in design, providing valuable
information on system characteristics (time on, power, response to real time inputs,
and effects of modified input environments). This offers major assistance in debugging
and reconfiguring design.
3. It can be used to adopt efficient data processes and formats for specific task at hand (i.e.,
determine only essential operations).
4. It lends itself to writing programs for computers on the ground.
5. It is sufficiently precise to proceed directly to logic diagrams and relatively straight-
forward sufficient to derive boolean equations, thereby eliminating both drudgery and
error.
6. It supplies a readily understood permanent record of experiment for documentation.
Iverson's language, with minor modifications and additions, possesses the above qualities and
advantages and will be used to describe two Goddard Space Flight Center experiments. First, a
verbal description will be given so that the reader will have a basic idea of measurements and
processes performed in the experiment. Secondly, a description of the higher order programming
language will be given along with a partial explanation.
EGO SATELLITE MICROMETEORITE EXPERIMENT
Verbal Description*
The purpose of this experiment is to measure the mass, velocity, momentum, directionality,
intensity, time, and spatial variations in the micrometeorite flux throughout the EGO orbit. Four
nearly identical sensor tubes (0, 1, 2, 3) Figure A-35, are used in the experiment, with their open-
ings in the _x, +Y, -z directions (body centered coordinates).
A micrometeorite entering the i th tube
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) penetrates film A'producing a
plasma cloud which is collected by A', creating
a pulse Ai . This pulse is used to trigger a clock
and also to identify the sensor tube penetrated
(2 bit word ID). Upon striking the microphone
plate M, the particle produces another plasma
cloud and an M pulse. The cloud is collected at
grid B producing a B pulse and simultaneously
stopping the clock. The distance between A and
M is accurately known and therefore the velocity
of the particle is obtained by counting time
pulses (clock). The 13pulse gives information
i I
I I
I
I
100v -100v
T T
Figure A-35-Sensor tube (mlcrometeorite experiment)
two thin films A and A', grid B, microphone M.
*Space Technology Laboratorles, Inc.; Inter-offlce Correspondence #8100.2-970 (April 1963).
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concerningthekinetic energyof theparticle andtheoutputsignalof the microphone(Mpulse)is
proportionalto _ +Emomentum.Botha B andanM pulse must be obtained in order for data to be
recorded; if either one is absent, no data are recorded. The B pulse and M pulse are each repre-
sented by a three bit word, while the number of clock pulses is represented by a 6 bit word. "The
B, M, and clock signals all revert to zero whenever the signal exceeds the maximum level." This
statement, as presented in the description obtained by the author, is open to different interpreta-
tions, which illustrates the ambiguity that a verbal description can possess. If this statement had
been expressed in a formal language, there would be no ambiguity. Further on in the description,
the experimenter states that "a series of 14 zeroes in the data output can mean a slow, high mo-
mentum particle entered tube zero," which would make you believe that he previously meant, only
the signal that exceeds its maximum is reverted to zero. In this report, it will be assumed that all
signals (B, M, and clock) are reset to zero if any of them exceeds maximum value (i.e., MAXB, MAXM,
MAXC).
Data obtained in this experiment are stored in a 36 bit shift register until readout by the
spacecraft telemetry system. The register includes complete information concerning two impacts
(14 bits each) and an extra count (2 bits/sensor) which between telemetry readouts, is used to
count hits occurring after the first two are recorded.
Table A-5
Bit Assignments Within the 36 Bit Shift Register (REG)
Iverson representation Bit numbers (leftmost bit is #1)
of bit locations
a2 (36)/REG
(2 ' a 2 )/REG
(4 _ a2 )/REG
(6 L a2 )/REG
(8 _ a2 )/REG
(10 _ a s )/REG
(16 _ a3 )/REG
(19 ' a3 )/REG
(22 _ a 2 )/REG
(24 _ a s )/REG
(30 I a3 )/REG
(33 ' a3 )/REG
1,2 Extra counts for Tube 0
3,4 Extra counts for Tube 1
5,6 Extra counts for Tube 2
7,8 Extra counts for Tube 3
9910 Tube ID 1 't hit
11-16 Clock pulses 15t hit
17-19 B pulse l _t hit
20-22 M pulse 1st hit
23,24 Tube ID 2_d hit
25-30 Clock pulses 2"d hit
31-33 B pulse 2 "d hit
34-36 M pulse 2 "d hit
The experiment uses four adjacent digital words (4, 5, 6, and 7) in the experiment subeommutation
for telemetry readout. No data are recorded between the start of readout of the first word (#4) and
completion of the last (#7).
Higher Order Programming Language Description
The higher order programming language description of the above experiment (Program #1,
illustrated in Figure A-36), is very brief and is presented to show its brevity to describe the data
collecting, and preparation for telemetry of the experimental data.
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s00
s01
s02
s03
s04
s05
s06
s07
s08
s09
sl0
sll
s12
s13
s14
s15
s16
s17
s18
Statement
Number
s00
s01
sO2
sO3
s04
s05
s06
s07
s08
s09-10
s11-12-13
s15-16-17
s18
START
RESET
IMPACT
STORE
TELE
Readout Call _'-TELE
REG <----- _ (36) ; h <--_- 0
CLOCK<----'--- _(6) ; ID +--- _(2) ; BPULSE, MPULSE _-'- _ (3)
Hit AI:(YES , NO)_(CONTINUE, WAIT)
h:l >
Trigger Clock ; ID <--_- 2"1-i
(.J-CLOCK > MAXC)v M v B : I = <-7
BPULSE =_(3) ) v (MPULSE =_(3) ,_, (_I_ CLOCK < MAXC) : 1 _ RESET
_ (_L CLOCK > MAXC) v(_L BPULSE > MAXB)v(_L MPULSE MAXM) :0
d<-_---(14 x h) + 8
d $ cc2(36)/REG <-_ ID ; h <-_ h + I ; -_ RESET
d <------ 14 x h
(8 + d) $ aTM (36)/REG <----- ID (2) • CLOCK (6) • BPULSE (3) ®MPULSE (3)
h <----h + I ; "-_RESET
-L 2i $ cz2 (36)/REG _ _I_ 2i $(z 2 (36)/REG + I ; _ IMPACT ..I
k ._---- 4 ; j <-_-- 0
SUBCOMk (9) _ _9 (36)/j TREG
k_-_k + 1; 5:j_-_i + 1
--9 START
When call for data readout, there is an immediate branch to statement TELE (s15)
All 36bits of register and variableh are set to zero. (h indicates the number of recorded impacts for the
sequence, i.e., 15t impact h = 0, 2nd impact h -- 1, etc.)
The bits of binary words CLOCK, ID, BPULSE and MPULSE are all set to zero.
Pause until particle penetrates film A of sensor tube. i denotes which tube is involved.
If h > 1, two impacts have already been recorded in this sequence and control branches to s14, where the base
2 value of extra counts for ithsensor is increased by 1, and then a branch to statement s03 (IMPACT). Other-
wise if h < 1, continue to statement s05.
The clock is triggered and ID is set equal to the 2 bit binary representation of the value i.
Wait for the value of CLOCK to exceed/VLAXC, or the presence of a BPULSE or MPULSE and then continue to s07
If CLOCK < MAXC, and either a BPULSE or MPULSE is recorded but not both, branch to RESET (s02) no data
recorded for this impact. Otherwise continue to s08.
Determines if a signal (CLOCK, BPULSEorMPULSE) has exceeded its maximum value. If not exceeded,
branch to STORE (s11), otherwise continue to s09.
Since a maximum value has been exceeded, the signals (CLOCK, BPULSE and MPULSE) are recorded as zeroes.
ID is transferred to its appropriate register position, h is advanced by 1 and a branch to RESET (s02) takes
place.
Words ID, CLOCK, BPULSE, and MPULSE for a completed measurement are stored in appropriate bit positions
of the register, h increased by 1, and branch to RESET (s02). (edenotes catenation)
Bits from register are transferred to appropriate subcommutator 9 bit digital word [SUBCOM k (9)].
Branch to START(s01) and begin new sequence.
Figure A-36-Program//1 - higher order programming language description
for EGO rnicrometeorite experiment.
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TableA-6
Summaryof Notationfor HigherOrder ProgrammingLanguage(Referencei)
_J(n)
oJJ(n)
_J(n)
_(n)
k
kT
k I aJ (n)
u/a
bljn
Ix
nTx
(x R y)
s
x_y
x,#y
x_y
"prefix vector of weight j", vector of dimension n, first j elements are l's and
all remaining elements are O's. [e.g., _3(7) = (i 1 1 0 0 0 0)]
"suffix vector" [e.g., _s (7) = (0 0 0 0 1 1 i)]
"interval vector" ,_(n)= (j,j+l, j+2,..... ,j+n-1)
"fullvector" consists of all 1's (e.g.,E(4) = (1 1 1 I))
consists of all O's [e.g.,g(4) = (00 0 0)]
denotes right circular rotation by k places.
denotes leftcircular rotation by k places.
"infixvector" [e.g.,2 , aa(7)= (00 I 1 i0 0)]
"selection operation" (vectors u and a must be of same dimension) "u" is a
logicalvector composed of l's and O's. The resulting vector is formed by
selecting components (al) of "a", corresponding to those components of "u"
for which ui = 1.
[e.g.,u = (1 0 1 1 0 1), a= (RE PORT) u/a= (R POT)]
Therefore 2 t a3(7)/(R 6 R s a 4 R 3 R 2 R, R 0) = (R 4 1_ R2)
denotes jth-residue of n modulo h. (e.g., 3 [0 10 = 1)
the base2 value ofx. [e.g., 2_(1 0 1) = 5]
n bits base 2 representation of x. [4 T 5 = (0 1 0 1)]
denotes catenation
relational statement, - logical variable which is true (i.e., equal to 1) if and
only if x stands in the relation R to y.
branch to statement s, ff relationship x (r) y is satisfied
immediate branch to statement on condition x. (independent of present program
position)
unconditional branch to statement s.
connect y to x.
disconnect y from x.
x is specified by y (or transfer y tb x)
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GRADUATERESEARCH CENTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
(GRCSW) IMP EXPERIMENT
Verbal Description*
The major objective of this experiment is to study the degree of anisotropy of the low energy
portion of the solar cosmic radiation and to determine the manner in which it varies with time
and nuclear species. The experiment uses four detectors, Figure A-37, a photon counter and a
pulse height analyzer (PHA) to obtain data about particles throughout the satellite orbit.
Each complete GRCSW sequence (cycle)
represents 64 different measurements. For
each telemetry sequence, Frame 03, channels
04 thru 15 inclusive, and Frame 11 channels
04 thru 15 inclusive, will contain the GRCSW
data. Each of the above fr_es represents 96
bits of information and may be considered as
one complete measurement. Consequently,
GRCSW receives two measurements for every
one spacecraft (or telemetry) sequence. The
96 bits of data per measurement are divided
into 11 distinct units of information such that
the first 90 bits represent nine data units (Data
unit number M= 1, .... ,9) of ten bits each and
the last six bits represent two data units (Data
unit numbers M = 10, 11) of three bits each.
Dataare read outby the spacecraftevery 10.24
seconds. The experiment is gated off for 0.960
seconds (by Freeze Pulse FRP) of this time
and therefore accumulation time is 9.280
seconds.
PLASTIC_.
SCINTILLATOR _, I
SOLID STATE
DETECTOR
i(s)
l . PLASTIC
J SCI NTI LLATOR
Figure A-37-GRCSW Four-detector telescope.
The 64 measurements can be divided into 8 groups (g = 0, 1, .... 7), of 8 measurements each
(L = 0, 1, .... 7). Any GRCSW data unit may be defined in subscript nomenclature as:
DATA (J,8K+ L, M) where:
J = 1, 2, .... o0 GRCSW cycle number
8K + L = 0, 1, .... 63 Measurement reference within a cycle
M = 1, 2, .... 11 Data unit within a measurement
As K varies, measurements for L = 0, .... 6 are invariant, but measurements for L = 7 are sub-
commutated. The significance of each data unit is illustrated in Table A-7.
The four columns, (DETECTOR LOGIC, IPHA, SIG GEN, and Particle Type) apply -rely to
M = 1, .... 8. DETECTOR LOGIC indicates the setup of the detector logical expression, iPHA
indicates the source of input to the pulse height analyzer (PHA), SIG GEN indicates the source of
output to be counted, and Particle Type, types the characteristics of the particles that will be
counted.
Measurements L = 0, ... 5 are all cosmic ray anisotropy measurements where the sky is
divided into 8 octants with data accumulated (i.e., particles counted) as the experiment Look angle
sweeps through each of the octant sectors of rotational position. For M = 9, the number of particles
*GRSW IMP Experiment Data Organization; Southwest Center for Advanced Studies Specification//104012;
Seconds 1-5,20 (Feb. 1966).
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counted are those seen by the detector listed. "Start" is the number of complete octants pasted
through before the first Sun pulse (SP) and "Stop" is the number of complete octants pasted through
after the last sun pulse before the freeze pulse FRP Icall for readout). For L = 6, 7, data units
= 1, ... 7 indicate the number of events recorded in each of the seven channels of the PHA and
are unrelated to rotational position. The combined values of DATA i J, 8K + 6, 10) and DATA i J,
8K + 6, 11) represents the total number of octants scanned for that measurement. Data units DATA
(J, 8K + L, M), M = 1, .... ,9 (except P count) use their most significant bit [RIM)], as a status bit.
When particles are being counted, RiM) = 0. After 512 particle counts, RiM) = 1 and pulses from
spacecraft signal C11 (100 hertz) are counted for the remainder of the measurement. During ground
processing, the number of counts for the total accumulation time (9.28 seconds) can be determined.
The P count is a measurement of the azimuth from which a cosmic photon (1.5 - 6 key) has been
observed and is obtained by counting Cl 1 pulses from the time of impact to the time the next sun
pulse, SP, is observed.
Many of the signals used in this experiment are generated in other locations on-board the
satellite. Satellite signal aS which is derived from the spacecraft sequence counter alternate be-
tween a positive and negative state. The duration of each state is equal to 16 spacecraft sequences.
The satellite freeze pulse occurs every 10.24 seconds for a duration of 0.960 seconds ('T' state)
during which time data are read out from the GRCSW experiment. As the spacecraft rotates, the
optical aspect circuitry generates sun pulses sp each time the sun is viewed. The rotational posi-
tion of the craft is divided into 8 octants and the pulse OCTP is generated whenever the GRCSW
detectors view a new octant. The base two value 1 of the 3 bit counter COCT, indicates the present
octant position (1, 2 .... 8) for the detectors.
Ground Processing
The following information is desired for each GRCSW measurement, and will be denoted by
the values of M (Data unit numbers) ranging from 12 to 21.
M= 12
M= 13
M = 14
M=15
M=16
M=17
M= 18
M=19
M=20
M
total number of complete spin periods
experiment synchronization
number of acquisitions for octant 1
number of acquisitions for octant 2
number of acquisitions for octant 3
number of acquisitions for octant 4
number of acquisitions for octant 5
number of acquisitions for octant 6
number of acquisitions for octant 7
= 21 number of acquisitions for octant 8
After each completed GRCSW cycle, the following information is required:
SANIS (J, L, M) L =0, .... ,5; M=I, .... ,8
Sum of specific particle counts for individual octants over a complete cycle.
MANIS IJ, L, M)
Mean count per octant.
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SPROTH(J; M) M = 1, .... ,7
Sum of particle counts for grouped,.PHA channels with detector logic BpCD
SPROTL (J, M) M = 1, .... ,7
Sum of particle counts for individual PHA channels with detector logic AB E
SELECT (J, M) M = I,.... ,7
Sum of particle counts for individual PHA channels with detector logic BECE)
SOCT (J, L, M) M = I, .... 8; L = 0, .... 5
Sum of acquisitions for each octant
NX (J, L) L=0, .... 3
Number of good measurement for detectors A, B, C, D [N (J, 8K + L) = 1 ifgood
data, as determined by GSFC DCI. ]
SX (J, L) L = 0,...3
Sum of counts from detectors A, B, C, D (only over good data, N (J, 8K + L) = I)
MX (J, L) L =0,...3
Mean of counts from A, B, C, D Per cycle.
Higher Order Programming Lanugage Description
of GRCSW Experiment
This description will be presented in four segments (Programs 2, 3, 4, 5 as illustrated in
Figures A-38, A-39, A-40, and A-41, respectively). Program 2 includes the higher order
programming language description of the data handling, logical processes, and preparation for
telemetry on-board the satellite. As the experiment progresses, the interconnections of equip-
ment for particular measurements are obtained from Program 3, the CONNECTING MEMORY
(CM). Program 4 includes the initial ground processing as the data for each measurement is re-
ceived at the ground station; after a completed GRCSW cycle has occurred, Program 5 illustrates
the necessary processing, to terminate the data calculations for that cycle.
Before the experiment can proceed, its registers, counters (CT), and its data storage loca-
tions (DM) must be set to zero. (Program 2, 00-01) Measurements can not begin until the first
FRP after the positive transition of a5 so that the experiment will be synchronized to the space-
craft clock (s02, 03, 04). Once synchronization has occurred, program 2 (s05) branches to pro-
gram 3 (CM°), and connections of appropriate equipment can be made. CM ° connects detector A
to counter CT 1, and the logical combination of ABE to the signal line SIG, then returns to program
2 s06. After a new octant is entered, SIG is connected to CT ° and the starting octant position of
the measurement is stored in R (s07); the ones complement of R, (R), is then transferred to the
first 3 bits of REG2 (s08). Statement s09 checks to see if a call has been made for telemetry and
would branch to s19 if it is time for readout, otherwise sl0 follows. If a new octant has been
entered sl0 branches to s13 where CT ° is stored in addressJ_R (base two value of R) location of
DM. The word R is then stored in the last 3 bits of REG2 just in case this is the last completed
octant for the measurement. If a new octant had not been entered,_sll determines if the counter
CT ° has exceeded 512 counts (i.e., most significant bit RiM) = 1 ) and has not already been con-
nected to Cll. Appropriate connections are made if needed. The same check is made for CT 1 by
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CM0
CM 1
CM2
CM 3
CM4
CM 5
CM6
CM 7
CM8
CM 9
CT I <------ DET(A) ; SIG <---'- DET(AAB E) ; _ s06
CT I _ DET(B); IPHA _ DET(BpACAD,CLG); SIG _ OPHA(Iv2); _ s06
CT I <---- DET(C) ; IPHA <----- DET(BpA CAD,CLG) ; SIG _ OPHA(3v4) ; _ s06
CT I <---'-- DET(D); IPHA <---- DET(BpACAD,CLG) ; SIG <----- OPHA(Sv6) ; ----> s06
IPHAP <---- DET(P) ; P _ OPHAP ; SIG <------ DET(BpACAD) ; -----'> s20
IPHAP <----- DET(P) ; P _ OPHAP ; SIG <------ DET(Bp A C) ; _ s20
IPHA <---'-- DET(Bp A C AD,CLG) ; CT t0(7) <---'- OPHA [L I (7)] ; CT 7 <---'--" DET(C/xD) ;
IPHAP <------DET(P); P <--'-- OPHAP ; _ s35
IPHA _ DET(AABE,AHG); CTtO(7) <-'-'- OPHA [t O (7)] ; CT 7 _ DET(CAD) ;
IPHAP <'J DET(P) ; P <-'-- OPHAP ; _ s46
IPHA <-_ DET(BEA CAD,CHG) ; CT _0(7) <'_ OPHA [L I (7)] ; CT 7 <---_- DET(CAD) ;
IPHAP _ DET(P) ; P <----- OPHAP ; _ s46
IPHA <'_OCAL(AM241,CHG); CTtO(7) _OPHA [_I (7)] ; CT 7 _ DET(CAD) ;
IPHAP <---- DET(P) ; P <---- OPHAP ; "----) s46
Figure A-39-Program//3 - connection memory (CM) GRCSW experiment.
s12. If a new octant had been entered, the new octant number is placed in R and the appropriate
location of DM is determined and its stored value is transferred to the counter (after the data are
stored (s13)); a check is made to see if the counter should be connected to SIG or Cll. When FRP
= 1, a branch is made to s19, where CT 1 is transferred to DM 8, REG2 is transferred to DM 9 and
program branches to TELE (tOO). The value of L 0 is examined to determine which telemetry
frame is used and then the appropriate components of DM are read into the telemetry channels
(t03). The counters, DM and REG2, are zeroed. The address for the next branch to CM is cal-
culated and transferred to.
The remainder of the program proceeds in a similar manner except for a few statements
which will be explained.
CM 6 Detector logic is set to BpCD and then the output of C low gain connects to the input of the
Pulse Height Analyzer (IPHA). The outputs of the PHA channels are connected to the indicated
counters. [i.e., OPHA(1) - CT °, OHPA(2) _ CTI,... OPHA(7) - CT 6] Detector setup C ^ D
connects to CT 7. The photon measurement equipment is set by connecting detector P to input
PHA (photon), and output OPHAP to the P line (i.e., P = 1 if desirable photon detected)
s28 CT* is disconnected from CII, P line is disconnected from OPHAP and then set to zero so
that no further photon data is taken for that measurement.
Program 4 b12
Three bit binary word DATA (J, 8K +7, 11) is compared to the first 3 bits of the binary
representation for the modulo 26 value of (2 × SEQ + 32 + HSEQ - 1). The kth bit of DATA
(J, 8K + L, 13) is set equal to 1 or 0 depending on whether the above comparison was equal
or not equal (SEQ = Spacecraft sequence number, HSEQ = 1 if GRCSW data is in frame 11 or
0 if data in frame 3).
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• q
bOO
b01
b02
b03
b04
b05
b06 M <--.----1
b07 F DATA (J, 8K + L, M)9 : 1
b08 LDATA(J' 8K + L,M) _ 512× Fx
b09 M <----- M + 1;M:9
blO L :7 -- _ b12
bll L _L + 1;L:5 (_<, >) _ (b02, b06)
f-
DATA(J, 8K + L, 13)K .e---- I DATA(J, 8K + 7, 11)b12
b13 K <---- K + 1; K:7(<, >) _ (b01, EXIT)
Figure
K _----- 0
L<--0
DATA(J, 8K + L, 12) <-_ a3///[DATA(J, 8K + 10) eDATA(J, 8K + 6, 11) + T2
-DATA(J, 8K + L, 10) -DATA(J, 8K +L, 11)]
M <-_-- 14
Data(J, 8K+ u,m) _DATA(J, BK+ L, ,2)+ [DAtAiJ, BK+ L, t0)> (20-re)I+ [DATA(J, 8K+ L,,_)<(M-,4)]
M <--_-M+ 1;M:21
4
9.280 - DATA(J, 8K + L, M) x .01
<
= a3/T 26 J0 (2x SEQy 32+ HSEQ-I)]
A-40-Program#4 -GRCSW ground processing for each data measurement of jth cycle.
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this project was to examine the feasibility of non-ambiguous descriptions for
the data handling and logical processing of satellite experiments by using a formal language. The
higher order programming language descriptions given in this report for two Goddard experiments
establishes this feasibility by completely specifying the experiment's process in a manner which
may directly be used for design and simulation of the systems involved.
This work may be extended by writing similar descriptions for all of the experiments on-
board a particular satellite as a part of an over-all program. This program may then be used to
design a CTM.
REFERENCES
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cOO
c01
c02
c03
c 04
cOS
c06
c07
c 08
c09
c10
L <----- 0
_M_--I
-..-----_. K <------ 0
SANIS(K, L, M), SOCT(J, L, M), MANIS(J, L, M) <------ 0
SANIS(J,L,M) <----SANIS(J, L, M) + DATA(J, 8K + L,M)
P <---M+ 13
SOCT(J, L, M) <------ SOCT (J, L, M) + DATA(J, 8K + L,P)
K <-----K+ 1;K:8
MANIS(J, L, M) _ C x
_' M <-----M+ 1; M:9
L _--L+ 1; L:6
SANIS(J, L, M)
SOCT(J, L, P)
cll
c12
c13
c14
c15
c16
c17
c18
c19
c20
M <---_ 1
_K_0
SPROTH(J, M), SPROTL (J, M), SELECT(J, M) <--0
SPROTH(J,M) _--SPROTH(J,M) + DATA(J, 8K + 6,M)
210K:0
SPROTL (J, M) <--- SPROTL (J, M) + DATA (J, 8K + 7, M)
K:7
SELECT(J,M) <-- SELECT (J, M) + DATA(J, 8K + 7, M)
K <--K+ 1; K:8
M <------M+ 1; M:8
q
J
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c21
c22
c 23
c24
c25
c 26
c 27
c 28
c29
L <------ 0
SX (J, L), NX (J, L), MX (J, L) <------ 0
N(J, 8K+ L):I d
SX(J, L) w_..-- SX(J, L) + DATA(J, 8K + L, 9)
NX(J, L) <---_NX(J, L) + 1
d K <---K + 1; K:8
MX(J,L) _ 8 x SX(J, L)
NX (J, L)
:_ L _---.---L + I ; L:4 _, EXIT
Figure A-41-Program//5 -GRCSW ground processing after each completed cycle.
INTRODUCTION
APPLICATION OF MIMIC LANGUAGE
Yaohan Chu* /
AT GSFC
Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA is acquiring an integrated complex of IBM360 computers
for support of its scientific program. One important feature of the computer complex is the avail-
ability of terminals for on-line use of the computer in a conversational mode. The use of these
terminals can distribute the compuUng power and provide rapid computer response to the pro-
grammers, engineers, and scientists located throughout the Center. Of all the available terminals,
the graphical kind is perhaps the most sophisticated, as it can (among other things) provide a means
for human participation in a computing process. An example is the human judgement and acUon
highly desired at the end of each iteration when the computer is running a differential correction
process for orbit determination.
The use of a graphical terminal highlights the problem of the language with which man and
machine must communicate. An effective language can reduce the time which a user requires
from the graphical terminal. A new programming language, called Mimic, has recently emerged.
The problem-oriented Mimic language is different from the algorithmic Fortran language. It has
been developed for solving differential equations and related computations. The learning time and
relearning time are short. Thus, this language is of value to scientists and engineers for use with
a graphical terminal.
SUMMER WORKSHOP
With the opportunity of the workshop held this summer at GSFC, this Mimic language was
introduced to GSFC scientists, engineers, and programmers. The main purpose was to test this
language with problems encountered at GSFC to determine its suitability. With the support of the
Laboratory for Theoretical Studies, the Mimic processor was first incorporated into 7094/7040
DCS system, since the processor was written for IBM 7094 computers. It was later incorporated
into the 7094's in Building 3.
The workshop consisted of half-day sessions for a week or less. Four sessions were con-
ducted, in addition to several for small groups or individuals. A significant number of the partici-
pants had not previously used the digital computer directly. These new users programmed a
sample problem of non-linear differential equation in one morning. Some received the correct
result that day; others received it one or two days later after a few turnarounds.
With great simplicity in programming, the user can concentrate on analysis of the problem
and meaningful interpretation of the result. OI course, the problems of singularity, convergence,
and stability in the case of a mathematical model are still problems of the user. During the work-
shop, the user learned the rules of the language by learning more programs and by writing his
own programs. An ardent beginner can learn to use a digital computer in one week.
*Goddard Space Flight Center
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES
This report has a collection of 15 problems which were solved at GSFC. These problems
were programmed with Mimic language, tested, and debugged. They represent some of the results,
but more important, they can serve as programming examples to supplement the Mimic manual*
which is the only document now available for Mimic programming.
These problems are edited for readability, uniformity, and usefulness as Mimic program-
ming examples. For these reasons, each example consists of a problem description, presentation
of the equations or block diagram which represents the model, as well as the values of constants,
parameters and initial conditions for numerical computation. The Mimic program and a portion
of the printout are then presented. Some examples include one or more plots of the result. In
most examples, symbolic names in the equations and program are tabulated for easy reading.
In the subsequent examples, the attention of the reader is called to the unusual Mimic state-
ments and programming techniques. In Example 1, the use of IMP statement is illustrated in
Figure A-44. Example 2 illustrates a complex computation (not solving a differential equation),
where the real and imaginary parts are computed separately. Example 3 shows a highly non-linear
feedback control system (an interesting control problem now at GSFC). Example 4 shows the use
of an FSW statement to precompute some constants; the result of this problem can be obtained
either by solving a differential equation or by a straight transcedental computation. Example 6
shows a series of five programs of a relay servo system to illustrate the study of non-linear
servos by readily obtaining phase-plane plots and transient responses as well as illustrating the
use of IOR, FLF, and LSW statements. Examples 3 and 7 introduce the idea of using Mimic sym-
bolic names directly in block diagrams for simplicity. Example 8 shows one comparisonof the re-
sult obtained by Mimic and by Fortran using double precision arithmetic. Example 11 employs
FSW statements to guard against possible discontinuities. Example 12 illustrates the use of FTR
and PLO statements. Example 13 illustrates the use of decade values of DT; this has resulted in
a concise printout for a log plot. Also notice the use of a logical control variable on one OUT
statement so that certain particular values were printed out only once. Example 14 shows the
simulation of friction in a control system. Both examples 13 and 14 show the use of the AND
statement.
*Peterson, H.E., and Sanson F.J., Mimic - A Digital Simulation Program, SESCA Internal Memo. 65-12, Directorate of Computation,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, May, 1965.
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THE TWO BODY PROBLEM OF CELESTIAL MECHANICS (EXAMPLE I)
Y. Chu and L. H. Carpenter
Problem Description
The two-body problem is to determine the motion of two mass points which move under the
influence of their mutual attractions in accordance with Newton's law of universal gravitation. The
differential ¢ equation of motion of one mass with respect to the other is,
where
_2 =k 2 (m 1 +m2)
k = Gaussian constant
d2F - _ 2 F-_- (1)
dt 2 r 3
m1 = mass of body 1
m 2 = mass of body 2
The solution of the equation of motion is known to be a conic section.
The differential equation can be solved numerically when ml, m2 , and the initial conditions of r
and dr/dt are given.
For cases of elliptic motion, we have,
where
#2 = n2 a 3 (2)
a = semi-major axis of the ellipse
n = 2_/P
P = period of the orbit.
Let us take X-Y plane to be the plane of the ellipse with the origin at the focal point correspond-
ing to the central body. Let the X axis be in the direction of the pericentron (the point on the ellipse
closest to the origin). The equations for the coordinates of a point on the orbit are then,
x =a(cos E-e)
y = a ¢_ - e 2 sin E
(3)
(4)
where
E = eccentricity
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Theeccentricanomalyis given by the solution of the Kepler's equation,
where G, the mean anomaly, is given by,
and Go is a constant.
E-esinE:G
G :G O +nt
To relate the initial conditions to the orbital elements, the equations for the coordinates are
differentiated to give,
(5)
(6)
dx
- n a sin Z/(l - e cos E) (7)
dt
"_--u.._=na '-v/1-e 2 cos E/(1 -e cos E) (8)
dt
By choosing the initial time so that the body 2 is at the pericentron (i.e.,
initial conditions,
GO --0),we have for the
x(0) --a(1 -e)
y (0) = 0 (9)
(o) = o
(0) =anv/l-e 2 /(I -e)
These formulas are used to give the initialconditions for the numerical solution which correspond
to the ellipticformulas.
Orbit Computation by Numerical Integration
For the Mimic program, we choose the motion of the earth orbiting around the sun in the orbit
plane. Equation (1) gives,
d2_=x - /_2 __x (10)
dt 2 r a
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d2Y : -/_s Y (11)
dt 2 r3
r = _ + y2 (12)
#2 = n2 a3 (13)
The following are the chosen constants,
a = 1 astronomical unit
n = ! degree per mean solar day
e =0.02
The initial conditions will be computed from Equation (9)
Table A-8
Equivalent Symbols
Program Symbols Equation Symbols
ND =n
N
E
XO, Y(O)
IDX0, IDY0
R
MUSQ
THE
THED
2DX, 2DY
= n/57.3
=e
--x(0), y(0)
=
=r
=/:
= arctan (y/x)
= ditto in degrees
=x, y
EE =
XEXACT, YEXACT =
G =
GO =
T =
E
x, y from exact solution
G
Go
t
The Mimic Program is shown in Figure A-42. For convenience of reading the program, equiva-
lent symbols between the program and the equations are shown in Table A-8. Note that the compu-
tation is specified for 400 days. Both x and y positions and the polar r and 0 coordinates are
printed out at every two days (i.e. DT = 2). Figure A-43 shows a portion of the printout.
Orbit Computation from Elliptic Formulas
The above orbit can also be computed from the exact solution. In this case we use Equation
(3) through (6). The same values of constants and initial conditions are chosen. The Mimic pro-
gram is shown in Figure A-44. Equivalent symbols for this program are also shown in Table A-8.
Note that the use of IMP statement is required in solving the transcendental Equation (5). As re-
quired in using the IMP function, a PAR statement for the unknown EE must be used to indicate
a starting value (chosen to be 1 in this program). Figure A-45 shows a table from which a block
diagram can be constructed for debugging purposes. This table is available in each run and will
not be further shown. A portion of the result is shown in Figure A-46. This result agrees very
well with that from the previous program of Figure A-42.
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TWO BODY
***MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM***
PROBLEM---EARTH AROUND THE SUN
CON(A,ND,E)
OT = 2.
N = ND/57.3
@ = I.-E
C = SQR(I.-E*E)
XC = A*B
Y0 = O.
IDXO = ).
IDYO = A*N*CIB
R = SQR{X*X+Y*Y)
THE = ATN(Y,X}
THE0 = THE*57.3
MUS_ = NoN*A*A*A
D = MUSQ/(.R*RoR}
2DX = -D*X
IDX = INT{2DX, IDXG)
X = INT{_DX,XU)
2DY = -D*Y
IDY = INT[2DY_IDYO)
Y = INT(IDYtYO)
FIN(T,430.)
HDR|TIME,X,YIR,THED)
HDR
OUT(T,X,Y,R,THED)
END
***SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW***
Figure A-42-Mimic program.
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T_C BODY
I
nT =
N •
C k
XEXACT •
YEXACT =
G t
EE =
I.-_I_IC SCURCE-LANGUAGE PRCGRAMmee
PROBLEM - EARTH ARO_NO THE SUN - EXACT SOLUTICN
CON|AtND_EtGC)
PAR(EE)
2.
N0*3.1616118C.
6QR(Lo-EIE)
AeiCDS(E£)-E)
A*SIN/EE)eC
GO_N*T
'ENP(EEtEeSINIEE)4GI
FINIT_2CO.)
HCR(T]VEtXEXACTtYEXACTtEEeG)
HCR
OUTiT_XEXACT_YEXACT_EEtG}
END
eeeSCRT C|AGNOSTICS FCLLCkeee
Figure A-44-Mimic program.
|Fh L£V RESbLT
£
CT
4 102
E
104
7 1C5
e C
q 107
1C IC8
11 XEXAC,T
tg 11oYEXACT
IE 115
16 117
11 EE
1E
2C
21
2E
A
1.CCOOOE CO
ee*FUNCTICN-LANGUAGE PROGRA_ GEhERATECe."
FTN A B C C
CON A NO E GC
PAR EE
EQL 2°
NPV hC 3.1416
OlV 102 180.
MPY E E
SUE I. I04
SQR 105
COS EE
SUB 1C7 E
NPY A 108
SIN EE
NPV A 110 C
MAC h T GO
EQL 110
HAC E 115 G
IMP EE 117
FIN T 200.
HCR TINE XEXACI YEX_CT EE
HDR
OUT T XEXACT YEXACT EE
ENC
m*_FURTHER
G
G
CIAGhCSTICS AND EXECUTICh FOLLCk***
NC 6
1.000COE OO 2°QOOOOE-02
Figure A-45-Table usedin debugging process.
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ANTENNA ARRAY RADIATION PATTERN COMPUTATION (EXAMPLE 2)
A. F. Durham
Problem Description
To provide increased radiation directivity in a desired direction, an antenna design may com-
prise many radiation elements of low directivity combined in an array. When the current intensi-
ties in each element of the array follow simple mathmatical laws and the spacing between elements
is uniform, simple expressions exist for the resulting radiation pattern of the antenna. Where this
simple situation does not exist it is necessary to sum the contributions from each element of the
array at the far-field point, and the solution is not amenable to simple calculation.
For a one dimensional array of N elements, the normalized radiation pattern of the array is
given by,
N /LE(8) -- _ I n exp (j 2n(dn/£ ) sin 8) In (14)
n_l / n=l
where
I_ is the current intensity in the nth element,
d n is the spacing of the nth element from an arbitrary reference (such as the location of the
first element)
and
8 is the angle from the normal to the plane of the array
is the wavelength of operation.
When each element of the array is an isotropic radiator, the computed radiation pattern E (8)
will be identical with the radiation pattern of the array. If the elements of the array have some
directivity in the plane containing the array, then the computed radiation pattern E (8) must be
multiplied on a point by point basis with the normalized radiation pattern of the element in the
plane of the array. The resulting product is the final radiation pattern of the array.
A Four-Element Binomial Array
As an example, a four-element binomial array with unequal element spacing shown in Figure
A-47 is chosen. It is required to compute the radiation pattern of this array where the current
intensities follow a binomial distribution, but the spacing between successive elements is entirely
arbitrary. To be specific, the radiation pattern is given by,
E(8) = Ix exp [j 2_(dl/_ ) sin 8] + 12 exp [j 2_(d2/_ ) sin 8]
+ Ia exp [j 2_(da/_ ) sin 8] + 14 exp [j 27r (d4/_) sin 8] (15)
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d 2
d 3
t
ARBITARY
REFERENCE
PLANE
d 4
Figure A-47-Binomial array.
4 ELEMENT NO.
CURRENT INTENSITY
The real part R1 of theE(8) is,
and the imaginary part is,
where
and
and the magnitude of the E (8) is,
The power in db is,
R I = IIC I + I2C 2 + I3C 3 + 14C 4
R_ = 11S 1 _-I_S 2 ÷ 13S 3 + 14S 4
C i = cos [27z(d_/_) sm 8]
S i = sin [2w(di/k ) sin 8]
R = I/R-_I+R_
PWR = 20 loglo R
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
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TheMimic Program
Table A-9
Equivalent Symbols
Program Symbols Equation Symbols
Ii
Di
Ci
Si
PSI
T
L
= Ii
= di/_-
= cos (277(di/_) sin 8)
= sin (2_ (di/_) sin 8)
= e (radians)
= 8 (degree)
= sin 8
The Mimic program for computing magnitude of the radiation and the power by using equations
(14) through (21) and using the following constants and parameters,
I l = 1 d 1/_ = 0
12 = 2 d2/_ = 1
13 = 2 da/_ = 2
I, = 1 d,/_ = 3
is shown in Figure A-48. Equivalent symbols for the program are shown in Table A-9. The pro-
gram is to compute the normalized pattern from e equal to 0 degree to 180 degrees. A partial
result is shown in Figure A-49. The result is plotted as a curve showing the radiation pattern in
Figure A-50.
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4 ELEM BINOMIAL
DTMIN
DTMAX
PSI
L
PI
P2
P3
P4
CI
C2
C3
C4
SI
$2
_3
$4
*REAL PART
RI
.IMAGINARY PART
_2
*_AGNITUDE
R
*POWER
PWR
*'*_.IMIC SOURCE-LAnGUAGE
ARRAY UNEQUAL SPACE 5Z5 AFD
CON{II,12,13,14tDT)
PARiDI.D2.D3.D4)
= DTMAX
: _.o
= T*3, I&.16/IBfJ.
: SIN(PSI)
= 6,2832*DI*L
= 6.28 ._2-D2-L
= 6.28_2-D3*L
= O. 28 _2-D_.-L
: COSIPI )
: COS(P2)
: COS(P3)
: COS{ P4)
: SIN(PI)
: SIN(P2)
= S I;_{P3)
: S INIP4.)
= {II.CI+12-C2+13,C3+14.C4)/0.
= ( II.SI÷12-$2+13-$3÷14.$4}/0.
= SQR{ RI *RI+R2-R2I
= 20..LOG( R. I0. )
F IN( T, 180. )
HOR{ T. R. PWR)
HDR
OUT{ !c.R, PWR )
END
*-*SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW**.
Figure A-48-Mimic program.
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Figure A-49-Partial result of Mimic program.
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A SINGLE AXIS INITIAL ACQUISITION PROBLEM (EXAMPLE 3)
T. R. Buckler
Problem Description
The ATS-4 spacecraft will be required to acquire the earth while the spacecraft is in a sta-
bilized condition. The spacecraft will be pointed at the sun when the sun is approximately 90 de-
grees from the earth. A command will be given which will cause the spacecraft to roll around
the sun line. Since the spacecraft will be pointed at the sun while it is rotating around the earth
there will be a maximum time the spacecraft can take to acquire the earth. This study concerns
itself with the first phase of the acquisition; that is, pointing the spacecraft at the sun. The maxi-
mum time allotted for the spacecraft to acquire the sun is 15 minutes. The vehicle will be re-
quired to point to the sun to an accuracy of _2 °. As a worst case single axis initial acquisition of
the sun we will assume a 180 ° offset and an initial rate of zero degrees per second.
The sun paddles on the spacecraft are not rigid, and therefore exert a force on the spacecraft
which will extend the time required to point the spacecraft at the sun.
The output from this program is the time required to acquire the sun to within _2 °. The pro-
gram will also show what effect the non-rigid paddles will have on the spacecraft's control system.
Model and Equations
The system that was simulated is shown in the block diagram of Figure A-51. The system in-
cludes a sun sensor, a pulse width modulator (I_VM), a rate gyro and non-rigid paddles. The satel-
lite dynamics are described by the equation
where
i _ : T (22)
I is the main body inertia
T is the torque applied
8 is the angular position of the spacecraft.
The non-rigid paddles are simulated using the following equations,
where
where Tp
Ip S 2 + Bs + K c
Ip = inertia of paddies
B = damping of paddles
Kc = paddle constant
Tp=K c (e+7) +S_
is the torque exerted on the spacecraft by the paddles.
(23)
(24)
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Figure A-51-Spacecraft control system (block diagram).
Constants, Parameters and Initial Conditions
(a) Constants
ON = Value of input to PWM which causes the jets to turn on = 1 volt
OFF = Value of input to IrqCM which causes the jets to turn off = .9 volt
PPI-I = Height of the pulses = 10 volts
CON = Gain of integrating loop in PWM = 1V/V
TON = Time constant in integrating loop = 150 seconds
INER = Inertia of spacecraft = 800 slug-ft 2
KR = Gain of rate gyro = 3438 volts/radian
KS = Gain of sun sensor = 114.6 volts/radian
ANGR = Dead space of rate gyro = .0017452 radian
AbIGS = Dead space of sun sensor = .0209424 radian
TOK = Gain of jet actuators = .0084 ft-lb/volt
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(b) Parameters
NATFRE= Natural frequency of paddles = _° = ¢Kc/Ip = .5
DAMRAT = Damping ratio of paddles = _ = B/2% Ip = .06
INERTP = Inertia of paddles - 1000 slug-ft 2
(c) Initial Conditions
ICRATE = Initial condition on _ = 0 degrees/sec.
ICPOS = Initial condition on _ = -180 degrees
The Mimic Program
The block diagram in Figure A-51 together with above equations, and the above values of con-
stants, parameters, and initialconditions is used to prepare the Mimic program shown in Figure
A-52. The result is shown in the sketch in Figure A-53. No table of equivalent symbols is pro-
vided here as the symbols in the program are used in the block diagram.
Results
The results of the study are shown in Figure A-53. The plot of theta vs time shows that the
spacecraft acquires the sun line, from an initial offset of -180 degrees, to an accuracy of 2 degrees
in 700 seconds. The paddle deflection does not have any noticeable effect on the spacecraft position.
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I**MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAMI**
PITCH - SUN MOCE - NON-RIDGED BODY
CON (,ON,OFF)
CON (CON, TOW,PPH |
CON { INER,KR,KS)
CON(,ANGR,ANGSt TOK )
PAR(ICRATE, ICPOS)
PAR(NATFRE, DAMKAT, INERTP)
CALCULATI(]N OB SOLAR PADDLE PARAMETERS
ICAL = FSW (T, FALSE, TRUE, FALSE )
ICAL DAMP = 2. *OAMRAT*NATFRE* INERTP
ICAL KC = NATFRE*NATFRE* INERTP
COM EQL [_. )
ER = COM-POS
M = DSP (ER_-ANGS,ANGS}
N = KS*M
NLIM = L IM(N,-6t:., 6_. )
PULSE WIDTH F OCULATOR
W = NLIM-RATE
U = INT((CON*VOT)-Z,_.)
Z = U/TOW
X = W-Z
Y = ABSIX)
I = FSW (Y-ON, FALSE,FALSE, TRUE |
J = FSW (Y-OFF, TRUE,FALSE,FALSE)
L = FLF( I_J, FALSE)
VOTA = LSW(L,PPH,.;.)
VOT = FSW(X,-VOTA, ;. ,VOTA)
TOR = TOKtVOT
TORA = INTITORI ).)
1OPCS = INT{TOR/INER, ICRATE)
Q = CSP (IDPOS,-ANGR, ANGR )
RATE = KR " 0
_VODIFY POSITION OUTPUT TU STAY WITHIN _=IEO DEGREES
POST = INT(IDPOS, ICPOS)
POSA = ABS(POST}
R FSW( POSA-3.14_FALSE,FALSE ,TRUE)
POS = LSW( R,-( POST/POSA |* (6.28-POSA), PCST)
NON-RIDGED SOIJAR PADDLES
2DGAMA = (-KC*POS-KC*GAMA-DAMP*IDGAMA)/INERTP
1DGANA = INT(2DGAMA,G.)
GAMA = INT(IDGAMA,-ICPOS)
DEF = GAMA÷PUS
TOMP = (KCtDEF )÷( DAMP* IDGAMA )
TORT = TOI_÷ TORP
IDTPB = IDPOS.57.3
THETA = POS*5?. 3
GAMAO = GAMA*57.3
DEFC = !_EF.57.3
DT = 5,0
DTMIN = .GQO01
FfN(T,12_C. )
HDR( TIME,THETA, IDTHET)
HDR(COM, ERROR, W)
HDR (Xj TORQUE, INTOR)
_DR (GAMAD,TORP, TORT)
OUT( T, THETA, 1DTHE)
OUT(COM, ER,W)
OUT( X, TOR, I NTOR )
OUT (GAMADv TORP, TORT)
PLO( T_THETA,DEFD,TOR_TORP,IDTHE )
END
Figure A-52-Mimlc program.
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DOPPLER FREQUENCY FROM A SATELLITE (EXAMPLE 4)
Howard I. Kingman, Jr.
Problem Description
A receiver used for satellite tracking application must have a very narrow bandwidth to extract
the minute satellite beacon signal from its associated noise background. Since the satellite is mov-
ing, the received signal frequency is constantly changing due to the doppler effect. In order to
maintain the signal in the receiver bandwidth, it is necessary to shift the local oscillator frequency
by an amount equal to the doppler frequency shift. The doppler shift and rate of doppler shift de-
termine the characteristics of the local oscillator and must be known in order to design a receiver.
These doppler effects are the greatest where the satellite passes directly over the station, so this
is the case considered here.
Ye
TRACKING
ANTENNA
SATELLITE
SURFACE
Figure A-54-Doppler shift analysis geometry.
Figure A-54 shows the geometry of the satellite, tracking station, and the earth where,
R = earth radius
r = slant range of the satellite
go = earth gravitational pull at surface
H = height of the orbit
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V t
Vr
Ve
= orbit inclination w.r. to the equation
_i = contact angle
= the angle which is the variable
From the geometry, we have,
The doppler shift
= tangential velocity
= radial velocity
= tangential velocity of a point on the earth surface
8 i = 8(0) =arctan v/H2 + 2RH/R
Vt = Cg0R2/(R + H) = constant
8=Vt/(R+H)-cos_ "Ve
8=t_ i -bt
fd, doppler rate fdr, and received frequency frec
fd = ft Vr/C
fdr = ft (dVr/dt)/c
frec = ft + fd
where
ft = the transmitter frequency
c = velocity of light
Also from the geometry, the slant range r is,
r = }/4R(R +H) sin2(_/2) +H 2
By differentiating r with respect to time t, we have,
Y :- _ =-V tRsin 8/r
By differentiating v, we have,
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are,
dVr/dt = 7 = -V2tRcos 0/[(R +H) r] +Vt2 R 2 sin2 O/r3
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
The initial conditions of the slant range and radial velocity are,
r(0) =¢/H2 +2RH
V r (0) -- r (0) :- V t cos Oi
Table A-10
Equivalent Symbols
Program Symbols Equation Symbols
R
H
VT
RNGE 1
RNGE2
RADVEL
1DRN
2DRN
THE
THEDOT
INTHE
INTRNG
DOPFRQ
DOPRTE
FT
C
INVEL
R/
G
RECFP_
RE
=R
=H
--v_
= r (integrated value)
= r (computed value)
= V, (integrated value)
= 9 (computed value)
= r = dVr/dt
=8
=_
= 8 i
: r(0)
---- _d
---- fdr
= ft
=C
= v (o)
=R+H
= go
=frec
=v
(35)
(36)
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The Mimic Program
The mimic program is to compute doppler shift and doppler rate, slant range, radial velocity,
and radial acceleration. Equations (25) through (36) are used for this computation. Although equa-
tions (32) and (33) are not needed, but they are employed to improve the accuracy. The values of
the constants are:
c = 186,000 miles/sec
R = 3963.34 miles
_o = .0060983 miles/sec 2
Ve = 7.27 × 10 -s miles/sec
and the values of the parameters are,
H = 150,
ft = 1700,
= .49,
2300, 1100 miles
108, 283,000 mc
.49, .49 radian
These parameter values are for the Apollo spacecraft, the Vanguard satellite, and a laser experiment
respectively.
The program is shown in Figure A-55. Notice that the logical control variable TEQQ controls
the precomputation of constants. A portion of the result is shown in Figure A-56.
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D• ••MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM•••
SATELLITE DOPPLER PROGRAM BY HOWARD KINGMAN
CON(DTtCtRtG_RE)
PAR(H_FTtALPHA)
PRECOMPUTE CONSTANTS
TEQO =
TEQO RI =
TEQO RISQ =
TEQO GRVITY =
TEQO INTHE =
TEQO INTRNG =
TEQO VT =
TEQO THEOOT =
EQUATIONS
THE
IDRN
RNGE2
DOPFRQ
RNCUBE
RIRNGE
NUHAC
RNGE1
2DRN
DOPRTE
INVEL
RADVEL
RECFRQ
NEGTHE
FSW(T_FALSE_TRUEwFALSE)
SUM(R_H)
MPY(RI_RI)
GeR*R/R1SQ
ATN{INTRNGIR)
SQR(HoH÷2.wRRH)
SQR(GRVITY•RI)
VT/RI-COSIALPHAIeRE
= INTHE-THEDOTeT
= -VT•R*SIN(THE)IRNGE2
= SQR(k,•R*RI•SIN(THE/2. I•SIN(THE/2,)+HeH)
= -FT*IORNIC
= RNGE2•RNGE2•RNGE2
= RIeRNGE2
= VTeVTeReReSIN(THEI•SIN(THE)
= INT(IORNtINTRNG)
= -ReVT*VT*COS(THE)IRIRNGE÷NUMAC/RNCUBE
= FTe2DRNIC
= VT*COS(INTHE)
= INT(2DRNtINVEL)
= FT÷DOPFRQ
= NEG(THE)
FIN(NEGTHEtINTHE)
HDRITIMEtDOPFRQtDOPRTE,RANGEtRADVELtRACACC)
HDRISECNDS_IN CPSt CPSSt NILES_ MPSt MPSS)
HDR
OUT(T,ODPFRQtOOPRTEtRNGE2eRAOVELt2DRN)
ENO
• ••SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW•e•
Figure A-55-Mimic program.
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COMPOSITION CHANGES IN THE SOLAR ATMOSPHERE DUE TO DIFFUSION (EXAMPLE 5)
Minoru P. Nakada
Problem Description
This problem deals with changes in the composition of the solar atmosphere that may be pro-
duced by diffusion in the region where the temperature rises rapidly from some 6000°K at the
surface to over 1,000,000°K at higher altitudes.
Only H ÷ and He ÷+ have been considered since they are most plentiful. Where the temperature
is about 6000°K, the H to He ratio is about 10 to 1. A diffusion equation due to Chapman has been
used. Diffusion is due to radial gradients in composition, pressure, and temperature. The com-
position term has one specie to move away from the region where it has a large concentration. The
pressure term has heavier particles settling relative to lighter ones. The temperature gradient
tends to move the more highly charged species toward the hotter region so that it acts in the op-
posite direction to the pressure gradient in this problem. The temperature gradient term is the
more powerful. In the steady state, the diffusive processes due to pressure and temperature
gradients are balanced by concentration gradients. Thus, given initial concentrations, the concen-
trations are evaluated as a function of altitude or temperature.
Mathematical Model
The equations which describe the diffusion are shown below,
where
d (lOgl0 u)
dx =G(u) + A(au - 1)/10 l'sx
d (l°glo u) l°glo e du
dx u dx
(37)
( l+u._ (1 +u'_ 1.13(1 + u) (1 + 1.82u)
G(u) = .516 \ _--_] - 1.64 \_'_+ 4] - (i +O-_22 u) (1 +'2-_u)
(38)
and A and a are constants.
In the above, the dependent variable u represents the ratio of H÷ to He ÷÷ concentrations, and
x is,
x =log,o (T/To) (39)
where TO is the temperature above which equations (37) and (38) are applicable. In the expression
G (u), the positive term is due to the pressure gradient and the negative terms due to the thermal
gradient. The concentration gradient is the derivative term.
The problem is made somewhat more complex since a solar wind is given off by the solar
atmosphere. This is accounted for in the term with A, where A is proportional to the solar wind
flux. (a) gives the fraction of He ÷÷ in the solar wind.
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6. 50949E-04
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3,, 31784E-04
2,, 39031E-04
I. 72857E-04
1. 25337E-04
Figure A-58-Part of result.
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The result from this model seems to give a large change in the composition with temperature,
and is contrary to most expectations.
The Mimic Program
It is required to solve Equation (37) for u from x = 0 to x = 1.6. The initial value of u is 10
when x is 0. It is expected that the values of u should go from 10 to smaller values but will
probably not go below 10 -5 . The computation is required for the following sets of Values:
A = 0, 8.3, 3.3, 1.2, 8.3, 3.3, 1.2
a = 0, .05, .05, .05, .1, .I, .I
The program is shown in Figure A-57 and a portion of the result is shown in Figure A-58.
Since the symbols are readily identifiable, no equivalent symbol table is provided.
***MIMIC SOURCE-LAWGUAGE PROGRAM***
COMPOSITION CHANGE IN SOLAR ATMOSPHERE DUE TO DIFFUSION - Y.CHU
PARI At SMALLA)
E = 2o7183
F = A*ISMALLAIU-I.)IEXP(1.5*Tt_0.)
G = H-I/J
H = ,516"1 l*+U) I ( 3,+2,*J )-1,6_* ( I,+U)/(U+_. )
I = 1,13"( I* +UI* l i.+I,8Z*U)
J = I 1 .+0. II2*U)* I 1.+2.34"U)
IDU = (G+FI*UILOG(EtlO.)
U = INT(IDUtI0.)
FINfT, 1.6)
HDR( X,U|
HDR
OUT(T,U)
END
***SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW***
Figure A-57-Mimic program.
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SIMULATIONS OF RELAY SERVO SYSTEMS (EXAMPLE 6)
K. Dolan and W. Raskin
Problem Description
This problem illustrates the use of Mimic program in simulating non-linear servo systems.
The examples chosen here are simple relay servos, which, excluding the relay, can be represented
by a second-order differential equation. Five cases are considered,
a. Linear servo (Figure A-59)
b. Simple relay servo (Figure A-64)
c. Simple relay servo with a dead space (Figure A-69)
d. Relay servo with hysteresis (Figure A-74)
e. Relay servo with dead space and hysteresis (Figure A-79).
For each of these cases, an initial displacement is chosen and the transient response is to be
sought. The constants and parameters chosen for these five cases are shown in Table A-11.
Table A-11
Constants and Parameters
Name (a) (b)
A 2 2
B .5 .5
V - 1
D - -
H -
1DXO 0 0
XO 2 2
DT .1 .1
(c)
2
.5
1
.2
m
0
2
.1
(d) (e)
2 2
.5 .5
1 1
.2 .2
0 0
2 2
,1 .1
Linear Servo
The block diagram for the linear servo system is shown in Figure A-59. The gain from the
amplifier is symbolically lumped with the constant A of the motor transfer function. The Mimic
program is shown in Figure A-60 and the printout in Figure A-61. A plot showing the error
response is shown in Figure A-62, and a phase-plane plot in Figure A-63. This case is included
here for the sake of comparison with the remaining cases.
MOTOR
, Figure A-59-Block diagram of system.
.< ERROR A XS (BS + I)
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KEh CCLJN
LIhEAR SYSTEP
2CX
1CX
X
I**MIHIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PRCGRAM**I
CON(CTIAtB)
PJ.XLI.DX.O_X.O.J
-IDXIB-X*AIB
INTL2OX,IDXC)
[NTLEOX_X_)
FINiI,5.)
PDR(TINE_XeXDOTtXDBDOT)
END
e**SORT OIAGNOST[CS FCLLCk***
Figure A-60-Mimic program,
,CxC xc
_. 2.OGCOCE CC
TIME x XDOT
C- 2.QG_CGE CC C°
1,0_C_E-01 1.96266E OG -7.2C256E-G1
2._O_COE-Ol 1.86117E OG -1.283_3E _0
3._nu_OE-_ 1.71003E Oe -1.69_3E _C
4oOOQrOOE-01 1.52593E CO -1.97749E CC
5._00C_E-01 1.3194CE O_ -2.134C3E OC
£.i_Ct1_0_-_1 lo10Z66E CC -2._B_-OC
7.0QOOnE-GI 8.85325E-01 -2.147_2E CO
8._OCOOE-CI 6.75415E-C1 -2,O3989E OC
9.GOOGOE-_I 4.79150E-01 -1.87773E Or
I._OOCOE 9G 3°Gl14_E-Cl -1.67712E O0
1.100COE O( 1.44532E-01 -1.45227E OO
.L..200OC_ DO I,IOB3CE-C2 -].--2157LE- en
1.3_0COE OC -9.85764E-e2 -_.7BOSbE-01
1.4OGQOE O0 -L.E4796E-OL -7._8216E-Cl
1,50UOrJE OC -2.48709E-C1 -5.32qTOE-_l
£,630COE O_ -2._2C51E-C1 -3,374e4E-C1
i.7_OGOE _ -3._6_fi3E-_l -I,6523qE-CL
L.,..I_,_..O_ _ -3,259_2E-01 -_._46.5_-_J_
1.gCOCOE O0 -3.214q_E-61 1oC276_E-01
2._OOCOE _0 -3,C6245E-01 1,98119E-Cl
2,-10_C_E O_ -2,82_91E-01 2o69C34E-C1
2.2QOCOE OC -2.53192E-C1 3o17373E-OZ
2.3_0CCE 0_ -2.1_891E-Cl _.45482E-_1
2..._-'.'_O.OE OC -1,SkbBIE-CI 3.56C12E_01
2.5_0C_E Oc -1.49181E-¢1 3.51769E-01
2.eO_OE OC -1.14725E-C! 3,35585E-_l
2.7C_COE 0£ -8.23702E-_2 3°10209E-01
2.6COCOE _C -5.29C36E-C2 2.78224E-_1
2,900GOE Jq -2.68669E-C2 2,41984E-01
_,£u_.J£OE _t -4.$79C2E-C3 2.C356_£-C1
3.E.3OCOE _C L.38342E-_2 1.64762E-Ct
3.20_OOE 9(' _.640_8E-C2 1,27Q36E-_l
3.300COE OC 3._3168E-C2 _°15589E-02
3.4_0COE OC. _.E82eCE-_2 5._2C4_E-_2
_.50_COE O( 5.1282CE-C2 3.C5749E-02
_L,.6_i_¢.OE _ 5,30773E-C2 6._C3C5_E_3.
3,700_0E _ 5.26294E-_? -1,42826E-02
3.8_0E q(' 5,036C9E-C2 -3._3974E-_2
3.gO_OE OC 4.6684_E-C2 -4,24_28E-C2
4_OOCOE 0_ 4,19867E-¢2 -5,C8603E-_2
4.10_OOE _? 3.6623EE-_2 -5.58733E-_2
_,2_OOE _( 3,C9_7E-C2 -5,79_86E-G2
4,3dOGie OC 2.51145E-_2 -5.75718E-GZ
_._O¢OE _C 1,94623E-CZ -5.51748E-C2
4.5_3_E 3( L.4_315E-C2 -5°121_6E-C2
q.bd3COE _t 9.25632E-C3 -_.61289E-_2
4,TCqOOE q¢ 4,g3C43E-C3 -_,P2_SCE-C2
_ • 8_..,_0 E _ _. E_:.S_E-_3 -3.4_626E-_2
4,9C _Gi.E 07' -1,87E79E-(.3 -2. 772_2E-_2
5,_OI_CCE _' -4.34C2 _E-_;3 -2.15_1gE-_2
Figure A-61-Printout of Mimic program.
XCECCT
-6.41013E O0
_4.B768_EO0
-3.44527E O0
_2.14872E O0
-1.0Cg54E O0
7.54545E--01
1.37812E00
1.8388be O0
2_14964_ O0
2.32641E O0
2o35050E O0
2.Z3_b2EOO
2.06078E O0
l.&4__l_EO0
1.59841E O0
1.08048E O0
8.28_4_E-(ll
5.92696E-01
3.TBO21E-01
I,BB601E-01
?.&7_tRF'-'Q_
-1.0681SE-01
-2.122b?E-01
-2.90938E-01
-3,%4834E-01
-3.76500E_-01
-_eBB822E--01
-3,8486tE_01
-3.6771ZE,01
-3._0385E-01
-3,05712E-01
-2,6627BE-01
_2.2437DE-01
-1.81952E-01
-1.01750E-01
-6.6226ZE-02.
-3,47486E-02
-7,7_14._Q_.
1.46856E-02
3.2500_E-02
4.sqz14E-_2
5,52325E-02
6.08683E-02
6.3283_E-02
6.29736E-02
6.04447E-02
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Figure A-62-Plot of error response.
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Figure A-63-Phase-plane plot.
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In this case an on-off relay is inserted in the control loop as shown in the block diagram of
Figure A-64. The Mimic program is shown in Figure A-65, and the printout in Figure A-66. The
error response in plotted in Figure A-67 and the phase-plane plot in Figure A-68. The oscillatory
response of simple relay servo is shown in both plots.
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Figure A-64-Block diagram of servo.
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e**MIMIC SGURCE-LANGUAGE PRCGRAMm**
PROBLEM
CON(V,CTtA_Bt)
P_RIICXCpX_)
-VeA/B
V*AIB
-ICXIB÷G
INT(2DXtLDX_)
[NT(1CXtXO)
FSWt-XtTRUEtFALSEeFALSE)
NOTIEI)
FIN(T_5.)
FCR(T[MEtXtXOOT,XDBOOT!
OUI(I_X_IDXt2DX)
ENO
ee*SORT OIAGNOSTICS FOLLCWw**
Figure A-65 Mimic program.
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TIME
C.
1.000_E-Ol
2 ._OJC,JE-31
4.OOO_lOE-O I
5,LOO_OE-C;
6. _ O_;_OE-_i
7. O_JOC:')E-31
B. _,OD(,OE-n i
1.2_000E Or_
l • 30r_C_OE OC
I. 40t'_COE f)O
1.50_O_E O0
1.607CUE 01]
• t '_ E_.lC),;) '3C
i. 900,'_OE Or;
2._q3I;rE 0('
2. li):l_OE "IC
2.2),_.L',iE ,)0
2.4,b_,FOE G6
L:. 5_J:2(OE '!D
2.70_)¢0E 30
2.8,_t LIE ')C
_. 20_cOE 3(,
3.40,_K';C.E OL
3.5"_uC,..tE 0¢
3.6_,O:OE qr
4.23!.,00E 0{_
4.4C_ ?,L,"_E ,I;?,
4.5_;i_',OE L)z_
4.60L, iZ,OE ,3,._
4.8._'/'f:'E :).,,
5 ._',G','_.:CE '%,
XO
2._C_OOE GC
x
2.QC_OCE Oq
1.9812TE O0
L.g2968E OG
1.8511gE _0
_.75067E _0
1.63212E O0
1.69881E CO
1,3534_E _(c
1.1gB1EE C_
1.C347CE e_
_.64665E-_
5.0g2B2E-CI
3.25726E-01
1.391gCE-_I
-4.?U77EE-Q2
-1.B2C4eE-O[
-2.5_295E-_I
-2.8C831E-_1
-2.64665E-C_
-2.15_76E-Cl
-1.384_E-_
-3.9295CE-C2
_.Ig48OE-C2
l._27Q_E-CI
1.18C16E-01
8.6_C6_E-02
2._7268E-_2
-4._82gOE-_2
-6,769CSE-E2
-5._I542E-G2
4.55351E-C4
4._184_E-[2
3.64572E-e2
-2.73764E-C3
-2._9176E-_2
-1.SgE6_E-02
I. 84649E-_2
_,6C552E-Q2
-I._4343E-C2
-I._683gE-_2
_.29124E-_2
7.46435E-Q4
-g.75194E-¢3
8.5_93E-_3
-3.21916E-_3
-2.39312E-_3
4.2_394E-_3
-4.48231E-_3
4.&G231E-C3
-3._4367E-C3
XDCT
¢.
-3.6253gE-_I
-6.5936CE-_I
-g,GZB_TE-_
-1.10134E _
-I,26424E CO
-1.39761E _0
-1.50681E _0
-1.66_4_E QO
-_.72933E _O
-_.7783gE QO
-1.81e56E _
-1.85145E _0
-1.87838E _0
-1.69581E _0
-I.02567E _0
-4.77376E-_
3.39365E-C1
6. 40367E-C[
8.86843E-CE
7.6672gE-GI
2.652_6E-_
-1.454_6E-C1
-4.81587E-_
-7.56828E-_1
-4,_8gClE-C1
-I._17_gE-C2
3.5174gE-_1
6.45C_IE-C1
1.65543E-CI
-5.C6547E-C1
-5.21875E-Q2
3.1gBIIE-_I
1'80C76E-_I
-2.151_5E-_I
-1.76317E-£_
2.18182E-_1
7.243CgE-_2
-3.03237E-C1
9.82_83E-C2
6.826_4E-_2
-t.g4238E-_
-1.33181E-_1
_.415_6E-C2
0.37842E-_2
_.88516E-02
Figure A-66-Printout of the program.
xeecoT
-_.O0¢OOE O0
-3,27492E O0
-2.68128E 00
-2.¢g525E 00
-1.79732E 00
-1,47152E O0
"1.20478E O0
-9.86188E-01
-8,07586E-01
-6,61_96E-01
-5.4134lE-01
-4.43213E-01
-3,62872E-0i
-2,97094E-01
-2,43240E-01
7.39162E 00
6.05175E O0
4o95475E gO
4.05661E OC
3,32i27E CO
2.71923E 00
2.22631E _0
1.82275E Ob
-5,53346E O0
-4.53_41E OO
-3,70919E O_
-3.03683E O0
-2.48634E 00
4.91780E OO
4.02636E _0
3,29650E O_
-5,29_00E 00
-4,33109E O0
-3.54599E O_
5.0130gE O0
4.10437E O0
3,36_38E O0
-4.36_5E O0
-3.56S79E O0
4.35263E O_
3,56364E O0
-4.14486E O0
-3.39353E O0
3.80342E 90
-4.13652E O_
4.38848E O0
3.59298E O0
-3,73364E O0
3,8_69E O0
-3.83243E O0
3.80230E OO
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Simple Relay Servo with a Dead Space
In this case the on-off relay has a dead space when the input signal to the relay is small as
shown in the block diagram of Figure A-69o The Mimic program is shown in Figure A-70 and the
printout in Figure A-71, and the transient response plot and the phaqe-plane plot are shown in
Figures A-72 and A-73 respectively.
RELAY MOTOR
A
S (BS+ I)
X
m
Figure A--69-Block diagram of servo.
KEN COLAN
RELAY WIT
E1
E2
E3
***MIMIC SGbRCE-LANGUAGE PRCGRAM***
G
G
G
2gX
l_X
X
El
E3
H
E2
DEAD SPOT
CON(V_ETtAtBtD)
PAR(1DXC,XC)
VIA/R
-V*AIB
-IDX/B-G
INI(2DX,IDXO)
INT(ICX_XO)
FSW(X-D,FALSE,FALSEtTRUE)
FSW(X+D,TRUE_FALSE_FALSE)
IOR(EItE3)
NeT(H)
FIN{TtS.)
HDR(TI_E_XtXGOItXOBCGT)
[JUT(TvXtIDXy2DX)
ENC
***SORT CIAGNOSTICS FCLLOW***
Figure A-70-Mimic program.
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ICXO
O,
TIME
C.
I.OGCOCE-CI
2.oorOOE-C1
3.0 fiE-O1
4.Cb_OOE-Ot
5.00GOOE-G_
6.00C00E-;1
7.OCCOCE-CI
8.OOCOOE-OI
9.OOCOOE-OI
I.OCCOOE "O
i. lCGOOE CO
1.20C00E O0
1. 36000E CC
1.4CC3CE _C
1.5OCOOE O0
1.60COOE CO
1,70300E CC
1.80COOE GC
I,gcCOOE 03
2.COCOOE CO
2.IOCOOE OC
2.2C£0GE CO
2.30;;OCF C _
2.4CC00E tO
2.5C300E CO
2°60C00E C'.]
2,TCCOOE CO
2.80C00E C']
2.90C00E QC
3.GC .O,,E C6
3. I_COOE CC
3.2OCOOE CO
3.3GCOOE CC
3.46C00E "3
3.5OCOOE CO
3,66000E OC
3. 70000E Ci]
3,8(_,?OOE _C
3.9CC00E CO
4.OCCOOE 3_
4. ICCOOE O0
4.20]00E Cq
4.30COGE CO
4.4CC00E cO
4.5GCOCE CO
4.6t_O]E Qo
4.7CC06E _
4.80C0'3E CC
4,9CC0£JE ]C
5 ._CC,')OE O0
XC
2.COCCOE CO
X
2.0COCOE O0
1.98127E 60
1.92968E 0¢
1.85119E OC
1.75C67E CO
1.63212E CO
1.49881E O0
1.35_40E CO
I.Ig610E CO
1.03470E OQ
8.64665E-CI
6.89197E-01
5.09282E-CI
3.25726E-01
1.41251E-GI
-I.76C34E-C2
-_.47663E-QI
-2.48654E-01
-2.98764E-01
-3.03536E-CI
-2.711gOE-OI
-2.08454E-01
-I.B58CSE-CI
-7,61344E-02
-2.7277gE-C2
!.27224E-02
4.5471gE-C2
7.22849E-G2
g.42375E-02
1.12211E-CI
1.26926E-OI
L.38974E-OI
!.48_38E-01
1.56914E-01
1.63_26E-01
1.68939E-CI
1.73371E-31
1.77CO0E-01
I.TgqT1E-O1
1.82464E-01
1.84395E-CI
1.86026E-01
i.87_63E-01
1.88453E-01
1.89348E-0_
I.gCCSIE-Ol
1.9C681E-01
1.91172E-01
1.91E74E-Ol
I.gI9C3E-OI
_.92173E-CI
XDOT
O.
-3.62539E-01
-6. 59380E-OI
-9.02377E-01
-I.10134E O0
-].26424E O0
-I.39761E O0
-1.50681E O0
-1.59621E O0
-1.66940E O0
-I.72933E O0
-I.77839E O0
-1.81_56E O0
-I.85145E O0
-1.7526gE O0
-1.43498E O0
-1.17487E O0
-7. 5954IE-01
-2. 59321E-01
1.50224E-01
4.85532E-0I
7.60058E-01
6. 58396E-OI
5.39049E-0I
4.41336E-0I
3.61335E-01
2.g5836E-OI
2.422IOE-01
1.g8305E-O1
1.62358E-01
1.32928E-01
1.088_2E-01
8.91C41E-02
7.29523E-02
5. Q7283E-02
_,. 89014E-02
4.00371E-02
3.27796E-02
2.68377E-02
2,lgT28E-02
1.79898E-02
1.47288E-02
1.20589E-02
9.87302E-03
8,08334E-03
6.61808E-03
5.41843E-03
4.43623E-03
3,63208E-03
2.9736gE-03
2.43665E-03
Figure A-71-Printout.
XDBOCT
-6.OOGOCE O0
-3.27692E O0
-2.68128E OC
-2.19525E O0
-I.79732E O0
-1.47152E O0
-1.20478E O0
-9.86388E-01
-8.07586E-01
-6,81196E-OI
-5.41341E-01
-4°43213E-01
-3.62872E-01
-2.g7og4E-OI
B°50539E O0
2.86997E OC
2.34973E O0
5.51908E O0
4.51864E O0
3.69955E O0
3.02894E O0
2.47988E CO
-I.31679E 00
-1.07810E O0
-8.82672E-OI
-7.22670E-01
-5.g1672E-O1
-4.86620E-01
-3,g6610E-OI
-3.24717E-01
-2.65856E-01
-2.17664E-01
-I.78208E-01
-I.45905E-01
-l.ig657E-Ol
-9°78028E-02
-8.00741E-02
-6.55592E-02
-5.36753E-02
-4.39456E-02
-3.S9796E-02
-2.g6576E-02
-2,4117gE-02
-1,97460E-02
-1,61667E-02
-1.32)62E-02
-1,08369E-02
-8.87246E-03
-7.26416E-0_
-5,g473gE-O]
-4,86931E-03
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Relay Servo with Hysteresis
In this servo, the relay has a rectangular hysteresis loop as shown in the block diagram of
Figure A-74. The Mimic Program is shown in Figure A-75 and the printout in Figure A-76. The
plots are shown in Figures A-77 and A-78.
RELAY
G
7_
MOTOR
A
S (BS + i)
X
Figure A-74-Block diagram of relay servo.
WFR
FYS RELAY
El
E;.
C
G
2DX
1DX
X
•**MIMIC SGURCE-LANGUAGE PRCGRAM_**
CON(V_DTtA_B_D)
PARLICXC,XO)
FSW(X+OtTRUEtFALSE,FALSE)
FSWLX-C,FALSEtFALSE,TRLE)
IO_(EI,E2)
FLF(E2,C,FALSE)
LSW(H,V*AIB_-V*AIB)
-IDXIB-G
INT(2CX, IDX_)
INT[IBXtXO)
F|N(T_.)
_CRLTIMEDXtXDOTtXDBCOT)
GUT(T_X¢IDX,2DX)
ENC
e_-SORT DIAGNOSTICS FCLLCW''*
Figure A-75-Mimic program.
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1CX_
UNDRFLEW ._T 27167 IN HC
U_DRFLCW AT 27240 IN MC
UNCRFLEW _I 27263 IN NC
UNDRFLCW _T 27167 IN MC
UMDRFLCW AT 27212 IN MC
2,COOUVE-0!
3.CG_OE-OL
4,C_9-_.COE-01
5,0COOCE-nl
_,EOOUOE-O!
7.07000E-Ol
8.CCOCCE-OZ
9,_'_0(;0E-31
I,_O0_OE O0
1,13C(0E O_
1,2000UE O_
1.3CCCGE O0
i,4C_COE O0
1.53_COE OC
I,_3_COE O_
1,70000E 06
1,8_O_OE O0
2.GO_OOE O0
2.1_OCOE O_
2.20_COE O0
2.300_0E OC
2.4_OGOE CO
2.500C9E _0
Z,60_JCOE O_
2.7_060E OC
2,80_00E O0
2,gQO_OE OC
3,QOOeOE OC
3.100COE OC
_,2gO_OE no
3.3_0COE O0
3.40000E O0
3.500COE OC
3.600COE _0
3.700(_0E _0
80_OE OC
_e
3.g_OCOE O(
_,O_O00E gO
4.1CQCOE 9_
4.200COE OC
4,30C00E 30
4,400qOE OQ
XO
2,0¢C0_E 0¢
X
2.COCOCE CG
XOOT
C,
1.$8i27E O_
loS29EBE 0_3
1.8511qE OC
1. 75067E O0
1.;_212E OO
l. 4988(_E Cd
1. 35340E O0
I. IgBI_E dO
I.C347CE (_O
8.66664E-01
6.8glg6E-_j1
5.(_g281E-Ct
3. 25726E-_}1
1,3918SE-Ot
-4,9"/e7 BE-G2
-2o_312E-_!
-2,_2754E-01
-3,2972gE-_].
-3,23747E-_I
-2,82596E-Cl
-2. 12650E-C1
-].. lgI3'_)E-C t
-6,3U796E-03
1.22317E-01
2.26_2_E-01
2,75415E-01
2. 79267E-_].
2.4_1_8E-01
1.82814E-OI
9._691CE-02
-1. 37122E-C2
-1.3871gE-_1
-2,3986gE-01
-2. 8643CE-C1
-2. 88297E-01
-2. 53572E-_].
-1.88888E-01
-9.96747E-02
g.62CSBE-C3
1.35358E-01
2. 371_6E-01
Z. B4157E-Qi
2.86425E-01
2.52028E-01
-3.62538E-_I
-6.Sq3EEE-_I
-9.02377E-C1
-1.1C134E Oq
-1.26424E OO
-1,397_IE _C
-1,50681E C_
-1.59621E C?
-I.E6g4_E _
-1.72933E _
-1._783gE CO
-1.81856E _8
-1.85145E _
-1.87838E CC
-1.go_43E _0
-I,1935PE CO
-6,14615E-C]
-1.4C666E-_1
2.473?IE-_I
5.650_gE-_1
8.25178E-C1
$._3B14E 00
1.2124gE ©C
1.35524E CO
7.471_1E-01
2.49169E-¢I
-1.58536E-_1
-4.92337E-01
-_.6563_E-CI
-_.89383E-C1
-1.17258E ©C
-1.32256E O0
-7.23364E-G1
-2.27262E-01
1.76472E-01
5.GTO21E-_l
7.77653E-C1
g.gg227E_C!
1.18064E C_
1.32g16E 00
7,25786E-C1
2.31685E-C1
-1°72851E-C1
-5.04057E-01
Figure A-76-Prlntout.
XCEDCT
_.OGOOOE O_
-3.27492E O_
-2.68128E O0
-2.19525E O0
-1.79732E O0
-1.47152E O0
-1.20478E O0
-9.86388E-01
-8,07586E-01
-6.61196E-_1
75._1341E-01
-4.43213E-01
-3.62872E-01
-2°97095E-01
-2,43240E-01
-_,99149E-01
6.387_0E O0
5.22923E O0
4.28133E O0
3.50526E O0
2.86986E O0
2,34964E O0
_.92373E O0
1.57501E O0
1,28951E O0
-5._9628E On
,_°_9834E O0
-3.68293E O0
-3.01533E OO
-2,46874E O0
"'2.O_l_3E O0
-1.65485E GO
-_,.35487E O0
5°44077E OG
4.454fiZE O0
3.64706E O0
2o98596E O0
2.44469E O0
z.oozs_, o_
_.63873E O0
1,34168E.00
-5.45157E O0
-4._6337E _0
-3,65430E O0
-2,99189E O0
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Relay Servo with Dead Space and Hysteresis
In this case, the relay has both a rectangular hysteresis loop and a dead space as shown in the
block diagram of Figure A-79. The Mimic program is shown in Figure A-80, and the printout in
Figure A-81. The plots are shown in Figures A-82 and A-83.
--(
RELAY
-o -H V "'l--J_
H D
I i___ V
MOTOR
G A X
s (BS+ 1)
Figure A-79-Block diagram of relay servo.
"**MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM---
KEN COLAN
RELAY WITH DEADSPOT AND HYSTERESIS
E3
E2
E1
CON(VtDTtA,BtD_H)
PAR(IDXO,XC)
2DX -IDXIB-G
lOX INTI2DX,IDXO)
X INT(IDX,XO)
$1 FSW(X-DtFALSEtFALSE_TRUE)
RI FSW(X-H_TRbEvFALSEtFALSE)
L1 FLF(SI,RI,TRUE)
$2 FSW(X+C_TRUEtFALSEtFALSE)
R2 FSW(X+H_FALSEtFALSEtTRUE)
L2 FLF(S2,R2tTRUE)
G O. _"
G -V*A/B
G V*A/B
E2 LSW(L2tTRUE_FALSE)
El LSW(LI_TRUE_FALSE)
E3 NOTIEI,E2)
FIN(T,5.)
HDR(TIME,XtXDOT,XDBDOT)
OUT(T,X,IDX,2DX)
ENB
'''SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW.--
Figure A-80-Mimic program.
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1£X0
O°
TINE
O.
1.CGCOCE-CI
2.0OCOOE-CI
3.CCCOCE-01
4.COCOCJE-C!
5.¢eC') L E-'i
6.CCCGGE-¢I
7. GC60 ?E- ? i
8.CO_60E-Ci
9.C£C90E-CI
i.COCOOE C:
I ICCGOE _"
1.2Co) _E c _
i. 3CC.D ?E C,i
1.40C_OE ,C_
1.50C3CE ¢2
1.6OCO_ Erc
1.7CCDCE C;
1.8CC20E CZ
1.9CC53E :'_;
2.0CCOCE CC
2. lOC¢ _"E CC
2.2CC']OE Ca
2.3CCOOE _"
2.40"'" C ,:.vOF
2.bOSOOE "C
2.60C00E CC
2.7_)rO2E ,.:,"
2.8C, COOE ","
2.9CC02E Cv
3.QGCO,]E :
3.16C31E "?
3.2CCOGE C]
3.3C_u_E C,L
3.40:799E CO
_.._ ,,O,E C'?
3.6C00,3E (:b
3.'7CC0']F ""
3.8CC00E C2
3.gCuO:?E ,:C
4.0C730E CS
4.10c_d "i,_
4.2C'OuE _;
4.3CC00E CO
4.40090E C,:7
4.5CCO')E C?
4.6SC']5E " ^
4.7CC00E _0
4.60C00E "'
4.9C'(00E -,',
5°rCnO3E i";
X3
2.0CCCOE ,20
X
2.COCSOE CO
1.98!27E C3
1.929eSE C?
1.85119E ]C
1.75C_7E CO
l.b_212E i_0
1.492etE C_
1.3534rE CO
i.lg_ICE qO
!.G3_TCE CO
8.6466_E-01
6.89197£-_I
5.09282E-Ct
3.25726E-$1
i.391gCE-Ol
-3.1C&7_E-O2
-1.70462E-CI
-2.658egE-01
-3.07728E-3!
-3.25745E-71
-2.67_E-CI
-!.09278E-C!
-1.69722E-C2
5.86'31_E-C2
1.20475E-CI
l. Tl133E-Ol
1.g3£sgE-3l
1.762_6E-CI
1.25_84_-0!
6._564&6-_]Z
1.822536-C2
-2.1t_33E-02
-5.37352E-]2
-8.02_28E-_2
-i. OI,)?8=-Cl
-1,!975_-)l
-i. 3_314E-_1
-I._232E-,_I
-1.55_9_E-CI
-I.63978E-CI
-I.TC3IgE-CI
-I.75E74E-OI
-1.80_58E-01
-t.83_48_-01
-I.S9193E-<I
-I.911_3E-CI
-!.92776E-CI
-l.94/gSE-Ol
-I.w5177E-3!
XCCI
C,
-3.62539E-91
-6.5£3eOE-O1
-9.02377E-01
-I.13134E O0
-i.204_£ OO
-i._0761E O0
-_.5368tE OO
-1.59621E O0
-1.6694OE O0
-I,72933E OO
-1.77839E 30
-1.81856E O0
-!.85145E O0
-1.87838E O0
-Z.53799E 33
-1,25923E OO
-6.68504E-01
-1.84786E-01
2.11248E-31
5.354G4E-OI
8.CC964E-01
1.01831E O0
8.33823E-31
6.82676E-gl
5.58q28E-Oi
4o57612E-_I
1.22218£-_2
-3.52532E-GI
-6.5116/E-OI
-5.33Z30E-OI
-4.36572E-01
-3.57435E-01
-2.92643E-01
-!.96164E-01
-I.tO6C6E-OI
-l.314g3E-Ol
-I._7657E-CI
-8._423E-,]2
-7.216&8E-02
-3.90_36E-_2
-4.837_5E-$2
-3.£6049E-02
-3.26257E-02
-2.65480E-92
-Z.17556E-O2
-I.77956E-02
-I.45698E-02
-I.19288E-02
-g.76644E-03
Figure A-81-Printout.
XDBCCT
-4.COCOOE CC
-3.27492E G(
-2.68128E GO
-2.1952EE CO
-1.79732E OC
-1._7152E OC
-1.20_78E O0
-9.86388E-01
-8.07586E-01
-b.61196E-Ol
-5.41341E-01
-4.43213E-01
-3.62872E-01
-2.97094E-01
-2.4324CE-01
3.07597£ CO
2.51839E O0
5.33701E OC
4.36957E O0
3.57750E 0,1
2.92gCIE O0
2.39807_ GO
1.96338E O0
-1.66765E O0
-I.36535E O0
-1.11786E 00
-9.15223E-01
-4._2444E O0
-3.29494E O0
-2.69767E GC
1.06046E O0
8.73144E-01
7.14870E-01
5.85286E-CI
4.791g_E-Oi
5.92329E-01
3.21212E-CI
2.62986E-01
2.15315E-nl
1.76285E-01
1.4433GF-Ol
!.18!67E-01
9.67471E-02
7.92n98E-02
O.48515F-C2
5.3C:_59E-02
&.34712E-G2
3.55412E-02
2.g1396E-02
2.38575E-]2
I,gsB29E-02
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SIMULATION OF AEROBEE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (EXAMPLE 7)
David J. Shrewsberry
Problem Description
It was desired to provide a simple means for simulating a "bang-bang" sounding rocket Attitude
Control System (ACS) in order to study the effects of all types of parameter variations, control in-
novations, and varied operating conditions. The ACS of this study utilizes two free gyroscopes
having two degrees of freedom as reference elements and three orthogonally oriented rate gyro-
scopes for rate feedback. The system controls the attitude of the rocket only in the coast phase of
flight (after the engine has ceased burning). Cold-gas jets (or thrustors) which operate off the
residual helium gas remaining in the rocket fuel tanks after combustion has ended provide the
means for changing the angular orientation of the rocket. The mode of operation is such that when
the combined position plus body rate electrical signal equals the valve controller trip voltage, a
valve is energized, which causes the rocket to accelerate at a constant angular acceleration in a
direction which would reduce the position error. Control continues throughout free flight in this
manner. Pointing of the rocket or its instruments to targets in the sky is achieved by electrically
torquing the gimbals of the free gyros, causing the gyro to precess, with the rocket following the
gyro. Nominal static trip points ate ±1/8 °. For simplicity, a single-axis simulation was performed.
All symbols and variable names used below are the same as those used in the MIMIC program.
Network to be Simulated
Figure A-84 shows the signal mixing network which was simulated. VPOS and VRATE are the
free gyro and rate gyro output voltages. They are low impedance sources; hence, they can be repre-
sented as generators. RP, RR, and RL are actual resistors. The values of the resistors control
the mixing ratio of position error signal with respect to rate signal.
V POS VRATEI/Box
Figure A-84-Diagram of network.
VPOS • RR • RL VRATE • R__PP• RL
VBOX = RR +RL + RP+RL
RP + RR " RL RR + R___PP" R__L_L
RR + RL RP + RL
(41)
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where V'POS = Free gyro output signal = 11.9 volts x Sin (THETA)
and THETA free gyro error in deg.
VRATE = Rate gyro output signal = .130 volts/degree/second
= .130. THEDOT
THEDOT = the body rate in deg/sec.
VBOX, the output of the mixing network controls the state of the valve controller (Figure A-85).
When VBOX is larger than TRIP, (the controller trip voltage) a valve is energized, producing an
angular acceleration. A positive VBOX produces negative acceleration and a negative VBOX pro-
duces positive acceleration.
ACCELERATION
V BOX
Figure A-85
Figure A-86 shows a simplified block diagram of the MIMIC program. The output of the valve
controller is shown as torque in order to facilitate the ready inclusion of moment arm length and
rocket moment of inertia as parameters. Acceleration is related to torque as follows,
T = IFACT
where T = applied torque (ft/lb)
I = moment of inertia (slug ft 2)
FACT = angular acceleration (rad/sec 2 )
(42)
additionally, T = F- M (43)
where
F = Applied force (lb) - (which depends upon gas pressure and type of valve, a constant
for this study)
M = Moment arm to rocket center of gravity (ft)
By combining (41) and (42) we obtain
FACT : F...MM (44)
I
as the expression for angular acceleration in the units of radians/sec 2 Figure A-86 shows that the
angular rate THEDOT was obtained as the first integral of angular acceleration ALPHA and angular
position and THETA was obtained as the second integral of ALPHA.
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V BOX TORQUE, T
(volts) (lb. ft.)
[ 'X'NGI/ I VA'VE1/ I CONSTANTsIANGU ,R,A ,CE , RAT'o
I NETWORK I--C_"t CONTROLLER _ AND _ a ,aeg/sec /
l l ANGULAR RATE, THEDOT (deg/sec) _ _ l
[ _I INI -'z --: ___ITIAL RATE, O.
POSITIOI_dERR_)R, THETA[ INITIAL ANGULAR ERROR, START
Figure A-86-Mimlc program (simplified diagram).
Constants, Parameters, and Initial Conditions
The following constants and parameters were used:
RP = position mixing resistor = 33 ldlohms
RR = rate mixing resistor = 33 kilohms
RL = controller input resistance = 25 kilohms
TRIP = valve controller trip voltage = .025 volts (_. 1/8 °)
START = Initial angular error = 15 °
F = thrustor force = 4 lb
I = moment of inertia = 900 slug ft 2
M = moment arm to rocket center of gravity = 12.5 ft.
The Mimic Program
The Mimic program is to simulate the equations (41) through (44) together with the above
mentioned values of constants, parameters, and initial conditions. The program is shown in
Figure A-87 and the result in Figure A-88. Since program symbolic names are the same as those
names in the equation, no equivalent symbol table is needed.
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_;-:-';:-'i41KI C SOURC E-LANGUAGE P Ri-IGRAi.'i_;:;:-';;_
AERObEE
_-ilX ING
VALVE
CHECK1
CHECK2
FACICJR
COhVEKT
ATIITUUE CU;_TROL SYSTEt, i
CUI,: ( kt< ,RP, RL y F )
C 0I',_ ( DT )
PAR(START_TRIP, I,I.i)
NET!,![JRK
TE R;,i 1 = DI V ( RR;:"R L _ RR+RL )
V1 = DI V ( VPOS;;_T ER141, RP+TERI,iI )
TE Ai,i2 = DIV (RP;_RL,NP+RL)
V2 = DI V( VRATE;:-'TEP, H2 _ RR+TERM2 )
VbOX = ADD(VI_V2)
COI',iTROLLER USING LOGICAL FUNCTIONS
CHEC;<I = FSW(VbUX-TRIP,TRUE_,TRUE_FALSE)
VARI : i.
V_R I = O.
CHECK2 = FSW(VBOX+TRIP_FALSE,TRUE_TRUE)
VAR2 = -]..
V _-',R2 = 0.
r_LPPA = ( VAR I+VAR 2 ) ;:: ( -F,u. CT OR )
CU;,_V__I<I'S roF,,uu_ TO ACCELFRATIO;!
FACT = F:',-'q/I
.mACT(RADIAI',!S PER SECt]I'.!D)T,[} DEGREt_S PER
FACTDR = Fi:,CT::_360.;::7./44.
TItEDDT = Ii',T(ALPFIAyU.)
THETA = I I,;T ( THE!_GI-, STAi<T }
VPOS = Ll.9_;_SIi,!(r_F:TA/57.Z96)
VRATE = .130;:_T_EDOT
HI)R ( TI i;E, T P; E T/:, _ R,,AT E _ _-;L PI_;A )
OUT ( T t THETA t THEDOT _ALPHA )
FIb(T,/o.)
END
SECQ_qD
,:=;;-":-'SORT DIAGNGSTICS FOLLO;,!;:-'_: -'¢
Figure A-87-Mimic program.
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SI ,_v_.T I i< I P I i'
k.SbcJuOE uk 2.SUOOOI--U2 V.OOOOOE OZ 1.2_500{)P ;J].
TIiL:
0.
5 .uuOOOE-02
1. UOOuUE-u 1
L. 50uoOE-U 1
Z • O(s(Ju(JE-U 1
2 • 5U(JU(.,E-U l
J.O()(_UCE-UL
JJ . !) (.iLl{J() L--L) l
•_'_•u O (]d ()'d-U l
'q • pt_(JuOl:-,) l
• (JLIt_Ut)L-U i
J .bt)UUOL-U1
O .()ouuOF-u 1
5.5(,,UOOE-O 1
7,0()UUUE-U l
/ •!;bOuO_-u 1
4. O000<,E-O i
_. 50(IUOE-U 1
9.0{JObOE-U 1
'9.:;CUubL-bi
i0 •OOOuOF£-O 1
1 .(jSilbO[: dO
1.10000E O0
I. lbUbt/k L,U
1.20UUOL: OU
I.ZUUuO/ Ou
1.300uOJ Ou
/.55UuuE OO
1.4000CE O0
i,L;D(JuOE UO
1.500uOE O0
1,550uOE O0
1.600UOE O0
1,6bUUOE OO
1.70000E O0
t.7500017 OO
] .800UOE O0
l,dbOUOE UO
1.900OOE O0
1 ,_SUuOI_ UU
2,O00OOE O0
z,OSUuOE OO
Z. lOOOO[ O0
2.150005 OO
2,20000[: O0
Z.ZSUuUE uO
Z.SUOOOF OO
2.5;)0005 ()O
Z,AUUUOF Oo
£,4L)UUO_ UU
Z,5OUuOL UU
Z,DSOUUE UO
Z,6UUUOP uu
Z ,6L)UoUb UU
Z,YUuuUE UU
z,TDubUE dO
File [J_
1.500006 O1
I. 4996L)L: Ol
1.4V)4]F U1
1 • 496'_2 h U1
i. 4'_364E Ol
1.4_.006E Oi
1.4 d:)6b_! Ol
]..460:>1d Ol
1.47455E t) t
1.4677_E Ol
1.46025u Ol
].45i81E Ol
1.44Z-/SE Ol
1.4:J27i_Li Ol
] .zJzit) 51_ UI
1.410nif{ O!
] .3981_56 Ol
1.58506E DI
].37114L U]
1.35642L Ol
1.340eli- UI
!. 52z:(d)h UI
].,3075uE ()1
l.kd<)ObL Oi
]..27Uvi5 UI
1 .251L121: Oi
1.23114E ul
1.2iOO6b Ol
I.IJglgE Ol
1.16551[: Ul
] .142o5E Ol
I.I1778E 01
1.09273E t)l
1.0661_7E Ol
1.04-023E Ol
i.()1276_ Ol
9,84545L O0
V.555111! O0
9.256FIE O0
H.95L)501: UO
l_.63636E O0
i:>.31420E O0
7.98408E O0
7.6460kE O0
7.29999E O0
6 •9<_6[)2 _ OO
6.58408E O0
6.2142UE O0
5.U5656k O0
5,45096h LJU
5.tJbUbgE UO
4.66o19h O0
4-,27533k OU
3.8_186_ uo
3.blO54h bO
3.14-d7uk OU
RATE
O.
-I .59091E-01
-3.1_ 162_-0i
-4.772731/-01
-6. :_6364_-01
-7 • 954.54L _-01
-9.54 54.5F_-01
-I.I1364E uO
-1.272736 ()',,
-1.431o2E i)O
-1.59091h ()t)
-1.750001- DO
-I • _,_)909E O0
-2.06 ;I l,_J_f O0
-Z,Z2727E Oo
-2.3:76_381: (.i(j
--Z , 5ZfSLf5 L_ (](J
-Z,704556 Or)
-- k . i, (_ 1";_64 [: O0
-a.02273t: O0
-o.]*,lSZE Ob
-3.7-;/1091 i - O0
-3.5(JOC)OE or)
-J.(>Dg()gE O0
-._. ;_ 1 :.', I P,F t)O
-b. c;7YZYh (JO
-l_, 13636E (J(J
-4,2 _'54-b _ OO
-4.45454_ O0
-zl . 6136z_L (90
-4.77275L: O0
-4.93182E O0
-5.f!909IE O0
-5,250uuI_ (J()
-5.40909E O0
-5.5681;J_ oo
-5.72727E oO
-_.886366 O(J
-0.04545E O0
-6.20454E O0
-6.36364E O0
-o.52273E O0
-6,6Rlg2E O0
-6.84091E OO
-7.00000E O0
-7.15909E O0
-7.31818E O0
-7.47727E oO
-7.63636E O0
-7.79545E O0
-7.84804/ O0
- /,84R04i OO
-7.74900[/ O0
-7.58990L O0
-7.430815 O0
-7.271725 OO
Figure A-88-Result of Mimic program.
i, L v i4 ,,',
-3. idlfiit nC,
-3. ILI+J2E O0
-3. idiL:2i O0
-5. lbi,,2_:_ CC
-3. ldi,_Zl_ <):}
-_. icldkk ;,:,
-7,$. l.._iu,_!_-cJO
-3. IdIOZEL 0('
-:5. io i:<ZL {)_',
-3. ]olC, Zi- ()0
-3. 16i{.Z= t)O
-:',. Ic>Io2;_ 0()
- -_. ].c, l',-; / L O0
-5. l<;±D2}! ,:)0
-5. l<;iLi,,<[ U()
-?;. loic;Zf! (;(i
-3. lbiL;2,3 _)t)
-3. iL..,..621:CO
-:5. loi_Z!: I:,(_
-3. lo /c;i:: _J,',"'
-3, It: i<iii: Li!)
-3. l_, i<<-i2 E :)(j
-3. I,_,i,_2E ,)_:'
-3. I_;1,: f:_: ()(i
-3. l<_i";Z:] c)_,,
-3.1bLokE ()0
-3. l. oi:_Zl: _)<)
--5. lc;i;J:li ,iO
-3. 1,__1_22 Oc;
-3.1oiPZi: G )
-3. I,_iI_2L ::ltl
-3. IOi<$ZE (J(_)
-3. i_; 162{: 0
-J. Ib L;JZ_ f)O
-3. luIg2z OC
-:_. I0 l_/i: 0!.>
-_5. 1L',/,'D2_: OCJ
-3. loldZL O0
-3. ib l_.-_2G 0!)
-3. 16182;: Oo
-B. 18182E O0
-3.iUi62[: (]0
-3. iblo2E ()t)
-3.1UIb2E O(J
-3.1t;i82f O0
-3. ibidZk O0
-3.1L;iS2E O0
-3. iUi_iZh O0
-3. lSlOZ_ O0
-3. lol_Z[: O0
--0.
--0.
3. IEIISZE O0
3. l_iuZi: oo
3. IUI82E OC,
3. lbioZ[: O0
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THE LIBRATION OF MERCURY (EXAMPLE 8)
Han-Shou Liu
Problem Description
The analysis of the resonance-locked rotation of the planet Mercury under the influence of
the planetary potential and the orbital eccentricity was recently reported.* As shown therein the
equation of the planetary rotation about its polar axis has the form,
¢ _-f + ¢ (45)
where f is the true anomaly and ¢, denoting the angle between the smallest of the moments of
inertia with the radius vector, is the solution of the following differential equation,
d2¢ 2esin f (d_ / 3h. (46)df2 1 +e cos f +1 + 1 +cos f cos Csin¢= 0
where _ measures the difference between the two small moments of inertia and e is the orbital
-eec¢ntricity.
The variable of function ¢ can be transformed from the true anomaly f to the mean anomaly
M, in order to investigate the instantaneous physical librations of the planet Mercury. If E is the
planet's eccentric anomaly, a well-known formula or orbital motion,
tan---E = (1 - e)1/22 l+e-- tan -2f (47)
constitutes the basis of the transformation. The mean anomaly can be calculated according to
Kepler's equation,
M = E - e sin Z (48)
Since the resonance condition is due to the angle,
N =(I) - (3/2) M (49)
about ¢ - (3/2) M = 0, the rotation of Mercury can remain locked-in motion when the rotational
rates are within the range between an upper and a lower limit. This result as well as solutions
of ¢ for various combinations of parameter _ and initial conditions for a period of 100 years
were also reported.**
Llu, Han-ShouandO'Keefe, John A. "Theory of Rotation for the Planet Mercury,"Science,1717 December24, 1965.
**Liu, Han-Shou,"The Liberation of Mercury,"J. Geophys.Res., 3099-3100,June15, 1966.
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The Mimic Program
Tzble A-12
Equivalent Symbols
Program Symbol Equation Symbol
LPHI
PHI
IDPHI
2DPHI
IDPHIO
F
FDEG
E
LAMDA
BIGE
M
N
=_
=¢
= d¢/d f
d 2 ¢
df_
_de atf=0
df
= f in radian
= f in degree
=e
=_
=E
=M
=N
The Mimic program attempts to solve numerically equations (45) to (49). The following values
are chosen for the constants and parameters,
_-=5× 10 -s
e = 0.206
and
A_
at f = O, r-Z-w=-.03997, -.02723, -.043460
df
The program is shown in Figure A-89. Equivalent symbols are shown in Table A-12. Since
the value of E obtained from Equation (47) by using an arctangent routine gives only principal
value, an F is added in the equation for BIGE in the program. The computation is to last for about
300 revolutions.
A portion of the result is shown in Figure A-90, where the value of N demonstrates the sta-
bility of orientation for the planet Mercury at perihelion. Table A-13 shows the comparison between
the values of N from the Mimic program and those from Liu; in the latter case, the initial value
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CCIvPUTAT ICN
CT
_TM6X
F
FCEG
LP_I
C
2CPFI
_CP_I
PHI
m
x
Y
Z
81GE
M
N
m
***MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PRCGRAP***
EF RESONANCE-LOCKED ROTATION GF PLANET MERCURY
CON(EtLAMDA)
PAR(_DPHI,,)
= C,.7932
= .31416
= T
= F*IS_.I3.1416
= PHI+F
= 2.*E*SI_(F)IC
= 3.*LAM_A*COS(PHI )* SIN{ PHI ) IC
= _.+E*COS(F)
= A*(ICPHI+I. )-B
: INT(2DPhl, 1DPHI_I )
: INT(ICPHI,_ .).
: SQR( (1.-F.)/(}..+E) )
= SIN[F/2.)/COS[F/2.)
: X*Y
= Z.*ATN(Z)÷F
= _,IGE-E*SIN(B IGE )
= LPHI-I.5.N
FIN{F,!'_{C:.)
FCRIF,FDEG,PHI,LPHI,M,N)
FCR
CUT(F,FDEG,PHI,LPHI_M,N)
END
***SCRT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOWm**
Figure A_9-Mimic program.
Table A- 13
Comparison of Results
F in revolution Nfrom Mimic N from Liu
0
1
5
10
20
30
50
70
I00
200
300
0
-6.21396E-02
-3.05997E-01
-5.85113E-01
-I.00863E+00
-1.26176E+00
-1.47482E+00
-1.52345E+00
-1.43276E+00
+1.41685E+00
-1.55447E+00
0
-.62218933D-01
-.30637823D+00
-.58581506D+00
-.10098216D+01
-. 12633649D+01
-.14782922D+01
-.15324656D+01
-. 14844301D+01
+.14714520D+01
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IEPH I .:
F FDEG PHI
('m _ m
e,2832: E ')f_ 3.6_C_E £2 3.CTg47E Ge
1.25664£ "II 7.2G.70fE ,_Z E.15glBE Ow_
I.Be496E 31 I.C@ttO;E _;>3 g. Z3936E I_
2.3172_E .=i, 1.440CrE "3 1.232EI2E t'l
3.1416iE 21 1.9C, eTE ¢3 1.54r_21E C_
_,76992E )I 2.16(C"E "3 1.8465rE _I
4.39824E _I 2.52,0:E _,3 2.15692E .,_
E._.'2656E Ot Z.B8'.'O_E C3 2.4654RE _I
5.65488E _I 3.24{;C¢E ('3 2.77421E C1
6.2832"I_ "_1 3.ECr._r:E ('3 3._B31_E _I
6.9_,15_E i,_ 3.96_0 E "3 3.392!7E '_
7.539842 _I 4.32C0_E :_3 3.7Ci43E :_I
F.IoSI6G 11 _.68C0:E ¢3 4.'_II,@7E r.
8.7gb_SE "'_ 5.c4rO;_E 73 4.32_51E T:
9.4>4E "r-_ ,.'" 5.4_,L_)_ E _ii3 4.63L 34E "1
1.3,53i£ "_2 _.76r_CnE Z3 4.g4_37E _!
L._6814E )Z 6.IZ',,C(E t3 5.25"5gE rl
1.13"9E_ n2 5.48GO_E {'3 5.56_ggE GI
I.Ig36iE )2 6.84C!(_ E :_3 5.87!58E _I
1.2306z.E _2 7.2CCr_rE _ 3 b.18236E _I
; r ,_ ,.561 ' E ",3 6.4933"E ':I1.3,.947=. i :. -' "C"
LPHI M N
9.36267E _b 6.28321E O0 -6.21396E-02
1.87256E CI 1.25664E _I -_.2404_E-0_
2.80qg:,,E !i'_ 1.88496E _ -I°85466E-01
3.7453'_E F,I 2.51328E O1 -2.461gOE-O1
4.6818LE _I 3._4160E Ol -3.C5997E-O_
5.61_ZE l_! 3.7699ZE nl -3.64694E-fll
6.55516E 21 4.39_2_E _'I -4.22101E-01
7._9ZG4E _i 5._2556E Ol -4.78_59E-0_
B.429_9E t l 5.6_48gE Oi -5.32434E-_I
g.3663_E _! 6.2R32iE nl -5.85113E-31
_._3,37E _2 6.91153E Ol -6.36(13E-_)I
1.124!3E :_2 ?.53985E dl -6.85_63E-01
1.217g(:E _2 8.!6_7E Ol -7.322_2E-01
1.3117 _E :,2 8.7964gE 91 -7.77433E-0%
_._ 551E _2 9.42481E _I -8.20715E-01
I._9935E m2 1._53_E 02 -B.b2E64E-ql
1.5932)E 22 t.,}68iSE r_2 -9.01531E-0_
1.687_8E :Z 1.13_98E E2 -9.39_45E-01
1.78197E t2 1.19381E C2 -g.74741E-_I
_.R7488E _2 1.25664E _2 -I.O_B63E _O
1.9688)E "2 1.31947E L2 -_._4n78E O_
Figure A-90-Part of result of program.
of d_h/df is -.03998 which is slightly different from the value of -.03997 in the Mimic program.
Both these values gave an oscillatory response. Liu's result was obtained from a Fortran
program using double precision arithmetic.
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A TORSIONAL VIBRATION SYSTEM (EXAMPLE 9)
Kenneth W. Stark
Problem Description
Figure A-91 shows a three-degree-of-freedom torsional vibration system which is quite com-
mon in a mechanical system where rotational motion must be transmitted from a power source to
the driven mechanism. Both speed reduction and torque multiplication are achieved. Normally,
in systems where a very accurate speed is required, belts are used between the pulleys. In very
delicate apparatus such as satellite tape recorders, the belts are made of mylar.
Figure A-91 -Diagram of system.
When the pulley-belt system is excited into resonance which perturbs the ideal velocity trans-
mission, problems arise. The problem is to analyze and compute the system shown in Figure A-91.
Mathematical Equations
The pulley-belt system can be described by the following set of differential equations,
eo + M1 e0 + M2 81 + Ms eo + M4 el = 0 (50)
_1 ÷ M5 _1 ÷ M7 b2 + M8 8o -I-M9 81 + MlO 80 + Mll 82 -- 0 (5!)
_2 + M12 _2 + M13_1 + M14 82 + MIS 81 = 0 (52)
where
M 1 = (Cm + 2C 1 r_)/l o
M2=-2C tR I ro/l o
M3 = (km + 2k I r_)/l o
M4 =-2k IR I ro/I o
m6 = (2C 1 R_ + 2C2 r12)/l 1
M 7 = -2C 2 R 2 rl/I I
Ms =-2C I R I ro/I I
M9 = (2k I RI2 + 2k 2 r_)/I I
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Mlo = -2k I R 1 ro/I1
M11 =-2k 2 R 2 rJI 1
Mr2 = 2 C2 R22/I2
For the above,
and ¢2 are the belt damping constants, Cm is the torsional damping constant, I o , 11
the pulley inertias and ro, rl , R1 and R2 are the pulley radii.
Constants and Initial Conditions
The following values of the constants and initial conditions are chosen,
M13 =-2C 2 R s rl/Is
M14 = 2 ks R]/I 2
M15 =-2k s R s rl/Is
kl and k2 are the beltspringconstants,km iS the torsionalspringconstant,C_
and 12 are
MI =I
M 2 = -2
M 3 =I0
M4 = -20
M5 --2.25
M7 =-I
Ms = -.5
M9 = 22.5
M1o = - 5
Mtl = -10
M12 = 5.3
M13 = - 1.3
M14 = 53.3
Mls = -13.3
8 o (0) = .0146" radians
81(0) = .0112 radians
8 s(O) = .0174 radians
bo(o) = b, (o) = bs (o) = o
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The Mimic Program
The Mimic program is to simulate the torsional vibration system described by the equations
(50) through (52) together with the above values of constants and initial conditions. For convenience,
symbol _'s are replaced by X's. The Mimic program is shown in Figure A-92, and the printout
in Figure A-93. A plot of the result showing the oscillations is shown in Figure A-94.
***MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM***
TORSIONAL VIBRATION
DT =
2DXX =
ZDXI =
Xl =
20X2 =
ZDX2 =
X2 =
2DX3 =
IDX3 =
X3 =
SYSTEM W/DAMPING t 3 DEGREE bYSTEM KENNETH W,
CONIMItM2tM3,M4_M61
CON(-M7t"MBtMgtMl'OtM'lleMl2)
CON(MI3tMI6,MISI
CON(XlO*IDXXO,XZO,ZgX20,X3OtlDX30)
*01
-M£* IDXI-MZ*ZDX2-M31 XI-M4*X2
INT( 2DXI, £DX£O )
INT( 1DX£,XIO}
-M6*IDX2-MT*IDX3-M8*IDXI-M9IXZ-MIOIXI-MII*X3
INT(2DX2tlDX20)
INT[iDX2tXZO}
-M12mlDX3-M13*IUX2-MI_*X3-MZS*X2
INT(2DX3tlDX30)
INT(-IDX3"tX30_"
FIN(TtS.)
HDR[TIMEtXIIXIDOT,XZtX2DOTtX3)
OUTIT, XI,ZDXI,X2,1DXZ,X3)
END
** * $_'RT DI-A'_I_T-_" FOLLOW***
Figure A-92-Mimic program.
STARK
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.015
.010
O=XI= eo
A =X2= e1
g =X3= e2
CASE I
km=15
-.01(
10
15 20 25 30
TIME, SECONDS
Figure A-94--Graph of result.
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NON-LINEAR FREE VIBRATION (EXAMPLE 10)
William F. Bangs
Problem Description
In the course of vibration testing of spacecraft structures, nonlinear characteristics are often
observed. A particular type of structural nonlinearity shown in Figure A-95 was assumed and the
free vibration characteristics were computed in this problem.
If a linear structure is excited by a sinusoidal force, the response of the structure at every
point will also be sinusoidal. When a structure is nonlinear, a sinusoidal force produces responses
which are not sinusoidal. Highly distorted waveforms are common occurrences in spacecraft
vibration testing.
It was desired to estimate the nonlinear response of a system having a nonsymmetrical stiffness
with little or no damping. The first phase of the problem, discussed here, was to define the system
and compute its free vibration behavior.
FORCE
-1.0
I
V
J 1.0
J
Figure A-95
Let us use the simple dynamic system as shown in Figure A-96. The parabolic force-deflection
relation Of the nonlinear spring of Figure A-95 can be expressed as,
F(x) = 1970 [(x + 1) 2 - 1] (53)
and the equation of motion is,
M d_ x (54)
_ + F(x) = 0
dt 2
The Mimic Program
It is required to find the time history of the deflection x (t) and the acceleration x (t). The
initial condition is established by giving an initial deflection in the -x direction and then releasing.
The following values of initial displacement are chosen:
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,_ (o) -- o
x(O)---.3, -.6, -.9
and the Value of M is chosen as unity.
The program is shown in Figure A-97 and the result for the case of x (o) equal to -.9 is
shown in Figure A-98. In this program, a fairly small DT and DTMAX were required, because
the problem was designed to have a natural period of about 1/10 second. It was decided to compute
25 points per full cycle so as to adequately describe the response waveform. The result is plotted
into a curve shown in Figure A-99.
Figure A-96-Diagram of system.
LM01
_F (X)
///////////
g**MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAMe**
N_NLINEAR VIBRATION PROB W F BANGS
CON(_T,DTMAX)
PAR (B)
2OX -Iglr',*A
A (X+l.)*(X+l.)-I.
IDX INT( 2DX, Oo )
X INT(IDX.B)
FIN(T,.251
HDR(TI ME,DISPL,ACCL, IDIS)
HDR
OUT( I, X, 2DX, B)
END
,004
-.3
-.6
- .9
•004 "**SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW***
Figure A-97-Mimic program.
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B
-9.00000E-Of
TIME DISPL ACCL
O° -9,O0000E-OI 1.95030E 03
4.00000E-03 -8.84406E-01 1,9_368E 03
8.00000E-03 -8,37738E-01 1,91813E 03
1.20000E-02 -T.60426E-O1 1.85693E 03
1.60000E-02 -6.53486E-01 1.73346E 03
_,-'O-O-O-_)-E-O-2 -5.18939E-01 1.51410E 03
2°40000E-02 -3.60341E-01 I.Ib_95E 03
2.8C000E-02 -1.83331E-01 6.56i11E 02
3.20000E-02 3.95591E-03 -1.56171E O1
3.60000E-02 1.90808E-01 -8.2_08E 02
4.00000E-02 3.&_394E-01 -1.69729E 03
4.40000E-02 5.I0880E-01 -__b3Eo3
4,8C000E-02 6.17168E-01 -3.18201E 03
5.20000E-02 6.72938E-01 -3.54348E 03
5.60000E-02 6.72503E-01 13.540_1E 03
6,00000E-02 6.15908E-01 -3.17J98E 03
6.40000E-02 5.08922fi-01 -2.5LbBgE 03
6.80000-E_02 3,61921E-01 -1,68_0[E0_
7.20000E-02 1.88031E-01 -8.10492E 02
7.60000E-02 1.07974E-03 -4.256_6E O0
8.00000E-02 -1.86125E-01 6.65086E 02
8.40000E-02 -3.62909E-01 1.17041E 03
8o80000E-02 -5,21178E-01 1.51e34E 03
9.20000E_02" -6.55328E-01 1.T3597E 03
9.60000E-02 -7.61829E-01 1.85825E 03
IO.O0000E-02 -8.38680E-01 1.91873E 03
1,04000E-01 -8.84878E-01 1.9_J89E 03
1.08000E-O1 -B. gggg8E-O1 I.95030E 03
I.I2000E-OI -8.83930E-01 1.94346E 03
I.I6000E-OI -8.36792E-01 1.91'753E 03
1.2QOOOE-O1 -7.59020E-01 1.85560E 03
1.24000E-01 -6.51642E-01 1.73093E 03
1,28000E-01 -5.16697E-01 1.50984E 03
1.32000E-01 -3.57771E-01 1.15746E 03
I,36000E-01 -I.80537E-01 b.47106E 02
1.40000E-01 6, B3001E-03 -2.70021E O1
1.44000E-01 1.93581E-01 -8.36534E 02
1.48000E-01 3.66859E-01 -1.71056E 03
1.52000E-01 5.12828E-01 -2.55864E 03
1,56000E-0l 6.18416E-01 -3.18996E 03
I.60000E-OI 6.1336CE-01 -3,54026E 03
1.64000E-01 6.72056E-01 -3.53767E 03
1.68000E-01 6,14638E-01 -3.16590E 03
1.72000E-01 5.06957E-01 -2.50371E 03
1o76000E-01 3.59444E-01 -1.67073E 03
1.80000E-O! 1.B5252E-01 -7.97498E 02
1.84000E-01 -I,79508E-03 7.Obb29E O0
1.88000E-01 -1°88915E-01 6.74019E 02
1.92000E-01 -3,65472E-01 1.17bB3E 03
1.9bOOOE-Ol -5.23411E-01 1.5225_E 03
2.0uOOOE-Ol -b.57162E-OI l.73d45E 03
2.04000E-01 -7.63225E-01 1.85956E 03
2.0_O00E-O1 -8.39615E-01 1.91933E 93
2.12000E-01 -8.85343E-01 1.94410E 03
2.1oO00E-O1 -8.99989E-01 1.95030E 03
2.2C000E-01 -8.83447E-01 1.9_324E 03
2.24000E-01 -R._5839E-OI 1.9169IE 03
2.2 _O00E-Ol -7. bTbOTE-Ol I. 8_425E 03
2.32000E-01 -6. _9791E-01 I. 72839E 03
Figure A-98-Result of Mimic program (x (0) = I .9).
IOIS
-9.00000E-O1
-9,oo0oot'ol
-_.O0000E-Ol
-9°O0000E'Oi
-9°O0000E-OZ
-9, O0000E-Ot
-9oO0000E-O1
-9.O0000E-OI
-9.00000E-OI
-9.O0000E-OI
-9.O0000E-Ol
-9,O0000E-O1
-9.00000E-Of
-9.00000E-O1
-9°O0000E-O1
-9,O0000E-OI
-9.O0000E-OI
--9.00000E-O1--
-9°O0000E-O1
-9.00000E-Or
-9oO0000E-O1
-9.00000E-01
lg°o0000E-OI
-9°OOOOOE-gl
-9.00OOOE-Ol
-9.00000E_01
-9.O0000E-OI
-9.OOO00E--Oq-
-9°O0000E-OI
_9°UUUUU_-UL
-9.O0000E-OI
-9.O0000E-O1
-9.00000E-O1
-9°O0000E-O1
-9°O0000E-OI
_9;UUUUU_-U|"
-9°O0000E-O1
-9°O0000E-O1
-9.O0000E-O1
-9°00000E-01
-9.O0000E-O1
-9.OOuuoE-Oi
-9.00000E-01
-9. O0000E-O1
-9°O0000E-OI
-9°00000E-01
-9°00000E-01
-9.00000_=01
-9.00000E-O1
-9.O0000E-O1
-9.O0000E-O1
-9°O0000E-O1
-9°O0000E-Oi
-9.00000E-01
-9.00000E-Of
-9.00000E-Of
-9°O0000E-Ol
-9.00_OUE-OI
-9.00000E-Of
INITIAL DISPLAC. = --0.9
ACCELERATION VS TIME
2.0:
1.5
o 1.0
y
0.5
u
0
u_
Z -0.5
0
•_ -I .0
_ -I .5
u
u
< -2.0
-2.5
-3.0
-3.5
(t)
I I
0.05 0.15
DS)
I I I
Figure A-99-Plot of result of one cycle.
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SPIRAL ANTENNA FIELD PROBLEM (EXAMPLE 11)
Leonard F. Deerkoski
Problem Description
Spiral antennas are beneficial for many applications, especially those that require a circularly
polarized axial beam that maintains its pattern and impedance characteristics over a relatively
large bandwidth. When the arms of a spiral antenna are fed in the proper phase relationship, a
different radiation mode is established which results in a conical beam with a null along the axis.
Information from these two beams may be processed to give instantaneous target position.
In the calculation of the theoretical near field radiation patterns of a logarithmic spiral anten-
na by Dr. Bernard Ru-Shao Cheo,* discrepancies exist between these results and experimental
observations as to the magnitude of the radiated field. A plot of the theoretical radiated field
included in Dr. Cheo's report is given in Figure A-100, where the curves are designated by the
parameter "n" in the equation
[ F (_) [ = 1 COS 8 TAN N (_/2) e N/A TAN- I (A COS 6)
2 SIN (8) (1 + A 2 COS 2 0) 1/2
(55)
¢o)
60
.7 .5 .3
a = 1/3
30 °
n=l
0
.3 .5 .7
Figure A-100-PIot of radiation pattern.
The derivation of IF (o) [ has been verified, and a check of the graphical representation of this
equation is desirable. The symmetry of the radiation pattern only requires a variation in 0 from
0 ° to 90 ° to yield the entire result.
*Bernard Ru-Shao Cheo, "A Solution to the Equiangular Spiral Antenna Problem, _ University of California, Berkeley California,
November 1, 1960.
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In addition, the relative phase of F (e) for n = 1 and n = 2 is assumed small as e covers a
180 ° region. As a verification of this relationship, a calculation of the phase of F (e) is included
in the analysis using the equation
P(8) -- 2-'_" IN (1 +A z COS':' 8) +TAN-' (ACOS 8) (56)
The Mimic Program
The Mimic program for the computation of IF(e) I and P(8) is shown in Figure A-101, and
the result is given in Figure A-102 from which the plot in Figure A-103 is obtained. A Jist of
equivalent symbols is shown in Table A-14.
E(
Program Symbols
A
N
Theta
M4
P2
P4
$4
$5
U2
$2
V2
U3
Table A-14
nivalent Symbols
Equation Symbols
= A = I/3
=N=I, 2, 3, 5
=8
= Tan" (8/2)
= Tan-' (aCOS d)
= (N/a)Tan-' (aCOS 8)
= Denominator of Equation (55)
= Numerator of Equation (55)
= (n/2a) In (12+ a2 COS 2 e )
= (I +a2COS 2 e)
= IF(e)l
= P (e)
F'(e)
30 °
0.7 0.5 0.3
_'._ _,,x_ a =_/3
0.3 0.5 0.7
Figure A-101 -Mimic program.
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***MIMIC SOURCE-LAnGUAGE PROGRAM*if
CHEU
t
CC
CD
EE
FF
SPIRAL ANTENNA FIELD PATTERN AMPLITUDE AND PHASE
CON|DT)
PAR(NtA)
DTMIN = DTMAX
OTMAX = 1.0
DT = I.O
THETA = T*3. I_161180.
L = COS(THETA)
MI = SIN(THETAI2.)
M2 = COS(THETAI2°)
M3 : MI/M_
M4 : EXP('_,M3)
M4 : O,0
CC FSW(I,FALSE,FALSEtT_UE)
DD NOT(CC)
Pl : A*L
P2 : ATN(P1)
P3 : P2*(_/A)
P4 = EXP(P3|
: LtM4*P4
R = SINITHETA)
51 : I.+(_•COS(IHETA))*I_•COS(THETA))
$2 = EXP(.5,Sll
$2 = O.0
EE FSW(TtFALSEtFALSEITRUE)
FF NOT(EE)
I
AA $3 : O/(S2•RJ
_B $3 : 1.24
6B FSW iT, FALSE, TRUE ,FALSE )
AA NOT( BB )
*OENOMENETOR OF EQUATION ll)
$4 : S2•R
•NUMERATOR OF EQUATION (I)
$5 = .5•0
VI = °5-$3
V2 : ABS(VI)
UI = LOG(SII
U2 : UI*(N/{2.*A|)
U3 = U2÷P2
FIN(T,89.)
HDR(THETA,MAGNI,PHASEtNUMERtDENOM|
HDR
OUT(ItV2,U3,S5,S4)
ENO
••*SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW'e*
Figure A-lO2-Result of Mimic program.
L.DEERKOSKI
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The program requires the use of three FSW statements to guard against any possible discon-
tinuities. The first FSW statement employed the logical control variables CC and DD to prevent
the raising of zero to a power when M3 = 0. The second FSW statementpefforms thesame operation
as the first in preventing S1 = 0. Division by zero in the calculation of $3 is avoided by using the
third FSW statement and the logical control variables AA and BB.
Discussion
Comparing Figures A-100 and A-101, the amplitudes of the curves representing n = 2, 3, 5
indicate that the 1/2 coefficient used in finding (F (8) I had not been included in Dr. Cheo's plot;
and, consequently, his radiation patterns indicate twice their true magnitude for all values of "n"
except n _- 1.
The printout of the phase of F (8) indicated that the maximum phase difference between outputs
for n = 1 and n = 2 did not exceed 11 degrees. This difference is within the expected variation of
phase of F (8), thus verHying our original assumption.
2O2
SIMULATIONOF PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION ANALOG PROCESSOR (EXAMPLE 12)
R. L. Martin
Problem Description
The system simulated here is not a type of control system but rather a telemetry sign-, pro-
cessor which could be described by differential equations and a nonlinearity (which existed in the
MIMIC language). The input signal, a pulse frequency modulated (PFM) wave, is a series of con-
stant amplitude tone bursts each of which is 40 ms long and has a frequenty of 1.1, 1.6, 1.7; 1.8,
...... or 3.1 kc. At the instant the input signal changes from one frequency to another;the
effect of the processor is to produce a short pulse which could be used for synchronization of the
signal with a bank of matched filters.
Figure A-104 shows the block diagram of the processor consisting of four major elements
each describable as typical'analog elements. The first block, an FM to AM converter and noise
filter, is simply three second order filters each having an "s" in the numerator. By setting the
corner frequencies such that the input frequencies occur on the leading slope of the filter, the re-
sulting signal then has amplitude proportional to frequency. The subsequent slope is used to
attenuate noise which is assumed already in the signal and which would be amplified otherwise.
 s,iws2 IWS31
A m._nin A I
1 ll/ IJIVVVI _ _uA
I0. ITI IT2 IT3
I S 3(S 2+2_" 1w 1 S+WI 2) (S 2+2t2W2 S+W2 2) (S 2+2_" 3W 3 S+W3 2)
FM TO AM CONVERTER AND NOISE FILTER
^ ,,
v _uFUUMU v _-
Illl
.__J FULL WAVE _I
RECTIFIER
k
1+_,AS
ENVELOPE DETECTOR
(LP FILTER)
K D 'r,,S
1+_ s S
PSEUDO DIFFERENTIATOR
(HP FILTER)
Figure A-104-Block diagram of processor.
A dc level, proportional to frequency, is obtained through the full wave rectifier. A low pass
filter with its corner much below the signal frequencies acts as an envelope detector such that 0nly
the envelop of the rectified signal is produced. Then the high pass filter (or pseudo-differentiator),
in its steady state response, takes out the dc level of the signal. What is left is a relatively short
pulse at the instant the input frequency changes.
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In the actual processor many pulses (on the order of 100) would be delayed in time and added
together to obtain a single, large, less noisy pulse which would be used to synchronize a much
longer PFM signal.
Model to be Simulated
Figure A-105 shows the block diagram redrawn Irom that in Figure A-104 to show the in-
dividual integrators. The input signal was synthesized using the function switches and signal
generators shown in Figure A-106. An alternative using Mimic Statements is shown in Figure A-106,
though these statements have not been tested.
X2 r_
X5
ib
Figure A-105-Block diagram (showing integrators).
SIN 0NS IxT)_'_
•-9._.o.
_ _A,/T"
_ T2 _
A t_
(a) METHOD USED
WSP FSW (T-T1, WS1, O., WS2)
W FSW (T-T2,WSP, O., WS3)
SIGNAL SIN (WxT)
(b) AN ALTERNATIVE
Figure A-106
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ConstantsandParameters
Thevaluesof theconstantsare:
A=10
T1 = 2O
T2 = 40
T3 = 60
ZETA1 = 41 =.4
ZETA2= 42 = .4
ZETA3 = 43 = 1
OMEGA1 = % =18.85
OMEGA2 = % = 25.133
OMEGA3 = % = 21.75
KA=K^ =1
I_B=K B =I
TAUB = _S = .9175
OMEGAB = l/T^ = 0.7320
The values of the parameters are,
WSI = 10.0531
WS2 = 14.4513
WS3 = 18.8496
The Mimic Program
The Mimic program simulates the block diagram in Figure A-105 and the function switch logic
in Figure A-106(a) together withthe above values of constants and parameters. The Mimic program
is shown in Figure A-107 and a portion of the printout is shown in Figure A-108. Some of the
equivalent symbols are shown above. After some trials, DTMIN was set at 0.01, while both DTMAX
and DT were set at .05. Card outputs were also obtained by using PLO statement (see Figure A-107)
for offline plotting.
The system input was chosen to be three tone bursts long. Particular values as used in this
example for the three input frequencies are 1.6, 2.3, and 3.0 kc. In terms of kiloradians these
are approximately 10.05, 14.45, and 18.85. All of the system parameters were chosen to match
an existing hardware model and are shown on the computer printout. The radian frequency OMEGA3
which appears in the FM to AM converter is set such that the overdamped second order has real
roots OMEGA1 and OMEGA2.
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J*•MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAMm•_
SIGNAL BURST RROCESSOR
3 BURSTS - FRBCUENCIES WSI, WS2_ WS3
PROCESSING BLOCKS - S I (S•S + 2.-ZETA£JCMEGAIoS + OMEGA£eOMEGAX|
PROCESSING BLOCKS - FULL WAVE RECTIFIER = ABS VALUE
PROCESSING BLOCKS - KA/(I. + TAUAQS)
PRGCESSING BLOCKS - KB•(S/OMEGAB)/(Io ÷ S/OMEGAB)
UNITS ARE MS, KC, KILORADIANS
CONIA_ TI, T2_ T3)
CON{iZETAI_ OMEGAL_ ZETA2, OMEGA2, ZETA3, OMEGA3)
CON(KA, TAUA, KB, OMEGAB)
PARIiWSI_ WS2, KS3)
PARIDT, DTMAX_ DTMIN)
S_LVE EQUATIONS
A11
A12
AI
A21
A22
A2
A31
A32
A3
SIGNAL
Xl
IXIX
DXXl
XXl
IXXXl
O_XXl
XXXl
IX2
DX2
X2
X3
X3P
X4
IX5
X4P
X5
FINISH STATEMBNTS
FSWITj C., _._ A)
kSW{T-TIr b., _., A)
SUBIAIZ_ A12)
FSWtT-TI, Oot Q., A)
FSWI:T-T2, O., _._ A)
SUB(AZIe A22)
FSW(T-T2, 0., _._ A)
FSWiT-T3, 0., _°, A)
SUB{:A31t A32)
AI•SIN[WSI*T) + A2•SINIWS2•T) ÷ A3•SINIWS3*T}
SIGNAL
INT{OMEGAI • OMEGAI * XXI)
Xl - 2.• ZETA1 • OMEGA& * X_1 - IXXI
INT|DKXI)
INT(OMEGA2 • OMEGA2 • XKXI)
XXl - 2.• ZETA2 * OMEGA2 • XXXI - IXX_I
INT|DXXXI)
INT{OMEGA3 • OMEGA3 * X2)
XXX1 - 2.* ZETA3 • OMEGA3 * X2 - IXZ
INT{DX2)
ABS(.X2)
MPYtX3p KA)
FTRI, X3P_ TAUA)
[NTIOMEGAB•X5)
MPY_X4t KB)
SUB(X4Pt IX5
FINIT_ 60,)
FtNIX2, 5Co)
F|N(X5, 5_°)
PUNCH CARDS FOR OUTPUT
PLO(T_ XI= X2J X3_ X_t XS)
END
*m*SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW•m*
Figure A-107-Mimlc program.
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Results and Remarks
The simulation showed the result as expected, giving a rather noisy pulse on the output. The
noise is not just a single frequency reflection of the input frequency, but is a combination of higher
harmonics due to the full wave rectification. It was intended to add random noise to the input sig-
nal, and a Monte Carlo study might be performed to optimize some of the system parameters. How-
ever, this problem resulted in longer execution times than hoped for. Also since Monte Carlo
methods are considered dubious, that type of study was not recommended although a study of se-
lected parameter changes with noise would probabily be worthwhile.
A typical run of 3 bursts, each 40 ms long, took approximately 4 minutes of execution time.
Since the effects of the frequency changes settled out after about 15 ms, the bursts were shortened
to 20 ms duration, thus halving the execution time. The cause of the long run times was simply
that many cycles of the input signal were processed, and execution time is directly proportional to
the highest system natural frequency, the highest forcing function frequency, and the number of
cycles to be processed. In this case, for a 3.1 kc signal, 40 ms represents 124 cycles.
To adequately display the signal waveforms, points had to be plotted (or printed) every 0.05
ms which resulted in rather long printouts. Here again however the difficulties are inherent in
this type of problem and are not due to Mimic.
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DEFECTS STUDY IN SEMICONDUCTORS BY ENERGETIC RADIATION (EXAMPLE 13)
Martin M. Sokoloski
Problem Description
When energetically charged particles such as electrons and protons bombard a solid,they
knock out atoms that are located systematically on so-called latticesites. The resultant damage
then consists of an empty latticesite,called a vacancy position, and an atom now located in a
"non-lattice site",or an interstitialposition. Being possibly the most basic defects in solids,
these vacancies and interstitials,created in pairs, are capable of migrating throughout the lattice,
and upon meeting annihilate each other (the vacancy and interstitialposition disappear leaving
an atom at a regular latticesite). However, in elemental semiconductors, such as silicon and
germanium, these basic defects can form more complicated defects at a later time. For instance,
two vacancies can meet and form a divancy, or a vacancy in wandering can meet an immobile
impurity, i.e.an oxygen atom in silicon, and become trapped by it. The divancy and resultant
vacancy-impurity defect are all second generation defects in that a basic defect (vacancy) is needed
for their formation. Different combinations of defects can form higher order defects, escalating
the hierachy of defect structures ad infinitum.
The following chemical kinetic model describes a prevalent type of radiation damage usually
encountered in semiconductors, particularly Silicon:
K° (57)
cp )V+i
K 1
V + i p annihilation (58)
K 2
• (59)V + I, ._ C1
K 3
V+I 2 q
K 4
C2
Ks
(60)
Reaction (57) represents the creation of the basic vacancy-interstitial pairs by some source term,
i.e., outer space radiation or an accelerator on earth. Reaction (58) is the annihilation vacancies
and interstitials that change to meet, while (59) and (60) represent the trapping of vacancies by two
different impurities, 11 and I:. The arrows running from the right to the left represent reversible
reactions in which the defect is capable of breaking into its reactants. The I_i's are just constants
which tell how fast the reaction proceeds.
Mathematical Model
The differential equations for the time rate of change of the defects can be written by using
the chemical laws of mass action:
dV _ K1 V2dt - (K2 I1° + K4 120) V + (K 2 -Kt) VC 1 + (K 4 - K1) VC 2 + K 3 C 1 + K s C 2 + K 0 ?
(61)
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dC 1
d--_- = K2 I1° V - K2 VC l - K 3 C1 (62)
dC 2
dt - K4 I2° V'-K 4 VC2 - K s C2
(63)
The differential equation for i has been eliminated by the relationship, i = v + (C 1 - c 2 ), also
I, = I1o + C 1 and I s = I2o - C 2, where Ilo and I2o are the initial impurity concentrations
at t = 0. The Ki's are given by the following equation whose constants are all known:
K i = 7i v i exp (-Ei/kT) (64)
Constants, Parameters, and Initial Conditions
The values of the constants used in the program are,
")'I = G1 = 26
72 = G2 = 26
73 --G3 = 7
74 = G4 = 26
_'s =G5=7
r i =N i = 7.53× 1012 per sec for i 21"''5
k --KS -- 8.6165× I0 -s
Ko_ = K0P -- 7.5358 × I0 -*°
Ilo = I2o = 2.0 x 10-s
E 1 = 0.06
E2 = 0.20
E3 = 1.30
E, = 0.30
Es = 0.93
The values of the parameter are,
T = 225% 250 °, 275 ° , 300 ° , 325°K
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The values of the initial conditions are (at t = 0),
x(o) = .01 × KOP
Y(O) =Z(O) = .001× KOP
The Mimic Program
The Mimic program specifies the equations (61) through (64) together with the above values
of constants, parameters, and initial conditions. The program is shown in Figure A-109 and a
portion of the printout is shown in Figure A-110. A log-log plot of the result is shown in Figure
A-Ill.
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DEFECTS STUDY
D1 ET =
C2 DT =
C3 DT =
C4 CT =
C1 =
D2 =
C3 =
D4 =
Cl =
C2 =
C3 =
C4 =
XO =
YC =
ZC =
IDX :
IDY :
IGZ
X =
y =
Z
All
AI2
A13
m14
B11 =
B12 =
B13
CII
C12
C13
C
KI :
K2
K3
K4
K5
RATEI =
RATE2 =
PRINT =
PRINT
***MIMIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM***
IN SEMICONDUCTCRS BY ENERGETIC RADIATION
CON(GI,G2,G_G4,GS]
CON(NI,N2,N3,N4,N5)
CONIKStKOP)
CONIEItE2tE3,E4IE5)
CON[IIO,12C)
PAR[TEMP)
,0001
.001
.GL
.I
CI
AND(C2,NOT(CI))
AND(C3tNOT(CI)tNOT(C2)I
AND(C4,NOT(CI)tNOTIC2),_OT(C3))
FSW(T-.COI,TRUE,FALSE,FALSE)
FSw(T-.OI,TRUE,FALSEtFALSE}
FSW(T-.I,TRUE,FALS_tFALSE)
FSWIT-L.tTRUEtFALS_,FALSE)
.OlmKOP
.OCI*K_P
YO
AII*X.X÷AI2*X+AL3*XuY+AI4*X*Z+KOP-BI3*Y-CI3*Z
_II*X+BI2mX*Y÷BI3*Y
CII*X÷CL2*X*Z+CX3mZ
INT(IDX,XO)
INT(!DY,YO}
INT(IDZ,ZO)
-KI
-BII-CLI
K2-KI
K4-KI
K2*IIO
-K2
-K3
K4"120
-K4
-K5
KS*TEMP
+GIwNI*EXP
+G2*N2*EXP
+G3*N3*EXP
+G_mN4*EXP
+G5*Nfi*EXP
IDYIKOP
IDZ/KOP
FSW(T,TRUE
FIN{Tt!.)
HDR(KItK2,
OUT(KItK2,
HDR
HDR{T,X,Y,
OUI(T,X,Y,
END
(-EL/C)
(-E2/D)
(-E3/C)
(-E4/D)
(-E5tD)
,TRUE,FALSE)
K3,K4,KS)
K3,K4,KSI
Z,RATEI,RATE2)
Z,RATEI,RATE2)
***SORT DIAGNCSTICS FOLLOW***
Figure A-109-Mimic program.
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Figure A-111-Graph of result.
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SATELLITE ROLL AXIS CONTROL SYSTEM (EXAMPLE 14)
It.V. Welch
Problem Description
A control system is needed to drive a satelliteto any commanded position up to 1° and to hold
within 60 arc-sec of that position with jitterrates of 1 arc-sec/sec or less. The roll axis is to be
controlled.
The roll axis is controlled through a position servo loop. A high grade rate integrating gyr0
coupled with adc direct drive torque motor are used for the attitude position reference and control
actuator. The gyro output is ac amplified, demodulated and fed to the compensation network. This
output is amplified and supplied to the torque motor. The block diagram is shown in Figure A-112.
RATE IT
INTEGRATION AMPLIFIER COMPENSATION POWER TORQUE I D
GYRO DEMODULATOR NETWORK AMPLIFIER MOTOR J DYNAMICS
-- -- - _- + :3-- FRICTION
X "-
NOTE: K =
1=200 Slug- ft2
T, = .006 SEC
T2 = .01 SEC
rz = .0555 SEC
a=10.
K1 " K2 " K3 " K4 " Ks = 1510 ft.-lb/rad. = .0073 ft.-Ib/arc-sec
Figure A-112-Block diagram of control system.
The transfer funcUon for the integrating rate gyro to be used is:
V 14.5
8 1 + .005S
The transfer function for the AC amplifier and demodulator is:
(65)
The compensation network
V : I000
V 1 + .01S
(66)
V 1 + .555S
V 1 + .0555S (67)
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is used since it gives a phase margin of 50 ° at the 4.5 rad/sec crossover frequency. The torque
motor selected is a 1.0 ft-lb direct drive torque motor requiring 15 volts and 5.55 amps max.
With a dc resistance of 2.1 ohms the motor transfer function is:
T = .067V - .24 _. (68)
Since the maximum rate,
can be ignored; hence
o
8, is to be less than 3 arc-min/sec or 3.6 × 10 -4 rad/sec, this term
T -- . 067 Y. (69)
The satellite dynamics are assumed to be
e _ 1 (70)
T 200S 2
To determine the overall gain of the system, a static friction torque of 0.22 ft-lbs is assumed
and for 1 arc-min excursions a torque sensitivity of Kv = 1510 ft-lb/rad is required. Therefore
the system gain is
and the system open loop equation is;
G : ls10 _ 7.5; (71)
2oo
0 : 7.5 (1 + .55ss) (72)
s 2 (1 + .006s) (1 + .OlS) (1 + .o555s)
Static and coulomb friction are to be included. Table A-15 is used to determine which value
of torque (TORA in Figure A-112) is required and when. In this table _ is the velocity of the
satellite.
Table A-15
Torque Values
TOR _ TORA
< fs
> fs
< fc
> fc
0
0
0
fs + TOR
fc + TOR
fc + TOR
The coulomb friction torque fc and static friction torque f,
fc=-Ifcl( /l l)
fs. - Ifsl (TOR/ITORI)
are defined below,
(73)
(74)
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Other equations to be used are:
= - (A) TORA/I
X T =X -X c
:- (X T - y)/7-1
Z = (Y - Z)/T 2
Tc = (Z - Tc)/_- s + ctT.
TOX =K 1 * K 2 * K 3 * K 4 * K 5 * T C +T D =KT c +T D
+!X TOX > 1.0
TOR= T 1.07TOX>-1.0
- TOX < - 1.0
Constants
The numerical constants to be used for computation are,
K =K 1 * K 2 * K 3 * K 4 * K s = .0073 ft-lb/arc-sec
I = 200 slug-ft 2
_-, = .006sec
T2 -- 0.01 sec
_-3 = 0.0555 sec
a=10
fc = 0.1 ft-lb
fs = 0.2 ft-lb
TD=0
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)
The Mimic Program
The Mimic program, FigureA-113, can be separated into 4 parts. Part I is a logic part used
to eliminate a zero/zero situation. Part II is the program of equations (67) through (76). In Part
III the friction is taken into account. This part was written by the following logic.
Let
C --fs + TOR
D = fc + TOR
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B = 1DX = oJ
A =TOR= _0 " TOR < fs, TOR < fc
L1 .TOR > fs, TOR > fc
L1
L2
L3
t.4
D 9
I_l
L2
L3
L4
FC
FC
FS
PS
**'.':-;iI H I C S(JURC E-LANGUAGE
COi"I( HPS, A, i_,C, E PS2 )
CUH(T1,T2,T3,ALPHA,K, I)
PAR ( AFS _ AFC, XCt TD )
AdS(IDX)
FS'.; ( li)X, FALSE, TRUE, FALSE)
HOT ( L t )
FSh (T(JR _ FALSE _TRUE,FALSE)
IWt)T ( L3 )
[,
-AFC*(IDX/DU)
Itl_ _S_ ( T (-I R / A b S ( TOR ) )
II
III
hl
C1
[: 1
2 [,' X
! )X
XT
X
ll)Y
Y
1D Z
Z
T C
I+)TC
T(;X
TOR
;' !
A Z
D1
B 2
C1
-rr;itA
T[!RA
T f7!tA
TRA
-A ::-T {H-t A / I
I lit ( 2_fX i(I . )
X-'(C
I Pl( 1DX ,(J. )
( XI-Y )ITL
Ii,!T(LDY,O.)
(Y-Z) /T2
THI(!DZ,O.)
I,'!T ( IDTC ,0. )
( Z-TC ) /1-3+AL PHA_ IDZ
K ",':-T [;+T D
LIf"i(TC]XI-t. I+1. )
l=St.'( TOIt+FS i FALSE l FALS L ,T?,IIF )
,,i O 1 ( A 1 )
FSW ( ID'(i TP, UE, FALSE, TRUi- )
_lllT ( B i )
A;!D ( AI , bZ )
Ai'iL)( A2 _ b2 )
TO_+FC
TOR+FS
r,
TOHA-TUR
IV :,-iI
I-i2
FI
tJP_l.X
G 1
HI
H2
ED
ED
FSLi ( OD-E PS2, TRUE, TRUE, FAI_SF )
A_S(X-XC)
;:SW(DELX-E PS, TRUE, FALSE, FALSi_: )
AHD(FI,GI)
HOT Ill1 )
C
[3
FIN(EO,I.)
FI fl_(T, 2z.. )
HDR(TIHE,FRICTION,X,XDUT,TE)RC_UE,tI:,Ai )
liDit
[I/LiT ( T, Tk A, X, i DX, TQRA i TC )
E i';{-,
***SORT I)IAGVIUSTICS F(;LL[i;!,;:m:::
Figure A-113-Mimic program.
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A B
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 1
C:ANB
D=B
C D
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
.'. TORA = 0 when A fl B is true
TORA = C when A N B is true
TORA -- D when B is true
In Part IV, more logic is required to test for the end of a run and to print the outputs. The
run is to be considered over when )_ < 0.1 arc-sec/sec and x T < 16 arc-sec. The outputs wanted
are time, friction, x, x, torque (TORA), and the compensation network output (TC).
Other constants used in the Mimic program are,
B--0
C=I
A = 2.06 × l0 s (used so that all calculations were in arc-sec)
Eps = 16
Eps2 = 0.1
Table A-16
Equivalent Symbols
Program Symbols Equation Symbols
AFC, AFS
IDX
2DX
XT, XC
TI, T2, T3
ALPHA
IDZ, IDY
TC, TD
= f f
C ' S
= X T , X C
= T 1 , T 2 , T 3
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Figure A-115-Plot of response.
For convenience in reading the names of the Mimic program, equivalent symbols are provided
in Table A-16.
RESULT
A portion of the printout from the Mimic program is shown in Figure A-114. Figure A-115
shows the plot of the response for the output x and x when the input is a 60 seconds in angular
position.
The results of the Mimic program were compared with those from an analog computer. The
two programs gave identical outputs with comparable running times - assuming the analog com-
puter to run at a real time speed. The integration time needed on the analog computer was 60
seconds as compared to 84 seconds for the digital computer.
The overall time for programming and running the problem was in favor of the analog com-
puter. On the analog computer it took approximately two days to get results as compared with
4-5 days on the digital computer. This was mainly due to turn around time on the digital machine.
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF APPENDAGE DEPLOYMENT OF A SPINNING SPACECRAFT
(EXAMPLE 15) George Honeycutt
Problem Description
Many of the smaller spacecraft being launched today have folded appendages to enable them to
fit inside the limited shroud space during launch. They also frequently use spin stabilization during
the final stage prior to injection into orbit. Thus, after launch, the appendages are released and
the centrifugal force pulls them out away from the spacecraft until they are locked into place.
During this short period of deployment, the appendages experience forces and accelerations while
at the same time the complete assembly despins. If the appendages consist of a relatively heavy
mass attached to the end of a very light, folded boom, then the mass will remain in a plane and
the problem can be reduced to the one shown in Figure A-116.
m
[1
2
Figure A-116-Spacecraft geometry.
In Figure A-116, the spacecraft is shown with two diametrically opposed booms with two
sliding weights initially secured at R (0). The weights are assumed to slide frictio.niessly on the
booms. The spacecraft has constant moment of inertia I and an initial spin rate 8 (o).
Equations of Motions
The equations of the motion of the masses are:
i_ : R(b) 2 (82)
_(83)
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where
I_ = Radial distance to weights
= Radial velocity of weights
i_ = Radial acceleration of weights
= Angular velocity
= Angular acceleration
M = Combined mass of both weights
I = Moment of inertia of spacecraft.
The Mimic Program
The program is to compute the radial distance, radial velocity, radial acceleration, angular
velocity, and angular acceleration by using equations (82) and (83). The following values of the
constants and initial values are chosen:
M = 0.25 slugs
I = 10.5 slug-ft 2
R(O) =l foot
(0) = 4.85 radians/second
e Co) = 0 radians
(0) = 0 feet/second
It is required to compute until the time is 2 seconds.
The program is shown in Figure A-117. Since the symbols in the program and those in the
equations are easily recognizable, no table of equivalent symbols is provided. The results for
radial distance, velocity, acceleration and angular velocity are shown in Figure A-118.
**oMINIC SOURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAMe*e
_'_IN_ BUUT wltM _LLUi_b W_IbMI_ _'-_. H_NET_UI_-"
CONiM. ItDT)
2DR = RilDTH_IDTH
IDR = INT(2DRtO.)
R = INT(IDR,I.!
A = -2.*MeR/(I÷MeReR)
ZD_ _'_TIDT_-
IDTH = INT(2DTH.4.85)
TH = INT(IDTHt0.)
FIN(Tt2.!
HDR|TIMEtRtRDOT_RDDOTtTHDOTtTH_DOT|
HDR
END
''-SORT DIAGNOSTICS FOLLOW*m*
Figure A-117-Mimic program.
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RADIATION FROM A DIPOLE ANTENNA IMMERSED IN A HALF SPACE
OF UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPIC PLASMA /
M. Javid
|
INTRODUCTION C? 22 752
The geometry of the problem under study is shown in Figure A-119. In this figure the pi_e
y = 0 divides the space into two regions. In the region y > 0 the space is free of matter and
charge (free space with permittivity co and permeability _o), and the region y < 0 contains a
plasma, subjected to a strong static magnetic field _. H0, where _z is the unit vector along the z
direction and the symbol _-under g indicates a vector quantity. At the point (0, - b, 0) a dipole
of (infinltesmal) length h carrying a current Io cos % is oriented along the z axis, constituting
a current density
where
: a z I0h _(x) S(y + b) S(z) cos oJt (1)
1 eJux(x) : _- du
¢o
is the Dirac delta function.
It is required to find the field of this dipole
antenna in the region y > 0.
The permittivity and permeability of a plasma
subjected to a strong static magnetic field in the
z direction is given in (Reference 1), to a good de-
gree of accuracy by the tensor
_' _o
/
I
£, ,c/o
_' ,y
0
F|gure A-119
and
6--- 6 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 o K
p. = /-L0
(2)
(3)
(4)
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where_ is theplasmafrequency(Reference 1) and symbol _ under _ indicates a tensor quantity,
and v i_ the effective collision frequency for electrons.
A medium described by the permeability and permittivity of Equation (2) and Equation (3) is
referred to as a uniaxial anisotropic medium with the optical axis oriented along the z axis. The
assumption that the dipole is oriented along the optical axis simplifies formulation of the problem,
but the technique described below is applicable to arbitrary orientations.
A search of literature shows that the following problems which are related to the problem
under study have been solved.
1. Given the field of a source distribution in free space, the field of that source immersed
in unbounded uniaxial anisotropic medium may be found by a specified scaling of the source free
field (Reference 2). The field of a dipole in free space is known, thus its field, when immersed in
an unbounded uniaxial medium, may be found (Reference 3).
2. If the plane boundary at y = 0 in Figure A-119 is a perfect conductor and region y < 0
contains a uniaxial plasma, then the field in region y < 0 may be calculated by classical image
techniques (Reference 4).
3. A two dimensional version of the problem under study has been solved (Reference 5).
Where the source and medium are independent of one cartesian coordinate. In this problem the
dipole is assumed to be infinitely long with no spatial variation in current distribution along its
length. This is not, of course, a physical problem.
The technique of solution of the problem under study is as follows:
a. Express the field of a dipole immersed in free space as the sum (integral) of uniform
plane waves propagating in all possible directions.
b. From the above expression, using the scaling theorem of (Reference 2), find the field of the
dipole immersed in unbounded uniaxial medium as the sum (integral) of uniform plane waves.
c. Calculate the amplitude of transmitted plane wave corresponding to each of the above
plane waves when incident on the boundary at y = 0, and sum up (integrate) these to obtain the
transmitted wave.
The details of the implementation of this procedure are shown below. The results are given in
Equation (20) which is an integral expression for the components of the magnetic field in the
region y > 0, and Equation (22) where, using the method of stationary phase (Reference 7), the
integral representation is evaluated for the far field at the antenna's horizon. Equation (24) gives
the attenuation due to electron collisions as the wave propagates in plasma.
THE PLANE WAVE REPRESENTATION OF THE FIELD OF THE
DIPOLE IN FREE SPACE
For the sake of simplicity in the following analysis the phasor notation will be used.
Equation (1) will be written as
Thus
the symbols
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Re (Real Part) and ej_t
= a Ioh S(x) S(y + b) $(z)
being implicit. If a dipole with current density
= _, Ioh _(x) 8(y) 8(z)
(s)
is located at origin in free space its magnetic field is given by (Reference 6)
I°hk2 (1 _ e-jkrH°x = - j 4"---'-_ sin cp sin 8 - r
I0hk2 (1 _r) e-jkrH0 = j cos cf sin _ -Y 47r kr
(6)
where
H°= 0
z
k2 : a)2/_o 60
_0 = tan -I y
X
_- COS- I Z
r
r 2 = x2 + y2 + z 2
that is, k is the wave number in free space, x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates and r, 8, _0 the
corresponding spherical coordinates. However the plane wave expansion of the Cartesian compo-
nents of the field may be achieved directly as follows:
If we use the notation
,_H 0 -- (H_x, H 0y, H_z ) -- (H_x, H_y, 0)
to indicate the components of, H° the magnetic field of the dipole immersed in free space, then its
plane wave representation may be written in the form
H° : (P, Q, 0) e -jk(ux+vy+Wz) du dw (7)
l
I
!
I
L_
where u, v and w are the direction cosines of the plane-wave-normals with
u 2 + v 2 + w2 : 1
and the quantities P and Q are functions of u and w. At all points
V.HO _0
and for the plane waves the operator v is replaced by
V_- jk(_, u +_.yV +_ w)
(8)
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This requires that
uP + vQ _--o, Q=_U p
V
Since H° must have a discontinuity at origin, where there exists a singularity in current density
J, as given in Equation(5), the expression (7) is valid only for region y > 0. We indicate the
magnetic field in this region by
HO+ = (P, u p, 0) e -jk(ux+vy+wz) du dw
"_ V
If we express the magnetic field H°- in the region y < 0 as
,-..Ho- = (_ p, -_u p, O) e -jk(ux-vy+wz) du dw,
V
oo co
we find that
is satisfied.
By choosing
with
for the plane wave we find
V'H °- -=0
E° : l--L-- Vxl_°
J (-°£ 0
_7_ - jk (,_,u +_ _y v +_w)
Eo=I__ __UWp,+wP, l-w2 e-Jk(ux±vy+w') du dw
"q ¢o v "---u--
where
v : _o/Eo
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andthesignsrefer to the cases y > 0 and y < 0 respectively. This insures that the current den-
sity J is zero everywhere except at the plane y = 0 where due to the discontinuity in n o there
exists a surface current density given by
Kly=o--ayx (H°+-_H°-)[y=o--ayX f__ _._ 2,_,x Pe-Jk(ux+wg) dudw.
(9)
From Equation (5) we have
Klyffio--a Ioh _(x) }_(z).
From definition of two dimensional delta functions
_(x) S(Z) =- e -jk(ux+wz) du dw
47r 2
and
f_f I°hk2 _ e-jk(ux+wz) du dw . (i0)
_l_=° = _" 4_ co
A comparison of Equation (9) and (10) shows that
P = _ I0 hk 2
-- • (ii)
8.n-2
For the sake of simplicity we may choose the strength of the dipole
8Tr 2 8zr 2
Ioh- , _ =/_,_ 8(x) 8(y) _(z) (12)
k 2 k 2
resulting in
P-- - Io
For the antenna with strength given in Equation (12) the plane wave representation is
U 0 e -jk(ux+vy+wz) du dw.Ho = q' v'
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If the antenna is located at y = - b with current density
k2
the plane wave representation of its magnetic fieldis
(13)
f o)tl e -jk[ux+v(y+b)+wz) du dw_o = 1, v'
co co
where the signs are now for y > - b and y < - b respectively.
The corresponding electric fieldis
G0 -- 77 LIW :J:W, 1 e -jk[ux+v(y+b)+wz] du dw
FIELD OF DIPOLE IN UNBOUNDED UNIAXIAL MEDIUM
In accordance with the scaling theorem (Reference 2) the components !tx and H of the field
of an antenna with current density given by Equation (13) located in unbounded uniaxia] plasma is
obtained from the free space components H0 and H0 by the following scaling:
x y
H (x,y, z) = ¢_"H° (v_x, ¢_y, z)
x x
H (x, y, z)= v_-H ° (v_'K x, /_y, z)
y y
Hz(x, y, z) = 0 = H°z(x, y, z).
Hence the magnetic field of the dipole in unbounded plasma is
)H_i = _ 1,u_.,0 e-ik[uV_x+v_-(y+b)+w,]du dw (14)
co V
where the subscript TM refers to the fact that the _ field is transverse to the z-axis, and i indi-
cates that this field will be considered to be incident on the boundary at y = 0. Since the boundary
on which the wave is incident is at y = 0, the incident wave is in the region y > - b and the cor-
responding sign is used in Equation (14).
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TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
In the problem under discussion, the optical axis of the medium is along z -axis and the inci-
dent TM-waves have the propagation factors
with
_T_i = e-Jk[uV_x+vJ'k(y+b)+''] = e-jkv_b e-Jk(u_x+v_Y+'')
u 2 +v 2 +w 2 = 1
The TM waves, referred to as the extraordinary waves (Reference 1) are solutions of
(is)
whereas the TE waves satisfy
(i_2 1 _2 _2. 21__ + +__ +k _=0
_x 2 K _y2 _z 2
+-- +-- +k _= 0.
_y2 _z2
In the plane wave expansion of the magnetic fieldgiven in (14) the individual plane waves are of the
form
hrui-- _ (-1, u,v 0) _rul . (16)
If the corresponding electric field is denoted as _T'n its components are found from
jco6 0 (e x, ey, Ke z) = Vx hn4i • (17)
But for propagation factor _mi
Using this operator in (17) we find
given in (15) we have
V_- jk (_xu _+_,vv/'_K+_,w)
tr.i--_ _ -- w, - _r,i"
v
This incident wave gives rise to reflected waves. Since the medium can support two types of waves
we must consider the possibility of both TE and TM reflected waves. The propagation factors of the
TM and TE reflected waves are
_bTMi = e-,ik(ufK" x-vVr_'y+wx)
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and
where
CTEr -- e-Jk(uC_'x-ry+wz)
u2K + r 2 + w 2 = 1 . (18)
The transmitted wave has a propagation factor
_t : e-Jk(uf_x+ry+wz)
These propagation factors are "matched" at y = 0 and except for a phase factor of
also match with the incident propagation factor ¢r.i given in Equation (15). Since
_'hTM r _ 0 _" _'_TEr _ _'_t
using the relationship
e -jkvc_b , they
the components of the various H and £ fields, corresponding to the incident hru_ given in (16) are
shown in Table A-17. In this table the quantities F, G, M, and N are unknown reflection and trans-
mission coefficients, being functions of u and w, and their value is to be found by matching the
tangential components of the fields at y = 0.
The continuity of the tangential components of the magnetic and electric field at y = 0 re-
quires that
- e -jkvd_b - F = M
U2K + 1-2 G=N
r
--UW e-jkv_/'_b -- --UW F + G = - N(r2 + w2) + uw _ M
v v r
u 2 + V2 e-jkv¢_" b + U2 + V 2
/;v _v
_M(r 2 +Ku 2) +uw_N
Comparing the equations (18) and (8) it is seen that
r 2 + KU 2 _- U 2 + V 2 .
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Table A-17
Components of Various /_ and E Fields
hrM i =/-_K (-1
hTM _ =_(-F
h t = _ (M
evil =77_ uw
V
eTZ_ = v _ (G
et = 77_ (-N(r2 +W2)r +uwv/-KKM
U
V
u F
V
, wG
u _M +wN
, W
, wF
u f_G
r
, - wM + u v'/'KKN,
, 0 ) e-Jk[uv'_'x+vC'_(Y+b) +w_]
, 0 ) e-j k [uC_'x-vC_'y+wz]
U2K + r 2 )' r- O e-J k[.¢_-_y+w,]
, N ) e-Jk[uvrKx+rY +wz]
U 2 + V 2
_KV
e -jk [uC_x+v¢_ (y+b)+wz]
u2 + v2 F_ e-jk[uc_'x-v_'v+wz]
,+ ]
, 0 ) e -jk[uc'_x-ry+w']
M(r 2 + KU 2) + UW v/-£N_ e-Jk[uvt_-x+ry+wz]
' /
(19)
Using this identity in previous equations we find
G=0, N=0, M=-
2 r e-j kvfKb
r+_v
From the above and Equation (19), (see Table A-17) we find that the components of the
transmitted magnetic fields are:
2 vz£ r e -jkv/_bh :
tx
r +_V
2 _ u e-jkvc'_bh :
ty
r + _/-_KU
h =0
tz
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and the transmitted magnetic field is
H t : (- r, u, 0) 2 _ e -jkvc_b e-jk(ufKx+ry+wz) du dw (20)
r + v/-_Kv
where
tl2K + r 2 + w 2 -- l = u 2 + v 2 + w 2 .
In particular the x-component of the transmitted magnetic field is
Htx : _ _ ]_ 2 V/_Kr e-jkvC'_be-Jk(uC_x+rY+'')du dw (21)
r + V/'_K V
Recalling the normalization used in Equation (11), in terms of the actual dipole strength the
x-component of the transmitted magnetic field is given by (21) multiplied by Wohk 2/8 _r2 .
ASYMPTOTIC VALUE OF THE FIELD AT (0, y, 0) AS y-co
An idea of the nature of the transmitted fieldis obtained ifwe considerthefield at x = 0,
z = 0 as y - co. From (21) we have
r 2 e- j k vV/'_Kbr
Htx(O, y, O) = - --
co r +V_KV
e -jkry du dw.
We shall first consider the integration with respect to w and write
r(w) = (I - KU 2 - W2) I/2
A(w) =
2 _ r e-jkvc_b
r +d_Kv
The asymptotic value of the integral
I(u, y, b) = A(w) e-jkyr(w) dw
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as y _ co is given by (Reference 7).
I(u, y, b)__ A(w o) / 277 e- j [kyr(w0)_./4]
f
- K y 7(w o)
where wo is the root of the derivative of r(w) and rX(w) is the second derivative of r with respect
to w. From
dr d _ w_)x/2d--_= d'_ (1 - Ku2 = - w(1 - Ku2 - w_)-I/2
we have
w0 =0
r"(w o) = - (1 - KU2) -z/2
I(u, y, b)_ _ 2_k_ (1 - _u2) 1/4
e- _ [ky( 1- K 2 )1/2 _,.14]
We now define
2 V_K A --KU 2 e"jk 1-_u2 V_b 22/_B(u) (1 KU2) 1/4
and
;(u) = (1 - Ku2) 1/_
The asymptotic value of Ht_(0 , y, 0) as y _ co is (Reference 7).
Htx (0, y, 0) _- f_ B(u) e j_/4 e-jkyp(u) du
__- eJ _/2 B(uo ) /_ 27z e-J ky.p (u0)
f- ky p" (u o)
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whereu o is the root of the derivative of p (u), and p" (u) is the second derivative of
dp _ -ku(1 - ku2) -1/2
du
uo=O
,o"(Uo) = - k
ntx 2 e-Jk,/_ b 2Tr e_jky as y _ co .
= (0, y, O) = -j 1 +-"---_K k'_
(22)
Taking the normalization factor of Equation (11) into account, we have
Htx(0, y, 0) = - j _._2_.__2 eJC_b Iohk2 1 e-jky ' Y _ co (23)
1 + _ 4_ ky
A comparison of Equation (23) with Equation (6) shows that at the antenna's horizon (x = 0, y _ co,
z = 0) the effect of the interface is given by the "transmission coefficient" 2/1 +/_K and, the effect
of propagation in the ionized medium is given by the factor e-j_ b From Equation (4) we have
[1¢_K : - + j = a + j/_
__=__ _ ---+ -- +
v_ _2 _ j
fi _ I w2p
2 _a
(24)
The field is attenuated by the factor e-ab • This attenuation is of course due to energy dissipation
when each electron collides with a particle at an effective frequency of _ times per second.
The procedure described above may be applied when the antenna is in an arbitrary direction
described by
J= I0h [_xUo +_yV o +_,, w0] S(x) _(y +b') S(z)
where u0' vo, and w0 are direction cosines of the antenna relative to the x, y, z axis. The field
due to the z-component is found as above. The fields due to the x-and y-components of the source
are no longer TM (to the optical axis z ) and must be resolved into TE and TM components as de-
scribed in Reference 3. The above procedure must then be applied to each of these components.
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qINTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PROJECT B
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
George C. Winston
The purpose of this note is to present a brief chronology of the effort on the dynamic analysis
of large steerable antenna structures. This is done to assist the reader of the following reports to
place them in their proper context. The work undertaken by the Summer Workshop group originated
from a need for a more exact transfer function description of an X-Y mounted, amplitude sensing,
monopulse antenna structure. The function relating the far-field pattern, particularly the angle of
the difference pattern null to the angle of the driving pinion gear, was of primary concern. Addi-
tional transfer functions relating the axis of the optical boresighting system and the shaft angle en-
coders to the pinion were also of interest. A number of closely related requirements exist in ad-
dition, such as:
I. Improved methods of analyzing antenna structural designs prior to erection, leading,
hopefully, to improved design methods.
2. Improved acceptance testing methods for qualifying erected structures without subjecting
them to potentially destructive forces such as those occurring in sinusoidal excitation tests.
3. A better understanding of the R. F. performance of distorted parabolic reflector antennas.
During the 1965 Summer Workshop session, two complementary approaches to the problem
were initiated. These were a computer analysis of a mathematical model of an existing antenna
structure and a set of measurements of structural responses of the same antenna. The antenna
selected was the NASA-GSFC Rosman I 85-foot antenna located near Rosman, North Carolina. The
measurement results are to be used to verify and, if need be, correct the computer model. The
model, in turn, would then be used in a detailed study of the structure.
In the measurement program, accelerometers were mounted at strategic points and the
structure excited through its drive system by a variety of test signals consisting of sine waves,
square waves, impulses, and white noise. The structure's response, as measured by the acceler-
ometers, was recorded under many conditions on a magnetic tape recorder for later analysis. A
start was made on the development of procedures for analyzing this data for modal frequencies
and damping factors.
For the computer analysis, the model development was begun based upon data derived from
the original construction drawings. Because of the size and complexity of the structure it was
necessary to produce the model in six segments. Static analyses of each of these segments and
then of the entire structure will be made. Information drawn from these analyses will be used in
deriving a simplified model for dynamic analysis.
Because of the size of this task and its pioneering nature it was decided to continue the effort
at GSFC through the winter. This would permit the accomplishment of time consuming chores and
allow the 1966 Workshop session to resume at a higher level of analysis. The winter work con-
sisted of a basic reduction of the experimental data and a continuation of the modeling and program°
ruing effort under contract to the Martin Company, Baltimore, Maryland.
In the 1966 session a third line of work was undertaken to extend the analysis into the far-field
radiation pattern. This is a necessary step to translate the structural response, with the resulting
B-v
reflector distortion and feed point displacement, into an R.F. boresight response. The work is
based upon a considerable background of analysis performed previously by Mr. Richard F. Schmidt
of GSFC. Mr. Schmidt joined the Workshop group this year to assist in this area.
Significant progress, as illustrated by the following reports, was made in all aspects of the
effort during the 1966 Summer Workshop session. At the close of the session the basic structural
modeling and its programming are nearing completion. A detailed examination of the reflector
surface preparatory to the far-field analysis is well underway. The current distribution method
has been selected for the radiation pattern analysis and programming requirements examined.
Computation of the patterns will be based upon numerical integration at this time. The analysis
procedures for the experimental data are well established and much of the analysis has been per-
formed.
Supporting work in each area will continue during the 1966-67 winter season. It is antici-
pated that the 1967 Workshop session will begin with a comparison of the experimental and com-
puter results followed by adjustments to the model and a detailed structural analysis. The com-
puter program for determining the radiation patterns is expected to be completed and ready for the
insertion of structural response data.
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SOME RESULTS IN THE FINITE-ELEMENT
MODELLING OF THIN PLATES
INTRODUCTION
Y. Chen, T. G. Toridis* _*
N 67 22753
With the usual assumptions made in the theory of thin plates, the governing differential equa-
tion of the free vibration of the plate is given by
in
V4W = W .... -[- 2Wxxyy "l" Wyyyy = --_- Wtt (1)
where w denotes the deflection of the plate in the transverse direction, D is the flexural rigidity, t
is the time variable, in is the mss of the plate per unit area. Many possible types of boundary con-
ditions are associated with Equation (1), which correspond to various ways of supporting the plate
as a stable structure. For example, a square plate simply supported at all edges requires that the
deflection and the moments vanish along all edges, namely w : v2w = 0 for all edges. Among all the
boundary conditions, only in a limited few cases can Equation (1) be solved in closed form. In other
cases it can only be solved by approximate methods such as Rayleigh-Ritz, finite-differences, etc.
The finite-element method of structural analysis is a recent development which solves
structural problems by first constructing a model containing finite elements to replace the actual
physical structure being analyzed. Each type of element has predetermined properties of elastic
behavior. These elements are assembled into a system of grid points which are chosen to define
the physical domain of the structure. The finite element model thus constructed is a discrete
representation of the actual structure. This modelling concept applies quite naturally to an ordin-
ary framed structure. The structural elements employed in such a case are simple beams, col-
umns, and girders. An extension of the concept is to represent an elastic continuum by one or two
dimensional elements in a similar manner. This application differs from the first one (framed
structure) in that a physical approximation to the actual structure is made. However, once the
modelling has been done, the subsequent mathematical steps in solving the structural model do not
necessarily involve approximations. This is not the case in the finite difference method. The latter
method solves a structural problem by solving the equation governing the behavior of the continuum
by an approximate mathematical procedure, while the governing differential equation itself may be
an exact description of the continuum within the assumptions made. Consequently, it can be seen
that in the former method no matter how accurate the mathematical analysis used in solving the
model may be, the result can be valid only to the extent that the behavior of the model simulates
the behavior of the structure subject to the boundary conditions of the particular solution. In order
to improve the results, the model itself must be improved. This improvement could be made in
some instances by using elements which would give a closer description of the behavior of the
actual structure.
Many different types of finite elements have been worked out by investigators in this field.
The behavior of the model is derived from the properties of the elements which constitute the model
*Dr. Toridis is a NASA Summer Faculty Fellow who participated in the Summer Workshop.
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as well as the way in which the elements are arranged. Since the elements are assumed to be
interconnected only at a limited number of grid points, the essential elastic characteristics of an
element are represented by the relationship between the forces applied to the grid points and the
deflections resulting therefrom. This force-deflection relationship is expressed by the compliance
matrix of the element.
When the element properties have been defined, the static and the dynamic analyses of the
model become a standard structural problem. Essentially the problem is to enforce equilibrium
and compatibility conditions throughout the structure. Equilibrium conditions require that the
internal element forces acting at each grid point must balance the externally applied load at that
point, and compatibility conditions demand that the element deformations must be such that con-
tinuity is maintained at grid points. There are two general approaches in structural analysis based
on the choice of the governing variables of analysis popularly known as the force and the displace-
ment methods.
A structure of some degree of complexity in its geometrical configuration and physical make-
up can best be described in mathematical terms through the use of the matrix formulation. Matrix
formulation has the essential advantage of being adapted with ease to calculations by means of
digital computers.
The present study is carried out with the aid of "A Digital Program for Static and Dynamic
Analysis of Complex Structures" (SB038) developed by the Martin Company (Reference 1). Itis a
program based on the Matrix-Force method.
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THE STRUCTURAL MODEL
In modelling a thin plate by finite ele-
ments, the plate is replaced by a discrete sys-
tem of grid points and elements. On the
boundary grid points, reaction elements in the
form of forces or moments are introduced to
simulate the conditions of support. For ex-
ample, a built in edge is simulated by applying
at each grid point of the boundary a reaction
element in the transverse direction and a mo-
ment whose vector is in the direction of the
edge. At all inner grid points bending elements
are placed between every two adjacent grid
points to simulate the bending stiffness in the
x- and the y- directions. The twisting resist-
ance is provided by quadrilateral panels with
their corners coinciding with four neighboring
grid points. Thus, a total of 16 twist panels
are used in a 4 x 4 model. If in such a model
each grid point is given a degree of freedom
in each linear direction, there would be 75
equations of equilibrium in total. Since the
number of primary elements which constitute
a base structure or primary structure must be
equal to the number of equations of equilibrium,
we shall have 75 primary elements. In the case
shown in Figure B-I, 144 elements were used
to simulate the whole structure; therefore, 69
elements are redundant. The detailed arrange-
ment of the element is shown in Figure B-1.
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Some experimentation was performed before a primary structure with good matrix con-
ditioning was obtained. A well composed primary structure should attain a behavior close to the
actual behavior of the structure under load, thus resulting in only weak coupling between the pri-
mary and the redundant structure.
The elements of the compliance matrix for the bending elements are calculated according to
L/3EI for the diagonal terms and L/6EI for the off diagonal or coupled terms. The compliance for
the twist panel is given by 12A(1 +u )/Eh 3 . In the above formulae L is the distance between the grid
points, E is Young's modulus, I is the moment of inertia, h is the thickness of the plate, A is the
area of the twist panel, _ is Poisson's ratio. In calculating the compliances of the bending elements
at the inner grid points the full cross-sectional area of the panel is used for I, whereas in calculat-
ing the same quantity for the boundary points only half of this area is used, resulting in a value of
compliances for the boundary bending elements twice as large as that for the elements at the inner
grid points.
Within the availability of elements sup-
plied by the SB038 program, a second modelwas
constructed by replacing the twist panels with
two diagonal bending elements. This model,
known as the Hrennikoff model (Reference 2),
is obtainedby a consideration of the equilibrium
of a plate panel, and the deflection of the panel
when subjected to pure bending in both direc-
tions and to pure twist. The compliances of the
parallell elements are calculated as ah3/16,
while those of the diagonal elements are given by
ah3/15/_, where a is the element length. Fig-
ure B-2 shows the Hrennikoff model in finite
element representation.
Satisfactory models by finite element
techniques are still being sought. Results were
obtained which indicate further improvements
are needed in the analysis. Additional work is
required before acceptable models of the thin
plates, and subsequently thick plates, can be ob-
tained. Attention should be given to the use of
consistent mass matrices for improving dynamic
analysis. It is recommended that this study be
extended until finite element models compare
within a prescribed tolerance of known classical
solutions. Only after obtaining reasonable agree-
ment on the thin plate model should work proceed
on the thick plate problem.
Figure B-2-Hrennlkoff model in finite
element representation.
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....."_ A PLATE STUDYASSOCIATEDWITHREFLECTOR
DYNAMICSOF THE ROSMAN-IANTENNA
Y. Chen,T. G.Toridis*
.j N  _2754
INTRODUCT_N
The Rosman-I antenna essentially consists of an 85-foot diameter paraboloidal reflector
mounted on X and Y gears that are supported by a tower structure. The radio signal receiving
system is located at the focal point of the paraboloidal reflector. Dynamic forces are induced in the
structure due to mechanical disturbances incurred during the process of tracking of a satellite
as well as natural phenomena, such as wind forces.
The effect of dynamic forces is to produce deformations of the antenna structure as a whole.
Such deformations of the antenna result in deviations of the reflecting surface from a true para-
boloid and displacement of the receiving elements from the focus of the paraboloid. This, in turn,
distorts the received signals and limits the tracking accuracy of the antenna. Therefore, the
investigations of the dynamic response of the an-
tenna is of interest from the viewpoint of in-
creasing its tracking accuracy and the possibility
of incorporating the findings of such studies into
the design of future antennas.
The task for the structural Dynamics Group
of the Summer Workshop was to conduct a detailed
study of the dynamics of the paraboloidal reflec-
tor. A study revealed that the structural ar-
rangement of the reflector surface essentially
consists of u series of quadrilateral plates
mounted on a truss structure, which displace in-
dependently of each other. Consequently each
panel can be analyzed as a quadrilateral plate
with proper conditions of support. The prelim-
inary study on thin plates discussed on pages 239
through 242 preceded the analysis of the reflec-
tor panels.
THE MODELS
The reflector surface can be divided into
many sectors, typical of which is shown in Figure
B-3(a). Each sector can be analyzedas a single
panel of sandwich construction. Figure B-4 il-
lustrates a cut through one of the panels. An
aluminum z-section connects the top and the bot-
tom skin (0.032 in thick) which are kept apart
by a 0.0016 inch thick aluminum honeycomb.
The z-section totally encloses the honeycomb
14 61.88"
66.72"l
.._.__61.96 "_
(b)
59.63"l
Figure B-3-Typical sector of the reflector surface.
* Dr. Toridis, Assistant Professorof Engineering Mech._ George Washington University, is a NASA Summer Faculty
Fellow who participated in the Summer Workshop.
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to form a box-type construction. Supports
are provided at four corners of each panel
which are connected to the back-up structure
by aluminum bolts with a rubber washer be-
tween the angle support and the connecting
plate as shown in Figure B-4. Uplift is re-
sisted by aluminum bolts while downward move-
ment is opposed by rubber washers, resulting
in nonlinear spring supports.
used.
The typical panel can be reduced to model
representation by two different approaches.
The first approach is to consider the panel as a
thin plate which has an area moment of inertia
equal to that of the z-section (1.693 in4) for the
boundary, and equal to the sum of the moments
of inertia of the skin and the honeycomb for the
interior (0.0634 in4). These values are used
in computing the compliances of the two-digit
bending elements on the boundary and the
three-digit bending elements in the interior of
the plate, a finite-element model of which is
shown in Figure B-5.
A second model is constructed as a
three-dimensional tension-shear representa-
Figure B-5-Model representation of a tion. The compliances are calculated by physi-
typical panel, cal lumping. The details of modelling can be
traced by referring to Figure B-6.
In obtaining the numerical results for the reflector panel, two types of supports have been
Both are elastic spring supports. The spring constant is that of the aluminum bolt for the
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Figure B-6-Three-dimenslonal tenslon-sheer representation.
first type, and that of the rubber washer for the second type. Obviously, the actual static deflec-
tions of the plate should be equal to that found using the second type of support. As for the natural
frequencies and the model shapes, it is believed that they should lie between the values computed
for the two types of supports. At the present state of art, the strict nonlinear analysis is not yet
possible.
RESULTS
According to the approaches discussed above, four different computer runs were made, two
runs for each model to accommodate the two different types of support springs. The first five
natural frequencies are tabulated below. For the two different approaches used, the results are
quite comparable. This comment holds true also for the mode shapes calculated. Since there are
no theoretical solutions available for comparison purposes, the above results give some support
of the correctness of either approach. Intuitively, the three-dimensional model gives a closer
description of the physical structure. These results can be further improved if a technique is
developed to use a consistent mass matrix.
Table B-1
Natural Frequencies of a T
_quencies cycles/sec
Model Type
Ist
50.5
rpical Panel
2nd 3rd
110.6
4th
140.4
5th
240.03-D (bolt support) 109.2
3-D (rubber support) 36.8 68.8 68.8 138.6 154.2
43.6 115.4 155.2 159.3 309.4
75.875.6 116.6
Plate (bolt support)
Plate (rubber support) 34.1 158.6
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE ROSMAN I
85-FOOT DISH ANTENNA
SUMMARY
_ Jean M. Dalrymple
.67L22755
A technique was developed for producing spectrum analyzer charts from which frequency,
amplitude, and damping factor could be obtained. A table is given listing results from several
sensors due to impulse excitation at the antenna. Details of the antenna frequency response which
need cross-checking are discussed.
INTRODUCT_N
During the summer of 1965, data from accelerometers and other sensors were recorded on
magnetic tape in response to various types of excitation of the Rosman I 85-foot dish antenna
(Reference 1). Of the types of excitations given (square wave, impulse, white noise, side wave),
the impulse appears to be most useful thus far. It was found that the white noise generator did not
produce true white noise, which makes the response to the noise excitation more difficult to analyze.
Analysis of the impulse response is somewhat easier to perform than that of the square wave
response; but the square wave response can provide verification of results obtained from the im-
pulse response, as well as supplementary information.
PROCEDURE
Original intentions were to obtain natural frequencies and associated amplitudes from the
output of a spectrum analyzer, and to obtain damping factors from the waveform obtained by pass-
ing the response signal through a band-pass filter. However, the band-pass filter originally used
was not selective enough; and when a more selective filter was used, the filter ringing obscured the
desired waveform. Although it is possible to set up a compute r program using the transfer func-
tion of the band-pass filter to ultimately come up with the damping factors of the antenna response
signal, it was decided to measure damping factor directly off the charts obtained from the spectrum
analyzer. Thus frequencies, amplitudes, and damping factors were all obtained from the spectrum
analyzer charts. The procedure was as follows:
1. Record an 80 to 90-foot magnetic type loop from the original data tape for the test to be
analyzed.
2. Run the tape loop signal through an analog computer to obtain
a. blanking of tape splice and any other undesired signal appearing on the tape loop.
b. removal of any D.C. bias voltage on the signal, and
c. desired amplification of small signals.
3. Feed the signal output of the analog computer into the spectrum analyzer.
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4. Obtainfrequencies,amplitudes, and damping factors from the spectrum analyzer chart.
The original data were recorded at 1-7/8 ips, whereas the tape loop was run at 30 ips, giving
an apparent 16:1 frequency magnification on the spectrum analyzer. This spreads the spectrum
from the analyzer, making it easier to distinguish the frequencies present, and reduces analyzer
scan time. For each sensor scan response, up to five spectrum analyzer charts were made over
the apparent frequency range from 0-400 cps. The apparent frequency range of each chart was
100 cps, with enough overlap between charts to check consistency. Actual frequency response was
obtained by dividing the apparent frequencies obtained from the spectrum analyzer charts by six-
teen.
Amplitudes were read directly from the spectrum analyzer charts in decibels down from a
reference. Damping factors were obtained by means of the approximate formula (Reference 2)
Af
4-
2f o
where
= damping factor
f o = frequency at amplitude peak
Af = width of frequency spectrum at a point 3db down from the peak.
A typical spectrum analyzer chart is shown in Figure B-7.
RESULTS
A listing of frequencies, amplitudes levels, and damping factors for various sensor re-
sponses due to different excitations and a given sensor, the relative amplitudes are repeatable for
a specific impulse. It was found that there was some variation of relative amplitudes from im-
pulse to impulse. This may be due to random noise, but needs to be investigated further. To
10
A
c
o
-_ 2o
2s
3O
35
40
12.3 13.6
I
I
I
14.2 14.9 15.5 16.2 16.7
FREQUENCY (CPS)
17.4 18.1 18.7
I
Figure B-7-Spectrum analyzer chart.
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Table B-2
Relative Amplitude and Damping Factor for Various Sensors Due to Impulse Excitation
Frequency
(cps)
1.2
2.0
2.3
2.5
Y Angle
Zenith
9.7
9.9
10.2
10.4
10.8
11.0
11.3
11.5
11.8
11.9
12.3
Vertex
Feed
box Dish Rim (X [ (y Y Axis YAxis Brg.
(X North SSE direc- direc- Bull (Z Direction)
direction tion [ tion gear
37 41
.27
23 24 ?
.16 .12
16 19 ?
.03 .03
38
Horizon
(East)
Tachometer
Seismometer Vertex Dish
1 I No. 2 (Y Direction) RimNo. SSEI
23 33
.15 .15
12 30 26
.03 .04 .03
19 39 32
.14 .08 .14
3.6 38
.03
4.1 38
.02
4.3 34
.02
4.7 35 31
.03
4.8 28 20
.02 .05
5.1
5.3 28 32 27.5 20
.04 .03 .05
5.5
5.7
6.2
6.5 26
.06
7.4 28 29
.02 .02
7.6 24
.01
7.7 32 25 34
.01 .01 .02
7.9 28
.007
8.1
8.3 34 33 34
.02 .01
8.5
8.8 29 32
.01 .007
33
.02
25.5
.006
34 24 27
.01 .01 .02
26 29
.004 .02
25.5
.008
32
.01
31
.02
34
.009
39
23
.01
34
.01
26 28
.009 .006
25 32
.02 .02
26
.008
24
25
.19
33
39
36
36
38
20
.02
27
.006
27
.04
23
.02
23
.03
23
.02
28
.02
37
.02
24
.01
29
.08
31 26
.11 .03
31.5 30
.10 .04
35
.04
29
.04
32
.02
39
.03
36
.02
33
.02
38 31
.01 .02
27
.11
39
.04
32
.008
36
.Ol
33
.01
35
.009
33.5
X Angle Excitation
Zenith Antenna
Attitude
Feed Box(Y Direction) Sensor
19
.08
18
.04
24
.10
34
.01
36
.02
38
.02
32
.02
24.5
.02
11
.007
36
.006
27
.01
26.5
.02
33
.01
18
.005
15
.002
19
.004
24
.006
db down
Damping Factor
db down
Damping Factor
db down
Damping Factor
db down
Damping Factor
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Table B-2 (contmu_,j
Relative Amplitude and Damping Factor for Various Sensors Due to Impulse Excitation
Frequency
(cps)
12.6
12.8
13.1
13.3
13.5
13.7
13.8
14.1
14.3
14.6
14.8
15.0
15.2
15.4
15.7
16.0
16.2
16.4
16.6
16.8
17.0
17.3
17.5
17.8
18.0
18.2
18.4
18.7
18.8
18.9
19.2
19.4
19.8
20.0
20.3
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Y Angle
Zenith
Vertex
Feed
box Dish Rim (X I (Y Y Axis
(X North SSE direc- diree- Bull
direction) tion [ tion gear
25
.008
20 17.5 18.5 32 35
.007 .02 .008 .01 .009
28 26
.01 .01
14 12.5 i6.5 23 25. 32
.007 .009 .01 .003 01 .008
16 13 26 34
.01 .009 .01 .01
14
.01
18 18 34 22
.02 .009 .008 .008
19
.01
23
.005
35 17 14.5 27
.01 .01 .009
19 31
.007 .008
22 22 24
.005 .01 .007
20 27 39
.009 .009
21 21.5 22.5 31 32
.005 .01 .004 .007 .009
19
.007
26 20 30
.005 .007 .005
32
.007
35
.004
20 32 35
.007 .008
19 15 32
.01 .008 .006
28 32
.01 .005
14
.007
17 33 35
.006 .005 .004
30 39
.005 .004
35 34
.006 .004
36 27.5
.005 .001
39
26
.002
31
.003
34
.002
33.5
.002
34
.002
27
.003
31
.003
36
.005
32
.01
30
.009
Horizon
(Eas0
Tachometer
Seismometer Dish
Y Axis Brg. Vertex
',Z Direction) No. ' I'_o. 2 (Y Direction) ssERim
26
.008
29
.02
29 30
.007 .02
27
.01
27
.01
28 31
.007 .02
25
.009
34
.003
33
.007
30
.007
31
.006
4O
39
33
.006
39
31
.01
32
.007
31
.009
34
.01
32
.01
32
.00, r
33
.01
30
.02
31 31
.009 .008
25
.006
34
27 35
.005 .006
31 39
.006
30
.006
33
.004
31
8.5
.006
35
.003
39
.003
34
.005
Excitation
X Angle Antenna
Zenith Attitude
Feed Box Sensor
(y Direction)
19
.01
23
.01
22
.006
18
.008
25
.003
35
.003
33
.003
31
.006
25
.006
compare amplitudes among different sensors and different excitations, a measure of absolute am-
plitude is necessary. This was to be accomplished by calibration checks made at the time the
original data were recorded. Preliminary checks of the amplitude calibration data indicated some
discrepancies, however; and this too needs to be reconciled.
It will be noticed in Table B-2 that for a given frequency there is some variation in damping
factor at different sensor locations. This variation may be due to instrumentation error in the
response analysis or it may indicate system nonlinearities. This will need to be checked out after
a more complete listing (extension of Table B-2) is obtained and after other nonlinearity checks
have been made.
DISCUSSION
The results given in this report represent but one step in the analysis of the dynamic response
of the Rosman I 85-foot dish antenna. A digital computer simulation of the antenna system (with-
out damping) is being prepared. The results given in this report will be used to check the validity
of the computer simulation with respect to frequency and to provide damping information to supple-
ment computer outputs. In addition, a simpler analog simulation is contemplated for use in antenna
control system analysis. This too will rely on the results given here. Supplementary information
for the extension to these results should include:
1. Investigation of relative amplitude differences between the responses of two apparently
identical exciting impulses.
2. Spectrum analysis of background noise data in conjunction with 1.
3. Normalization of relative amplitudes with respect to damping.
4. Formulation of absolute amplitude calibration procedure.
5. Extension of Table B-2 to include all sensors for all impulse excitations.
. Computer analysis to give amplitude vs. frequency and phase vs. frequency diagrams
directly from recorded data. In addition to checking the spectrum analyzer results,
this would give phase information and information about the transfer function zeros
not obtainable from the spectrum analyzer.
7. Investigation of system nonlinearities by means of the square wave excitations and the
side wave excitations.
8. Investigation of differences in response between positive and negative half-cycles of the
square wave excitation.
9. Cross-checking between impulse response data and square wave response data in order
to clear up any inconsistencies.
10. Cataloging of impulse response data by sensor location to indicate which antenna sub-
systems are responsible for various resonant frequencies.
11. Analog simulation of antenna responses.
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d_
-'-CALCULATION OF RADIATION PATTERN OF ROSMAN
85-FOOT PARABOLOIDAL DISH.-
..- George Eichmann
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this report is two-fold;
.8 ?  2756
1. To summarize existing results in the area of finite paraboloidal reflectors and to evaluate
their applicability to the problem of radiation from a distorted paraboloidal dish with off-
set feed.
2. To suggest and help to implement ways to calculate radiation patterns of such paraboloidal
dish.
EXISTING RESULTS
All antenna problems are boundary value problems, namely, if source distributions are given
(feed) and boundaries are specified (paraboloia) the oU]ect is men to calcu,ate me emctromagnenc
fields due to the given source distribution.
The following "exact" results are often quoted in the literature:
1. Stratton's formula (Reference 1). It states that if the sinusoidal steady-state tangential
electric or magnetic fields are specified on a closed surface and if all the sources inside
the closed surface are zero, then the fields inside the closed region are uniquely specified.
For example, the electric field is given by the following expression;
E(_rl) -I I^ { V1K" _b}= -- v dS (1)"_ Ja_Ke + V_xKm jolt
A detailed derivation and interpretation of this formula is given in Appendix A.
2. Huygens'-Fresnel-Kirchhoff (HFK) formula (Reference 2). It states that if a scalar field
is specified at an opening of an "opaque" screen then the field behind the screen is given
by the following expression:
u(z) = fAu(z') F(8) _eJBr"r,, dS (2)
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For a detailedderivationandinterpretationof this formula seeAppendixB.
3. Kottler's formula (Reference 3). This formula is the vector analogue of HFK formula. It
states that if the tangential electromagnetic fields are specified at an opening of an
"opaque" screen, then the fields behind the screen are specified. For example, the elec-
tric field is given by the following expression:
1 1 _ V_ • d s + E(r' ) STRATTON (3)
/*
E(r')- jc_e 477J¢
As is apparent, the difference between Equation (2) and Equation (3) is in the ad hoc addition
of a fictitious line source to compensate for edge effects. As is also apparent, none of so-called
"exact" formulas are directly applicable to paraboloidal antennas and, therefore, approximations
must be utilized to render the problem manageable.
In almost all of the approximating models, the problem of radiation from a paraboloidal dish
is decomposed into three parts;
1. A mathematical idealization of the physical source, called feed or primary pattern.
2. A description of the scattering process.
3. A method of calculation of the field components at the point of observation.
In almost all cases, the physical source is idealized for mathematical manipulation as a
directive dipole, i.e., a dipole with complex, direction dependent dipole moment.
The scattering surface, i.e., paraboloidal dish, is usually taken to be in the far-field of the
directive dipole. It is always assumed that the scattered radiation does not interact back to the
source. Now, there are two common methods of calculating the field components at the point of
observation; geomechanical optics approximate and current distribution approximate.
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS APPROXIMATION
The "dipole," as seen at point P on the surface of the paraboloid appears as an incident plane
wave impinging on an infinite tangent plane at the point P on the surface and is reflected according
to the law of geometrical optics, i.e., Snell's law.
PRIMARY CURRENT DISTRIBUTION APPROXIMATION
At each point P on the surface of the paraboloid, we draw an infinite tangent plane. The
direction-dependent "dipole" as viewed at each point P on the surface of the paraboloid is imaged
about the infinite tangent plane drawn at point P. The resulting surface current distribution is then
taken as the primary induced current on the paraboloid. The current thus obtained neglects both
edge effects as well as mutual interactions between current elements.
SECONDARY CURRENT APPROXIMATION
Maxwell's equations are approximated at the surface of the paraboloid. By requiring that
charge should be conserved on the surface of the dish, a scalar equation is derived with the incident
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field asa driving force. Thesolutionof this scalar equation, the confluent hypergeometric equa-
tion, is the current that takes into account mutual interactions among current elements. Edge
effects are, however, taken care of by means of Kottler's formula.
After reflection about point P on the surface, there are two ways to correct for diffraction
phenomena if we use geometrical optics approximation. One is Keller's theory of quasi-optical
diffraction, however, so far it has found only limited use. The other is the introduction of the so-
called physical optics approximation. In this approximation, the primary pattern is reflected,
with appropriate phase tag, to a plane called plane-aperture (p.a.) or exit pupil. Then the HFK
principle is invoked and the field is then computable as an integral (Reference 2). The validity of
this assumption stems from the following reasoning, i.e., if the feed was linearly polarized, then
at p.a. it is still linearly polarized approximately, hence the scalar theory is justified. In most
cases, however, the HFK integral is not amenable to analytical evaluation and further approxima-
tions are necessary. Two of these approximations are of importance since they lend themselves
to physical interpretation.
. Transform solution. If in the HFK formula we only wish to evaluate the far-field contri-
bution, then the amplitude of the integrand of (2) is 0 (1/r) and the phase is linear. Ne-
glecting the angle factor, we obtain the result that the far-field is the spatial Fourier
transform of the aperture distribution. Therefore we can interpret the paraboloidal dish
as a spatial filter in the far field domain.
. Stationary Phase approximation. In this approximation the phase of HFK formula is ex-
panded in a Taylor series about the point (u0, v 0 ,w 0 ) where v¢ = 0. If the phase is
rapidly varying, i.e., _ _ 0 or _r _ co and the amplitude of the integrand is slowly
varying, then the integral can be replaced by a ray emanating from the aoerture in
me alrectlon o5 stationary phase to the point of observation. There are further approxi-
mations possible to take care of edges in the aperture; these are discussed in the literature
(References 4 and 5). However, if the current distribution approximation is used, then the
induced current on the surface of the dish is treated as a new vector source, i.e., as a
given field distribution on a curved aperture. Since the source is now known, the known
is substituted into Stratton's vector formula (Reference 1) and the fields are given in
terms of integrals. Again, for simple cases, this expression is directly integrable. How-
ever, in general, it is further assumed that only radiation fields are of interest and there-
fore fields that vary as 0 (1/r) as r _ _ are retained and the remaining terms are
neglected.
There is another approximation that assumes that the "dipole" is embedded deep in the
paraboloid and therefore an infinite paraboloidal surface is a reasonable approximation. This
problem then can be solved exactly as a boundary value problem and the solution is given in terms
of a infinite sum of Laguerre polynomials. A summary of approximation appears in Figure B-9.
ROSMAN 85-FOOT PARABOLOIDAL DISH
Physical Characteristics
The structure of the antenna, as far as radiation is concerned, consists of the following
configuration:
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Figure B-8-Configuration of the Rosman I antenna.
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Figure B-9-Paraboloidal approximations.
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2I
l
Dimensions of the Dish
Feed in the focal plane where x is the operating frequency. In the case of Rosman antenna
the operating frequencies are the following:
f l = 136 Mc
f 2 = 400 Mc
f3 = 1705 Mc
f 4 = 2300 Mc (contemplated)
The feed consists of four dipoles mounted at the edge of a square shown in Figure B-8(b). Each
dipole emits direction-dependent (amplitude-tapered) nearly circularly polarized radiation. Since
both the dish and the feed are subject to mechanical as well as wind loads, the position of the feed-
box relative to the scattering surface, i.e., distorted dish, is a variable quantity.
lo Frequency-dependent-Ruling out geometrical optics, to show differences between responses
under various frequencies. Quasi-optical approximations, aberration theory, or stationary
phase approximation would _be acceptable for order of magnitude effects only.
2. Polarization-dependent-To take into consideration the elliptically polarized nature of
source in conjunction with the depolarizing effect of the dish.
3. "Far" and "near" field-dependent-There should be ways to obtain corrections for near
fields.
4. Geometry-dependent-The model should take into account the distortions from the ideal
geometry.
All these restrictions on the model preclude an analytical study and, therefore, it necessi-
tates a numerical analysis.
Computer Study
For a computer study the following formula has been selected (Reference 6)
_s 1I":N _ [Gf(_,¢)]I/2 [nxplxei]e-Jk(P'Pl " I_l)dS
o
(4)
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where
N
Gf
P
So
1
k
Equation
1.
.
is a normalization constant
is the measured feed pattern
is the distance between feed and a point on the scattering surface
is a unit vector pointing from the feed to a point on the scattering surface
is the vector surface normal
is the complex polarization vector of the feed
is the area of the scatterer
is a unit vector pointing from a point on the scatterer to the point of observation
is the wave number of free space
(4) has the following restrictions:
The scatterer is in the far-field of the feed.
Currents on the scatterer are the ones given by the current distribution method, i.e., all
edge effects and mutual current interactions are neglected.
3. The point of observation is in the far-field of the scatterer.
This implies linear phase as well as transversality of fields in the far-field region.
strictions can be weakened to some extent (Reference 6).
The variables in Equation (4) can be categorized in the following manner:
1. Input Variables - Gf, e i andn to be specified numerically
These re-
2. Internal Variables -p ,p_ ,R_ and dS. These variables presume a coordinate system.
However, for a distorted off-focal fed dish there are no symmetries involved, and any
system will do.
3. Output Variable - Y to be computed in the principal planes.
SUMMARY
This paper has given the background and the analysis necessary for a computer study of
Rosman 85-foot distorted paraboloidal dish. The model for the study is based on the current dis-
tribution method. This model is reasonable as a first-order approximation; however, higher order
model should use Fock's potentials for the analysis (Reference 7).
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Vector Green's Identity
From Gauss' theorem we have
APPENDIX A
STRATTON'S FORMULA
fv V • Adv = fs _ • _da
(A1)
where A is any vector, S is a closed surface, v is the volume enclosed by S, and g is a positive
surface normal. Let
A:PxVxQ (A2)
then, by (AI)
but
_vV'Adv= fvV'P×VxQdv= fsP×V×Q'Wda
v.(_×v×Q)=v×_.v×Q-_-v×v×_
(A3)
(A4)
therefore
V-(Px Vx Q)dv = fv [VxP.V×Q-P'VxV×Q]dv
(AS)
Interchange _ and
_vV. (QxV×P) dv: I [Vx_.V×p-Q.V×VxP]dv
V
(A6)
Subtract (A6) from (A5)
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_v V- [P×VxQ-QxV×P] dv= 5v [Q'UxUxP-P-U×UxQ]dv (A7)
by the use of Equation A-1 we have the following Green identity.
fv [_'v×V×P-P'_×v×_]dv: fs [Px_7×Q-QxVxP] "ffda (AS)
Derivation of Vector Wave Equation
From Maxwell's equations with e -jwt time dependence, we have
v × E : j w_ (A9)
VxH:j_ j w_E (A10)
__n .... _ _ al 1 a • • a_ • • a. • • i a . •
magnetic permittivities, _ is free current density vector, w is the radian frequency and j =
Taking the curl of (A9) and substitute into (A10) we have
v× Vx g= jwa []-- jw_g] (All)
let
k 2 : w 2 6 _ (A12)
then
_x _x E-k 2 E= jw/_J (A13)
Solution of Wave Equation
Following Stratton, we take the Green function of Equation (A13) as
eJkr"
=¢ a : -- a (_4)
r H
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where a is a constant vector, and _b is the Green function of the scalar Helmholz equation, i.e.,
where
V2 ¢ + k2 ¢ = - 4_$ (r-r')
r" : [(x -x') 2 + (y -y')2 + (z - z') 2] 1/2
(A15)
(A16)
Now let P = E and _ = G in (A8). We need the following expressions:
V×_=_x¢a=V¢×a_ (A17)
but
v× v× _=vCV • a -aV2_ + (a • V) V¢- (re • V)a
v • a = (v¢ • v) a-= 0
(A18)
since a =- constant vector
v×v×_=-_v2¢+(a'V)v¢ (AI 9)
From (AI5)
and
V2¢=-k2¢-4_ (r-r °)
V(a_.v¢) =(a_'V) V¢+(V¢'V)a+axVxV¢+VCxVx a_ (A20)
but
_¢. _a_-_x _7¢_7x a--- 0
rewriting Equation (A19) we have
_?xV ×{_=a [k2¢+4_6 (r-r')] +V(a" re) (A21)
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Nowsubstituteinto Equation(A8)andworkonLHSfirst.
but
L{aq5 • Vx VxE-E • a[k2_+4_ (r-L')] -E " V(a • V@)}dv (A22)
V × V× g = k2g + jwtL_ from Equation (AI3).
jw/_J-E. [a47r8 (r-r') +V(a. V_)]}dv (A23)
but
v. [E(__-v@)] :E.v(a.v@)+(_.v@)v. (A24)
but
f.. {qSa • jw/zJ - E • a4_S (r-r')-V • [Ea" V@] + (a_" Vqb)V • E}dv (A25)
and
V • E = p/e (A26)
fv V • (Ea • V¢) dv = _^ (E • _)a • _7_bdS (A27)
Substitute Equations (A26) and (A27) into (A25) and note
E(r') = ;rE(r) _ (r-r')dv (A28)
we have
(A29)
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Now work on RHS of (A8)
{PxV×Q-QxV×P) "6dS= fA{E× V×_a_-4)a_xV×E} "SdS
(A30)
but V × _ = j w/_ H from Equation (9)
and Vx_=V_xa from Equation (A17)
{Ex V4_× a • g- jw_ a_× H • H} dS
(A3!)
but
and
a× _'n--a'_x_=-a .5-×fi
× (?4×a_)._=(_x_). (v4×a_)=(_x_)×V_'a_
(A32)
(A33)
Substituting Equations (A32) and (A33) into (A31) we have
(A34)
Equating LHS (Equation A29) with RHS (Equation A34)
_(_')=_--_
1 _ {(5×g)×V4)+ jw/_qb(WxH) +(g" n-)Vq_)dS-_-_
Let
Cr
E" _ = ---_
E
(A35)
(A36)
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where% = electric surface charge
× _ : - _. (A37)
where _. = magnetic surface current
x H = K. (A38)
where _. = electric surface current. Substituting Equations (A36), (A37), and (A38) into Equation
(A35) we have
1 _xR +jw_, +TV dS (A39)
However, since charge must be conserved on the surface
_._ +jw%=O (A40)
Substituting Equations (A40) and (A39) we have
E(!'):_"_'_l w/_]'+V¢, dv -_1477 _×Km+Jw_K_ ]we- V dS
._vt.
(A41)
If all sources inside S are zero, then
-1 _IV V'Ke _ t
(A42)
on a copper surface Km ---0
1 IIV V'Ke elg (L') = _--_ q5 .---r----- - jwp_K dSjwc
(A43)
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APPENDIX B
HUYGENS'-FRESNEL-KIRCHOFF FORMULA (HFK)
There are basically two methods to obtain the Green function of an infinite conducting plane;
one is by the method of images and the other by a method introduced by Sommerfeld. Since the
latter method is less known, HFK formula will be developed along the Sommerfeld approach. The
problem Sommerfeld solves is the following: given the tangential electric field at an infinite plane,
taken for convenience to be z= 0, i.e., E T (X, y, 0). The problem is then to find E (x, y, z) for Z > 0.
Solution:
From Appendix A, Equation (A13)
but
and
v× v× E=v(v • E) -v2E
(B1)
(B2)
v •_ =-P -=0 (B3)
6
also there are no free currents
present =-0 (B4)
Using Equations (B2), (B3), and (B4) in Equation (BI)
V2_ + k 2_ = 0 (B5)
Let the solution of Equation (B5) be an infinite plane wave spectrum with unknown amplitude
(u, v), i.e.,
E(x,y, z) =_ F(u,v)e ik(xu+yv+zw) du dv
-m
(B6)
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DSubstituting Equation (B6) into (B5) we get the eigen-value equation
u 2 + v 2 +w 2 --- I
atZ=0
E(x, y, z) = ET(x,y,0).
(BT)
From (B6)
ff
ET (X, y) = F (u, v) e jk (xu + vy) dudv (BS)
Invert
(k)2F(u,v) = _ ET(x,y) e-ik(xy÷vy) dxdy.
-co
(B9)
Substituting Equation (B9) into Equation (B6)
(__)=
ff -}k (XoU +Y0V)l
ET (Xo' YO) e
-co
eJk [xu+vy+wz] dudv. (BIO)
Invert order of integration, and note
e jkr
r
!eJk[ux+vy+_ z] dudv.
W
(BII)
where
and
dz
r_- [x2 +y 2 +z2] 1/2
f eik[u'+vY+_'] dudv
(B12)
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we get
E(x,y,z) : ET(x0,Y0) r 1 - _ dx ody °
r
(B13)
where
r = [(x - Xo)2 + (y - yo )2 + z2] 1/2 (m4)
Let
1-<< Ijkr
Z
--=cos_l
r
ET (x0' Y0) : u (Xo, yo) ax on A
= 0onX
(B15)
Where A is the aperture, we have
ff eJkr
= _ dxo dYo" (B16)u(r') u(_o) r
A
This equation can be interpreted as a Huygens' principle in the following sense: u (Z') is a linear
superposition of spherical wavelets emanating from the aperture with amplitude u (_%). If
r >> r (BI7)
then
eJkr# ff -jkr°u (r') - r' u r(f_o ) e dx o dy 0 (BI8)
A
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where
= , = _ F {u (r0)}] r' (B19)
Equation (B19) can be interpreted then in the usual fashion; namely, the far-field is the
spatial Fourier transform of the aperture distribution.
Equation (B13) is an exact solution of the Sommerfeld problem. However, starting from a
scalar formulation of Huygen's principle, we are led to the notation of "black screen," i.e., a
screen where u and _u/bn equals to zero. These boundary conditions are incompatible, and,
therefore, the Huygens' solution is said to be inconsistent with the assumed boundary conditions.
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ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSES OF THE ROSMAN-I ANTENNA(I- •
William J. Irwin" N 6F--22 75 ?
This project was commenced by the Summer Workshop of 1965 and is expected to be continued
by the Goddard staff during the months following the summer of 1966. Because of the progressive
nature of this project some knowledge of the first summer's activities and a general description of
the project will be useful.
The Rosman I Antenna is an 85 foot paraboloid, possessing an x-y mounting arrangement
which permits motion about two axes. The feed box (signal acquisition apparatus) is mounted at
the focus of the dish and is supported by a quadrapod structure. During tracking operations the
mechanical responses of the structure are excited by the effects of wind, servo driving torque,
and servo starting transients. These effects produce deviation of the dish from a true parabola
and displacement of the receiving elements from its focus, thus distorting the received signal and
limiting the resolution of the antenna. It is therefore necessary to find a transfer function relating
signal distortion (as created by these effects) to servo output.
The mechanical characteristics (resonances) of the antenna can be excited by modulating the
servo output torque with sine wave, square wave, or impulse functions.
D.C. I _ POWER
_- CONTROLLER
Input AMPLIFIER
I Modulation
FUNCTION
GENERATOR
I / I Modulated I
HVDRAUUC
I v v v IDRIVECoN-rROLI %rque I STRUCTURE
,1
J ACCELEROMETERJ
I
RECORDER ]
Figure B-10-Dynamic response test set-up.
Accelerometers, which indicate relative motion in a plane, were mounted at critical areas on the
structure.
Two series of tests were run, the firstwith
X axis servo modulation, the second with Y axis
modulation. Orientation of the dish varied from
the horizontal lock-on tests to zenith position.
Placement of the accelerometers varied with the
test series.
The axis gears were tested successively,
as well as the dish and feedbox structures. A
seismograph mounted on the concrete base re-
corded the effects of structural motion on the
surrounding earth. Servo output torque was
SERIES I SERIES II
Figure B-11-Accelerometer mounting positions (dish).
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also monitored to check the output of the drive assembly. Data were recorded on F.M. magnetic
tape and brought to GSFC for analysis.
The reduction of data, which has been the primary concern of 1966 efforts, was proposed to
cover 4 steps:
1. Transferral of data from magnetic tape to oscillograph charts for preliminary visual
examination.
2. Re-recording of data from tape reel to "endless" loop for spectrum analysis to determine
component frequencies.
3. Frequency discrimination by the use of bandpass filter to recover a single frequency from
original accelerometer output and determine amplitude damping characteristics.
4. Use of an analog computer to determine transfer characteristics from response to an im-
pulse function. (This last stage remains to be started and thus will not be discussed.)
The data output of the accelerometer is a complex waveform consisting of many damped sine
waves of varying frequency. (See Figure B-12.)
The object of data investigation is to determine the frequency, amplitude, and damping factor
of each component waveform.
The frequency-modulated* tapes were replayed on an instrumentation tape recorder. Data
was recorded at 1-7/8 inches per second, and replayed at 30 inches per second to comply with the
frequency range of the spectrum analyzer. This necessitated dividing all frequencies by 16 to ob-
tain the true frequency. Tape recorder output was fed directly to a recording oscillograph provided
the gain was sufficient, D.C. amplifiers remedied the situation if not. Chart speed was variable
but was usually run at 20 mm/sec to evaluate data for loop recording and subsequent spectral analysis.
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Figure B-12-Filtered impulse responses-vertex. The upper channel on the graph indicates the complete
output of anaccelerometer mounted on thevertex of the parabolic dlsh_while a square wave is applied to
the antenna structure via the hydraulic servo motors. The lower channel is a filtered response between 1.4
and 1.6 Hz. This method proved unfeasible due to excessive filter ringing and subsequentdistortion of the
original damped oscillatlon.
*Frequency-modulation was used because the extremely low frequency, < 20 cps, would undergo considerable dis-
tortion using ordinary recording means.
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Figure B-13-Filtered impuse response-feebbox. The upper channel indicates com-
plete output (repeated three times) of the accelerometer mounted on the feedbox
while subjected to an impulse on the Y-axis. The lower channel shows the filtered
response with the filter center frequency set at three values.
Data to be analysed was selected from the original tape and re-recorded on a loop which was
also run at 30 ips. Data from the loop was displayed again on a strip chart and a single response
was selected for frequency analysis. With some modifications the splice blanking circuit of the
tape recorder was adapted to blank the entire loop except the selected response. The signal from
the recorder was then fed to the spectrum analyzer which scanned a preselected frequency range
0 ------ 1.o
0.8
0.6
L
db -20 I
N
0.4
0.2o
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.! - CF + 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
SWFEPWIDTH FACTOR
Figure B-14-1mpulse Response Frequency Spectrum. Spectrum analysis of response in Figure B-13
to determine component frequencies. Sweep range is 500 Hz with a center frequency of 250 Hz.
Characteristics of the analyzer made it necessary to multiply all true frequencies by 16 during
analysis, hence the center frequency of 250 Hz is actually 15.6 Hz.
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Figure B-15-Expanded scale frequency spectrum. An expanded portion of Figure B-14 scanning
from 0-5 Hz which corresponds to responses between -0.5 and -0.3 on an arbitrary sweep width
scale. The zero frequency pipe is visible on both scans.
0 1.0
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L
I
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Figure B-16-Expanded scale frequency spectrum. Expanded analysis of responses between -0.2 and CF on
Figure B-15. Damping is readily computed from responsessuch as these. In general, the more peaked re-
sponses indicate a lesser damping factor than the broad band responses.
and indicated the presence of various components. An attempt was made to separate the frequency
components by means of a narrow band filter. However, due to resonance effects of the selective
bandpass filter, separation of frequencies by this method for damping computation was not feasible,
as the original damped wave and the "ringing" of the filter combined to produce a distorted output.
By generating damped sine waves on an analog computer, and observing the resultant spectral
analysis, a method was derived for determining damping from the spectrum analyzer strip charts.
(Provided the response was relatively noise-free.)
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Damping was readily obtained from the equation:
AF
2_=--
F o
where
= damping factor
AF= change in frequency at 3 db down
F 0 = center frequency
Results are not available in great quantity at the time of this writing as the project has not
yet advanced to that stage. The methods of data analysis and instrumentation techniques are being
standardized however and it is expected that progress will be made in the coming year.
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MAGNETIC -SHIELDING
D. L. W aidelich N 67 - 2758
One method of reducing the effect of the earth's magnetic field for the testing of components
and spacecraft in very low magnetic fields is to use some form of magnetic shielding. The present
study was confined almost entirely to the consideration of shielding against static magnetic fields
although some of the references are also concerned with shielding against low frequency fields
as well.
The shielding effects of iron appear to have been known in the early part of the Nineteenth
Century [D1] although the first solution for the special case of one spherical shield seems to have
been given by Maxwell [M6] in 1873. In 1882 Stefan [$3] treated the case of infinitely long hollow
iron cylinders with the applied magnetic field perpendicular to the axis. In 1894 Rucker [R1]
considered the shielding properties of concentric spherical shells while three years later duBois
fD1], [D2], [D7], [D8] studies spherical and cylindrical double shields. In 1899 Wills [Wl],
!D3] presented an analysis of three concentric spherical or cylindrical shields.
In the third year of the twentieth century Russell [R31 reDorted on the shieldin_ factors
measured experimentally of hollow iron cylinders. The results indicated that the shielding ratio
is affected also by the retentivity of the iron and also by the presence or absence of other magnetic
fields. In 1907 Wills [W4] showed that the best shielding occurs when the radii of the multiple
shells are approximately in a geometrical progression, while in 1908 Nichols and Williams [N3]
described the cylindrical shields for a galvanometer and gave the experimentally determined shield
ing ratios for a number of different shields. Esmarch [El], [E2 ] in 1912 measured the shielding
factor as the distance along the axis of a solenoid was varied. The solenoid was wound with one
or more layers of high permeability iron wire. A theoretical investigation was also given in which
determinants were used to solve a shield of N layers of material. The shielding factor was found
to be a function of N and the permeability and thickness of the shell. In 1916 Coblentz [C4] de-
scribed and tested various cylindrical shields for galvanometers while Wilson and Nicholson [N3]
gave a theory of shielding using a number of shells. An example using four shells and some ex-
perimental results were presented.
During the 1920's, iron sheets with paper in between were wound on a form to make a shield
_[B2], and later ring stampings of high permeability material were used as a shield [D4]. About
this same time mumetal and permalloy were being used for shielding purposes [D5], [D6], [H1].
In the 1930's the shielding of transformers was discussed [C6], [C7], [G1], [G2] and [M3] and it
was suggested that high permeability material such as mumetal and permalloy [R2], [R4] be used
with welded joints. These materials were also employed as shields for cathode ray tubes [$6].
A theoretical solution for N shells using difference equations was presented [S1], [W5]. During
the 1940's the shield for a beta-ray spectrometer [A1 ] was described and a number of review
articles appeared [ T2 ], [$5], [M7], [M3 ], [K2]. The idea of shielding using a superconductor
also appeared [L2]. In the 1950's the use of high permeability material to shield color television
tubes was presented IT1 ], [T3] and very high shielding factors were obtained theoretically [W2],
although errors in the values of the permeabilities used seemed to invalidate the results [C1 ]. A
shield surrounding a Helrnholtz coil pair was used to produce a very uniform magnetic field at the
center of the coil system [$7].
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In the first half of the 1960's the interest in shielding seemed to increase considerably. One
topic of much importance was the shielding of magnetic fields by the use of superconductors [V1],
[B1], [B3], [B4], [H3 ], [F1 ]. Another topic was the use of shields in the testing of components
for spacecrafts [E3], [N1 ], [N2 ], [C3], while a third was the development of room-size shields
[P2], [C2]. Shields were also used for the screening of solenoids [H4] and Helmholtz coil pairs
[$4], [G3]. They were also found useful in a mass spectrometer [M5] and in the watch industry
[P1]. Theoretical studies appeared solving the n-shell problem by the use of matrices [$2] and
obtaining the shielding factor of a static dipole at the center of n concentric shells [E5 ].
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Schweizer, F., "Magnetic Shielding Factors of a System of Concentric Spherical Shells,"
Journal of Applied Physics, V. 33, p. 1001 to 1003, March 1962.
The shielding factor of a system of concentric spherical shells is found by the use of
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Stefan, J., "Ueber die magnetische Schirmwirkung des Eisens," Annalen der Physik, V. 17,
p. 928 to 955, 1882.
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Sauzade, M. and, Salld, F., "Influence d'un blindage magne'tique sur l'homogenie d'un champ
magnetique crde par une paire de Helmholtz, Application _tun spectrogranhe _a rdsonance
nucldaire 'a champ faible," Comptes Rendus de l'Acade_mie des Sciences_'V. 259, p. 73 to 76,
July 6, 1964.
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Schmid, H., Berechnungs grundlagen und Eigen schaften geschichteter Magnetikas, G.
Leemann & Co., Zfirich, 1944 (Library of Congress QC753.535).
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September 1947.
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Teasdale, ILD., "Magnetic Alloy Shields for Color TV Tubes," Electronic Industries, V. 12,
p. 74 to 76 and 138 to 146, December 1953.
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Vant-Hull, L.L. and Mercereau, J.E., "Magnetic Shielding by a Superconducting Cylinder,"
Review of Scientific Instruments_ V. 34, p. 1238 to 1242, November 1963.
An experiment is described in which a rotating conducting cylinder in a magnetic field
has eddy currents generated in it. The cylinder is cooled at the same time to the supercon-
ducting state and the result is that the internal magnetic field becomes quite small.
Wills, A.P., "On the Magnetic Shielding Effect of Trilamellar Spherical and Cylindrical Shells,"
Physical Review, V. 9, p. 193 to 213, October 1899.
Three concentric spherical or cylindrical shields are analyzed with the cylinders assumed
infinitely long and with their axes perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. The results are
expressions for the shielding factors for the spherical and cylindrical cases. Various special
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Wadey, W.G., "Magnetic Shielding with Multiple Cylindrical Shells," Review of Scientific
Instruments_ V. 27, p. 910 to 916, November 1956.
Uses the work of Wills [Wl], Stern [$1], and Esmarch [Eli along with the newer materials
such as Mumetal and Permendur to produce multiple shields having a shielding factor greater
than 1.5 × l0 s. See Cravath [C1] for remarks on errors in this paper.
Wilson, E. and Nicholson, J.W., "Magnetic Shielding of Large Spaces," Proceedings of the
Royal Society, Series A, V. 92, p. 529 to 549, 1916.
A theory of shielding is presented using a series of shells. An example using four shells
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W4 Wills, A.P.,"On Magnetic Shielding," Physical Review, V. 24, p. 243, 1907.
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The abstract of a paper which shows that the best shielding occurs when the radii of the
shells are approximately in geometrical progression for the cases of both spheres and cylinders.
Walker, L.tL, "Multi-Lamellar Cylindrical Magnetic Shields," Review of Scientific Instruments,
V. 6, p. 416, Dec. 1935.
The difference equations given by Sterne [S1] are solved in such a way that the number of
shells needed to produce a specified shielding factor can be calculated.
Zickner, G., "Schirmung und Schfitzung," Zeitschrift fiir Instrumentenkunde, V. 66, p. 195 to
199, October 1958.
A short description of the methods of shielding magnetically are given.
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THE PRODUCTIONOF UNIFORMMAGNETICFIELDS
BY COMPENSATEDSOLENOIDS
D. L. Waidelich.
N 67-  759
A magnetic solenoid has been employed for the production of uniform-fields for more thaAn a
century. As the need for larger volumes of more uniform fields became apparent, longer and larger
solenoids became necessary. About sixty five years ago the idea of a compensated solenoid ap-
peared. This used one or more auxiliary coils to produce a more uniform magnetic field than was
possible using the same size solenoid without the compensation. The compensated solenoid would
be of advantage particularly in the magnetic testing of cylindrical objects such as a sounding rocket
or a long thin spacecraft.
Probably the earliest reference to a compensated solenoid is that of Houllevigue [H5] in 1898
who placed two truncated conical coils inside the ends of a solenoid to produce a more uniform
magnetic field along the axis of the solenoid. In 1911 Bestelmeyer [B6] used two smaller solenoids
placed near the ends of a larger solenoid to make a more uniform field. Cioffi [C1] in 1924 used
two end coils on a solenoid for compensation. Buhl and Coeterier in 1932 []31] suggested the pos-
sibility of either a single compensating coil at the center of the solenoid or the two coils at the
ends of the solenoid. In addition they presented an analysis which indicated that a sixth-order field
w_._ nn_hl_ Y_k Sn ICI_A rT-TII rye/1 _110"O'_11"_fl fh_f fh_ _1Ti_fl_ne fh_nlrn_a _lnne fh_ _nl_nn_fl _n,_lfl
be varied in such a manner as to produce a more uniform field at the centerof _e solenoid. In
1939 Bitter [B5] suggested the use of short-circuited turns at the center of a solenoid to improve
the upJ1ormity while McKeehan [M1] analyzed the case of a solenoid with a correcting coil carrying
reversed current wound over the center of the solenoid. Two cases were calculated, one of which
was a fourth-order solenoid and the other made the sum of the second and fourth-order terms zero
at one point on the axis of the solenoid.
During the 1940's an integral equation used to find the required winding variation for a uni-
form field was developed [G10] and solved using Fourier transforms. A lengthy review article and
bibliography appeared IN2], and a solenoid with two end compensating coils was used in a beta-ray
spectrometer [Wl], [H3]. In the 1950's methods of producing sixth- and eighth-order solenoids
were discussed [G5] and a numerical design [H2] and a graphical design [L1 ] of a compensated
solenoid were presented. The application of compensated solenoids in nuclear spectrometry [S1]
and naval ordnance [W4] were given.
During the 1960's a large amount of work was done on the methods of producing sixth-order
solenoids [B4], [B9], [B10], [G2], [G3], [M2], [M3], [$2], [Y3 ]. Also a great deal of attention
was paid to the possibilities of superconducting solenoids with compensation [B2 ], [H6], [M5],
IN1 ], [W2 ], [W3]. Various end corrected solenoids are described [G4], [G9], [K1 ], including
some with rectangular turns [Y1], [Y2], instead of the more usual circular turns. Shielding was
used to improve the uniformity of the solenoid [H4], [T1 ]. An approximation method using
matrices [GlJ , a numerical method [Zl] and the use of Chebyshev polynomials [ O1 ] were some of
the means employed to design the compensated solenoids. Applications in travelling wave tubes
[ Z2 ] and in nuclear resonance [G6] were presented.
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tangular cross-section. Two cases are calculated, the first involves making the second order
term zero and the second makes the sum of the second and fourth order terms zero at one
particular point on the axis of the solenoid.
M2 Montgomery, D.B. and Terrell, J., "Some Useful Information for the Design of Air-Core
Solenoids," Report AFOSR-1525, National Magnet Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1961.
Sixth-order solenoid tables are given for an outside notch in a solenoid and for other
winding configurations.
M3 Montgomery, D.B., "Superconducting Magnets," IEEE Spectrum, V. 1, p. 103 to 113, February
1964.
A table for a sixth-order solenoid is given.
M4 Montgomery, D.B., "The Generation of High Magnetic Fields,": in Reports on Progress in
Physics, V. 26, p. 69 to 104, 1963 and published by the Institute of Physics and the Physical
Society, London.
A short discussion of compensated solenoids is given.
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M5
N1
N2
O1
P1
R1
S1
$2
Marshall, H.L. and Weaver, H.E., "Application of the Garrett Method to Calculation of Coil
Geometries for Generalizing Homogeneous Magnetic Fields in Superconducting Solenoids,"
Journal of Applied Physics, V. 34, p. 3175 to 3178, November 1963.
A sixth-order solenoid with two end coils [M2] is used, and a field uniform to one part of
l0 s was obtained over a distance of one inch.
Nelson, F.A. and Weaver, H.E., "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy in Superconducting
Magnetic Fields," Science, V. 146, p. 223 to 232, 9 October 1964.
Discusses the practicality of altering the cross section of a right circular solenoid for
homogeneity of the sixth-order. Three suggested methods of compensation involve the use
of an outside notch, an inside notch and a central notch.
Neumann, H., "Herstellung r_iumlich und zeitlich konstanter Magnetfelder f_ir Messzweck,"
Archiv fiir Technisches Messen.
Part 1, p. T128 and T129,
Part 2, p. T138 and T138,
Part 3, p. T14 and T15,
Part 4, p. T28 and T29,
November 1940
December 1940
January 1941
February 1941
Review and bibliography of methods of producing uniform magnetic fields using solenoids.
Overshott, ILJ. and Smith, I.tL, "A Solenoid with a Nearly Uniform Axial Magnetic Field,"
Journal of Scientific Instruments, V. 41, p. 507 to 508, 1964.
A solenoid is wound in eight longitudinal sections with the number of turns on the end
sections increased to produce a more uniform field over a greater axial length. Eight points
were chosen along the axis in various ways and the resulting turns per section and the axial
field distribution are found through the use of Chebyshev polynomials. The final choice has
the axial field within _0.5% over 70% of the solenoid length.
Papoular, M., "Uniformisation du Vecteur Champ MagneStique sur l'Axe d'une He'lice," Journal
de Physique et le Radium, V. 22, p. 775 to 776, November 1961.
Suggests that two identical helices be wound in the same sense and with the same current
but the second is moved one half turn parallel to the axis with respect to the first.
For such a solenoid it is shown that the transverse components on the axis are very small.
Ramsay, B.P. and Yost, F.L., "Facilities Provided by the Kensington Magnetic Laboratory,"
Journal of Geophysical Research,.V. 52, p. 357 to 367, 1947.
Several large solenoids used in ordnance work and with end correction coils are described.
Schmidt, F.H., "A Uniform Solenoidal Magnetic Field Nuclear Spectrometer," Review of
Scientific Instruments,,V. 23, p. 361 to 366, July 1952.
The solenoid has two end correcting coils. The axial field is uniform to 0.3 percent over
17 inches, and the radial field to 0.04 percent out to 4 inches.
Snow, C. and Driscoll, R.L., "A Compensated Solenoid Giving a Uniform Magnetic Field Over
a Large Volume,", Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards, V. 69c, p. 49 to
54, January-March 1965.
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mAn analysis is made of a solenoid with two compensating coils near the ends of the sole-
noid. The axial and radial field components are obtained at any point near the center of the
solenoid. Two terms in the series were made zero to produce a sixth-order field. Two tables
are given listing various compensating coils for a given solenoid as an example.
$3 Stekly, Z.J.J., deWinder, T.A., and E1 Bindari, A., "Field Coils for Magnetohydrodynamies
Generators," High Magnetic Fields, p. 139 to 155, 1962, J. Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Circular [R1] and rectangular cross section coils are used to produce very uniform
fields. Analyses of the various coils are presented in the Appendices.
T1 Troxel, L.M., "Superconducting Magnet for Variable-Bandwidth Traveling-Wave Masers,"
IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, v. MAG-1, p. 378 to 381, December 1965.
A short solenoid in a low reluctance shield has the effect of having two infinitely long
image solenoids. The resultin_ 3300 gauss field is uniform to 0.1 percent.
W1 Witcher, C.M., "An Electron Lens Type of Beta-Ray Spectrometer," Physical Review, V. 60,
p. 32 to 42, 1941.
Two correcting coils are connected in series with a rheostat across the main winding of
the solenoid to provide a one percent field over a length of 90 centimeters.
W2 Williams, W.L., Stephen, M.J., and Lane, C.T., "Homogenization of a Magnetic Field with a
Superconducting Cylinder," Physics Letters, V. 9, p. 102 to 103, April 1, 1964.
The homogeneity of the magnetic field with_in a superconducting tin cylinder is measured
and calculated. The field was homogeneous to at least 400 ppm over an axial distance of 5
centimeters.
W3 Wood, M., "Some Aspects of the Design of Superconducting Solenoids," Cryogenics, V. 2,
p. 297 to 300, September 1962.
Homogeneity of the solenoids are discussed and reference is made to the works of Garrett
[G5] and Montgomery iM2].
W4 Warburton, F.W., "Design of Coil Systems for Magnetic Field Control at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory," AD-105974.
A number of solenoidal systems are described along with compensating methods.
Y1 Yavor, S. Ya., Shpak, E.V., and Minina, R.M., "Cylindrical Magnetic Lenses with a Plane of
Symmetry," Soviet Physics - Technical Physics, V. 5, p. 369 to 377, 1960.
Two rectangular solenoids are used with their axes at right angles to compensate for the
vertical and horizontal components of the earth's magnetic field. Some extra turns are placed
on the end of one of the solenoids to decrease the in_homogeneity of the field. An expression
is given for the field along the axis of a rectangular solenoid.
Y2 Yavor, S. Ya. and Silad 'i, M., "Creation of a Homogeneous Magnetic Field with a Rectangular
Solenoid of Finite Length," Instruments and Experimental Techniques, No. 5, p. 151 to 153,
January, 1961.
The expressions for the field components of a rectangnlar solenoid are presented, and
the variation of the field intensity along the axis is given as a curve and in a table. The effect
of putting end turns on the solenoid to decrease the inhomogeneity is shown also.
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Y3
Zl
Z2
Yamada, A., "Uniform Magnetic Field," University of Missouri Engineering Library Report,
1966.
Compensation of solenoids was discussed and the possibilities of producing fourth, sixth
and eighth-order solenoids was presented.
Zacharov, B., "A Method for the Design of Axially Symmetric Magnetic Fields for Image
Tube Systems," Nuclear Instruments and Methods, V. 17, p. 132 to 136, 1962.
The outline is given for a method of obtaining the currents in a solenoid composed of a
series of equal coils with a common axis to produce any axial field variation desired such as
a homogeneous field. An example is given in which the current densities in 19 coils were
calculated to produce a field uniform to better than 0.1 percent over a axial distance of 44
centimeters. The measured value was about one percent and was caused by differences in
the individual coils and misalignments.
Zack, A., "Solenoids for Travelling-Wave Tubes and Klystrons," Electronics V. 34, p. 66 to 70,
December 8, 1961.
In the discussion he indicates that the uniformity can be increased by varying the turns
in the axial direction.
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_- TWO PLASMA PROBE TECHNIQUES
PLASMA RESONANCE
D. L. Waidelich
67-22760
PROBE -
A brief survey was made of the work done on two plasma probe techniques, one of which was
the plasma resonance probe. The first mentions [ 1 ], [ 2] of this probe technique were probably
those published in 1960. Radio frequency voltages near the plasma frequency are applied to the
probe and the resulting direct current flow, because of the sheath nonlinearity, is measured. The
current rises considerably near the plasma frequency and the electron density may be obtained
from the resonant frequency. A theoretical analysis [ 3] of the probe appeared in 1962 and indicated
that resonance occurs at the plasma frequency and that the half width of the resonance peak is equal
to the collision frequency. This analysis was extended [4] for frequencies higher than the resonant
frequency. Experiments [5] were made to test the theory [3] and showed that to the first order
the experiment and theory agreed. Another analysis [ 6], [7] of the probe was made, and the
response [ 8] of the probe in a magnetic field was determined. Surveys [ 9 ], [ 11 ], [13] of the early
work on the resonance probe appeared, and further experimental results [10], [12], [16], [27]
were reported. An attempt [14] to improve the earlier theory appeared but was criticized [15 ],
"_ "_ _ ..... laa*:--s *k .... da*;_" _ +h_ "11_h_ _"_i+_r in fh_ _honfh and nggumin_ a uenetration
depth of the sheath. Further work has been done on the resonance probe in a magnetic field [18],
[20] and a new theoretical treatment [19] was advanced, which indicated that the resonant fre-
quency is always smaller than the plasma frequency and itdepends not only on the electron density
but also on the probe geometry, the dc potentialon the probe and the Debye length.
In 1965 and 1966 further work [21], [25 ], [26] on the above theories appeared along with a
comparison of the theory with various experimental measurements. Also an explanation of a
method of using the resonance probe to measure electron density and collision frequency [ 22 ],
[24], [ 29] and some considerations of the reflection of electrons in the sheath and the transit time
of the electrons across the sheath [23 ], [28] were given. Several review articles [47], [48] also
were found.
SECOND-DERIVATIVE METHOD
The idea of using the second derivative of the current-voltage characteristic of the Langmuir
probe as a means of finding the electron energy distribution function of a plasma seems to have
originatedwithDruyvesteyn [30] in 1930 and this is the second probe technique to be discussed
here. A graphical differentiation [31] was tried in 1933 but was quite inaccurate. A method [32]
was tried in 1934 using a small alternating voltage applied to the probe which produced a small
increase in the direct current to the probe and which in turn was proportional to the second de-
rivative. The increase in the direct current could then be used to plot the energy distribution curve
of the electrons in the plasma. In 1936 a method [33] of obtaining the first derivative curve was
given using a bridge circuit with an alternating voltage applied. The second derivative was then
found from the slope of the first derivative curve.
Resistance-capacitance circuits were used as differentiators and the distribution curve was
displayed on the screen of a cathode-ray tube [34]. Two years later in 1953 amplitude modulation
was used [35] giving an output signal proportional to the second derivative at the modulating fre-
quency. A modulated carrier frequency of voltage was used [36] and oscilloscope pictures of the
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electron energy distribution functions were obtained. Another graphical method [37] was presented
in 1956, while a method [38] using a square wave modulating the probe voltage appeared in 1959.
The fundamental current to the probe was measured to determine the second derivative. A pulsed
probe technique [39] was used to obtain the usual probe characteristic and the electron energy
distribution curve was obtained graphically.
In the 1960's the second derivative method was used to obtain the energy distribution function
in a number of different studies [40], [41], [42], [51]. Automatic electronic devices [43] - [45]
for plotting the second derivative of probe curves were developed using both harmonic and inter-
modulation methods. Several reviews [9], [46], [47] of these methods have appeared, and one of
these methods has been used to measure the electron energy distribution and the space potential
in the ionospheric plasma [49]. The space potential is taken as the point at which the second
derivative curves is zero. The theoretical error in the second derivative has been discussed [ 50]
as has been the effects [ 52 ] of finite signal amplitude, finite size resistors, noise, and system
hysteresis.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PROJECT C
MAGNETIC FIELDS AND PLASMA STUDIES
D. C. Kennard, Jr.
The magnetic fields studies of this group are an outgrowth of work started in the 1962
Summer Workshop and continued in successive sessions. In the early years these studies produced
data that helped in developing the designs of the 20-foot diameter coils in Goddard's Magnetic
Fields Component Test Facility and the 40-foot diameter coils in the Attitude Control Test Facility.
The subsequent successful construction and performance of these unique facilities attest to the
effectiveness and importance of these studies.
The 1965 and 1966 Workshop sessions developed data for a handbook on coil systems for
uniform magnetic fields and weakly magnetic materials. A preliminary publication was made of
this material in a supplement to the Final Report of the Summer Workshop for 1965 (X-I00-65-
407 (s)). The completed handbook is being published as a NASA Technical Note which is expected
to be available in July 1967,
Also during the workshop sessions of 1965 and 1966, experimental and analytical studies
were initiated to investigate various approaches to the oroblem of simulating and measuring space
olasmas in _round testin_ facilities. This effort contributed tn _ndd_rd'_ mlrroq_f,,1 f_fln_ _f
such spacecraft hardware as the Princeton Experimental Package in an environment that simulates
space plasma conditions in orbit. Such testing constitutes a new state-of-the-art in environmental
technology for space systems.
C-v
DPOSITIVE ION COLLECTION BY SPHERICAL LANGMUIR PROBES
Glean R. Joyce*
and
James D. Murphy**
/
N 67 12276 1
In the first comprehensive theory of electrostatic probes immersed in a collisionless plasma,
Mott-Smith and Langmuir (Reference 1) assumed that the electric field around the probe terminated
at the edge of a sharply defined sheath. Bohm, Burhop, and Massey (Reference 2) showed that
there was fieldpenetration into the plasma, but they calculated neither potential profiles nor posi-
tive ion-voltage characteristics. They assumed an a priori separation into sheath and plasma
regions.
Allen, Boyd, and Reynolds (Reference 3) analyzed particle orbits around the probe using the
general conservation laws of energy and angular momentum. They discussed the case of zero ion
temperature and negligible electron collection to a negative probe. Solving Poisson's equation
reduced to integrating numerically an ordinary differentialequation under the particular conditions
_Dt (The ion Debye length) much greater than Rp, (the probe radius), and Te (the electron tempera-
_-11_I_0_ _11fI_'i _'_'_i_ bl_n _I_ [_-I-_ -_ _- ...... _-..--^_
Bernstein and Rabinowitz (Reference 4) were also able to reduce the problem to an ordinary
differential equation. They assumed a monoenergetic ion distribution and negligible electron col-
lection. Assuming that the ions move in a central force field, they made a detailed study of possible
orbits. Using a solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation, they integrated Poisson's equation
numerically for values of the probe potential, Vp, much greater than kTe, and _Dt >> Rp. S.H.
Lam (Reference 5)performedasymptotic analyses of the Bernstein and Rabinowitz differential
equation for regions of very small and very large potentials.
Gurevich (Reference 6) derived expressions for the density and flux of particles in a ratified
gas in a centrally symmetric field. He calculated characteristics for situations where the dimen-
sions of the charged spherical body were much smaller and much greater than the Debye radius.
The effects of interparticle collisions and reflection of particles from the probe surface were
discussed.
In a series of papers Hall (Reference 7) treated systems where the undisturbed distributions
of attracted and repelled particles at infinity were arbitrary. By combining Vlasov's equation with
an integral form of Poisson's equation, he developed a technique for computing the self-consistent
potential distribution around a probe. Limiting himself to the case of _Dt and Rp much less than
all other pertinent dimensions (i.e., mean free paths, system dimensions, cyclotron radii), he
computed characteristics for a cylindrical probe with a Maxwellian ion distribution.
A useful table was presented by Chen (Reference 8) who summarized numerical results from
theories developed before 1964.
* Universlty of Iowa
**Catholic University
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For the case of monoener_etic ions, Kagan and Perel (Reference 9) calculated characteristics
for spherical and cylindrical probes. Analyzing ion trajectories through the use of the general
conservation laws and neglecting electron collection, they numerically integrated an ordinary dif-
ferential equation.
Walker (Reference 10) following the work of Opik (Reference 11) calculated probe character-
istics for a Maxwellian ion distribution using an integral form of Poisson's equation. He made a
careful examination of particle orbits, and solved the resulting integral equation. Details of the
computational scheme, said to involve no iteration procedure, are unclear.
Laframboise (Reference 12) took the theory of Bernstein and Rabinowitz (Reference 4) in its
most general form. He assumed a fully poly-energetic Maxwellian distribution for the attracted
and repelled species, and developed an iterative procedure for solving the resulting system of non-
linear integral equations. The infinite plasma was replaced by an outer boundary of finite radius,
beyond which a power-law potential was specified. Numerical computations involved a sequence
of successive approximations to potential and charge distributions. The calculation procedure
became progressively more ill-behaved as the ion temperature decreased because the form of the
potential at large radii became relatively more important.
Both Walker and Laframboise accounted for the reflection of attracted particles at the probe
surface.
Laframboise succeeded in calculating characteristics for a much wider range of physical
parameters (probe potentials, probe radii, and plasma temperatures) than was previously achieved.
He concluded that the monoenergetic model was a good approximation for plasmas where P_/_D_> 5,
but gave marked deviations from the Maxwellian model for smaller values of Rp/_D_.
SECTION II
In the papers discussed in Section I, the use of a Maxwellian distribution for particles in the
ambient plasma leads to a non-linear integral equation for the electrostatic potential. Because of
the difficulty in solving this equation, the assumption of monoenergetic velocity distribution has
often been made. With this assumption, the integral equation becomes a differential equation.
Reduction of the integral equation by other physically reasonable approximations would seem use-
ful. The authors have attempted to reduce the integral equation to a differential equation by a low
temperature assumption. That is, for low ion temperatures there is so small a spread of velocities
in the ambient plasma that with the insertion of an electrostatic probe into the plasma, the velocity
spread of ions reaching the probe is small. It has been shown that for particles which are attracted
by a spherical probe, there is a sphere centered on the probe, but with a larger radius than the
probe radius, which acts as the effective gathering body. The gathering sphere radius is a function
of the initial velocity of the attracted particle. It was hoped that an "average" gathering sphere
radius could be defined if the spread of initial velocities were small. It seems, however, that for
all but the lowest ion temperatures, this approximation is not valid.
The treatment of probe characteristics has become almost standard. The problem treated
is that of a spherical electrostatic probe, of radius Rp, immersed in a tenuous plasma. The plasma
is considered to be collisionless and it is assumed that for large distances from the probe the
plasma is electrically neutral on a macroscopic scale and in thermodynamic equilibrium. This is
called the quasi-neutral region. For a collisionless plasma, according to the Liouville theorem,
the phase space distribution function along particle trajectories is constant
f (_" V) = f (_'0' Vo)"
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Theelectronand ion densities are calculated using
i
where no is the electron and ion density in the undisturbed plasma. The densities are used in
Poisson's equation to determine the spatial dependence of the potential which is then used to calcu-
late the probe characteristic.
The derivation of the integral equation will follow that of Kagan and Perel (Reference 9) which
is outlined below. The derivation will be restricted to large negative probe potentials for which the
ion is the attracted particle. Kagan and Perel have shown that in this potential region, the electron
density can be approximated by the Boltzmann barometric formula,
eV(r)
ne (r)= no e kTe
Ion densities are somewhat more involved since one must determine the gathering sphere
radius. An ion impinging on the probe with a velocity v0 and impact parameter p in the undis-
turbed plasma is governed by
1my2 0 lmv2 +eV(r)2
where v (r) is the potential due to the probe, vo is the velocity of the ion in the quasi-neutral
region, v is the velocity of the ion at the point r, m is the ion mass, and
v 0 p = vr sin 0
where 0 is the angle between the vectors ?' and _. Unless the ion strikes the probe, it will attain
some minimum distance from the probe before receding to the undisturbed plasma. At this mini-
mum distance there will be no component of velocity along the radius vector and sin 0 = 1. If
r rain is the minimum distance,
P2 = r_in _ 2 e V (rmln)_
mY°2 A--- G (rmi_)
For an attractive potential G (rmin) is the product of two terms. One is a monotonically increasing
function of rml. , r_i., and the other is a monotonically decreasing function of rm_n. If one deter-
mines the curve G(V _n) vs. V_in, a minimum may occur. Let this value of rmi= be denoted by
rL. If there is a minimum, which seems to occur in practice, for impact parameters p2 _ G (rE)
there is no corresponding minimum distance and the particle must hit the probe. If rE is greater
than the probe radius it becomes the effective probe radius. The ion density can be computed by
calculating
ni (_) = no ffi
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A point of phase space (_', _ ), which is accessible to particles starting at infinity without
their striking the probe, is said to be in the unscreened region. The distribution function for the
unscreened region is
fl (_, _) = f0 (v0)'
where fo (Vo) is the Maxwellian distribution function. The distribution function for phase space
points not in the unscreened region is
fl (_', _) = o
since no particles can reach those points. The ion density becomes
n i (r) = % ff0 (vo) d_
The unscreened region is determined by the impact parameter and conservation of energy. The
first requirement is
m v_ m v 2
2 2
eV(r) > 0.
If r > rz the point (7 , _ ) belongs to the unscreened region if 0>7T/2 of if 0<n/2 but p2 >G(r_).
This can be written O > 0,, where
_ G (_)
sin 2 81 =
v 2 r 2
n i (r) = 2_ no fo +eV(r v 2 dv sin OdO.
: 2_n o
f_-2eV(r)
dv v 2 fo +eV(r 1 +
__ v2 r 2
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Using the form of the Maxwellian
.---='--eV(r ) _
n i (r) = e" K't _1/2 e-kTi d_
eV(r)
+-_- e 1/2 e --- G(re) de .
eV(r) _ r2
If one assumes that r_ is not a function of velocity, these integrals can be evaluated.
The result is
n i (r) = n 0 e vf :kTi 1 eV (r) e kTi + - _PkTi -2
L.- ----J
r 2 \1/2
- "5 e
where
Y0 =
-eV(r) + r_/r 2 V(r_)
kT i(1 - r_/r 2)
and • (x) is the error function.
When r < r._ one can determine the ion density because the ion flux across any sphere of
radius less than r4 is a constant. The flux at r4 is
47Tr_fvcos 8n(r_) fo [lmv2 +eV(r,_)l dr,
and for r <r 4 the flux is
4n r2 fv cos _ n (r) fo IYmv2 + eV(r)] dr.
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Equating the two expressions
e
r 2 kTi
= _ n (r_) e (r (r_) - V (r))
n(r) r-_-
The expressions for n_ and fi can be placed in Poisson's equation
e
V 2 V(r) =- _o (ni - he)"
Defining dimensionless variables makes the formalism simpler. Let
v(r)- eV(r)
kT_
T,
/3=--
Ti
Poisson's equation with spherical symmetry becomes
d 2 _ + 2 d_ f (x) - e -_/_,
dx 2 x d'-'-_ = i
(i)
where
1 1 [1-¢(¢-_)] eVfi (x) = _----_--v/"_ +
(x T{ }+ 1 -_ _ _--_--_/_o+ 1 1 [l_dP(vZ-yyo)] eYo x >x C,
and
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f (x)i =x_< e(_,_°n){ I____¢_+_I [I -¢ (_)] eV'_} x <x#
YO-
(I - x_/X 2)
e V (r_)
71_ = - kT i
If x_ is equal to the probe radius, this relation is identical to one derived by A. V. Gurevich
(Reference 6).
These equations should allow one to calculate the potential and the probe characteristics. In
practice, however, a serious problem arises because the value of Yo is negative at x -- x4. This
can be demonstrated by finding the minimum of the G (rm_.) curve and calculating Yo at r = r_.
The problem apparently arises because in the integration of the expression for sin 8_, for initial
velocities greater than the thermal velocity, the sine expression becomes greater than one.
This problem would not occur if r_ were treated as a function of velocity. An integral equa-
tion is the result of letting r_ vary with vo . The conclusion is that if one wants to treat Maxwellian
distributions, one must solve the integral equation. If it is not possible to use an average gathering
radius to calculate probe characteristics, it may be that calculating characteristics using mort.-
energetic ion distributions which, in effect, is analogous to defining an "average" gathering radius,
is not meaningful.
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APPENDIX
NOTEON NUMERICALSOLUTION
As notedin SectionII, the differential equationderivedfrom the "average"gatheringradius
is inconsistentwith thegatheringradiusdeterminedfrom theminimumof the G(rm_n) curve. One
mayfind a solutionto the equationif a somewhatunjustifiedassumptionis madeaboutthe system.
Theassumptionis that Y0= 0 at r_. This corresponds to calling sin _1 = 1. The effect of the
assumption is to change the value of r_ from what would be calculated from the minimum condition.
Equation (1) is defined as a boundary-value problem. At r = Rp, V (r) = Vp and in the limit
of large r, V (r) _ 0. Numerical solutions of this type are not easy to solve as they must step
through successive points from an initial determination of the function and its slope. An additional
complication is that rz, must be determined simultaneously with the solution of Equation (1). In
this particular case it-is easier to solve an "eigenvalue" problem as suggested by Bernstein and
Rabinowitz (Reference 4). This is implemented by changing variables.
Let
x_
y =--
X
Equation (1) becomes
where
1 y4 d2_ = fi(Y) - e-V(y)/_
x_ d y2
1 1
fl (Y) : _-- ¢_-_+-_ (1 -¢_-) eV
+(I_y2)I/2_ 1 V_yo+1 [l-¢(V_Yo) ] ey°) y < 1
fi(y) =y2e(n'-'7) [ 1-_v/-_ +_-(11 _ Cv/-_)e_ 1 y_1>
and
Y0 - m
7/- y2 _9_
1 - y2
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4.
Letting _ = x_, the form of the equation becomes
d2__.._= X F (_,_, y) (A-l)
dy2
Where v2 is the value of v at y = 1. Each value of v_ corresponds to some value of the probe
potential_which can be determined through the solution of Equation (A-l) as a function of v_. The
procedure for determining _ is to start the solution at y = 1 with a g_ven _. The derivative is
determined from the condition on Yo at y = 1. The "eigenvalue", ;_, is varied until the solution
goes through v = 0 at y = 0. In practice this is never accomplished because of the 1//y 4 term
on the right hand side of Equation (A-l). However, _ can be determined to the limit of the com-
puter since the solution will pass either above or below v = 0 as y approaches zero. Once _ has
been determined, the solution can be integrated outward from y = i to the value of y corresponding
to the probe radius.
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ABSTRACT
FOURCOIL SYSTEMSWITHA PROLATEVOLUMEOF UNIFORMITY
John C. Morrison /
N 67 -22762
The power series method for a system of four circular coils is modifiea
in order to extend the region of uniformity along the axis of the coils. Using
this method aparticular solution is found havinga length of 1 percent uniformity
along the axis, equal to 1.74 times the radius of the inner coils. This represents
an improvement along the axis of 47 percent over the Braunbek solution presently
used at the Goddard Magnetic Test Facility, with a corresponding loss in uni-
formity off axis.
INTRODUCTION
During the three past Summer Workshop programs the problem of producing a weak magnetic
field with a large volume of uniformity has been considered. The work has been primarily con-
cerned with systems of coaxial coils, and in particular, a four coil Braunbek system was found
navlng a vomme oi 1 percent umtornnty wr_ich ls approximately spherical in shape and extends 0.57
of the distance from the origin to the first coil pair (0.57 r 1 in Figure C-I).
X
Figure C-1-Four coil system.
In testing the magnetic properties of some objects, however, a prolate volume of uniformity
is desirable. Garrett has pointed out (see Reference 1) that the usual power series solution, in
which the leading coefficients in the series expansion of the magnetic field are made to vanish,
leads to an approximately spherical volume of uniformity. In order to produce a prolate volume
it is necessary to modify the series method.
METHOD OF SOLUTION
For a symmetric system of four circular coils the components of the magnetic field may be
expressed as a series:
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Hz = L an rn Pn (COS O)
n_O, 2,4,.. •
for r > r 1
where
1Hx :- (n + 1)
n_2, 4, • • •
rn sin _ ' (cos _)
-- an Pn
£4_ 1 °a = __ ip (1-- _) __ pn÷, %)
n C rn+l
pml p
ip = current in pth loop
/_p = COS Gp
Along the axis of the coils this becomes
H z = a 0 + a 2 Z 2 + a 4 Z 4 + • . .
Hx--0
The Braunbek solution mentioned above was obtained by selecting /_, r , and ip so that
a2 = a 4 = a6 = 0 and as is a minimum. The expression for the field along t_e axis then becomes
Hz = a o + a 8 Z8 + -..
the principal error being given by the term of eighth order, % Z8.
In the method which is used in this report the condition upon the coefficient, a6 , is relaxed.
Then the error in the field along the axis, (H - H, (0))/H (0), is given approximately by
a6 a sz8 "E=--Z 6 +
a o a 0
It is required, then, that a6 and a8 have opposite sign. If this is true, the error along the axis
has the appearance shown in Figure C-2.
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Figure C-2
Near the origin E has the sign of a o and for large values the sign of a s , at some intermediate
point, Zo say, it vanishes. Finally it is required that I_1 < .01 and that z 0 be a maximum.
In this way it has been possible to extend the region of uniformity along the axis from 0.57
r L to 0.78 r_ with a corresponding loss off axis, since a 6 is no longer zero. The Fortran program
which was used to obtain this solution is given and described in the appendix.
The error function along the axis for the Braunbek solution and for the new solution are shown
in Figure C-3. The exact expression for the magnetic field along the axis was used to obtain these
plots.
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Figure C-3-Error function along the axis for the Braunbek solution (/z1 = .742,
_2 = .268, r2/rl = .914 + i2/i.= 1)and for a new solution (/_1 = 1,/_2 = .38,
r2/ri = 1.4868,i2/i,= 8.9958_.
It can be seen in a qualitative way how the Braunbek solution and the new solution are related.
If one is added to the two error functions, the form of the magnetic field along the axis for these
solutions is obtained (Figure C-4). The new coil dimensions are obtained from the old by stretch-
ing the two coil pairs away from the origin along the axis. Apparently, as a result, the value of the
field at the origin drops creating a kind of trough with a double maximum. The length of the region
is in this way extended.
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Figure C-4-Form of the magnetic field along the axis for
the Braunbek solution (left) and the new solution (right).
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Figure C-5-Error function along the axis for another solution.
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The new solution was improved by scanning the region in which it lies using a brute force
computer method. The error function along the axis, E, may be written as a function of _,, _2,
U --Z/r I , _ = r 2 /r I , and i = i2/i,. The method consists in scanning separately through the
variables _, _2, _, and i, and for each set of values ofthesevariablesfinclingthatvalue of U, say
U,, for which E becomes equal to 0.01. _i, _2, _, and i are chosen so that U is maximized.
In this way the region of uniformity along the axis was extended from 0.78 r 1 to 0.84 r1 . The
values of _,,/_2, _ , and i corresponding to this solution are
/_I= 0.89, /_2= 0.37
=1.041, i =2.818
An exact error plot of this solution is given in Figure C-5.
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APPENDIX
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR FOUR-COIL SOLUTION USING A MODIFICATION
OF THE POWER SERIES METHOD
This program scans through the variables cos 8, + cos 8: separately. For each set of
values of cos 81 + cos 82 it uses the conditions a2 = 0 and a 4 = 0to solve for _ = r 2 /r 1 and
i = i2/i 1 . It then checks to see whether a 6 and a s have opposite signs, and if they do, whether
IEm I _< 0.01. If both of these conditions are satisfied it calculates z 0 and prints out Z0 together
with the values of cos 81, cos 82, _,and i.
The program shown in Figure C-8 generates a plot of the percent error of the field along the
axis on magnetic tape. The tape serves as input for the next program to be plotted on an incremental
plotter.
The program shown in Figure C-9 plots the tape generated by the previous program on an in-
cremental plotter.
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PROG_A._ FIELb
C ueCSx= U¢
C oaCbxl= INITIAL VALUE OF UI
C eeCblNaJNC_EMENT IN U1
C coN1= _UMdE_ uF |NCN_M_NT5 iN UI
C oe C52,CS2|,CS_N,N_ AH_ SIMILARLY bLF|N_D FU_ THL 5LCUNd CULL
lb _D10atC51|,CsIN_NleC_2|sCs_NnN2
1FIC511-10o1 17tl_p16
17 PRIN]Iol
ZER0=b.
ll=O
C_1=CS_1-¢$1N
CS2=CSEI-CS_N
O0 11 1=1,_1
C51:CS1_C51_
UU C J=1,_2
CS2=CSx÷CS2N
C21:CSteC_t
C22:CS_=C52
Y1:5.oC21-1.
Y2=5.=_22-1.
X1:1.-_21
X2:1.-_2_
|e(XXoX2eYtoY2)t,bpt
I Rl:1.-j21o(lao-C21e21o)
lF(al)_,b,q
@ R2=1.-_22e(Z4.-C22e21o)
C ee TRHJ: R2/_1
]RHO:(YXoH2}/(Y2eR1)
I_ (TRMO)b_bpXO
10 TRHO=S_rP(T_NO)
|F((T_MO°.bb}o(1.5-TRHJ))b,12*l_
12 iI=-(T_hOee3)o(Xl_Y1)/(X2_y2)
C oo TJ :12/11
P@Pl=45._(7.-C21_(3O_.-C21e(2002.-C21e(40040-¢2102431o))))/12_o
P_P2:aS.=(7.-C22=(305.-C22=(_002.-C22_(d_04.-_22e2431o})))/I_o
P7_t=7.:(-5._C21e(t35.-C21e(4_5.-U21e42_o)))/10
_7P2=7.e(-b.+C22e(lJS.-C22e(4_5.-U22_42go)))/10
_l=t{l_hUeOT)oXle_lH£}+T_eX_eW/_
U2=I(T_HOoo@)oXIOPQPI)+IIoX2eP_P_
U4=TR_JeXt÷T|oX2
lF(O2=d_)2,o,2
2 IF(O$_J2)3_beO
3 03=-Ul/02
TLIMIT=AdsF(27.*OX=(_3=e3)/(U4e250.)IelOQo
|F(TL|_IT-I.)4_4_b
4 TZERO:SORIF(T_HOeTRHOeQ3)
C == TZE_O :Z_
lFIILERO-J.5)O_13,13
_INI £_2,|[_CSt_CS2elRHO,1IeTLIMIT,IZEH0
|F(TZERb-ZE_O)b*b_5
ZERO:TLERU
ALIMII:TLIM|T
lJ=ll
_HO=IR_O
CUR=IT
CTHI=C_x
CTH2:C_
b CONT|No_
11 C52=C_1-CS2_
lF(ll)7,8,7
bUT01_
PRINT Lu_
b0TOxb
18 _TOP
100 FO_AI(2Ft0.0,SX,IS,2Ft0.0,SX, i5)
101 FURM_T{l_l_/tHO,4X_4nCASE,SX*SHMU(1)m_X_SHHU(_),gX_3_EHO,13X,
11HI,X0_7HMAX OEV ,SX,ilhLOCAI|ON OF,/hTX.7HP_CE_T ,SX,
ll2HZ_RO [;W Ri-5_/XHO)
102 PORMAT(SX,I3_2(FS.5,SX)_2(FXo.4,5_),Fb.3,SX_I2.5}
103 _ORNAT(IHO,/iMO,tOX,_4_iAXIM_h OF ZERO FOR CA_,Ib,/}X,8_Mb(1) = ,
1F_.5,/_X_SMMU(2) = ,FO.5,/SX,oHRHu • ,FIO.3,/bX,TMi = ,F10.5,
I/XH0_/zH0,2GHMAX|MUM UEVI_TIUN'= ,Fo.3,gH PE_ CENT,/lbHZ_H0 LUCATL
10 AT ,_12.5,10H RaOll FROM ORIGIN,|H1)
1Ca FOkMAI (13X,25HNO 50LU_ION IN ]HJ_ kANGE_XH1)
Figure C-6-Brute force program.
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PROGRAM ER PLOT
J1=I
J2=2
J3=3
J4=4
XS=Z.O
YS=U.I
WRITE(33,300)JI,XSJYS
XO=-5.
YO=O.
WRITE (33,300) J2,XO,YO
Xl='l.
YI=i_.
WRITE(33,300)J3,XI,YI
READIOO,UI,UN.N
REAOIUI,UI ,U_ *RHOtTI
XI=I.-Ul**2
X2:l,'U2*t2
Q4=xl*RHO *TI*X2
U=UI'UN
DO 2 K=I,N
U= U÷ UN
DMU1 :((U'U1)'*2*X1) **1,5
DPU1 =({U+U1)**2 +X1 )*'1.5
DU1 =(1,0)/DMU1 +(1,0)/DPUi
DMU2=((U/RHO -U2 )*'2+X2)*'1,5
DPU_=((U/RHO +U2 )**2÷ X2) *'1._
DU2 =(I.O)/DMU2 *(1.0)/DPU2
F =((XI*RHn*DiJl_TI* YP * n_12 _/
PRINT2DO,U,E
WRITE (33,300) J4,E,U
END FIL_ 33
RTOP
FORMAI(2FID.5.SXJIS)
FORMAF(4F10.5)
FORMAF(2F10.5)
FORMA[(13,2F2_.8)
END
Figure C-8
_41. KR..INn.
1160 I_)RJt%T( I3,2F20,8 )
i READ INPUT TAPE 3 t
IF(_O]PID) )Z) $2,3
2 O PLOTF(E,U,J)
GO TO I
3 STOP
END
I160,J,E,U
Figure C-9
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THE DESIGN OF A SYSTEM OF EQUALLY SPACED, COAXIAL COILS
TO PRODUCE A UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
John C. Morrison
ABSTRACT N 67-22763
An infinite system of circular coaxial coils is treated using Fourier analy-
sis. A general method is described for selecting the spacing and radius of the
coils to produce a given radius of uniformity of the magnetic field. The infinite
system is then terminated, and a Fortran program is described which adjusts
the current in the last three coils to minimize fringing effects. Finally a par-
ticular numerical example is worked.
INTRODUCTION
For the design of magnetic fields with a prolate volume of uniformity, a system having a
large number of equally-spaced, coaxial coils has several advantages. It provides a test area
which is more accessible than that of a solenoid which may be entered only through the ends; and,
it is generany easier to construct than a four coil system wmc_ may require massive supporting
members to produce a long region of uniformity.
An infinite system of coaxial coils provides a useful mathematical idealization of this system.
Since the infinite system is periodic, it may be treated using Fourier analysis.
• " "_, R
i I I_ I I i
-2 _. -A. 0 _. 2A 3).
Figure C-lO-Calculation of Bz.
North has shown (Reference 1) that the axial component of the magnetic field of an infinite
set of circular loops is given by
where
nml
(i)
(2)
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= Spacing of coils
R = radius of coils
i = current in coils
x = distance from axis
z = distance along axis
Z t,Io are modified Bessel functions.
Along the axis of the system Equation (2) reduces to
the Fourier amplitudes in the expansion of the field along the axis depend only upon P,/_. The first
three Fourier amplitudes together with the maximum percent deviation of the field along the axis,
E, axe given in Table C-1. F_ is approximately equal to (At + A2 + A3) 100. The Fortran program
which produced Table C-1 is given in the appendix.
From this table the value of IV_ which is necessary for a given percent uniformity may be
selected. For example, if a volume of 1 percent uniformity is desired R/_ = 1.2 would be a good
choice.
Once the value of R/_ is selected, the second program in the appendix uses Equation (2)to
tabulate An (X). A sample output of this program, for the case R/_ = 1.2, is given in Table C-2.
From this output the value of x/_, say X/_, which corresponds to the radius of desired uniformity
may be selected. For example, if1 percent uniformity is desired and ifR/_ is chosen to be 1.2,
x,/_ is approximately equal to 0.3 (Table C-2).
The radius of the coils and the coil spacing is then given by the equations
R (3)
R/N
where x, is the desired radius of uniformity and R/_ and x,/_ have been found above.
The design of an infinitesystem having a given radius and percent uniformity is thus complete.
It remains to terminate the coil system and to minimize fringing effects. First the number of coils
in the system must be selected. Here there are no good general rules. If 1 percent uniformity
is desired, however, about 7/10 of the length of the coil system will be available, with correspond-
ingly shorter lengths for a system of higher uniformity. For the 1 percent case the number of coils
is approximately given by
where zu is the desired length of uniformity.
z °/x (4)
+1
0.7
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R/;_
Table C-1
AI A2 A3 MAX L_EV
PERCENT
.70 6.9836E-02 1._710E-03 1.7411E-05 7,Zu24E O_
• 80 3.9478E-02 _,54_6E'04 2,8167E-Oh 3.9835E O_
• 90 2.2182E'02 1,0603E'04 4,5244E-07 2.2_H_E _0
1.00 1.2403Eo02 _.18VlE-05 7,2261E-08 1,Z455E O_
1.10 6.9070E-03 9.49_5E-06 1,1488E-08 6.9155E-u1
1.20 3.8333E-03 2.81O7E-06 1.8191E-09 3.B362E-O_
1.30 2.1213E-03 8,32_9E-07 2,B714E-lO 2_1221E-0!
1.40 1.1710Eo0_ _.4502E-07 4,5196E-11 1,1712E-0_
1.50 6,4496E-04 1.2201E-08 7,0968E-12 b.4504E-O_
1,60 3.5456E-04 _.1215E-08 1,1120E-12 3.54_SE-_P
1.70 1.9459E-0_ 0.21/4E-09 1.7391E-13 1194o9E-02
1,80 1,0663E-04 1.81VIE-09 2,7155E-14 1.U65_E-O_
1.90 5,8349E-05 b.3149E-1G q,2336E-15 5.8350 E°d_
2.00 3.1891E-05 1.55_8E-10 6.5918E-16 3.18_I E°U3
2.10 1,7411E-_5 4.5196E-11 1.0251E-16 1.74_lE-u5
2.20 9.4955E-_b 1,31_8E-11 1.5924E-17 9.49_5E-04
2.30 5.1739E-_ 3,82O8E-12 2.4713E-18 _.17_gE-04
2.40 2.8167E-n_ %.11_0E-12 3,8317E-19 ?._1h7_-04
2.50 1,5322E-06 _.22BBE-13 5,9359E-20 1.5522 E°o4
2.60 B.3289E-n) 9.36o5E-14 9,1885E-21 8.32_9E-05
2.70 4.5_44E-_7 2.71bSE-14 £.4213E-21 4._244_-u_
2,_0 2.4562E-01 /.B6/3E-15 _.1971E-22 2, 45_?E°0_
2.90 1.3326E-01 _._7_9E-15 _.3942E-23 1.33%6E-u5
3.00 7.2261E-08 b.591B_-16 5.?4_A_-?d 7pp_-,_A
o,lu _.9164E-O_ 1,9005E-16 8,0869E-25 ,_,9104E-u6
3.20 2.1215E-OB _.5113E-17 1.2473E-25 2.%_5Eo0_
3.30 1.148BE-Oh 1.59_4E-17 1.9228E-26 i.14dBE-05
3.40 6.2174E-09 4,59V2E-18 2,9629E-27 6.2114E-_)7
3.50 3.3637E-09 _.32t8E-18 4.5637E-2B 315037E-i_7
3.60 1.8191E-_9 _.83_7E-19 7,0266E'29 1.B3_lE'07
3.70 9.B346E-I_ 1.10_3E-19 I.DBZ4E°29 9.b346E-_
3.80 5.3149E-iu _,18/4E-20 1.6638E-30 5._I_gE-O_
3.90 2.8/14E-10 9.18_5E-21 2.5590E-31 2.8714E-0_
4.00 1.5508E-1u 2.6480E-21 3.9344E-32 1.550_E-0_
Once the desired percent uniformity, R/_, and number of coils are selected, the third pro-
gram in the appendix adjusts the current in the last three coils to minimize fringing effects.
Finally, once the radius, spacing, and current of the coils is selected, the fourth and fifth
program in the appendix use the exact expression for the field along the axis,
M
B. ='u'iR-----_= Z_ 1
k=-a [(Z-K>_) 2 +
to plot the error function along the axis. The fourth.program generates the information on mag-
netic tape. This tape serves as input for the fiRh program to be plotted on an incremental plotter.
The last program in the appendix uses the expression for the magnetic field in terms of
elliptic integrals to produce a two dimensional error plot in tabular form. This program has been
checked in a number of ways. For a nine coil system the error along the axis has been compared
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Table C-2
X/;',. A(1)
0
,01
.02
,03
.04
,05
.06
07
OB
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
29
26
,27
.28
.29
.30
,31
,32
,33
.34
,35
,36
,37
,38
,39
.40
.41
,42
.43
,44
,45
.46
,47
5;8333E-03
3:8371E-03
3;8485E-03
3;8675E-03
3;8941E-03
3.9285E-03
3.9708E-03
4,u210E-D3
4;0793_-03
4.1460E-03
4;22116-03
4.30506-05
4;3978E-03
4;4999E-03
4.6115E-03
4;7330E-03
4,8648E-03
b,UO72E-03
5,1607E-03
b,3297E-03
5,5028E-03
5_6924E-03
5;8951E-03
6;1116E-03
6.3425E-03
o.5886E-U3
6,8505E-03
7;1290E-03
7;4251E-03
7,7396E-03
8,0734E-03
8o4277E-03
8o8035E-03
9,2020E-03
9;6243E-03
1,0072E-02
1;0546E-02
1;1048E-02
Z;1980E-02
1,2144E-02
1.2740E-02
1,3371E-02
1,4040E-02
%;4747E-02
1;5495E-02
1;6288E-U2
1;7126E-02
1;8014E-02
2.8167E-00
2,827_E-06
2,8614E-06
2.91776-06
2.9974E-00
3,1016E-0O
3.2316E-00
3.388DE-00
3.5746E-0b
3,792UE-0O
4,043_E-06
4,331/E-06
4.6604E-06
5.0336E-06
5.4559E-0O
5.9323E-00
6,468/E-0O
7.071UE-OO
7.749_E-Ob
8.bO91E-OO
9,3611E-00
1.()31bE-0_
1.1386E-0_
1,2584E-0_
1,3926E-0_
1.5429E-0_
1.7113E-0_
1.8998E-0_
2.111QE-0_
2.3475E-0_
2.6126E-06
2,9096E-0_
3,242_E-0_
3,6154E-0_
4.0337E-0_
4,5027E-0_
5.0286E-06
5.618OE-06
6,280_E-0_
7,0233E-0_
7.8569E-0_
8,7926E-0_
9,8431E-0_
1,1023E-04
1,234_E-04
1,3830E-04
1,bgO/E-04
_,738bE-04
1.8191E-09
1.8363E-09
1.8644E-09
1.9675E-09
2..0870E-09
2,2461E-09
2.4491E-09
2.7014E-09
3,0099E-O9
3 3831E-09
3 8313E-09
4 3669E-09
5 0047E-09
5 7628E-09
6 6626E-09
7 7295E-09
8 9943E-09
1 0493E-OB
1 2270E-08
1 43766-08
I 6873E-08
1 9835E-08
2 33_0E'08
2.7522E-08
3.2477E-08
3,8363E-08
4.5359E-08
5,3677E-08
6.3571E-08
7,5344E-08
8.9356E-08
1,D604E-07
1,2592E-07
1.4960E-07
1.7783E-07
2.1148E-07
2.5162E-07
2.9950E-07
3,5663E-07
4.2483E-_7
5.0625E-07
6,0347E-07
7,196_E-07
8.5835E-07
1.0_41E-06
1.2223E-06
Z.4692E-06
1.7424E-06
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with the plot obtained from the fourth and fifth programs; also, the error off axis has been con-
firmed within 10 percent by using Fourier analysis. For a 101 coil system where Fourier analy-
sis should yield very good results, the error program has been confirmed to three significant
figures for points selected at random.
A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A volume of 1 percent uniformity is desired with
z u = 15'
Xu = 1 °
From Equations (3) and (4) it follows that
and that
A nine coil system should then suffice.
R=4' X--3-1/3'i
N=7.4
The program to minimize fringing was thus run with RHO = 1.2, PERERR = 0.5, M = 4, and
the Optimum values for the current in the last three coils found to be 1.02 i, 0.8 i, and 2.15 i for
the third from the end, second from the end, and the end coils respectively. Here i is the current
in the inner three coils.
/
o, +-'_I
!
I
/
0.2 --
+.1%
I
0.1 --
-.1% -.1% +.1%
I i
0.5
_.1% -.1% -.1%
*1% ]
v
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Figure C-11-Contour curves for the axial magnetic field of a nine coil system.
r I
3.5
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The last program in the appendix produced the error plot shown in Figure C-11. The fourth
and fifth programs in the appendix plotted the error function along the axis as shown in Figure C-12.
Figure C-12-Error plot of the magnetic field along the axis of a nlne coll system.
(%)
6.0
5.0
-1.0
-2.0
-3 0
REFERENCE
i. North, G.R., "Some properties of infinitelumped solenoids," Report ORNL-2975, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, September, 1961.
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APPENDIX
PROGRAM YOU AMP
***R=RADIVS OF COIL IN UNITS O_ THE COIL SPACING
***RI=INITIAL VALUE OF R
***RN=INCREMENT IN R
*** N=NUMBER OF INCkEMENTS IN R
*** A(1)=I-TM FOURIER AMPLIIUDE IN EXPASION OF MAGNETIC FIELD ALONg
DIMENSION A(IO)
REAOIOO,RI,RN,N
PRINT 102
R=RI-RN
D01 I=Z,N
R=R ÷RN
DO2 J=I,3
A,J =J
S=AJ*R*6.2831853072
SMI= 2./S
i00
101
102
1-SM1,.00068245 ))))))
2 A(J) =S, 2., TK1S
E=O.
D03 K=1,3
3 E=E*A(K)*IO0.
1 PRINTIO1,R,(A(J),J=I,3),E
STOP
FORMAT(2FIO 5,5X,I5)
FORMAT(SX,F12.2m4(SX,E12.4)
FORMAT(/1H1,/1HO,l_X,!HR,14X,2HAlalSX,2HA2,15X,2HA3,Z3XJ7HMAX DEV,
1/76Xp7HPERCENT,/ZHO )
END
Figure C-13-Program for Fourier amplitudes along axis.
AXIS
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C
C
C
C
C
C
PROGRAM FOU AMP
*** U= DISTANCE FROM AXIS IN UNITS OF THE COIL SPACING
*** UI= INITIAL VALUE OF U
*** UN= INCREMENT IN U
.,, N = NUMBER OF INCREMENT5 IN U
*** A(1) =I-TH FOURIER AMPLITUDE IN EXPANSION O_ MAGNETIC FIELD
ALONG A LINE A UISTANCE U FROM THE AXIS OF THE COIL SYSTEM
DIMENSION B(IO)_TIn{IO),A(%Q)
READIOO,RHO
PRINT %10
DO% I=I,ZO
AI=]
S = AItRHO "6.28318_3072
SM1=2,/ S
TK1S= SQRTF(.5*SM1)* EXPF( "S)* (1.25331414 +5M1-(.23498619 -SM]
1,(.03656620 -SMI*( .01504268 - SM1 ,(.007B0353 -SM1,(.00325614
1-SM1,.00068245 ))))))
1 B(I) = St 2.*TK$S
UI=O,
UN=.01
N= RHO t60. +1,0001
U=UI-UN
DO2 I=I,N
U=U*UN
DO3 J =1,10
AJ=J
UP= AJ*U*l.b755160RZ
UP2=UP*UP
IF(UP -Z,O) 4,4_5
4 TIO(J) =1. +UP2e(3.SZb6229 *UP2"(3.0899424 ÷ UP2-(1.2067492 +UP2*(
1.2659732 +UP2,(.O36U768 * UP2,.U045813)))))
GO TO 3
5 UPMI =I.1 UP
TIO(J) = EXPF(3075 • UP)*SORTF(UPMZ/3,75)*(.39894228 .UPMl*(,0132_
1592 *UPMZ,(.O0225319 -UPNZ*(.OOZ57565 , 'pM1,(.00916_81- UPMZ*(.O2U
157706 -UPM$,(.O2635537-UPMZ*(oOZ647633 ,UPMZ*.O0392377))))))))
3 CONTINUE
E= O;
DO6 K=I,10
A(K) =B(K) * TIO(K)
6 E=E* A(K)
E =100.* E
2 PRINTiZZ,Ut(A(L) pL=%,5 ),E
SlOP
iO0 FORMAT(FIO.5)
110 FORMAT(1N1,/1HO,6X,1HU,%3X,4HA(1)_ZSX,4HA(2),%SX,4HA(3)_%SX'4HA(4)
1,15Xw4HA(5),13X_7HPERCENT,/l16X,3HDEV,/1HO)
111 FORMAT(2X,F6.2,6(7X,Et2,4))
END
Figure C-14-Progrom forFourieramplitudesoffaxls.
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Error Plot Programs (Along Axis)
This program generates a plot of the percent error of the field along the axis on magnetic
tape. The tape serves as input for the next program to be plotted on an incremental plotter.
P_OGRAM _R PLOT
JI=L
J2=2
J3=3
j_=4
R_ADIO1.,RMO,TII_TI2o_I3oM
AM=M
AMMI=Mol
AMM2 =_-2
XS=I.U
YS= 0.05 *AM
PRInt 3DO,JI,XS,YS
WRIT_(33,3OU)JI,XS,Y_
XO=-5.
YO=O.
PRINT 300, JP.xO,YO
WRITE (33,3U0) J_,XU,YI)
MM3=N-_
RHO2=RMO*RHO
UI=O.
lJN:.O%
N=M*IUO .I
SUMDO = RHO*,(-3)
ll05UI=I,MM3
AI=I
50 SUMUO=S_MDO ÷2.t(AI" ] ÷RH02 }'-(-I.5)
HU= $UMOO ÷I II*2._(A_'M2**_+HHO._ ;**(-i._) ÷T|2*2.*(hMHI*t2÷PHO2)*I(
I"i.b} ÷ T13-2.* (AM*_M ÷RHO_)-'{-I.5)
HI=BO
IJ=O.
nos KI= 1,51
U= U*.Ol
SUMOU= (U-U *NH02 )**('l._)
DO 6 L: %,MMJ
AL:L
6 SUMDU =_IJMDU+((AL÷U)-*2 ÷RN_2 )'t(-1.5) ÷((AL-U)t*2÷R_2)**(-I.5)
H_: SUPI)U ÷III*(((AM.2*U)tI2+R,U/)**(-1.5)÷((AMM2-U)tt?÷RM02)**(
1-1._;)÷ Ti2* (((AMMI*U)**2÷RN02;-*(-1.5) ÷((AMMl'U)*'2+HWO2)**(-
11.5)) ÷TIZ*(((AM*U)**2+RH02)-*('].5) ÷((AM-U)**_+RHO_)**('I.5))
IP(_2-PI}5,7,7
5 _1:H2
7 @O :(_1-81))*._
LI=UI'UN
DO 4 j =%,N
LI=U*IJN
SUMDU: (U*U ÷RH02 )**(-1._)
l}041K= I,MMJ
A_:K
4_ SUMDU =$UMDU÷((_K÷U)*_2 +RHO_ 1"*('-1.5) *((AK-U)*e2+RHO2)_*('l.5)
BU= SUMI)U *Tllet((AM"_÷U)e*_+RHU;C)*I(-1.5)÷((AMH2-U)e_÷RH02)**(
1-1.5))* TI2- (((4MMI+U)ee2÷RHO/)-e(-Z._) ÷(¢AMM%-U)e*2*R_02)**(-
11.5)) ÷TI3e(((AM÷U)**_÷RHO2)*e{'' .5) ÷((AM-U)_*2÷RHO2)*e('I.5)}
E =(8O/BO)_IOU. -I00.
IF( J-l) 3,3,2
3 WRITE(33,30i}) J3,E,U
PRINT 300, J3,E_U
GO TO 4
2 WRITE (33,300) J4,_,_i
PRInt 300, J4,E,U
4 CONTINUE
END FILE 33
STOP
101 FORMAl (4FIU,5,SX,I5)
300 FORMAT(_X,I£,2F20.8)
END Figure C-16
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aThis program plots the tape generated by the previous program on an incremental plotter.
Figure C-17
1160 FORNAT(I3,2F20.8) I
1 HEAD INPUT TAPE 3, 1160,J,E,U
IF(XEOF(D))3,2,3
2 0=PLOTP(E,U,J)
GO TO 1
3 3TOP
END
Error Plot Program (In Two Dimensions)
P_O_A_ _ PLUT
U|MEN_ION A(4),_(4),C(4),b(4),TI(J),Z_(50o2)o_( 5U.2J,_L_ _0._)
• o. _. _A_IUS OF C01L IN UNIIS OF THL COIL S_AC]_b
• -* Ti(1)s CU_R_NT iN l_l_o CO|L _b_ LNU / GURR_NI iN INN¢_ CO|L$
°** TI(2)_N_ I1(3) ARL SlMILA,L¥ ULFINL0 FOR SLCO_O _0N ENO AN0 t_O C01L_
_£A010_ ,_,ll(l)_T]¢2).II(3),M
• ** Z= 01_TANCL ALO_ A_[b
• ** ZI= [NlllAL VALUE O) Z
• _o ZN= |_C_EN1 iN Z
• ** NI= NUHeL_ O_ INGR_MENT$ IN Z
RE_0[0_,£I,ZN,NI
• ** X" 0i_TANC£ FROM AX|S
• -* XN= INC_£MENI IN X
• ** N2= NUMbEW OF INC_EMENIS IN X
XI=0.
AH=_
AMHlSH-1
_N_2 s_-2
A0=l,3_b2V43611
• (t|s o_b6344_Se
A(g)I °03590092383
A(3)S ._374@563713
A(4)s .01451196212
U_= 0.:
U(1)m *124q6_93597
_(2)= *0b_SC24857b
_(3)m *C3S2_35_34b
_(4)l °004417_701_
_(2) i *4432_1414b_
C(_)w .Ob2bOo01220
_(3)s °_47_73G_4b
C(4)I *0173b_Ob4_1
U(l)! .249983o8310
U(2)= *012001b0037
b(3)e *040b@b9752b
014)m *O_2644@b3@
MM2 _M-2
R2-_*R
SUM00 -R-m(-3)
001 _mlaMM_
AJ_I
_XZ&'_hDg *I|(1)*_.*(a_M2e*_W2)ee(-1.5)÷Ti(_)w2.e(_MMle*_-_2I**(
1-1.5) _II(_)*2.*(AMeAM *k2)**(-1._)
bO@ I-1,_1
Z- Z**_I
SUM_U =(ZeZ ÷_2)ee(-2.5)
003 J=_,q_3
_J:J
3 SUMUUI_UMUU-I(AJeZ)ee_e_)ee(-1._! _((AJ-Z)ee2eW2)e_(-_*_)
O2_SUMUU -TJ(l)e(((&HM2eZ)ee_ eR2/ee(-1.S) e((A_M_-Z)e.2+R_).e(
1-1._)) +TI(@)- (((AMHleZ)eI2-_)e-(=I._) • (|AMMI-Z)ee2e_2)-'(-
11.5))* TI(3)e(((AMeZ)eeatk2)**(-_.5) ,((&M-Z)ee_ *_2)_e(-1._;)
2 UI*U2
4 ,XZO -(Ut+BXZO)e._
bxZo._xZO*_@e3.1415_2b_36
Z-Z|-Z,_
x=x]-x_
ZsZ*ZN
Z20 • ZeL
OOb J•I,M
AJmJ
Z2(J,1)=(Z-AJ)*e2
6 Z2(J,_)=(Z-AJ]**2
X=X*X_
XPR2_ (X*R)ee2
XHR28 (X-_)oe2
_2X2" _s_-xex
R4X • 4.*_ *X
FOs 1. -_aXI(XPR2 eZra)
ALFO =ALOG(I*/FO)
AKO _AO e_OeALFO
E0 =1.
008 K=_,4
&KO sAKO -(A(K)e_(K)eAkFO)eFOeeK
8 EO mkO ÷(C(K) _DI_)eALYG)*FOe*K
Uuq KI=I,2
F(K_KI)=I.-R4X/(XP_Ee Z2(K,K1))
ALF(K,_I) • ALOG(I./F(K#KI))
AKIK_KI)•&O *60cALF(K,K1)
£(K_K1) •1.
AK(K,K¢) IAK(KeKI) .(_(L)_d(L)eALP(K_KI))IF(KeK2)eeL
9 _(K_KI) • [(K*K2) • (C(L)eO(L)eALP(K,R1))eF(K_KI)IeL
_XZ(J) .SURTF(_./(XPR2*Z20))e(AKO-_EOe(R2X2-Z20)/(X_2 _Z20))
0010 K_I,E
0010 L•I_MM3
10 dxZ(J) I_XZ(J) _SUR]F[I./(XPH_* Z_(LeK)))• (AK(L,K) _(L*K)e(N2¢2-
1Z2(LaK))/(X_d2 *'Z2(LeK)))
_012 K_le2
D011 LaMM2,_
Lt•L-M*3
11 uxZ(J) uSxz(J)* T[(LI)e$OETF(I./(XPR2eZ2(L_K)))*(_K(_K)* E(_K)I
l(R2X2 -Z2(L*K))/(XM_2 *Z2(L,K)))
l _(J)_ (dXZ(J)/_O)el00. -100.
P_|NTIZI,Z,& _RtK),_I,N2}
5 x=xJ-x,_
STOP
100 _U_HAI(4FIO,_,_X_I_)
101 FORMAIt2FIO.5,_X_|5)
110 FO_HAT(1HI,/IHO_3X_IHZ_TXe4H*O L#_X*4H.O4L#6X*4_*O_L,bX_4H.2_L,bX_
14H*IOL,_X#4H.2 L_6X,4H*24L#bX_4H*_L#bX_4H._L_X_4H._bL_bX*4H.4 L
I_@X_4H°44L_IIH0)
111 FON_AI(2X,FS.g,2X,12_lO°2)
ENO
Figure C-18-Error plot program (in two dimensions).
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THE PLASMA-RESONANCE PROBE
INTRODUCTION
Michael P. Smith
N 67 -22764
The plasma-resonance probe is a diagnostic device used in determining some of the proper-
ties of a plasma environment. It consists of an electrode to which a radio-frequency voltage is
applied. The probe is operated by recording the direct current drawn from the plasma by the
probe as a function of the radio-frequency applied to the probe, obtaining a typical resonance peak
such as shown in Figure C-19. From the frequency at which the current (ip) is a maximum (%),
one can obtain a value for the electron density (n) from the relation
4Trne 2
0)2 = 0)2 - (CGS units)
P m
Here m is the electron mass and e the electron charge. From the full width at half-maximum (F),
• )
..o oo. _h+._..............*_^ ^'^_*_... ........_ _ _" _,..._,,_........_u _tlUUJLcy _w vy umng me expression
F
%=D 2
This report consists of six parts:
1. The theory of the resonance probe
2. Experimental apparatus and technique
3. Data; Experiments
4. Conclusions; Discussion of Experiments
5. Recommendations for space research work
6. Bibliography
Figure C-19-Typical resonance probe data.
oz. _)
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THEORY OF THE RESONANCE PROBE
Here we develop a simple-minded theory of the resonance probe. The treatment leans heavily
upon the work of S. Chandrasekhar (Reference 1), especially Chapters VI and VII. This theory em-
bodies the essential results of a more rigorous treatment by Ichikawa et. al., (Reference 2) in
which they carry out an integration of the linearized Boltzmann-Vlasov equation.
The environments with which we concern ourselves are typically low-density (10 4 _ 10 8 elec-
trons/cm3), partially-ionized gases (< 2%)consisting of electrons (m, -e), ions (M, + e), and
neutrals (~ M ). We take the much heavier ions and neutrals to be essentially at rest, while the
electrons are vibrating within the ion-neutral host with an equilibrium characteristic frequency
_p, called the plasma frequency. The model* works because the dominant behavior of such a
field-free plasma is charge neutrality: the charges distribute themselves so as to maintain
macroscopic charge neutrality within several Dehye-lengths.
To this situation we add a sinesoidally varying electric field typically in the megacycle range.
We might expect a resonance to occur when the external electric field frequency _ matches the
electron plasma frequency _p. We shall assume that the sole mechanism of damping is due to
electron-neutral particle collisions; we are neglecting effects such as
1. Thermal electron energies
2. Landau damping
3. Electron-ion collisions; electron-electron collisions
4. Radiation reaction effects
the more sophisticated treatment of (Reference 2) shows that this is a valid assumption for our
model.
This resonance phenomenon is really a collective behavior effect in which many electrons in
a volume _3 (_ C/_, ) participate. Presumably this is why ion resonances have not been observed,
in view of their much smaller mobility; i.e., not all the ions in such a volume can respond in phase
to the external signal.
We first develop longitudinal plasma Oscillations; these waves do not propagate in the plasma,
but represent local density and charge fluctuations. When a charge separation occurs in the plasma
due to a displacement of the electrons, an electric field appears, and we write
m = e t> (1)
(E does no._t refer to an external field.) Assuming a solution of the form
(7. t) = _ • (_') e i'' , (2)
and assuming appropriate boundary conditions, Equation (1) gives
= -= e ]_ (3)
m_ 2
*This has been called the Lorentz Gas Model or the Cold Plasma Model.
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Ontheotherhand,in CGSunits, the following relations are valid:
_=ner' _=aE E =1 +4n'a (4)
(Here P is the polarization, n the electron density, e the electric charge, F the displacement from
equilibrium, _ the polarizability, and _ the dielectric constant). Then Equations (3) and (4) imply
and
-ne_ (5)
m_ 2
E = 1 4Tfne2 (6)
too) 2
In CGS units, Maxwells' equations are
v._:4_p v._--o
c BL e c BL
The total charge and current densities p and y can be broken up into two parts:
I. Plasma contributior -V •_ and Bp/Bt
2. External sources p, and Jr
so that
Putting
p:p.-v. _ .,-,d Y=Y. +B_
D---E+4_P= _E,
(8)
(9)
We can rewrite the Equation (7) in the usual manner as
qxE-
c _t c c Bt
(1o)
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Now in an electrically neutral plasma, and neglecting thermal effects
Pr = 0 and Jr = 0
thus Equation (10) becomes finally
_v.f:0 v-_:0
c _t c _t
for the Maxwell equations. As is well known, these sourceless equations can be uncoupled, yielding
wave equations which admit of plane-wave solutions of the form
E(r', t) = Eo ei(_ " _" - c_t)
B(r', t) = B0 ei(_" ; - _t) (12)
Running these back through Equation (11) shows that this is indeed the case if only
_o • _ = o _0 " _ = 0
- (13)
-_B z× Bo:- _ -ZoK× E0 -7 o c
These represent conditions on K and _ that Equation (12) be solutions of the uncoupled Maxwell
equations.
In general, Equation (13) admits of two solutions:
1. Transverse Oscillations (e _ 0) These are the electromagnetic oscillations of a field-
free plasma; they undergo a definite dispersion because e = E (_). They are of no interest
to us here.
2. Longitudinal Oscillations (e --- 0) There is the choise of putting
---o (14)
in (13); this leaves us with the conditions
Bo • f--o _.d f×_o--O (iS)
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It is clear that Equation (15) requires B0 =- 0 if we want K _ 0; then we see that K x E0 = 0 implies
a longitudinal type wave (Eo "_ is not necessarily vanishing). This represents a local disturbance
moving in the plasma and is not to be confused with a true transverse electromagnetic wave. From
Equations (14) and (6), we obtain the frequency:
4_-ne 2
_2 - (16)
P m
This of course is just the frequency with which the electrons of our model are vibrating about
equilibrium amid the ion-neutral background; i.e., their motion is the local density fluctuation or
charge fluctuation.
We now consider what happens when an external electric field and electron-neutral collisions
are added to the above picture. For convenience_ we shall work in one-dimension Three forces
act on the electrons:
1. The internal field: Fin t = e E = e E 0
2. The external field: Fex = e Eex = e E 1 ei_t
(Here _ now represents the frequency of the externally applied radio-frequency field).
3. The electron-neutral collisions: Really the oria-in of this force i,q elt_t_frlenl hilt wa r_n
statistically gloss over this if we assume a "collision dominated plasma" in Which an electron
undergoes many collisions per second. In a linear approximation, we write
Fcolllslo n -- Rv
Suppose _ = 1/% is the average time between these collisions;then the light electrons
undergo a momentum transfer of 2mv, and so a force of 2mv/_"c. Thus itis clear that
Fcollisio n = 2m%v
Thus Newton's equation for a single electron is
m_ + 2m%_ + eE o = eE 1 e ic°t
In view of Equation (14), Equation (17) can be written as
(1'/)
m_ + 2m%:_ +47zne2x = eEI e i_t, (18)
which is just the equation of motion of a damped, driven harmonic oscillator. The solution of
Equation (18) consists of 2 parts, the complimentary function and the partial integral.
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The Complementary Function
This is the solution of Equation (18) with the 1R.H.S. set equal to zero; it embodies two Arbi-
trary constants which are eliminated by choosing particular initial conditions. This solution de-
scribes the transient behavior of the electrons. Thus in
putting xc =Ae "t
mxe + 2mve Xc + 4wne2 Xe = 0
shows that this is indeed a solution provided only
thus
m_ 2 + 2my e_+4_ne 2 = 0
=-v c ± /v_ 4_ne2 (19)
m
It is clear that transients die out in a time of the order of the collision frequency v _ 10 -6 sec,
so they are of no consequence to us.
The Particular Integral
The particular integral describes the steady-state behavior of the electron; we can coax it
from Equation (18) by assuming that the electron follows the external electric field: i.e., suppose
x =Be i_t, (20)
p
then the differential equation shows that it is a solution if
or
B(-m_ 2 + 2ira ve_ + 4_ne 2) = e E 1
(me--)B = (21)
_2 -oJ2 + 2i v w
p c
that is, the steady-state solution is just
Xp =
++,o,°,
oJ2-w2 +2i v w
p c
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and
(_-) i_E 1 e i_t
v = (22)
P _2 __2 + i2 VcO J
P
Now the meaningful quantity here is the electron kinetic energy; this comes about in the following
way: the probe is operated with a D.C. voltage in sucha way that, without the R.F. voltage, the
net current to the probe is zero; it turns out that a negative D.C. voltage is required to do this for
reasons of high electron mobility, i.e., the electrons are largely biased out. When the R.F. voltage
is superimposed, the electrons absorb this energy as kinetic energy and are then able to surmount
the D.C. potential barrier; this shows up as an increase in the direct current to the probe. At
any rate, the electron kinetic energy is
!mv2 1=--mv*v =
2 2
m
or
e 2
1my2 = 2--JEl2co2 _-f @) (23)
2 (_ _co2)_+4v_cos
This is a typical resonance curve; according to the discussion just above, we would expect the
direct current to the probe to have the same general features.
1. f (_) has a maximum at _o = cop. This follows as a sufficient condition for the vanishing of
d f (co)/dco'-
co =co
M p
(24)
2. f (co) has a full-width at hall-maximum of 2 v :
F = 2 v e (25)
First of all, we have
e2 EI_
fm.x = f (co= cop) - (26)
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This predicts that the maximum probe current should be proportional to the square of the
impressed tLF. field. Then with (26) we can find _ such that f = tma x /2; this gives the
condition
or
4vc2 o)2 __ (o2p2 --O92)2
+ 2 Vc o2-- o22 --o22P
These two equations, together with the physical requirement that o2> 0, give the solutions
Hence we have justified
o21 :-ve + _+o22 and o22 :Vc +_+o22
P P
F---O22 -Wl = 2V c
Equations (24) and (25) demonstrate the most useful properties of the resonance probe.
A computer plot of f (o2) is enclosed for the ratios Q -=o2p/_c = 10. It turns out that the
theoretical curve is skewed just the wrong way to fit the experimental curves; this occurs at low
electron kinetic energies and is probably due to neglecting the distribution of electron energies
at equilibrium. We notice how the curve is not quite symmetric about o2 = cop even near the
maximum point - this is very important in determining o2p by graphic interpolation.
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Figure C-20-Computer plot of P (co)for the ratio Q ---_p/Vi"
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
The Apparatus
Following the lead of Takayama et. al. (Reference 3) we set up the following circuit (see
Figure C-20): The only modification was to reverse the biasing power supply e. The R.F. supply
was an H.P. 606 signal generator, with a frequency range including 1 to 50 megacycles and a
peak to peak voltage from 0 to 3 volts. The ammeter was an H.P. 425A micro-microammeter,
capable of being floated above ground without leakage problems in the nanoampere range. Coax
cable was used from the probe to point 2 and from the signal generator to point 1, with the shields
floating at both 1 and 2. The components L,, L2 , and C were chosen so that loop B had a much
higher impedance at 10 megacycles than loop A; thus we took
L, =L 2 = 104_h and c = .001 _f
In this way, we are assured that L o_>> 1/_ c, since
and
Lo_ = 2 x l0 s
1
__ = 102
O9C
Incidently, the resonant frequency is
or
o_2- 1 - 5x 101°
LC
CO
v = _ ,T. 35.7 Kc
2"rr
Experimental Technique
Looking again at Figure C-20, it becomes evident that the resonance probe is just a negatively
biased Langmuir probe with an R.F. voltage superimpressed. The following technique was de-
veloped: with the R.F. voltage supply on, but turned down to zero, a null current was obtained at
the ammeter A by adjusting E to the floating potential; then the R.F. voltage was set at the desired
value and ip versus w plots recorded. This is quite convenient because the floating potential is
easy to find. The main precaution is to use R.F. voltage in the range 0-2 volts only. A picture of
the operation is as follows: Looking at the operating region of Figure C-22, one can see that if
VR.F. gets too large, one can slide up the Langmuir curve quite a distance: this results in non-
linear contributions to a resonance, so that extra broad peaks appear, especially to the right of a
genuine resonance peak. These broad, spurious humps can always be distinguished from the central
peak and biased out by operating e at the floatingpotential and keeping the I_F. voltage in the range
0-2 volts.
Data, Experiments. Two very distinct plasma environments were analysed with the resonance
probe.
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Figure C-22-Resonance probe operating curve.
Figure C-21-Typical circuitry for resonance probe.
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Bell Jar
A bell jar (volume: ~ 8000 cm s) system was available to generate conventional plasmas in
nitrogen, helium, and argon. The following electrode geometry was found satisfactory: This con-
figuration in combination with helium provided a uniform, stable plasma. A variety of experiments
was performed. These of course included various checks to make sure circuit resonances were
not being observed: for example, a duplicate external circuit with a capacitor of .005 _ f was con-
structed, with no noticeable changes. With the circuit of Figure C-21 and the parameters indicated,
a prominent circuit resonance occured at about 75 kilocycles, but this did not affect our work at all.
_~ 50 CM ._._
3_ TEFLON LEGS
25 k_ LOAD RESISTOR
VOLTAGE
Figure C-23-Electrode configuration used.
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I. One of the simplest experiments was to record the maximum direct current at resonance
as a function of the R.F. voltage:
HELIUM
 °orf
DISCHARGE: 20 MA @ "_1300 volts
Figure C-24-Maximum probe current at resonance vs. h_ 10
square of R.F.voltage in anticipation of Equation(26). "._e
:_ .r I I ] I I I I I I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
V 2 (volts 2)R.F.
. Following Takayama and Ikegami, one can record the probe current ip as a function of
the R.F. frequency for several R.F. voltages in various fixed environments; at the same
time, one can obtain Langmuir curves for comparison of the two techniques. (See 1965
Summer Workshop Report for Langmuir Probe Techniques).
a. Helium. In helium, the following data was observed:
DISCHARGE:
HELIUM55 MICRONS
20 MA @ 1350 VOLTS
. a
4O
3O
20
u_
U 10
0
I VRF = 1.5 VOLTS:_=7.65 +.02 x 10eCPS
l'/2r = 1.63 ± .05 x 106 CPS
- /_ VRF =1.25 VOLTS: vp=7.65:k.02x 106CPS
/I F/2_r= 1.44 :t:.05 x 10 e CPS
_: 0 VOLTS: b = 7.50 ±.02 x 106CPS
F/2Jr = 1.50 ± .05 x 10 e CPS
I I
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
FREQUENCY v- _- (10 6 CPS)
Figure C-25-Typical resonance probe data in helium. Vp is the Fre-
quencyat Which ip is a maximum; V/2:is the full width of the peak
When i is I half Its maximum value.
p
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I HELIUMDISCHARGE: ~ 20 MA @ 1350 VOLTS
50 MICRONS
10.0
1.0
• = .03 MA
SLOPE = .489
0'1 i PROBE LENGTH = .61 CMr PROBE DIAMETER = .0571 CM
0.01 Vp (VOLTS)
I I I I I0.001 . I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
FREQUENCY
Figure C-26-Typlcal Langmuir probe data in helium at approxi-
mately the same operating parameters as Figure C-25.
b. Nitrogen:
DISCHARGE :
NITROGEN
MA@ 400 VOLTS1.5
50 MICRONS
1.5
1.0
. CL
.5
_ VRF =2D VOLTS:_'p =10.5 ±.1 x 106CPS
1.5 VOLTS: l,p = 10.35 ±.1 x 106CPS
= . :_ = . ±.1 x 10_CPS
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
v - 21rFREQUENCY ( 106 CPS)
Figure C-27-Nitrogen resonance probe data. The secondary peaks to
the left of the main peaks are presumably due to helium contamina-
tion caused by not allowing the bell jar sufficient time to clear. No
half widths were measured here.
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1.0
ISC HARGE:
0.1
III/ =: o1, 
'IF_II V.:. SLOPE =1.77
_./T PROBE LENGTH = 3.1 CM0.01
PROBE DIAMETER = .0571 CM
0.001 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
NITROGEN
1.5 MA @/x 400 VOLTS
50 MICRONS
% (VOLTS)
Figure C-28-Langmulr probe data in nitrogen.
c. Argon. Finally, the following peaks were observed in Argon:
l ARGON
DISCHARGE: _ ~ 40 MA@1500 VOLTS
50 MICRONS
1
.~_
_ /_jeF = 2.0 VOLTS:Vp= 8.15 +.01 x 106CPS/I F/s_r = 1 .75 x 106CPS
I VRe = I .5 VOLTS:_ = 8.15 :k .01 x 106CPS-/I/-ll/ Fl2x = 1.66 x 106CPS
RF=I .0 VOLTS :vp = 8.15 =_.01 x 106CPS
F/2w =1 .60 x 106CPS
I I h_,_l I I I I
FREQUENCY
Figure C-29-Typical resonance probe data in argon;
there was insufficient data to calculate l_/2_for the
peaks to real precision.
Another set of experiments which were performed in helium was to record resonance
peaks at a fixed discharge voltage at several different pressures:
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,2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
DISCHARGE:
HELIUM /
750 VOLTS
1.2 -
I
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2 _
o =_"T_ I I I I ] I
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
v= w/2r(lO6C.P.S.)
200 MICRONS: 13 MA
/ _ = 8.50 +.02 x 106CPS
r/2_-= 2.17 + .05 x I06CPS
100 MICRONS: 10 MA% =8.40 ±.02 x 106CPS
r/2x =2.13 ±.05x 106CPS
j_25 MICRONS:_7MA
vp = 8.25 ±.02 x 106CPS
['/2r =1.89±.1 x 106CPS
I I
12 13 14
Figure C-30-Resonance probe data in helium showing the effect of
varying the pressure of the discharge while holding the discharge
voltage fixed.
One can obtain resonance peaks at constant pressure, but varying the discharge current
and voltage; this gives the following results in helium:
DISCHARGE
CURRENTS
I0
• 9
8
7
6
5
4
a.
3
1"/2 r = 1 .67±.05X106CPS
% =8.05 ± .02 x 106CPS
r/2 _" = 2.08 + .05 x 106 CPS
'_40 MA: = 7.25 ±.01 x 106 CPSm vp
DISCHARGE: I/_ [721r =1"79±'05xi06 CPS
- j HELIUM II "_'_ _ 30MA- v =7.40 ±.02x 106CPS
- ] 50M,CRONS //r_ ---r,2:=1.77±.osx106CPS
_ I V.=l5VOLTS
% =7.45 ± .01 x 106 CPS
I I I I
2
1
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
oJ
v -_- (lO6CPS)
Figure C-31-Resonance probe data showing the effect of varying
the discharge current and voltage at constant pressure.
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5. Finally, one can vary the pressure and voltage keeping the discharge current fixed:,
20 F
15 --
I0 -
5 -
oi
0
HELIUMDISCHARGE: 20 MA
V _ =I .5 VOLTS
I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6
100 MICRONS:
4 =7"55 • .01 xI06CPS
F/2_" = 1 .98 :k .05 x 106CPS
fl.._.....- 75 MICRONS :
- I I _ = 7.45 + .01 x 10_CPS
j 25M CRONS:
=74o• 02x 06cPs
]'/S_r = 1,73 ± .05 x 106CPS
I I I_ I I I I
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
= _/2 r (106CPS)
Figure C-32-Resonance probe data showing the effect of varying
kL_ ........... J L_IJ:__ zl-_ _1_- I , • •
Larger Volume Plasmas
The resonance probe was used in a much larger volume plasma (~300 ft s ) generated with an
ion engine; the gas used was nitrogen (at~10 -s tort). Three separate peaks were observed:
Figure C-33-The electron plasma resonances in
the summer workshop ion-englne plasma, peak
No. 1 (J. Kinnier).
0.7 -
0.6
0.5
0,4
0.3
0.2
0.1
- / _ vp =2.60±.01x 106CPS
-- / _ F/2r= .96±.1 x IoecPs
I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5
v = _12 r(IO6CPS)
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Figure C-34-The electron plasma resonances in the summer workshop
ion-englne plasma, Peak No.2 (J. Kinnier).
._0
4
1 -
_ I I I
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
v = _/2T(IO6CPS)
Figure C-35-The electron plasma resonance in the summer workshop
ion-engine plasma, Peak No. 3 (J. K|nnier).
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CONCLUSIONS; DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS
Bell Jar
1. It is very satisfying to compare Figure C-24 with Equation (26), since E _ v/L. This is
direct experimental evidence that our somewhat simplified assumptions centered about energy
considerations in the experimental operation of the probe are quite good. It shows that the resonance
probe is essentially a temporal device which doesn't depend strongly on spatial effects such as
sheath formation. It also demonstrates that neglecting temperature effects is probably quite valid,
in complete agreement with Reference 3.
2. Looking at Figures C-25, C-26, and C-27, we can see that the plasma frequency is quite
independent of the applied R.F. voltage as predicted in the theory leading to Equation (16) and (24).
This means that current collection by the probe is really a frequency effect, not a voltage effect
as in a Langmuir probe. (The errors quoted here and elsewhere are merely an eshmate of the
experimental error and the error in graphic interpolation; by far the larger of the two is due to
the interpolation). Using Equation (16) and the experimental values of _ , we can calculate the
electron density for each of the gases. We do average the values for _p ,Pbecause the meaning is
not yet clear; instead we pick a representative value for each gas:
Table C-3
Electron Densities Obtained From Figures C-25, C-27 and
C-29 and Using Equation (16)
Gas vp (106 cps) (electrons/cm 2 × l0 s)
Helium
Argon
Nitrogen
7.65 :_ .02
8.15 • .01
10.5 _- .i
7.26 • .04
B.25 =_.02
13.7 • .01
These results are quite reasonable and in agreement with the literature on discharge plasmas
at low pressures.
From Figures C-26 and C-28, we can obtain an independent value for the electron density
using standard Langmuir techniques.
1. For helium, we have:
probe area = 11.3 × 10 -2 cm 2
electron temperature = 23,700°K
electron density v = 6.94 x 10 _ electrons/cm 3
2. For nitrogen, we have:
probe area = 55.9 × 10 -2 cm 2
electron temperature = 6550°K
electron density v = 8.89 × 106 electrons/cm 3
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Theagreementbetweentheseresults andthoseof TableC-3 is notvery satisfactory.
Beyond any doubt the resonance probe method is far more precise than that of the Langmuir
probe method. This is not hard to see. Looking at Figures C-26 and C-28, we notice how steeply
the log ip versus vp curve climbs near the origin; this causes serious inaccuracies in attempting
to determine ]- for use in the formula
F2 me 11/2
_ =_"e L KTe
This difficulty has been reported by several groups of observers (Reference 4); also, the Japanese
group which first reported the plasma resonances mentioned this at the 1963 International Conference
on Ionized Gases.
On the other hand, one can question the accuracy of the resonance probe method; the most
serious of these is whether the resonance occurs at the plasma frequency. We can see no theo-
retical reason whatever for obtaining such a result, i.e., some mechanism which would change
the resonant frequency itself, or change the coupling of the plasma to an external field at _ = _p.
The approximations made in obtaining our simplified theory in no way affect the position of the
maximum at _ = %, but would only change the shape and half width of f (_).
Again looking at Figures C-25 and C-29, we see that [_ changes with VR.F.. Since Vg.r. is
related to the electron displacement from equilibrium, in view of Equation (25) this says we have
departures from the linear approximation of collision = Rv. In the helium data at VR.F. = 1.0 volts,
F/2w is seen to increase after having decreased from VR.F. = 1.5 volts to VR.F. = 1.25 volts; it
may be that electron-ion collisions contribute to the damping; also, one might expect temperature
effects to be more important here, since the electron kinetic energy is approaching the equilibrium
thermal energy.
Much more work is needed to determine whether the resonance probe can yield accurate
data on collision frequencies and of even precise half-widths.
Using the data from Figures C-25 and C-29, we can obtain a typical value for the electron-
net_tral collision frequency in helium and argon by using Equation (25):
P/2_1.5× 106
_¢ = [_/2 _ 5 x 105 collisions/sec.
This is quite in accord with cross-sections obtained from atomic theory. The fact that helium and
argon have nearly the same collision frequencies means the twoplasmas are physically very
similar.
For completeness, we can list values of Q (- %Iv c ) which was used earlier as a plotting
parameter for g (77) versus v (_ _/% ). We used thai data at Ve.F. = 1.5 volts:
Helium: Q = 2_p/P/27r) = 9.39
Argon: Q = 2vp/I'/2_r) = 9.81
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This again shows that the two plasmas have a similar structure; and also, it points out why Q = 10
was used in the computer plot.
Looking at Figure C-27, we (presumably) see the effects of the presence of two ions: two
distinct electron resonant frequencies appear. Notice how the resolution of the peaks increases
with increasing VR.F.. For a given R.F. voltage, we can also see that the resonant frequencies
are different and the peak heights are different. Hopefully one can theoretically relate the peak
height to the percentage ionization. This whole effect needs confirmation and much further study,
particularly in various nitrogen-oxygen mixtures.
3. In the experiments at constant discharge voltage and variable discharge current and
pressure, it is evident that the plasma frequency decreases as the pressure and current decrease,
as well as the haL_idths. We have the following table:
Table C-4
Reduction of The Data of Figure C-3 0
Pressure (_m) vo (106 cps) v (electrons/cm 3 x l0 s) F/2n (106 cps) v¢ (106 cps)
200
100
25
8.50 • .02
8.40 • .02
8.75 • .02
8.95 • .04
8.75 • .04
6.51 • .04
2.17 • .05
2.13 • .05
1.89 _: .05
6.81 • .05
6.69 * .05
5.99 _- .05
It is clear that the plasma environment doesn't change much over the pressure range examined;
it is felt that more significant changes would occur at somewhat lower pressures, as evidenced in
the trend in the data of Table C-4. A much more carefully controlled plasma would be desirable,
i.e., one that would allow us to separate our changes in electron density from changes in the neutral
particle density.
4. The data on Figure C-31 indicates the effects of varying the discharge current and voltage
at a constant pressure of 50 microns: the plasma frequency is seen to increase as the current and
voltage decrease. We have a table:
Table C-5
Reduction of the Data of Figure C-31
Discharge
Current (MA)
40
30
20
10
% (106 cps)
7.25 :_ .01
7.40 • .02
7.45 • .01
8.05 • .02
electrons s/v xl0\ cm 3
6.51 x .02
6.79 + .04
6.89 • .02
8.04 • .04
I_12_ (10 6 cps)
1.79 • .05
1.77 _-.05
1.67 + .05
2.08 ± .05
_ (106 cps)
5.62 • .05
5.55 _-.05
5.25 • .05
6.54 + .05
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One might expect higher currents and voltages to produce more electrons per unit volume,
but this is not the case at 50 microns - apparently for reasons of high mobility and long mean free
path, the electrons are collected at the cathode before suffering a significant number of collisions
with neutrals to form ions, at the higher voltages. On the other hand, we notice that the low den-
sity plasmas produce a greater signal; it is hoped that theoretical investigation into the relation
between peak height and percentage ionization will elucidate matters here. What is even worse,
the full-width at half maximum decreases as _p increases, and then increases again. In view of
Equation (25), this may indicate other sources of damping besides electron-neutral collisions.
However, it is entirely possible that the technique used in obtaining [_/2 n is inaccurate as men-
tioned before; of course, it also can indicate temperature effects.
5. Finally, consider what happens when we vary the pressure and voltage, keeping the dis-
charge current fixed (Figure C-32). Again we have a table:
Table C-6
Reduction of the Data of Figure C-32
Pressure (_m) % (106 cps) v (electrons/cm 3 × 10 s) [_/2_(106 cps) vc (106 cps)
100
750
25
7.55 • .01
7.45 + .01
7.40 + .01
7.06 + .02
6.88 _- .02
6.79 • .02
1.98 • .05
1.75 • .05
1.73 • .05
6.21 • .05
5.50 • .05
5.44 + .05
This behavior is much more in line with what is to be expected. When we compare these re-
suits with those of Table C-5, it is clear that varying the discharge at constant current but variable
voltage and pressure is inherently a simpler physical process that varying the current and voltage
at constant pressure.
We can summarize the results of the resonance work in the bell-jar-environment:
1. We have been able to confirm that simpler aspects of our theory. The plasmas in helium,
argon, and nitrogen each exhibit a single resonant frequency in the range
zJ _ 7.5 x 10 6 CPS
P
From this we are able to obtain electron densities of
7? _ 7 x l0 s electrons/cm 3
Moreover, our results indicate electron-neutral particle collision frequencies of
v c _ 5.5 x 10 6 collisions/sec
. The resonance probe method is quite sensitive to variation of such discharge parameters as
a. pressure, current, voltage
b. type of gas
c. percentage composition
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Ion-Engine Plasma in a Larger Volume
Now consider the plasma of the ion-engine in a larger volume. We have the following results
from the data of Figures C-33, C-34, and C-35.
Table C-7
Data Reduction of the Three Resonant Frequencies Observed in the
Ion-Engine Plasma. Equations (24) and (25) Have Been
Assumed to Obtain These Numbers
_p (106 cps) v (electrons/cm 3 × l0 s) F/27T (106 cps) % (106 cps) O (-= %/% )
2.60 • .01
12.9 • .1
23.7 ± .2
.838 • .002
20.6 • .2
69.6 ± .4
.96 + .I
.58 • .01
2.90 ± .01
3.01 ± .i
1.82 • .01
9.11 _-.01
5.42
44.4
16.4
The most important question here is why three resonances appeared. In addition to a lower
pressure than the bell jar (50 microns versus 10 -2 microns), this plasma has a magnetic field in
it (_ 1 gauss); moreover, it is a streaming plasma. A temporary hypothesis for the three peaks is:
two of the peaks (which?) could be due to two populations of ions present in the chamber; these
Then one of the peaks could be a cyclotron resonance, whose nature will be described in the
appendix; this cyclotron resonance would be due to the presence of the magnetic field in the chamber
which was used to operate the ion engine. The maximum of the cyclotron resonance peak would be
expected to occur at the cyclotron or Larmor frequency % _ven by
For example, for
eB
%-
me
B = 1.3 gauss, we have a Larmor frequency of
_L _3"6x 106CPS
Withoug further study, the resonance method cannot yield any definite results on the ion-engine
plasma.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SPACE RESEARCH WORK
Without any doubt, the plasma-resonance probe is a welcome tool for analyzing the very low
density plasma environments of the ionosphere and solar wind or their earth-bound simulants. We
list here the main findings and recommendations of this report:
A. The Langmuir probe method is probably not a very good way to determine electron den-
sities, though it can give useful information about electron temperatures. On the other hand, the
resonance probe can very easily give precise and accurate values for the electron density. In this
regard, we urge a study of the following questions:
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1. What is the best method of obtaining the resonant frequency? i.e., how valuable is the
graphic procedure used in this report as compared with, say, displaying the resonance peak on an
oscilloscope ? (In this regard, check the Japanese report in the 1963 Conference on Ionization
Phenomena in Gases). Also, other external circuits might give better results.
2. Are there any theoretical grounds for saying that the resonant frequency occurs at other
than the plasma frequency?
B. The resonance probe can probably yield valuable information about collision frequencies.
What is needed is a more carefully controlled plasma environment which would allow us to study
discharge pressure, voltage, and current effects.
C. The resonance probe is sensitive to the type of gas used and the percentage ionization.
A particularly useful set of experiments would be: What is the behavior of oxygen and nitrogen
separately ? Then one could carefully examine various mixtures of these gases. Of particular
theoretical interest would be the exact relation between the peak height and the percentage ionization.
D. We also urge the study of the effects of magnetic fields on resonances probes. (See
Appendix).
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APPENDIX
As is well-known, the earth's magnetic field plays an important role in the physics of the
upper atmosphere:. We give the beginnings of an investigation of the effects of an external mag-
netic field B = B0 K on the operation of a resonance probe. The results here are that a cyclotron
resonance may appear in the megacycle range, which could interfere with plasma-resonance
methods.
The treatment is quite similar to that for the plasma resonance. Assume for the sake of
argument that we can neglect the effects of plasma oscillations at co = cop. Then Newton's law
becomes, for an electron,
e B o
mx + Rx + _ 3' = e Ex0 e i°_t
C
(i)
my + Ry eB° " e i°jt
---x =eEy 0
C
(2)
mz" +Rz = e E,o e i_t
Here R is a viscous damping factor due to electron-neutral collisions and _ is the angular fre-
quency of the externally applied electric field. We immediately neglect the z-direction motion.
Multiplying Equation (2) by i and adding it to Equation (1) gives
e B o e B o
m_ + imy +Rx + iRy +-- y- i -- x = e Ex0 e let + ie Ey 0 e i_t
C C
or
We use the complex vectors
e B 0 h d e ei_t (3)d2 (x + iy) + R_ i (x + iy) =--Edt 2 M "m'c'-c/ _" m
77= x + iy and E = Exo + i Ey 0 , then Equation (3)becomes
I--_ 1 e ei_t
= -E (4)
_+ -ic°L _ M
where COL ---- e Bo/mC is the Larmor or cyclotron frequency. The complementary function which de-
scribes the transient behavior of the electron is a solution of Equation (4)with the R.H.S. set equal
to zero; itinvolves 2 arbitrary constants and yields a circular motion in the (x, y )plane whose
radius is damped by a time factor R/M.
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We are chiefly interested in the particular integral of Equation (4), which will describe the
steady-state behavior of the electron. Putting the trial solution
v = A ei_t (5)
into (4) gives the condition
or
A -_= + ie_ R_ ico= =e--E.
M m
e E
m (6)A=
(_ - _L - iP/M)
Then the steady-state position and velocity are
e E e i_t
m (7)
co (o) - OJ L - i R/M)
and
- i e__ E e i_t
M (8)
(co- WL - i R/M)
Again, suppose we obtain the electron kinetic energy:
e 2 E 2
i m v2 : 2m (9)
The electron kinetic energy has a maximum at
O9----O9 L
(1o)
This is the so-called cyclotron-resonance. We can give a simple physical picture:
____ _ = The electrons move about the lines of B inahelix;= B0K if the field is uniform, the radius of curvature is fixed
-- and the rotational angular frequency is 60L. If an ex-
ternal electric field of the correct frequency (_ = o_L)
is applied, we get a resonance - i.e., a maximum transfer of energy between E and the
electron motion.
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or
A typical field in the path of _t satellite is B = 0.3 gauss; this gives a Larmor frequency of
COL_ 5 × 10 6
vL_.84× 106CPS
Thus it is conceivable that plasma and cyclotron resonances can interfere with one another.
Since _o is a pressure dependent effect, while % depends on the magnetic field strength,
one could study such interference effects experimentally by varying the pressure until _v _ _L"
A comparison of Equation (9) with that of Equation (23) in the report may help in differentiating
between the two types of resonances. More theoretical work is needed in this regard:
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A NITROGEN PLASMA
John H. Kinnier ,
N 67 -22 265
INTRODUCTION "
The simulation of the space environment encountered by a satellite in terms of temperature,
vacuum, and solar flux has proved to be of great assistance in the design and perfection of space
vehicles and their experiments. The results of sounding rocket and orbiting satellite data have
confirmed and extended our previous earth-based knowledge of high altitude charged particle regions.
Table C-7 derived from the ARCD Model Atmosphere lists parameters pertinent to those regions.
The ionic composition by mass number and its variation with solar flux is shown in Figure C-36
and C-37. Figure C-37 indicates the steady decrease in ion density with increasing altitude. The
predominant species in the topside ionosphere, above 500 km, are He+, H ÷, and 0÷. The complex
atomic and molecular ions of the ionosphere and its variations in density render exact duplication
within the finite boundaries of a vacuum test chamber exceedingly difficult. While exact ionosphere
duplication may not be possible, the production of a uniform plasma of the proper density and energy
and sensors o an ionized environment.
Table C-7
Ionosphere Data*
Altitude
km
50
80
90
140
200
400
600
ITemperature
oK
283
166
166
Particle
Speed
m/sec
454
348
348
Free Path
m
7.5 (-5)
3.80 (-3)
2.90 (-2)
Collision
Frequency
sec -1
6.06 (6)
9.10 (4)
1.22 (4)
Concentration
n/m 3
2.25 (22)
4.42 (2o)
5.90 (19)
Pressure
mm Hg.
0.66
7.56 (-3)
1.02 (-3)
850
1404
1480
1691
795
1062
1266
1429
26.3
201
6,098
74,270
30.0
5.30
0.21
0.019
6.40 (16)
8.40 (15)
2.77 (14)
2.28 (13)
5.63 (-6)
1.22 (-6)
4.25 (-8)
3.98 (-9)
[onosphere
Region
D
50-85
km
E
85 -140
km
*ARDC Model atmosphere
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Figure C-37-10n composition of the nighttime ionosphere,
A satellite in circular orbit about the earth will have orbital velocities ranging from 8 to 7
km/sec., depending upon its altitude. In comparison, the average ion velocities at the same altitude
range from 0.4 to 1.0 km/sec with the result that the vehicle is subject to a directed ion velocity
due to its own motion. Electron velocities are approximately 100 km/sec and appear as a random
isotropic flux incident upon the relatively slowly moving spacecraft. Generally, the laboratory
production problem is to generate an ion and electron flux of sufficiently low velocity. The relative
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Figure C-38-Charge particle density of the upper ionosphere.
motion of a satellite moving through the ionosphere can be simulated by directing an ion stream
having a velocity of approximately 8 km/sec and a density of not more than 10 6 ions/cm 3 against
a stationary test object. Ideally, the test object might be the spacecraft itself or one of its m_ior
components which introduces the additional requirement that the test plasma be uniform over a
large region. Table C-7 makes it immediately apparent that under thermal-vacuum test conditions,
the mean free path of ions and electrons becomes equal to or even larger than the chamber dimen-
sions and collision frequencies become correspondingly small. These are not favorable conditions
for the production of the type of plasma required for ionosphere simulation. More efficient ion
production and more precise energy control can be exercised if a separate ion source is used to
generate the plasma under favorable conditions. This plasma is then projected into the test volume.
PLASMA SOURCE
The ion source employed for plasma generation was a model 7J Thrustor supplied by the
Lewis Research Center.* It is a 20 cm electron-bombardment engine developed for electrostatic
propulsion applications. The general structure of the source and its associated power supplies
are shown schematically in Figure C-39. As a propulsion device, the source is normally used
with mercury or cesium as the propellant or element to be ionized. As a plasma source it has been
adapted to utilize many gases such as krypton, argon, nitrogen, helium and hydrogen.
The source was mounted on a stand at the center of one end of a 4' x 5' vacuum chamber. A
small copper tube brought nitrogen gas from a needle type vacuum leak valve through the vacuum
wall into the rear of the engine. The gas then passed through a distributor and into the ionization
chamber. This chamber is circular in cross-section and consists of an axially mounted tantalum
filament, the cathode, surrounded by a cylindrical anode. Electrons emitted by the cathode are
accelerated through a variable potential difference of 50 - 100 volts towards the anode. The anode
accelerating voltage must impart an energy to the electrons greater than the ionization potential
of the gas used; the ionization potential of nitrogen is 14.48 volts. To further enhance the probability
than an electron will make an ionizing collision, an axial magnetic field of approximately 20 gauss,
derived from a coil wound about the engine's outer structure, causes the electrons to travel in a
spiral path on their way to anode. Neutrals and ions formed within the chamber will diffuse towards
*Courtesy of Harold Kaufman, Lewis Research Center.
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.the grid system which covers one end of the chamber. The grid system extracts, focuses, and
accelerates the ion stream. With respect to the anode, the cathode and the ends of the chamber
are at a negative potential to prevent the escape of electrons. With respect to ground, the chamber
is at a high positive potential VI , and the accelerating grid at a negative potential v^. The negative
potential on the accelerating grid prevents electron backstreaming. The ions after leaving the grid
system are close to ground potential and have been accelerated through a net potential difference
v z , Figure C-40. The total ion beam current JB is strongly dependent upon filament emission,
discharge potential, and the magnetic field strength for fixed values of v x and v^. For set values
of all electrical parameters, it is a sensitive function of the nitrogen gas flow rate. The vacuum
chamber was pumped to a base pressure of 2 × 10 -6 mm Hg by a 3200 liter/sec oil diffusion pump
with a liquid nitrogen cold trap. Under normal operating conditions, the pressure rose to approxi-
mately 4 x 10 °s mm Hg with the source operating.
i +
0
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BEAM NEUTRALIZATION
The exhaust beam of the electron bom-
bardment source contains only the positive
ion component of the desired neutral plasma.
Operation of the source in space, for purposes
of ionic propulsion, results in an electrically
isolated beam and charge neutralization must
be provided. A suitable electron source for
charge neutralization is the emission provided
by a hot filament or an auxiliary gaseous dis-
charge. The number of electrons entering the
ion stream is dependent upon the physical
location of the electron source with respect
to the ion source. It may be in the form of a
heated tungsten wire stretched across the
beam diameter or a smaller filament located
off the beam axis. Assuming that the hot wire
electron source is not temperature limited,
electrons leaving it at a temperature of 2500°K
will haveanenergyof 0.3 eV and a velocity of 3 × 10 7 cm/sec. The existing plasma potential Vp ,
which will be positive for the streaming ions, accelerates the emitted electrons through a potential
difference vp vN where vN is the neutralizer potential. The value of this potential difference
may be altered by superimposing a positive bias on the neutralizer heating voltage. The effect of
neutralization is seen as a decrease in plasma potential and the fact that vp - V_ be small is a
measure of its adequacy.
When the electron bombardment source is operated in a vacuum tank facility the ion beam
usually makes contact with the chamber walls which provide an electrical ground return path. In
this case, current neutralization is not required except to produce more stable operation at very
low pressures. Charge neutralization results from the conducting boundaries which can modify
the electric field structure, absorb particles from the stream, and to some extent emit secondary
particles. The residual gas may interact with the ions and electrons of the beam through ion-
neutral charge exchange and electron-neutral elastic and inelastic scattering. The time required
for an electron of thermal energy or higher to traverse a 4' × 5' vacuum chamber is a few micro-
seconds. Excitation and ionization processes induced by thermal electrons are quire improbable,
although electrons of increased energy may be expected to produce some excitation and ionization
of the residual gas. Electrons of low to moderate energies (~1 eV) interacting with the common
atoms or molecules are scattered approximately isotropically and the total and momentum transfer
cross-sections do not differ appreciably. While the electron-neutral interaction has a rapidly
decreasing cross-section at low electron energies, electron-ion interaction and electron scattering
processes are of considerable magnitude at these energies. The trajectories of electrons scattered
within the plasma column will be modified by its electrical field structure and its boundaries. Since
the mean free path of the scattered electron is proportional to the number density which is in turn
dependent upon the column cross-sectional area, it is to be expected that scattering processes will
PRACTICAL SOURCE OPERATION
The operation of the source and its required power supply capacity can be conveniently stated
in terms of the beam current, JB , desired. Because low energy ions were required, the voltages
VI and v^ were set in the range 150-200 volts. The positive supply should have a current capacity
of 2J_ and the negative JB/2. For proper operation of the particular set of power supplies used,
V_ was always set greater than Av x. The discharge supply, Ave, was variable up to 150 volts and
had a current capacity of 30 JB • The normal operating point for the filament was 26 amperes at
8-10 volts. Some excess capacity in this supply proved to be very valuable. The magnetic field
supply was variable and normally supplied 10 amperes at 10 volts. Adjustment of this supply has
a significant effect on the ion current recorded in the chamber. Variation of the filament tempera-
ture afforded a practical method of exercising control over the beam density. The temperature
attained by the filament as a function of the heating current was measured by an optical pyrometer
and the results appear in Figure C-41.
GENERAL PLASMA DIAGNOSIS
The characteristics of the plasma and its distribution throughout the test volume were de-
termined by a variety of probes. The probe array, Figure C-42, consisted of a set of insulated
wires whose ends were exposed and presented an area of 0.5 cm _ to the beam. The probes, set
6" apart, were mounted along the axis of the source. A second set, transverse to the beam, meas-
ured its lateral distribution. From these probes the floating potential throughout the chamber
could be determined in a reasonable period of time. The results of a typical set of data are pre-
sented in Figure C-43. The net accelerating voltage applied to the source was less than 1/10 of
its capacity and in this mode of operation it is space-charge limited or more ions are produced
within the source than are drawn into the chamber.
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Operation under these conditions is specified by Child's Law. The beam current density, JB,
is a measure of the rate at which ions pass through a unit area of the grid structure per unit time
and the current density in amperes per square meter is defined as,
J --he,, (1)
where n is the particle density per cubic meter, e its charge in coulombs and v the drift velocity
in meters per second. The drift velocity, or the initial ion velocity within the ionization region, is
a small quantity compared to the velocity given to the ion by the accelerating field. The beam
current density can be calculated from Child's Law,
_o #/_-__v_ (2)
J =2-'_ w m .d 2
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v = the accelerating potential
d = grid spacing
_o = the permittivity of space
e/m = the charge to mass ratio for the ion.
To facilitate initial operation of the source, its effective diameter was decreased from 20 to
15 centimeters. With this modification, calculated total beam currents of singly charged _trogen
atoms in the low milliampere range were obtained.
One of the probes in the center of the chamber was used to measure the change in floating
potential as the discharge current was increased. Figure C-44 shows that the relation between
these quantities is essentially linear.
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Figure C-44-Varlat]on of the floating potential w|th a change in
discharge current, other voltages being held constant.
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Ion trajectories from the source are governed by the potentials applied to the screen and
accelerator grids. The potential difference between the accelerator and the plasma column appears
as an ion sheath whose gradient contributes to the electrostatic focusing properties of the source.
In the region adjacent to the source the column is sharply defined; further downstream the column
expands and potential profile taken at a distance of 25 inches, (Figure 43b), reveals that it has
reached its maximum diameter consistent with the location of the chamber walls. Along the axis
of the column, the floating potential decreases steadily, falling abruptly at the end of the chamber.
The slope of the curves of Figure C-43 yields an indication of the electric field structure. The
axial field decreases smoothly along the column and a strong radial field exists near the chamber
walls.
An evaluation of the plasma potential from Langmuir data did not seemto be justified, however,
an approximate value of the potential was determined from a series of emissive probe measure-
ments. The probe was a 2 centimeter diameter loop of 0.002" tungsten wire heated to emission
temperature by a step down transformer. The potential drop across the wire of about 0.5 volts
limited the precision of measurement. The probe current to the wire as a function of bias voltage
was measured in two temperature states, one when heated to 2500°K and the other in a hot but non-
emissive condition. The difference between these two values was the net electron current taken up
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by the plasma. As the direct current bias of the probe approached the plasmapotential, the emitted
current decreased rapidly to zero. It was assumed that the ion current intercepted by the small
cross-sectional area of the probe wire was unaffected by the direct current bias. From these
measurements it appears that the plasma potential is within one volt of the floating potential.
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYSER
Two of the more important characteristics of the plasma were the energy and density of its
ions. An indication of the ion energy is always available when the net accelerating voltage applied
to the beam is known. This value was generally 200 volts. For more precise measurement a re-
tarding field analyser was used and a cross-section of its structure and power supplies is shown in
Figure C-45. The analyser operates on the principle that the kinetic energy of ions may be deduced
from the height of the potential barrier that they just surmount. More exactly stated the height of
the potential barrier is not a measure of kinetic energy but rather of the component of momentum
perpendicular to the equipotential lines. In the case of an ion stream where velocity components
transverse to the stream are small compared to the longitudinal component, this distinction is of
lesser importance. The first grid and case of the analyser were grounded to provide a fixed po-
tential with respect to the plasma. A negative bias was applied to the second grid to exclude
electrons from the analyzing region. The fourth grid was also biased negatively to force low energy
secondary electrons to return to the collector. The third grid was used to produce the variable
ion retarding field. The applied positive voltage was varied in small steps starting from zero and
the current to the collector observed. Eventually this current reduces to zero if no secondary
processes interfer. A record of the current versus voltage provides an integral spectrum of the
ion distribution. Graphical differentiation of this curve produces a plot of the number of ions re-
cexveu per umt voltage interval or per unit energy.
An energy spectrum of the ions in the chamber is displayed
in Figure C-46.
The plot shows that the ions occur in two well defined en-
ergy groups. Since the applied accelerating voltage was 200, the
highenergy group having a maximum at 165 volts was as expected.
The low energy group was not expected and the exact processes
which produced it were not fully investigated. It was found, how-
ever, that when the analyser aperture was perpendicular to the
beam axis, only the low energy group was observed. This sug-
gests production by a scattering mechanism.
The aperture grid of the analyser had an area of 4.9 cm 2
and a calculated transmission of over 90 percent. When directed
toward the source, particles enter the analyser in a nearly paral-
lel beam and their velocity can be calculated from the simple
relation
I !
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1 2
Energy = _-mV+
Figure C--45-Retarding
potential analyzer.
The high energy ion group has a velocity of 47.7 km/sec and
the low energy group 18.5 km/sec. These values are in excess of
the desired value of 7-8 km/sec. The ion density may be determined from the average ion collector
current and entrance area of the aperture grid. The current density and particle density can be
obtained from the relations,
i
J : _ (4)
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The ion density reached well into the range of 107 ions/cm 3 and could be easily reduced by decreas-
ing the cathode emission.
RESONANCE PROBE
Langmuir probe techniques have frequently been used to measure the electron temperature
and density of a plasma. In many instances the method is difficult to apply especially where the
electron saturation region of the curve is not clearly defined. A resonance probe is a Langmuir
probe held at a fixed dc potential in the electron repelling region modulated by an tLF. signal of
the form V sin wt .
As the frequency of the tLF. voltage is changed, the incremental dc component to the probe
passes through a maximum. An example of such a resonance curve taken in the test plasma appears
in Figure C-47. The plasma frequency wp is directly related to the electron density. N, by,
s 2 xl/2
c_ _-_ Nee
k-<o] (6)
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If we assume that the resonance maximum occursat _ then the electron density becomes 4 x 106
electrons/cm s. P
THE SPHERICAL PROBE
An evaluation of the electron density having been achieved through the use of a resonant probe,
a copper sphere one inch in diameter was employed in a simple Langmuir probe circuit and its
current-voltage characteristic measured. Druyvesteyn has shown that the electron distribution in
a plasma may be derived from the second derivative of its current-voltage characteristic, i.e.,
d V2
where N is the electron concentration, A the probe area, e the electron charge and m its mass.
The current-voltage curve for the sphere is sketched in Figure C-48 and its first and second
derivatives in Figure C-49. The derivatives were obtained through graphical analysis of the original
curve.
This method is subject to serious inaccuracies because the least error in the initial data is
amplified with each increasing order of the derivative and the precision with which a slope can be
obtained graphically varies with the slope itself. Despite the shortcomings, this method does at
least give a qualitative idea of the electron distribution in the plasma.
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THE MAGNETIC FIELD
A study was made to determine the pene-
tration of the magnetic field of the electron-
bombardment source into the vacuum chamber.
The source was not operating at this time and
a field current of 10 amperes was used. The
field strength was measured by a Rawson-
Lush rotating coil gaussmeter. A uniform
magnetic field due to the earth and other
causes existed throughout the chamber and
had a value of 0.4 gauss. A survey was made
across the axis of the source. The field
peaked rapidly opposite the ends of the coil
and decreases more slowly as the wall of the
chamber is approached (Figure C-50). It
decreased receding from the source and at a
distance of 15 inches could not be distinguished
from the background field.
The cyclotron radius of a particle moving
perpendicular to a magnetic field B at a
velocity v is
mVr - (8)
eB
Thus the ions of the plasma in a field of one
gauss have a radius of curvature of nearly
7 meters. The electrons, being much lighter,
and of lesser energy, have a radius of curva-
ture of 10 centimeters.
CONCLUSIONS
The electron-bombardment source is capable of producing a steady nitrogen plasma of varying
density over a considerable volume. As the plasma spreads out from the source it becomes more
uniform and the plasma potential approaches ground potential. In those circumstances wherein
an ion energy somewhat greater than those of the ionosphere is acceptable, a medium is produced
which is suitable for the study of the behavior of many objects and devices in a streaming plasma.
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IA PROBE TO MEASURE PLASMA CONDUCTIVITY
D. L. Waidelich, G. R. Joyce and J. Zurkow
N 67 - 22 766
The particular plasma conductivity probe considered here appears to be about ten years old
at the present time and has been used primarily for measurements in very dense plasmas and at
relatively high radio frequencies. The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibilities of
making measurements with this probe in a low density plasma and at a relative low frequency and
to make a theoretical analysis of the change of impedance of the probe when it is measured in a
plasma.
Possibly the first mention of the use of a conductivity probe was that used in a study [1 ], [2],
[4], [ 10 ] of the electrical conductivity of shock-ionized argon. The coils surrounded the glass
tube in which the ionized argon traveled, and calibration was accomplished by passing a piece of
metal through the glass tube in place of the ionized gas. The output voltage of the search coil was
viewed on the screen of an oscilloscope.
A coil probe was used in magnetohydrodynamic flow experiments [3] to measure the con-
........ ........ j ..--_._-- _j _.,_ u v_,v_L v_ J.,Lua_ail_,_ ill tllv _uJ.J. _UIZUUlI(.IiJI_ a plasma at a zrequency
of 50 MHz. This meant that measurements could be made without requiring motion of the plasma
and this property was employed in an instrument [5] in which the frequency was about 10 MI-Iz.
Another application [ 6] used a coil surrounding the plasma in which 300 KHz radio frequency
energy was dissipated and detected externally. Still other methods used the ideas of measurin_
L 4j um q o_ me coz_ surrounmng me plasma and of pulsing [17] a coil in a bridge circuit.
The next work [g], [9], [16] used a coil inserted into the plasma and measurements were
made with the help of a grid-dip meter at frequencies from 10 to 50 MHz. The electrical conduc-
tivity of the wake of a projectile was measured [11] using methods [1] given previously, while
that of seeded gases was measured [12], [13] using a conductivity probe [5]. The effect [ 14] of
the radial variation of conductivity using numerical methods of solution has been studied. A non-
linear network [15] has been suggested for the comparison of conducting materials.
The purpose of the present work is to present an analysis of the probe and also some pre-
liminary experimental results.
ANALYSIS
Actually two configurations of the probe were considered. The first was that of a flat plate
much longer and wider than its thickness. The turns of wire carrying the current would be wound
paralleledtothelong side of the plate. The coordinate system used is shown in Figure C-51 with
the z axis perpendicular to the plane of the paper and directed downwards. It is also assumed
that all field components, currents and voltages are sinusoidal of frequency f = (x/2 _). The
analysis is given in detail in Appendix A and uses the method of obtaining expressions for the
electric and magnetic field intensities both within arid without the probe coil. The values of the
field intensities are matched at the boundary of the coil. The admittance of the coil is obtained
from the current flowing in the coil divided by the voltage developed in the coil. The result for
the admittance may be interpreted as the equivalent circuit for the probe coil as shown in Figure C-52.
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The winding resistance R. was added to
account for the ohmic resistance of the coil
when no plasma was present. When the sur-
rounding plasma is removed, the conductivity
_2 of the plasma approaches zero, the skin
depth a2 of the plasma increases without
limit and both Rp and Lp approach open cir-
cuits. The probe coil then appears to be the
winding resistance R. in series with the coil
inductance L. The presence of the plasma is
indicated by both Rp and Lp being finite and
thus the input impedance zl is changed from
its value with no plasma present.
R W
---._ z i
o
Figure C-52-Probe coil, equivalent circuit.
plasma
The second configuration considered was
that of a solenoid wound on a long circular
cylinder as shown in Figure C-53. The z axis
is directed along the axis of the solenoid and
the properties are assumed to be independent
of the azimuth angle ¢. Also all field com-
ponents, voltages, and currents are sinusoidal
of frequency f = (_/2 _). The analysis is
given in detail in Appendix B and the method
employed is that used in Appendix A on the
parallel plane probe. As a result, an equiva-
lent circuit is obtained that is exactly the
same as that of Figure C-52 for the parallel
plane probe except for the values of the cir-
cuit components.
r=a
r=o
dielectric
Z
plasma
\
cylindrical
current
sheet
,/
Figure C-53-Alternate configuration of probe.
Various values were assumed for the
number of turns N, the conductivity _, the
radius of the coil and the frequency f = (_/
2n), and the values of Rp and Lp were com-
puted and plotted as curves. A typical curve
for R is shown in Figure C-54 and indicates
that t_e resistance increases with frequency
and with the diameter of the coil. Figure
C-55 shows that the inductance decreases
with the increase of frequency.
The conductivity of the plasma is con-
sidered in more detail in Appendix C. This
analysis assumes that the cold plasma equa-
tions may be used and that the charged particles react with the neutral particles through a drag
force. Also there is to be no streaming; the fields are small and sinusoidal and the equations may
be linearized about the first order quantities. The result is a plasma conductivity which is the
sum of the conductivities of each of the i th species of charged particles and which depends both
on the frequency and the drag force or collision frequency coefficient. At low frequencies the
dependence on frequency becomes unimportant and the collision frequency coefficient becomes
very important.
If instead of the equivalent circuit of Figure C-52, the coil probe is assumed to have a simPle
series circuit, then the effect of placing the coil in a plasma is to increase its apparent resistance
by an amount aR. At low frequencies, by the use of the results of Appendix B, it is possible to show
that aR varies as the square of the frequency. A coil was wound on a toroidal core of ferrite and
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was placed in a low pressure plasmain air. The impedance was measured by the use of a bridge
circuit and then was measured again with no plasma. This was repeated at a number of frequencies
and the aR is shown as points in Figure C-56. A straight line representing the square of the fre-
quency is also shown. Fair agreement resulted but it was felt that further work should be done to
improve the accuracy,
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF PLANE PROBE
In the dielectric,
potential is
Ixl < a, the permeability is _, and the permittivity ise,.
A = A I sin (2_x/;_i)
Then the vector
(A-l)
where _ ¢-7_, e, = 2_/_, • The field components are
H = (2_A1/k,) cos (2_x/k,)
Ey = - j w_,A l sin (2_x/k,)
(A-2)
(A-3)
In the plasma, x > a , the permeability if ;_2 and the conductivity is assumed constant and
equal to =2 • The vector potential is
-('÷i)(x-")/82 (A-4)
Ay = -B I e
where the skin depth _2 = 1/d-_ f _2 °2 • The field components are
H = [(I + j)/_2 ] B I e -(1+j)(x-a)/s2 (A-5)
Ey = jco_ 2 B 1 e -(1 +J) (x-a)/82 (A-6)
Assume now that there are N turns of wire per meter length in the Z direction and that each
wire carries a current I. The magnetic boundary condition is then obtained from (A-2) and (A-5):
(27rAl/k,) cos (27ra/k1) - (1 + j) (B1/82) =NI (A-7)
Similarly the electric boundary condition from (A-3) and (A-6) is
j _}z 1 A 1 sin (27ra/kl) - j c_z 2 B I = 0 (A-B)
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The constants A I and BI are obtained from Equation (A-7) and (A-8):
NI
AI = (2_/_1)cos <2_7a/_1)÷ [<l÷j)/_ 2]<_i/;_2)sin(2_a/_l)
(A-9)
NI (ffl//_2) sin (2_a/_1)
BI = - (2_/_i) cos (2_a/_1) + [(1 + J)/_2] (_,/_¢) sin (2_a/_1)
(A-10)
The admittance of the probe is
I I (A-If)
If Equation (A-10) is substituted in Equation (A-11),
V -- (A-I_._
Now assume that the frequency is low enough so that _. >> a then
y -
1 1 1
+ +
j co2N2/_i a 2N2 _2 c_/_ 2 j _2N2 _2/_ 2
This may be interpreted as a circuit as shown in Figure C-52 where Rp = 2N2 _2 °_2 is the re-
sistance caused by the conduction of the plasma, Lp = 2N2 82/_2 is the inductance caused by the
conduction of the plasma, L = 2N2 _ a iS the inductance of the coil with no plasma present, and
R. is the ohmic resistance of the coil with no plasma present.
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL PROBE
In the dielectric r < a, the premeability is #* and the premittivity e,. The coil is assumed
very long so that the magnetic field intensity is in the axial direction. Then
and
1 d r + H = 0 (B-l)
r dr "_r ]
H, =A t Jo (2*rr/k,) (B-2)
where
Z4 = - j V_I/e I A I J, (2*rr/_-l) (B-3)
cav/-_l e 1 = (2rr/_l) and J0(x)
and J, (x) are Bessel functions of the first kind of zero and first order respectively.
Then
In the plasma, r > a , #*2 is the permeability and % is the conductivity assumed constant.
rdr r "_"-r ] \ -'_'-2 H.
where the skin depth,
Then
and
82 = (1//-_ f/_2 or2)"
H = Bt K o [(1 + j) r/_ 2] (B-5)
B,(I +j)
K 1 [(1 + j) r/_ 2] (B-6)
E¢, - 82 or2
where K0 (x) and x I (x) are modified. Bessel functions of the second kind of zero and first orders
respectively.
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Assume that there are N turns of wire per meter length in the axial direction and that each
wire carries a current I. The magnetic boundary condition is then obtained from Equation (B-2)
and Equation (B-5)
AI Jo (27Ta/S1)-B1 Ko [(1 + j)a/_ 2] =NI (B-7)
Similarly the electric boundary condition from Equation (B-3) and (B-6) is
- J V-7_l/el A 1 J1 (2_a/;_1)
B1 (1 + j)
_2 °'2
KI [(I + j)a/+2] = 0 (B-8)
The two equations (B-7) and (B-8) are solved for A and B. The admittance for a meter length is
y
I I _2 or2
NE_-],=. NB I(1 + j)K I [(1 + i)a/S2]
.... r.. -. /e 311 Jo(Z"a/;_U '/I(i* j:,,o _" _ J/'-2 _ (B-9)
j _71N2 2_a LJ1 (27Ta/h'l) + -_-_ K1 [(1 _- j')a/'_2] J
wnere
W1 = _ and R s = (1/o- 2 _2)" (B-10)
Now assume that the frequency is low enough so that _ >> a, then
and
y _ 1 +--I + 1 (B-II)
j o_(/Zl N27Ta2) Rp j COLp
1 + 1 _ (1- j) K0 [(1 + j)a/_2] (B-12)
Rp jcoLp N24?raRs K1 [(1 + j)a/_ 2]
This may be interpreted as the circuit of Figure C-52 where L = tz 1 N27ra 2 is the inductance of the
coil with no plasma. It is possible to show also that with no plasma (_2 = 0), Rp - co and Lp - co.
The ohmic resistance of the coil per meter of length is taken as R.
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Kv (x ej'/4) -- (kerv x + j kei v x) e (j*rv/2) _(B-13)
Then:
Rp = -4zraN 2 R, [(ker I x) 2 + (kei, x)2]/D (B-14)
Lp = 4zraN2R [(ker I x) 2 + (kei I x)2]/o_D (B-15)
where
D = (ker x) (ker I x) + (kei x) (kei I x) + (kei x) (kert X) - (ker x) (kei 1 x)
and x =/2- a/_2 • For small values of the following approximate values may be used:
K 0 (X e in/4) = - In x - (j=/4)
K, (x ej'/4) = (I - j)/2_x
When Equation (B-16) is used in Equation (B-12): /
/
(B-16)
Rp -- -
4_N 2
_2 In (_#2 _2 a2)
Lp -- (8N2/% o_) (B-IT)
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APPENDIX C
CONDUCTIVITY MODEL
Assume that the plasma can be described by the cold plasma equations and that the electrons
and ions interact with the neutral particles through a drag force. Then
n i
---_+ V • (ni V_) = 0 (C-l)
V i e i
t + (V_•v)V_=--(z+v_× _)- ,_V_ (C-2)
m i
where i represents the species type e i is the charge of the ith species, mi is the mass of the ith
species, Vi is the velocity of the ith species, vi Vi is the drag on the ith species caused by momen-
tun transfer to neutral uarticles.
The field equations are
_=7
_E (C-4)
_×H=J +eo_-
v. g = o (c-s)
where
Now assume that there is no streaming and that the fields are small, then the equations may
be linearized about the first order quantities represented by the superscript (1). Thus,
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where N i
Then
§=yo)
._ = N_ +.!_ (C-6)
is the unperturbed density of the i th species, Also sinusoidal solutions will be assumed.
V×g(1) =-j_,y(l) (C -9)
J(') =z_e, N, V_ ') (C-10)
l
V • y(1) = 0 (C-11)
substitute Equation (C-7) in (C-10) and Equation (C-10) in (C-8):
Vxy(')= _o,....., T,_ ]_-+,,, +_o'oJ (c-12)
i
Now take the curl of Equation (C-12):
v=y<'_= _,oL,_____' J-+,',
(C-13)
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q •
H now the plasma conductivity
ml J _ + _i
i
Then Equation (C-13) becomes
v2 _(1) _ (j_ ° __ _o Eo _) _(1) = o (c-is)
which is the usual form of the wave equation. For low frequencies _ would be small compared to
_, and the conductivity would become
_'_ et2 Ni= __ (C-16)
m i v i
l
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THE PRODUCTION OF UNIFORM. GRADIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS
D. L. Waldelich I 67-22767,
A magnetic field with a constant gradient over a large volume is useful in helping to cancel
the gradients present in the magnetic field produced by a coil system. The purpose here is to
present some information on many of the papers that have discussed various phases of the subject
of gradients in coil systems.
The first works on coil systems designed to produce very uniform gradient fields appear to
be those of McKeehan [M1], [ M2 ], who was interested in measuring the properties of ferromagnetic
materials. He presented the theory for both the two-coil, fifth-order gradient coil system and a
four-coil, ninth-order system with the same number of ampere - turns in each of the four coils.
The conditions for a rectangular coil cross sections were also discussed. The next work was that
of Shortley and May [$2] who were concerned with the use of magnetic gradients in naval ordnance
work. They presented various cylindrical and spherical coil systems to produce very uniform
gradients. Bertein [B2], [B4] advanced the idea that five coils could be used to cancel the constant
field and linear gradient field components of the total magnetic field. His work was concerned
primarily with electron optics.
In the last fifteen years the number of papers on gradient fields has increased considerably.
Very large gradients ILl] have been produced, and current shims [ All have been used to reduce
the field gradients in magnetic resonance experiments. The conditions for a two-coil gradient
system of the fifth-order [Bp] as well as the results for rectangular coil cross section have been
given. A seventh-order gradient system [P1] was designed and constructed, and experimental
results were presented. Gradient coils were constructed [G1] in such a way that each pair pro-
duced a field described by one of a set of the spherical harmonics. Thirteen coil pairs were used
and thirteen current adjustments could be made without interfering with each other. Two types of
coils were used, one was plane and the other was on the surface of a sphere. Various gradient
coils were constructed for reducing transverse and longitudinal gradients in nuclear magnetic
resonance work IV1 ].
In the 1960's, printed circuits coils [ E1 ] were employed in reducing the axial field gradients
in NMR work, while rectangular coils were used to produce gradients [D1] to compensate for
existing gradients present in the magnetic field being measured by a nuclear magnetometer. Rec-
tangular and circular shim coils were designed and constructed to counteract the more important
gradients [A2 ] in NMR work. Current shims in the form of parallel wires [ Z1] were also used
in nuclear resonance experiments. The gradient in the axial field for a four-coil system used in
space research [W1] was determined. McKeehan's work [M1] was continued on four-coil systems
to produce gradients uniform to the ninth order over the whole possible range of parameters IS1].
Many of the various possible gradients that can be produced in a large octagonal coil system for
use in space research have been computed [B3]. The work of Golay [G1] was extended to cylindri-
cal coils [F1] for use in NMR work. Two coils to produce a gradient field were placed between
two iron pole faces IT1]. The effect of the magnetic images in the pole faces on the optimum
spacing of the coils was calculated.
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A gradient coil 5.2 centimeters in mean radius is used. The gradient produced is 100
oersteds per centimeter at a power of 2.5 kilowatts, and the uniformity of the gradient is 140
parts per million.
McKeehan, L.W., "Combinations of Circular Currents for Producing Uniform Magnetic Field
Gradients," Review of Scientific Instruments, V. 7, p. 1'/8 to 179, April 1936.
Using one pair of coils for a fifth-order gradient, the spacing is /3- times the radius of
the coils. With two pairs of coils and the same current and turns in each coil, a ninth-order
gradient system is calculated. The conditions for a finite rectangular coil cross section is
also given.
McKeehan, L.W., "Pendulum Magnetometer for Crystal Ferromagnetism," Review of Scien-
tific Instruments, V. 5, p. 265 to 268, 1934.
The parameters for a fifth-order gradient system using two coils are given with the spacing
as /3 times the radius of one coil. If the cross section of the coils are rectangular, the ratio
of the axial length to the radial depth of the coil should be 3¢_7/44.
Primas, H. and G6nthard, H.H., "HersteUung sehr homogener axialsymmetrischer Magnet-
felder," Helvetica Physica Acta, V. 30, p. 331 to 346, 1957.
An analysis is made for the gradient coils in the gap between two iron pole faces assumed
infinite in extent and of infinite permeability. A seventh order gradient system is then de-
signed and constructed and an experimental curve of the results is presented.
Shiao, S.F., "Production of a Uniform Magnetic Field Gradient," University of Missouri Re-
port, Engineering Library, January 1964.
Four-coil systems with gradients uniform to the ninth order are calculated over the whole
possible range of parameters. The results are tabulated and also shown as curves.
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$2 Shortley, G.H. and May, A., "Coil Systems for Producing Transverse and Longitudinal Mag-
netic Gradients," Journal of Applied Physics, V. 16, p. 841 to 843, December 1945.
Cylindrical and spherical coil systems are given for producing very uniform gradients.
Deviation of the gradients from their values in the center are presented in the forms of equa-
tions, curves, and tables.
T1 Tanner, J.E., "Pulsed Field Gradients for NMR Spin-Echo Diffusion Measurements," Review
of Scientific Measurements, V. 36, p. 1086 to 1087, August 1965.
It is assumed that two coils are between two infinite parallel slabs of infinite permeability.
The optimum spacing of the coils for a uniform field gradient is given as a curve. Some con-
structional details of the coils and a field gradient plot are also presented.
V1 Vincent, C.H., King, W.G., and Rowles, J.B., "A Modification of the Nuclear Resonance Method
for Measurements of Non-Uniform Magnetic Fields," Nuclear Instruments and Methods, V. 5,
p. 254 to 258, 1959.
The construction of coils used to compensate for transverse and longitudinal magnetic
field gradients is presented.
Wl Waidelich, D.L. and Pittman, M.E., "Magnetic Field Simulation," NASA STAR N65-35427.
The gradient in the axial field is determined for the case that one of the inner coils of a
four coil system is moved a small distance parallel to the axis of the system.
Zl Zupanviv, I., "Current Shims for High-Resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance on the Problem
of Correcting Magnetic Field Inhomogeneities," Journal of Scientific Instruments, V. 39, p. 621
to 624, 1962.
Straight parallel wires are placed on the iron pole faces and the axial flux density is ob-
tained using the method of images.
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CONTINUING INVESTIGATION OF THERMOPILE CALIBRATION
E. I. Mohr* /2
67-22768
INTRODUCTION -_.,
In connection with the 1965 Summer Workshop, a report was made on the testing and calibra-
tion of thermopiles (Reference 1). The report included the results of measurements of the field of
view of the thermopile, the reflectance of Parson's black, and the calibration of the thermopile by
means of quartz-iodine lamps and by means of a blackbody operating at several temperatures.
One would expect that the calibration curves would be the same regardless of the respective
standard sources used. However, different calibration curves were obtained for the quartz-iodine
lamp and for each blackbody temperature. In the case of each calibration curve, it was found that
the responsivity of the thermopile decreased as the intensity of the source decreased (i.e., as the
distance between source and detector increased). Moreover the responsivity was greater us the
temperature of the source decreased. When the intensity was varied by means of a rotating sector,
the responsivity remained constant.
It was suggested that the difference between the curves might be due to inaccuracy in de-
termining the temperature of the blackbody and/or the effect of the absorption by water vapor and
carbon dioxide. Thus it was proposed that the blackbody temperature be re-examined and that an
attempt be made to vary the intensity of the source by use of neutral density filters instead of
varying the distance between the detector and the source.
THE TEMPERATURE OF THE BLACKBODY
In the investigation of 1965, a Barnes' blackbody was used. In the present investigation an
Infrared Industries blackbody model 406 was used. The latter has the advantage of having a face
plate which does not get as hot as in the case of the former. It also has a larger aperture, thus
giving a greater amount of flux. In addition, there is a built-in thermocouple of platinum-platinum
plus 10 percent rhodium to measure the operating temperature of the blackbody. The temperatures
given by this thermocouple were checked by inserting a platinum-platinum plus 13 percent rhodium
thermocouple into the blackbody cavity. The two measurements agreed within two to three degrees
Kelvin.
The responsivity of the Eppley thermopile 4928A was determined by using apertures of 0.6"
and 0.4" at each of the following temperatures: 897°K, l102°K and 1217°K. This was repeated
for the standard 200w quartz-iodine lamp QL-46. Each aperture as well as each blackbody tem-
perature gave a different calibration curve. Moreover each one of these curves differs from that
for the quartz-iodine lamp. These results are shown in Figure D-1.
Although the blackbody temperatures used seemed to be correct as determined by the two
thermocouples, it seemed best to check this further. Thus it was assumed that the temperature
used might be in error and calculations were made to determine what the blackbody temperature
ought to be in orderto obtaln a responsivity of the thermopile which agreed with that for the quartz-
iodine lamp. The calculations were made assuming the source to be placed 2 5 cm. from the detector
*Chairman, Physics Department, Columbia Union College
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Figure D-1-Responslvlty of thermopile4928A to Infrared Industries blackbody and to quartz iodine lamp QL-46.
in each case. Using these hypothetical temperatures, new calibration curves were determined for
each temperature. The resulting data for a blackbody aperture of 0.6" are shown in Figure D-2.
It will be noted that the resulting curves do not coincide nor do they have the same slope as that
for the quartz-iodine lamp. Hence it wouldseem that the accuracy of the blackbody temperature
may not be the explanation for the difference in the curves in Figure D-1.
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Figure D-2-Responsivlty of thermopile 4928A to Infrared Industries blackbody normalized to
responsivity to quartz iodine lamp QL-46 at 25 cm.
EFFECT OF ABSORPTION BY WATER VAPOR AND CARBON DIOXIDE
Theoretical calculations on the effect of absorption of infrared radiation by water vapor and
carbon dioxide have been reported by Wyatt, Stull, and Plass (References 2 and 3). These calculations
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agree quite well with experimental results reported by Burch et al. (Reference 4). Most of this
work was done for rather long air paths and is not applicable for paths varying between 25 cm. and
125 cm. The most useful data are the experimental values by Burch et al., which give the total
absorption by H 2O and CO 2 in the various absorption bands. This data was plotted on semilogarith-
mic paper. The absorption for the various path lengths used in calibrating the thermopile was
read from these curves. This is illustrated by the curve for the CO 2 band at 4,25 microns (Figure
D-3).
60 m
Z
O
w
O-
5O
4O
30
10
B
10 10 2
LENGTH OF ABSORBING PATH
Figure D-3-Total IR absorption by carbon dioxide in the 4.25M band
10 3
The intensity of the flux corresponding to each position of the thermopile was determined by
the inverse square law, corrected for the finite size of the source. The resulting intensity was
corrected for the effect of the absorption by the H20 and CO 2 bands. The resulting net flux was
used to calculate the responsivity of the thermopile. This is shown in Figure D-4 for two black-
body temperatures and the quartz-iodine lamp. A comparison of Figures D-I and D-4 shows the
responsivity is slightly higher and the slope slightly less after the correction has been made for
absorption. Nevertheless, the responsivities at the different temperatures are still quite different.
Calculations were also made to determine the responsivity of the thermopile when the flux
was corrected both for the effect of absorption by H20 and CO 2 , and for possible error in black-
body temperature by normalizing it to the quartz-iodine lamp output at 25 cm. The combined effect
of correction for absorption and possible temperature error gave calibration curves differing one
from the other in slope, similar to the results shown in Figure D-2.
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Figure D-4-Responsivity of thermopile 4928A to Infrared Industries Blackbody and to quartz iodine
lamp QL-46 after correction for H20 and CO2 absorption.
THE USE OF NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTERS
In order to determine the responsivity of a detector as a function of flux intensity, one must
be able to vary the amount of flux which the detector receives from a standard source. This may
be done by varying the distance between source and detector and applying the inverse-square law.
As noted above, the responsivity in this case is not constant but decreases as distance increases.
As reported previously in Reference 1, when the intensity was varied by means of a rotary sector,
the responsivity remained relatively constant.
It was suggested that the use of neutral density filters might be investigated as a means of
varying the intensity. Thus a number of neutral density filters were made by mounting etched
metallic screens. These screens were of two kinds; a coarse screen etched on a thin sheet of
copper and a fine screen etched on a thin sheet of nickel. The resulting perforations are in the
shape of small squares uniformly distributed on the screens. Two filters were made by using a
single layer of each kind of screen and two more were made using two layers of a given screen.
The transmittance of these screens in the infrared (2.5 to 20 microns) was measured by
means of a Cary 90 double beam spectrophotometer. A Cary 14 double beam spectrophotometer
was used to measure the transmittance in the UV, visible, and near IR (0.25 to 2.5 microns). The
transmittance of two filters is shown in Table D-1. It will be observed that these screens are
not completely neutral in the infrared since the transmittance decreases slightly with increasing
wavelength.
The responsivity of the thermopile was determined by using these neutral density filters to
vary the flux received by the thermopile, while detector and source were held at a fixed separation
of 25 cm. The results for the quartz-iodine lamp and for two blackbody temperatures is shown in
Figure D-5. It will be observed that there is a small increase in responsivity as the intensity of
the flux decreases.
Some preliminary measurements of the transmittance in the IR (2.5 to 40 microns) were made
with a Perkin-Elmer double beam spectrophotometer model 621. Since the instrument was taken
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Figure D-5-Responsivity of thermopile 4928A to Infrared Industries blackbody and to quartz iodine
lamp QL-46 by use of neutral density filters.
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to the factory for adjustment, it was not possible to get final measurements on the transmittance
with the Perkin-Elmer. It is interesting, however, to note that the preliminary measurement
gave a transmittance of the screens in the IR which was slightly higher than the values obtained
with the Cary 90. If the data with the Perkin-Elmer is taken at face value, the responsivity of the
thermopile would be approximately constant as one would expect, since distance and hence any
decrease in intensity which might be produced by absorption should remain constant.
CONC LUSIONS
In view of the results reported here in 1965 (reference 1), it is not possible to explain the
different calibration curves of the thermopile in terms of the absorption by H20 and CO 2 nor by
errors in the determination of the blackbody temperature.
It is possible, however, that the difference in responsivity might be due in part to a variation
in the absorption of the radiation at different wavelengths by Parson's black which is used in the
thermopile. Another factor might be a difference in the reflectivity of the Parson's black at differ-
ent wavelengths. Such a wavelength dependence could make a considerable difference between the
theoretical and actual energy received by the thermopile from the blackbody at different tempera-
tures, and thus in the responsivity of the thermopile.
REFERENCES
1. GSFC Final Report of the Summer Workshop Program, p. B-23.
2. Wyatt, P. J., Stull, V. R. and Plass, G. N., "The infrared absorption of water vapor." Infra-
red Transmission Studies, Final Report, SSD-TDR-62-127 - Volume II, 1962.
3. Stull, V. R., Wyatt, P. J. and Plass, G.N., "The infrared absorption of carbon dioxide," Infra-
red Transmission Studies, Final Report, Vol. III, SSD-TDR-62-127, Volume In, 1963.
4. Burch, D. E., Gryvnak, D, Singleton, E. B., France, Wilbur L. and Williams, D., "Infrared
absorption by carbon dioxide, water vapor, and minor atmospheric constituents," Ohio State
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CALIBRATION OF THE SIX-FOOT SPHERICAL INTEGRATOR
INTRODUCTION
E. I. Mohr* /
N 67-22769
Several years ago the Planetary Radiation Branch of the Laboratory for Atmospherical and
Biological Sciences purchased a six-foot spherical integrator for possible use as a wide angle
source for the calibration of radiometers in the visible and near infrared regions.
Some members of team A of the 1964 Summer Workshop calibrated this spherical integrator
(Reference l). The calibration was based on the use of the Eppley waier-cooled thermopile 4928A.
Subsequent investigations have shown decided differences in the response of the thermopile to a
standard quartz-iodine lamp and to a blackbody operated at various temperatures (References 2
and 3). These differences in the response of the thermopile to various sources indicate that the
calibration of the spherical integrator by means of the thermopile is in doubt. For this reason a
new approach was proposed. The present report is based on the initial work done to implement
this proposal.
THEORY OF THE SPHERICAL INTEGRATOR
The principle of spherical integration was proposed by Sumpner (Reference 4) in 1892. He
showed that if a source of light is placed inside a hollow sphere which is coated internally with a
perfectly diffusing coat, the luminance of any position of the surface due to light reflected from
the rest of the sphere is everywhere the same and is directly proportional to the total flux emitted
by the source.
It is easy to show that the theoretical expression for this relation in terms of the reflectance
P, of the perfectly diffusing coat of the sphere wall due to an infinite number of reflections is
given by
F
= _ P . (1)
4_r 2 1 - p
where ¢ is the total radiant flux reaching unit area of the spherical surface by reflection, F the
total flux emitted by the source and r the radius of the sphere (see Reference 5). In the derivation
of Equation (1) it is assumed that p is constant, that the surface is a perfect diffuser, that the
sphere is empty and that it has no ports. As a matter of fact, the reflectance, P, of the coating var-
ies with wavelength. Moreover there is no perfect diffuser so that Lambert's cosine law does not
hold accurately. In addition, the sphere has sources, shields, and ports, all of which affect the
total radiant flux. Because of these uncertainties one cannot expect to make absolute measure-
ments of flux. This does not prevent one, however, from using it to find relative values of flux
from two sources if proper precautions are taken.
It has been shown that the error introduced by the finite size of holes and sample may be as
much as 25 percent (Reference 6). Moreover, the spectral dependence of the reflectance can modify
considerably the spectral distribution of the flux streaming from the port of the sphere (Reference 1).
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Thus the intensity is increased for those wavelengths for which the reflectance is high and de-
creased for wavelengths for which the reflectance is low.
THE SPHERICAL _TEGRATOR
The spherical integrator of the Planetary Radiation Branch is a six-foot diameter fiberglass
shell mounted on a movable frame. The inner surface is painted with Burch sphere paint. The
source consists of twelve 200-watt quartz-iodine lamps to provide for twelve levels of output in-
tensity. There are two 1.5 inch viewing ports. A fan is mounted on top of the sphere over a 1.5
inch hole, which together with a three inch port, provides ventilation. (A more complete descrip-
tion has been given in Reference 1.)
THE RELATIVE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
Since the integrating effect of the sphere is influenced by the spectral dependence of the re-
flectance, it is necessary to compare the spectral distribution of the output with that from a
standard of spectral irradiance. Tests have shown that the number of lamps has little effect upon
the spectral distribution of the output (Reference 1), hence twelve lamps were used in order to get
satisfactory intensity for the calibration.
The measurements of the spectral distribution of the sphere were made with a Perkin-Elmer
model 99 double-pass monochromator. The slit of the monochromator was positioned as close to
a port of the spherical integrator as possible. The spectral distribution of the output flux from the
sphere was recorded by a Leeds and Northrup recorder. For the wavelength range from 0.45 to
2.6 microns, a Reeder thermocouple detector with quartz-window was used, while a photomultiplier
detector 1P28 served as detector for the range from 0.35 to 0.7 microns. Whenever it was neces-
sary to change the slit width of the monochromator or the gain of the amplifier, a portion of the
previously recorded spectral range was scanned in order to normalize all parts of the recorded
range.
In order to get tim spectral distribution of the standard of irradiance, the NBS calibrated
1000-watt quartz-iodine lamp QM-95 was positioned about 3 meters in front of the slit of the
monochromator and on a line with its axis. The spectral distribution of the standard lamp was
obtained under the same conditions of slit width and gain as were used to obtain the spectral dis-
tribution of the output of the sphere. The results were normalized as before.
The normalized recorder deflections obtained for the output of the sphere were divided by
the corresponding normalized recorder deflections obtained for the standard lamp. This was
accomplished wavelength by wavelength over the entire spectral range which was scanned. These
ratios were then multiplied wavelength by wavelength by the known spectral radiance of the
Standard lamp in order to obtain the relative spectral distribution of the output of the spherical
integrator.
ABSOLUTE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
The spherical integrator as a source of radiant flux has a different spectral configuration
from that of an approximate point source such as the standard quartz-iodine lamp. In order to
obtain an absolute calibration it is necessary to eliminate the effects of this difference. For this
reason, a 16-inch spherical integrator was mounted on the front of the Perkin-Elmer monochrom-
ator. This small sphere consists of two plastic hemispherical shells painted with Butch sphere
paint. The two shells are held together by clamps. One of the hemispheres was rigidly fastened
to the monochromator so that a 3/4 inch diameter exit port was centered in front of the mono-
chromator slit. The second hemisphere has a 1-7/16 inch diameter entrance port designed to be
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rotatedalternatelyinto a position (a) such that it is flush against the exit port of the six-foot
integrator to receive its output fl_Jx, or (b) so as to be in line with the quartz-iodine lamp situated
at 22 cm. from it and thus receive flux from this lamp. In this way the monochromator alternately
saw the flux from the port of the six-foot integrator or from the standard lamp at 22 cm., as inte-
grated by the small spherical integrator.
Using a given slit width of the monochromator and gain of the recorder, a direct comparison
was made between the energy the small sphere received from the six-foot integrator and from the
standard lamp at four wavelengths using the photomultiplier 1P28 as the detector. A similar com-
parison was made at ten wavelengths by means of the Reeder thermocouple, several of which
duplicated those obtained with the photomultiplier. Since the relative distribution of the sphere
was determined as discussed above, it was only necessary to establish the absolute value of a few
points on the relative distribution in order to obtain a complete calibration.
CALIBRATION OF THE SPHERICAL INTEGRATOR
Let P_ watts, micron -I cm -2 be the spectral radiant power per unit area entering the port of
the small sphere from the standard lamp QM-95 placed 22 cm from the port. Then
: wat t s mi cron-' cm-2 (2)
r 2
where N_ is the spectral radiance in watts per steradian per micron of the standard lamp, r the
distance from the lamp to the port, and c the correction factor for inverse square failure. This
flux which entered the small sphere was integrated by it and then viewe_ by the monochromator at
several wavelengths and recorded. The resulting recorder deflectign D_ was proportional to the
integrated flux and thus proportional to the spectral radiant powerP_ entering the port from the
standard lamp.
When the small sphere receives the flux from the six-foot integrator, the spectral radiant
power entering it must be given in terms of the spectral radiant power coming from the diffusing
surface of the six-foot sphere. Let w_ watts cm -2 _-' be diffusely reflected into the solid angle
2n. Then the diffuse spectral radiation in the normal direction is w_/n. The spectral radiant power
incident at the effective area of the port, dA', from the curved diffusely reflecting surface of the
spherical segment of area dA is equal to
dP_ = _W_ dAcos 8/2 " dA' cos _/2
7_ d 2
where d is the distance between the element of area dA and the port, and _/2 is the angle between
the line of propagation and the normal to the surface of the sphere, as shown in Figure D-6.
Since
and
d= 2 r cos _/2
dA= 2Trr 2 sin _d8
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r : 91.2 cm
toncof small sphereof area dA"exit portof smaII .._sphere
Figure D-6-Cross section of large and small spheres showing data used
to derive equation.
the spectral radiant power is given by
dP_ ----W_ 2_rr 2 Sin 0 d 0 • Cos 2 8/2 dA'
4r 2 Cos 2 8/2
_or 1dP__-w_ dA' sin e d e2,'.
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or
_8
This gives p_= 1W_ dA' j sin _ d _
o
1
-- dA'(1 - cos 0) (3)
If one assumes that _ varies from 0 ° to 180 °
P_ =W_ dA' watts • _-1 (4)
Due to the six millimeter wall of the large sphere, the limits of integration may be shown to be 0 °
to 162.4 ° and thus we get
or
P_= 0.977W_dA' watts" _-1
P_= 0.977W_ watts. _-1 cm-2
(5)
(6)
The value of w_ diffusely reflected by unit surface of the sphere into the solid angle 2_ is
W_: 1.023P_ watts • cm -2 _z-' (7)
This flux from the large sphere, entering the small sphere, was integrated by the latter and then
viewed by the monochromator. The resulting recorder deflection D[ was proportional to the inte-
grated flux and hence proportional to the spectral radiant power P_ entering the small sphere from
the large sphere.
Thus one may compare the spectral radiant power which the small sphere received respec-
tively from the large sphere and from the standard lamp in terms of the corresponding deflections
of the monochromator recorder. Thus
or
Since the value of D_/D_ was found to be 1.0468, one obtains
P_ : 1.0468 P_ (8)
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Table D-2
Spectral Distribution of the Spherical Integrator and Lamp QM-95
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93.92
120.26
146.15
162.38
172.45
160.51
138.53
117.74
92.78
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
37.13
32.53
28.74
25.61
23.12
21.17
18.45
16.52
14.89
13.39
6.43
5.68
4.50
2.63
1.75
1.16
.554
.330
.175
.100
76.21
40.02
36.56
31.84
20.77
14.58
12.10
6.58
5.81
4.60
2.69
1.79
1.19
.567
.338
.179
.102
Substituting this into Equation (7) one obtains
W_= 1.071P_watts • cm-2 (9)
for the diffuse spectral radiation of the six-foot spherical integrator in terms of the spectral
radiant power per unit surface entering the small sphere from the standard lamp at 22 cm. Using
Equation (9) the diffus_ spectral radiation of the sphere was calculated wavelength by wavelength.
The resulting data is given in Table D-2. The second column gives the spectral irradiance H_ (in
milliwatts cm-2_ -I ) of the standard lamp at 22 cm. The third column gives the spectral distribution
of the flux from the sphere P_(in milliwatts cm-2S I) and the fourth column gives the diffuse spectral
radiation of the walls of the six-foot integrator, W_ (in watts • m 2). Figure D-7 shows the spec-
tral distribution of the six-foot integrator compared with the spectral distribution of the standard
lamp.
CALIBRATION OF A TIROS RADIOMETER
The foregoing calibration of the spherical integrator was used to check the calibration of
channel 3 of the five-channel Tiros radiometer number 306 which had been calibrated in 1964. As
discussed in the 1964 report (Reference 1), the total energy originating at the diffuse surface of the
sphere which produces the actual radiometer response was found by the use of the relation
2
W_Rn
41
W_ PX _k watts • m 2 (10)
where R is the ratio of the intensity of the flux from the sphere for n lamps to the flux for all
twelve lamps, and p_ is the spectral responsivity of the radiometer. The resulting data is given
in Table D-3 where v is the output of the radiometer as measured in 1964, W (1966) is the total
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energy originating at the diffuse surface as determined above, w (1964) is the corresponding value
obtained in 1964 as determined by a calibrated thermopile, and Wp is the value obtained by reflec-
tion from diffusing white kodak paper, see Reference 1. The data for 1966 is plotted in Figure
D-8.
CONCLUSIONS
It will be observed that the present values for the diffuse radiation from the integrator are
somewhat lower than those obtained in 1964. This amounts to about 7 percent at the higher
energy levels. This difference may not be too significant. A comparison of the present spectral
distribution of the integrator with that obtained in 1964 shows a significant difference. This may
be due in part to the method used in 1964 to get the spectral distribution, and to a much greater ex-
tent to a change in the Burch sphere paint. The paint is two years old and is soiled and slightly
yellowish so that its reflectivity may have changed considerably. The radiometer output was
measured in 1964 when the paint was relatively new. For this reason one might expect that the
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Table D-3
Calibration of Channel 3 (Radiometer 306)
(V in volts;W in watts m 2)
V W s (1966) W s (1964) Wp
5.25
5.00
4.75
4.50
4.25
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50
356
337
318
300
282
265
249
234
220
206
192
177
162
148
132
116
I01
84
66
47
380
360
340
321
302
283
265
248
231
214
198
182
166
150
134
i18
I01
85
65
45
282
264
249
234
219
206
193
179
166
153
139
126
113
i00
86
73
59
45
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Figure D-8-Calibration of radiometer.
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radiometer output would be less now than it was in 1964. Hence the use of the 1964 output of the
radiometer with the recently determined diffuse radiation of the sphere may account for the ap-
parent change in the calibration.
The six-foot sphere will be repainted shortly and the measurement reported above will be
repeated in order to get a reasonably satisfactory calibration of the sphere.
The author wishes to express appreciation to Nathan J. Miller, formerly of the Planetary
Radiations Branch for the initialwork in providing the 16 inch integrating sphere, and to James
McClean (Planetary Radiations Branch) for some of the initialmeasurements.
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A HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER FOR MEASURING
ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTIONS BETWEEN 1000A AND 2000A
J. H. McI_aney* _
N 67-22770
During the past dozen years, the photoionization cross sections of various gases have _een
measured in the region 200-2000A. The cross-sections for the absorption of vacuum ultraviolet
radiation by various gases are of interest for atmospheric physics. Quantitative measurements of
cross-sections were first made by Ladenburg and Van Voorhis (Reference 1) using a hydrogen-
discharge source and photographic photometer. These measurements were repeated at selected
wavelengths by Schneider (Reference 2). Ditchburn and Heddle (Reference 3) remeasured the
Schumann-Runge continuum absorption coefficients, again photographically. Later, measurements
were made photoelectrically by Watanabe, Zelikoff, and Inn (Reference 4), by Metzer and Cook
(Reference 5), and by Huffmann, Tanaka, and Larrabee (Reference 6). Samson and Cairns (Refer-
ence 7) measured photo- ionization and total absorption cross- sections for wavelengths correspond-
ing to some intense solar emission lines. Recently, Bethke (Reference 8) and Blake, Carver, and
Haddad (Reference 9) have conducted further investigations of molecular oxygen in the vacuum
ultraviolet region. A compilation of these results up to 1962 has been prepared by Schultz et al.
(Reference i0).
There is a considerable spread in the reported data of these investigations. This may be due
in part to differences in the wavelength resolution used by the different investigators. Some gases,
such as O 2 and N2, exhibit band structure so narrow that the absorption cross-section may vary
appreciably within a small fraction of an angstrom. Thus, high resolution and precise wavelength
identification is required in making absorption measurements. The purpose of the work which has
been undertaken is to prepare equipment to determine more accurate values for the absorption
cross-sections of various gases in the region 1000-2000A using a high resolution vacuum scanning
spectrometer.
The spectrometer which is being used in the Jarrell-Ash 1.83 meter vacuum scanning spec-
trometer. The Ebert mounting, using a 7620 groves per inch grating, yields a spectrum from 1200
A to 62,000A, and has a resolution of 0.005A at 3000A, in the XX order. The instrument is based
on a design by W. G. Fastie, H. M. Crosswhite, and P. Gloersen (Reference 1), Figure D-9. The
instrument is equipped with a precision screw and 12 speed drive for rotating the grating. An 8"
plane grating with 7620 groves per inch is used with the spectrometer and is blazed for approxi-
mately 59 ° (57,000A). The effective aperture ratio of the spectrometer is F/ll.6. A premono-
chromator, with a 30 × 50 mm grating is mounted before the entrance slit. The spectrometer,
premonochromator, and sample chamber may be conveniently evacuated to 10 -6 tort.
The light sources providing the background continuum for the absorption studies in the
vacuum ultraviolet were developed by Wilkinson and Tanaka (Reference 12 and 13). They are
mounted before the grating of the premonochromator. These light sources are high intensity,
microwave excited, continuous discharge tubes for the vacuum ultraviolet. They are air cooled
and excited by a Jarrell-Ash microwave generator operating at 2450 MHz. The argon, krypton,
and xenon lamps provide nearly continuous wavelength coverage from the lithium fluoride cutoff
at 1090A to hearly 2000A, well within the useful range of the hydrogen continuum, Figure D-10.
The hydrogen continuum is provided by a water-cooled, quartz window Nester lamp.
* Fairfield University
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The wavelength intervals are: for xenon, 1500-1825A, Figure D-f1; for krypton, 1250-1500A,
Figure D-12; for argon, 1150-1250A, Figure D-13 and hydrogen, 1825-3600A (Reference 14).
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SLIT 151J o
SCAN 50 A/MIN
AIR PRESSURE > IMM
PAT H 5 MM
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o
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Figure D-11-Xenon: useful range 1600-1950A
with little llne emission.
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Figure D-12-Krypton.
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Figure D-13-Argon: Useful range 1090-1300A, rather severe llne emission but still useful.
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The MgF 2 -coated rotatable grating deflects the energy from each source to the entrance slit. The
spectral regions will be calibrated with a copper hollow cathode source. A series of 10 potentiom-
eters in the double beam electronics permits a flattening of the baseline as it varies as a function
of wavelength.
The double beam section of the spectrometer is mounted before the exit slit as indicated in
Figure D-9. A Brower ratio recording synchronous amplifier is used with a light beam chopper to
measure the relative radiation intensities at two detectors. Basically, the instrument comprises
two complete detection and recording channels and an electronic servo comparison system. This
arrangement enables accurate measurement of intensity ratios to be made independently of varia-
tions in signal source amplitude. The amplifier may be used in either of two ways. In the indepen-
dent mode, the instrument may be used as two independent amplifier recorders operating from
different detectors and indicating outputs on separate meters and charts. In the comparison mode,
the output of the selected reference channel is held constant and the signal ratio is indicated
directly on the meter and chart of the other channel. Light which passes through the exit slit of
the spectrometer strikes an oscillating mirror and produces the reference beam. When the oscil-
lating mirror is out of the beam the light from the exit slit passes to a second fixed mirror. The
light reflected by the second mirror forms an image in the sample compartment where the gas to
be studied may be contained. Passing through the sample chamber, the absorbed beam will strike
a sodium salicylate phosphor in front of the photomultiplier detector.
The absorbing gas is introduced into the sample cell from a Granville-Phillips gas fill sys-
tem. This consists of a capacitance manometer which is a sensitive differential pressure measur-
ing instrument. It permits the accurate comparison of the pressure in a clem_ vacuum system with
the pressure in another system without exposing the clean system to impurities. The instrument
will measure differential pressures from 0 to 10 torr, with a minimum detectable pressure differ-
ential of less than 5 × 10 -3 tort. An automatic pressure controller is designed to regulate the gas
pressure in the system from one atmosphere to 10-11 tort. Pressure control is accomplished by
automatically admitting the correct gas flow to the system to compensate for gas being removed
from the system by some means. An NRC alphatron gauge is used to provide the standard for
pressure measurements.
The coefficients of absorption (STP) may be calculated using the expression
(:0)•
xo To
where x0 is the path length of the absorbing gas, p is the measured gas pressure (torr), T is the
gas temperature, and I o/q is the intensity ratio of the unabsorbed to absorbed beam of light. The
absorption cross-sections may be determined by dividing the coefficient of absorption by the
Loschmidt number.
From the measured coefficients of absorption, the continuum oscillator strength f may be
calculated from
2 Ff =mc--_2• N O k(_) • d
77"_ ,2 u 1
where _ is the wavenumber, N0 is the Loschmidt number, c is the speed of light, and m and e are
electronic mass and charge respectively.
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The performance of the spectrometer at the present time is indicated by a number of recorder
traces. Figure D-14 shows the mercury line at 5461A. The mercury line at 4358A is shown in
Figure D-15; while Figure D-16 illustrates the separation of the components of the 2537A line.
These lines are from the high orders indicated in the figures. The resolution of these lines is
estimated to be over 500,000. It is expected that further work will improve the resolution of lines
appreciably. The S-R bands in Figure D-17 were made using the single beam electronics already
described.
As yet no measurements of absorption cross-sections have been made. A number of normal
experimental difficulties have been encountered. While most of the difficulties have been elimin-
ated it is clear that some redesigning of the premonochromator is necessary to obtain adequate
intensity through the system from the argon and krypton sources. Also, the 8" grating furnished
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Figure D-16-Hg 2537A, XXIV, scan 10A/min.
for this work has such a poor figure that it is impossible to maintain good resolution over an ex-
tended wavelength region. This grating will have to be replaced by another. Thereafter the ab-
sorption cross-sections will be determined at high resolution for various gases. The spectrometer
will be of great value for numerous research and analytical applications in the vacuum ultraviolet.
I0.
11.
12.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PROJECT E
RADIATION SIMULATION PROBLEMS
D. C. Kennard, Jr.
The studies conducted in previous Summer Workshops were continued in 1966 in an effort to
come nearer to solving the problem of accurately measuring the total energy and spectral content
of solar simulators used for ground testing of space systems. Techniques were developed enabling
us to make measurements in the ultraviolet region down to 2500_ which previously had been unat-
tainable in the Thermodynamics Branch of the Test and Evaluation Division.
Some interesting new techniques were explored in the use of a cone radiometer developed by
GSFC. This radiometer shows promise of providing good absolute measurements of total irradia-
tion and plans are underway to evaluate its performance in measuring solar radiation from a high-
altitude airplane.
Notable advancements also were made in calibrating working standards of spectral irradiance
and developing data reduction techniques for spectral irradiance analysis.
E-V
0V-
/
_I DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR
SPECTRAL RADIANCE ANALYSIS
. John Crowell N 67 -22771
The conventional method for measuring the spectral radiant flux of an unknown source in-
volves making some record of the spectrum of the unknown source and that of some standard
source. If the measurements of both sources are made with the same monochromator, recording
system, and optical geometry, the signals from the monochromator at a particular wavelength
should be in the same ratio as the spectral radiant flux.
The studies of solar simulation in the summer workshop utilize the Perkin-Elmer Model
l12-U monochromator. The data obtained from the monochromator consist of a drum count cor-
responding to the wavelength of the energy observed, the gain factor of the recording amplifier, and
the amplitude of the output of the amplifier.
If F = radiant flux of a source at a given wavelength
A = amplitude of the amplifier signal at that wavelength
G = gain factor of the amplifier
then
AG
F- " " F, (1)
AsG,
where subscripts x and s refer to the unknown and the standard respectively.
There are two programs for the CDC-3100 computer in use which perform the above opera-
tion. These programs, called the "Fixed Point Program" and the "Manual Program" also normal-
ize the curve of Fx vs wavelength so that the area under the curve is the same as that of the solar
spectral curve within the limits of the wavelengths investigated. In this way the effect of different
geometries can be neglected, and the structure of the spectrum can be examined. Magnetic tapes
are printed for use with the digital plotter on line with a CDC-160A computer so that the normalized
flux of the unknown can be plotted as a function of wavelength. A solar spectral curve can be super-
imposed upon that of the unknown, so the two can be compared directly.
THE FIXED POINT PROGRAM
The data for the Fixed Point Program consist of a list of the wavelengths examined, and the
standard lamp flux, amplitudes and gain settings of the standard lamp run, and the amplitudes and
gain settings of the unknown run corresponding to those wavelengths. A table is provided for con-
version of gain settings to gain factors. The program first finds the area under the solar curve
between the limits of the wavelengths to be considered. The method for computing the area under
the curve is discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Figure E-1-Fixed point program.
The flux for the unknown source at each wavelength is computed according to EquaUon (1).
The area under the curve of flux vs wavelength is computed, and the curve is normalized so that it
has the same area as the solar curve. The flux and normalized flux for each wavelength are printed
in a table along with the accumulated normalized flux up to that wavelength. A magnetic tape is
printed for use with the digital plotter so that a polygonal graph of the normalized flux can be plot-
ted as a function of wavelength. If desired, a graph of the solar curve may be superimposed on
that of the unknown.
THE MANUAL PROGRAM
The Manual Program has somewhat greater facility in that preparation of the data is easier.
The data points for the standard lamp amplitudes and unknown amplitudes need not all be for the
same wavelengths. In addition, the actual wavelengths and the amplifier gain factors are not neces-
sary. The drum count, amplitude, and gain control setting are all that is needed for each data
point. Computation of the variables to be used in Equation (1) is accomplished by a sub-routine
which interpolates linearly between points of a curve, e.g., the wavelength for a particular data
point may be found by interpolating between two of a set of points of drum count vs wavelength, and
the standard lamp flux at that wavelength can be interpolated from a table of such points. The flux
of the unknown is computed as a function of wavelength by Equation (1); and, as before, that curve
and the solar curve are integrated so that the flux can be normalized.
The program then scans the unknown flux curve between some desiredwavelengths _min and
_m.. in intervals of width Ax. In each interval the area of the unknown curve and that of the solar
curve are computed.
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Figure E-2-Manual program.
A table is printed containing the extent of each interval, the two computed areas, and the ac-
cumulated unknown flux up to that interval. As in the Fixed Point Program, a magnetic tape is
printed. This tape contains the area of each interval and the wavelengths of the end points of the
intervals. A histogram'of the unknown spectrum can then be plotted. In addition, the Manual Pro-
gram can examine the absorptivity curves of various surface coatings, and compute the amount of
energy in each wavelength interval which will be absorbed by that surface coating. This information
is also printed in the output table.
METHODS OF INTEGRATION
Numerical integration of functions for which discrete points are known is usually accomplished
by approximating the function with an interpolating function, usually a polynomial, which passes
through the known points, and the integral of which is exactly known (Reference 1). If the area of a
particular interval is to be computed, a low order polynomial is fitted to points surrounding that
interval. As the density of known points increases, so does the accuracy of the computed area. The
density of known points should be large in regions where the slope of the function changes rapidly
(Reference 2). Three such integration methods are described below, two of which are used in the
Manual and Fixed Points Programs, and the third, proposed for use in the Fixed Point Program.
Linear Interpolation (Manual Program)
The Manual Program computes the area of a function y(x) in some interval x^ to xB which
may or may not contain the known data points. The values of y at A and B are approximated by
interpolating along a straight line between points surrounding x^ and x8 . If the interval contains no
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knownpoints, the area is taken .to be that of the trapezoid formed by the points (x^, 0) (x^,y^),
(Xs,y s ), (xs, 0), i.e., the integrating polynomial is of ist degree. (see Figure E-3.)
k =
(YB ÷ Y^) (xB - XA)
If known points corresponding to x , x÷. - - - x_+_ lie between x^ and xB, then the area
• . J J • j
is apprommated by the sum of trapezoidal areas formed by these points. (See Figure E-3b.)
A=_ yj +y^) (xj -x^) +(YB +Yj+n)(XB-Xi+n) + (Yj+k +Yj+k-1) (Xj+k - Xj+k-1)
R-1
When finding the totalarea under a curve, however, this program uses onlythe N known points.
The area has several equivalent geometric representations. Itcan be interpreted _tsthe sum of
areas of triangles formed by the points (x.,y. ),(x. i, 0) and (x. I, 0) or as the sum of rectangles
of height y. and width I/2(x..1-x i) TheJf°_mula_ used in the pr+ogram represent these figures,
J J - • .
but the method is equivalent to t_e trapezoid method above; i.e.,the area is the sum of areas of
trapezoids between xi and xi+i • (See Figure E-4)
k =
_ Yi(Xi*1 -xi-|)= _, (Yi+1 +Yl ) (xi+1 -Xl)
2 2
i=l i--1
Y Y
v_
v_
I
XI XA X B X 2
(a)
KNOWN POINTS X l AND X 2
A = (YB +YA)(XB - XA )
2
y_. y , YI*2
^1 \Y '_::_
Xi.1 X A X_ Xi. _ Xi.2X,._XBX,.,_
(b)
A : (Yi +Y._) (Xi-XA) (YB +Yi,:_)(XB -Xi.3)
/....,+2 2 _,:
Figure E-3-Trapezoidal integration in the Manual Program.
(Y,,k _ Y,.k-t)(Xl*k - X_,h__ )
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Quadratic Interpolation (Fixed Point Program)
The Fixed Point Program utilizes parabolic approximation to integrate a function y (x). To
compute the area in an interval between two known points xj and x: +,, the program considers two
sets of three points each (xj-i, y - ),(xj, yj), (Xj+l , yj +I) and (xj, yj ),(xj +i, Y++t), ( xj+2,yj+_.
Ifeither of these sets of points lie++."long a straight line,the area in the :nterval is taken to be that
of a trapezoid between points j and j + 1. Ifneither set of points forms a straight line, parabolas
are constructed through each set, and the area in the interval is approximated by the average of
the areas of the two parabolas in the interval. If xi = xj + t , i.e.,there is a step jump, the area
is set to zero, and the areas between x.__l and x._ and between xj ÷1 and xj +2 are determined by
the trapezoid method.
The method proposed for the Fixed Point Program also uses parabolic interpolation. This
routine does not, however, look for straight lines; but instead it treats straight lines as degenerate
parabolas. Except at step jumps, the area in an interval is taken to be the average of the parabolic
areas. At step jumps, the parabolic rather than the trapezoidal approximation is used. For con-
tinuous curves, the two methods treat the data in an identical manner except in two special cases.
If a curve suddenly becomes a straight line, and a known point occurs at the place where the
line starts, the proposed method will be incurred in the interval following that point because it will
average the exact area under the line with that under a parabola. For example, consider the function.
t"
Jx 3 + 1 for 0 < x < 1
f(x)
3x - 1 for 1 < x
with known points
-rv
x y
0.0 1.0
0.5 1.125
1.0 2.0
1.5 3.5
2.0 5.0
A _ /_, Yk (Xk,,_ -Xk-_)2
k=l
Figure E-4-Equivalent representations of area formula.
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422 Figure E-5-Area subroutine for fixed point program.
Then the methods yield results as shown below:
Area Computed
Interval Actual Area By Existing Method % Error
Area Computed
By Proposed Method % Error
0.0 - 0.5
0.5 - 1.0
1.0 - 1.5
1.5 - 2.0
0.515625
0.734375
1.375
2.125
0.5o -3.0%
0.7508 +2.2%
1.375 0 %
2.125 0 %
0.50 -3.0%
0.7508 +2.2%
1.3620 -0.94%
2.125 0 %
In the third interval, where the straight line starts, the proposed method is less accurate than the
existing method.
If there is an inflection point in the curve, and three known points happen to fall in a straight
line, then the existing routine considers only the straight line approximation, while the proposed
method compensates with adjacent parabolas. For example the function
f(x) :x 3 -3x 2 + 3x
has an inflection point at x = 1. If known points are
X Y
0.0 0.0
0.5 0.875
1.0 1.000
1.5 1.125
1.75 1.421875
FIND LARGEST H SET X SCALE
FACTOR
VALUE OF X,
XMAX XS =
\
\
\
END PILE TAPE
l
WRITE ON TAPE
PLOT POINTS
OF SOLAR
CURVE
1
PLACE POINT:
WRITE ON TAPE
3, XMAX, Yo
/
PLOT:/_ \\ PLACEPO,_T:WR,T_ONAPE _4:X_X-_.__,WR,TEO_TAPE4 X41 Y. i= 1, N ' _ 3, XMAX_ YOi=l,N
1
I
XS = 0.025 J
I{
SET Y SCALE
FACTOR
Y5 - 0.2
}
!
WRITE ON TAPE /
I, XS, YS /
/1
1
DEFINE
ORIGIN
XO=O
YO= 0
l
/TAPE
2, XO, YO
Figure E-6-Plot sub-routlne for fixed point program.
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Thentheproposed method is the more accurate in the second and third intervals.
Area Computed Area Computed
Interval Actual Area By Existing Method % Error By Proposed Method % Error
0.0 - 0.5
0.5 - 1.0
1.0 - 1.5
1.5- 1.75
0.265625
0.484375
0.515625
0.3134765625
0.25 -5.9%
0.46875 -3.2%
0.53125 +3.0%
0.3151 +0.52%
0.25 -5.9%
0.484375 0 %
0.51823 +0.51%
0.3151 +0.52%
The primary advantages of the proposed method are its greater simplicity (see flow charts) and its
shorter running time. The proposed sub-routine requires approximately 60% of the time used
by the existing sub-routine.
ACCURACY OF INTEGRATION METHODS
The accuracy of numerical integration methods depends mostly upon the behavior of the
functions to be integrated. In general, the smoother the curve, the greater the accuracy. For
most curves accuracy increases with the degree of the interpolating polynomial.
The Manual and Fixed Point Programs have to integrate functions which are not well be-
haved. The line spectrum of most sources displays sharp peaks and deep valleys. The spacing of
data points is very critical. To test the relative accuracies of the linear and quadratic methods,
test curves which display the same effect as a spectral curve were integrated using both methods.
Analysis of one of these has been completed. This is a curve of the function
<
A' i I Es j.3 t
_1,2,3 K = 1,2,3
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Figure E-7-Proposed area sub-routine.
y = i + cos 7z× e-'2x in the interval 0 < x < 10.
The errors incurred by the two methods are shown in the Tables E-I and E-2.
Table E-1
Errors Incurred Using Linear Method
Point Spacing
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
Interval Width
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.0
0.5
0.2
1.0
0.5
0.2
Average Absolute
Error per Interval
3.0%
5.4%
8.1%
0.5%
0.5%
4.2%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
Error in Total
Area
0.26%
0.04%
0.02%
Table E-2
Errors Incurred Using Quadratic Method
Point Spacing
1.0
0.5
0.2
Average Absolute Error
per Interval
6.0%
0.31%
o.o1%
Error in Total
Area
3.2%
0.07%
0.004%
Although further tests may be needed, a few rules for selecting data points can be formulated.
1. For large and/or sharp peaks and valleys, points should be taken at relative maximum
and minimum and, if possible, at least one point between.
2. If the shape of lines is critical, several points should be taken on either side of the maxi-
mum.
3. In the Manual Program, the width of intervals investigated should be about as large as the
spacing between local maximum and minimum (about 0.01 micron wavelength interval is
sufficient). A larger interval loses the shape of the spectrum. A smaller interval in-
creases the error in each interval.
REFERENCES
1. Milne, William E., Numerical Calculus, Ch. 4
2. Richardson, C. H., Calculus of Finite Differences, Ch. 2, 4
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APPENDIX
PREDEFINED PROCESSES FOR MANUAL PROGRAM
1. For each data point, find the wavelength for the drum count by interpolating linearly between
points of the drum count to the wavelength conversion tables; select the gain factor for each
point from the table of FACTOR vs. G.
2. For each wavelength of data points for the unknown, find the flux from the standard, FS by
linear interpolation from the standard curve; find the signal from the standard by interpolating
from CALIB vs. _ (SIGS), then the flux of unknown, FX is given by
UNKNOWN × FS
FX-
SIGS
3. The area under the curve Y vs. X with N known points is
A = £ Yk (Xk-1 -Xk+l)
2
k=l
where x0 = x 1 and Xs+l = XN
4. In interval _ to k + Ak, if there are no known points in the interval then find fk and fk+/_ from
FX vs. k.
A= A,k ( fh_+ fh. + A)_)
If known points _i ' _i+, ' " " " ;_i+- ' lie within the interval, then
-- (_ + A_k - )kj+n) _-_ (_'j+k - _kj÷k-l")
A - (,kj k) (FXj + fk) + (f,k+Ak+FXi+.) + (FXj fXj+k-1)+k
2 2 k=, 2
5. At midpoint of each interval, _ + Ak/2, find absorptivity, ABS, from absorptivity vs. k curve.
Absorptance is given by
A = ABS x f Ak
h.+--
2
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PREDEFINED PROCESS FOR PROPOSED AREA SUBROUTINE
PARAR (XX, YY, PP, K)
"PI -- XX2 - XX1 P2 = XX3 - XX1
Q1 = YY_ - YY1 Q2 : YY3 - YY1
Q1P_ - Q_P_
A=
2PIP2 (P2 - PI)
Q2P1 - Q1P2
B =
3PIP2 (P_ - P1 )
PP = PK(YYI + PK (A + PKB))
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EVALUATION OF THE CONE RADIOMETER
,__. John M. Crowell, Donald L. Henry, and Edward D. Reed _" )
B
N 6 7 - 22 7 7 2
Experiments with two wire-wound cone radiometers were carried out using two different
types of enclosures for the cones. The resistance of a cone is temperature dependent. This
phenomenon allows the cone to be used for absolute measurements of incident light flux by cali-
brating the cone with respect to resistance with I2R heating, provided the temperature of the cone
enclosure remains constant. The two enclosures tested were a heated copper jacket and an evacu-
ated copper jacket cooled with circulating ice water. Measurements of the flux from standardized
quartz-iodine tungsten lamps were taken.
THEORY
The cone radiometer consists of two parts: a wire-wound cone and a constant temperature
enclosure. The cone is a coil of 2 mil nickel wire wound on a conical-shaped mandril having an
apex angle of approximately 30 degrees. See Figure E-8. The outside and, after the mandril has
been removed, the inside of the coil are covered with a thin layer of heat-conducting epoxy for
mechanical stability. The inside and outside are then painted with flat-black paint.
Two cones were tested, each with a different enclosure. The cones are referred to as cone 3
and cone 4.
The conical shape of the coil increases the absorptivity of the device above the absorptivity
of the black paint alone, so that virtually all incident radiation is absorbed. Under conditions of
equilibrium the following heat balance equation holds:
PAa =Act _,T_I + A lO-eiT_1-A2 o-e2T_2-G°-%T_3 +Q (I)
where
= Stefan-Boltzmann Constant
P = Incident power per unit area
A = Area of circular cone aperture
= Fraction of incident power absorbed
As1 A,2 Geometrical factors which depend on the
slant areas of the cone and the jacket cavity,
respectively
el' T1 = Emissivity and temperature, respectively, of
cone
%,T 2 = Emissivity and temperature, respectively, of
inside of jacket
%, _r3 = Emissivity and temperature, respectively, of
secondary sources (e.g., walls of lab)
G = Geometrical factor for secondary sources
Q = Heat transfer due to convection.
2 MIL. NI. WIRE
WOUND IN SHAPE OF CONE
x.,
Figure E-8-The wlre-wound cone.
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Theincidentpower can thus be calculated if T1, T 2 and T s can be determined. In practice the
electrical resistance of the cone is measured since it is uniquely determined by the temperature.
The calibration procedure involves determining the cone resistance as a function of I2R heating,
and then the incident power merely equals the I2R power that produces the same resistance:
PAa = I2R
or
p=( i2R
This procedure assumes that the right hand side of Equation (1) is the same during both I2R
heating and flux measurement. Hence, the uncontrollable terms G_ e_ _s and Q need not be con-
sidered if the surroundings remain at the same temperature during t_e calibration and testing.
HEATED JACKET DESIGN
Cone 3 was mounted on a copper ring faceplate with a small quantity of non-heat-conducting
epoxy. The faceplate was then mounted on a
ATTACHED WITH
EPOXY RESIN
CONE/
j FACE PLATE THERMOCOUPLE WELL
f (thermocouples not shown)
?.?.?.oo p o o P.P. 9 o °°q(_9 PERJACKET
i oooooooooo\oooooo
HEATING ELEMENT
Figure E-9-Cone 3 mounted in a heated jacket.
L• 76I .75
I .74
I. 73
?
1.72
•_ 1.7e
42 _
1.69 _.
i 68
0
_ 1.67
1,66 :
1.65
1.64 --
1.63 --
tnt n n liill tilt nL iiln it i ILl Lt IILLX_
I 2 3 4 S
TIME (minutes)
Figure E-l O-Time vs thermocouple monitor voltage and
corresponding temperature for cone 3 using zero Q cir-
cuit.
cylindrical copper block with the cone project-
ing into a cavity in the copper jacket. The
jacket is 5.4 cm long and 2.6 cm in diameter.
See Figure E-9.
Four copper-constantan thermocouples
were mounted in the jacket, one on the cavity
wall at the front of the jacket, two in the mid-
dle, and one at the rear. Flat black paint
covered the inside of the cavity. For heating
purposes a copper wire was wound around the
outside of the jacket.
Current through the heating coil was con-
trolled by balancing the emf output of one of the
thermocouples mounted inside the copper jacket
against a preset external emf using a "zero-Q"
bridge. The jacket temperature as monitored
by a second thermocouple remained within one
degree of the mean value, but even this small
variation caused very noUceable fluctuations
in the calibration curve of the cone. Hence,
readings were made only when the heater cur-
rent turned off during a heating cycle. The
heater turned off at the same temperature with-
in 0.1 degree centigrade, and as a result the
calibration curve smoothed out considerably.
The variation in jacket temperature as a func-
tion of time is shown in Figure E-10.
The aperture area of cone 3 was meas-
ured with a Nikon Shadow-Graph. Several
measurements led to an average diameter
giving an area of 0.688 cm 2.
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Calibration of the cone radiometer consisted of supplying 12 Rc power to the cone and meas-
uring the corresponding cone resistance R . This was achieved by connecting a 500_ resistance,
S0 , in series with the cone and then measu_'ing the voltage across the cone, Vc , and across the
resistor, Vo, , while varying the power supplied to Ro and R . Then I = V0/Ro, Rc = (V /Vo)R0, and
P = I2R o. As mentioned previously, it is important to insure that the right hand side of Equation (1)
be the same during calibration as during testing. A screen containing a rectangular aperture used
to shield the light source from the observers was maintained at the same temperature for calibra-
tion as for testing by operating the source with the screen aperture blocked off during calibration.
The results of the calibration are shown in Figure E-11.
In a later experiment a 3.3mm thick Suprasil quartz plate was positioned in front of the cone.
With the plate in place, six values of I2R vs. Rc were checked and each point fell on the curve of
Figure E-11. It was therefore assumed _hat the cone calibration was still valid with the quartz in
place.
Using a standard quartz-iodine lamp (QM 20)
as a source, the equilibrium resistance of the cone
was noted at three distances from the lamp; 20 cm,
28 cm, and 37 cm. The data are shown in Table E-3.
The source of computed flux values will be ex-
plained shortly.
The cone resistance was measured with a
Dana digital voltmeter with circuitry for measur-
ing resistance. Measurements had to be made
quickly to reduce the heating of the cone by the volt-
meter, since the meter can supply as much as 10
ma. to the object whose resistance is being meas-
ured.
Listed inTable Eo4 are the results of a test
using another quartz-iodine lamp (QM 18) at the
same distances as for the QM 20.
As a thirdtest of the cone radiometer, meas-
urements were made using the quartz plate men-
tioned above in conjunction with the QM 18 lamp.
This test was of interest because the cone will
eventually be operated in a vacuum with a quartz
window. Table E-5 shows the results of this test.
The large error at 37 cm was probably due to the
difficulty of accurately measuring the cones re-
sistance; the heating effects of the Dana caused
large fluctuations in Re.
2OO
150
o 10o
50
APOWERDECREASING
2
0 _ _L'I I I I I I I I
750 760 770 YS0 790 800 810 820
CONE RESISTANCE (ohms)
Figure E-11-Calibration curve for cone 3
in heated jacket.
Table E-3
Results of Cone Radiometer Test with QM20 Standard Lamp
I
83O
Distance Measured Computed
Flux Flux Percent
(cm) (Solar constant) (Solar constant) Difference
20.0 1.475 1.565 -5.9
28.0 0.761 0.799 -4.9
37.0 0.431 0.457 -5.8
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Table E-4
Results of Cone Radiometer Test With QM 18 Standard Lamp
Distance
(am)
20.0
28.0
Measured
Flux
(Solar constant)
1.560
0.789
Computed
Flux
(Solar constant)
1.590
0.812
Percent
Difference
-1.9
-2.9
37.0 0.458 0.465 -1.5
Table E- 5
Results of Cone Radiometer Test with QM 18 Lamp and Quartz Window
Measured Computed Percent
Distance Flux Flux
(cm) (Solar constant) (Solar constant) Difference
20.0 1.354 1.311 3.2
28.0 0.687 0.669 2.7
37.0 0.417 0.384 8.3
The computed flux values in Tables E-3 and E-4 were obtained in the following manner. The
total integrated flux seen by the cone is given by Jo N_ _k d_ watts/steradian, where N_ is the
spectral radiance of the lamp and % is the water vapor absorption coefficient. N_ was obtained
from NBS tables for the lamps and from the results of the 1965 Summer Workshop (ref. 1) and is
assumed to be nonzero only between 0.25_ and 20_.
Atmospheric water vapor absorption was considered only for the 2.7_ water vapor band.
Values for % were cor_puted from experimental absorption data taken under conditions which
were unfortunately not the same as those in the radiometer experiments, but the data were used
only to provide a rough estimate of the absorption effects. The calculations indicated that about
2 percent of the total flux emmitted by the lamp was absorbed by the 2.7p water vapor band, and
this value was used for both lamps and for all distances. It is very probable that this figure is
much too large for the conditions of these experiments.
The computed flux values listed in Table E-5 are corrected for the transmittance of the
quartz window. The integrated flux in this case is J02°_. N_Tk%dk, where Tk is the quartz
transmittance. Tk was obtained by direct meas-
I I I
02S05 q0
I I L
I 5 20 25 3.0 35 40 45 5.0
WAVELE NGTH, MICRONS
Figure E-1 2-Transmlssion of quartz window,
3.3 mm thickness.
urements using Beckman IR-9 and DK-2A
spectrophotometers and includes reflection losses.
About 18 percent of the flux incident on the win-
dow was absorbed and reflected. The spectral
transmittance of the quartz plate is shown in
Figure E-12.
COOLED JACKET DESIGN
A different jacket was designed to provide
a lowtemperature environment for the cone and
was tested using cone 4. Cooling was provided
by copper coils through which a liquid circulated.
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These coils surrounded a copper block containing a conical cavity. The cavity was covered with a
quartz plate and evacuated. (See Figure E-13.)
The evacuation of the cavity eliminated condensation of water vapor inside the cavity while
maintaining the jacket at a low temperature. A mechanical pump reduced the cavity pressure to
roughly 50_ of Hg.
To determine the effect of convection currents in the cavity both at 760 mm and 50_ of Hg,
a calculation was made using the crude analogy of two concentric cylinders having radii of the
bases of the cone andcavity (References 2 and3). This calculation indicated that the heat transfer
due to convection at both pressures was very negligible.
Heat transfer due to conduction through air at atmospheric pressure is on the order of 20
mW/cm 2. Hence, evacuation of the enclosure cavity will also eliminate any variations in heat
conduction through air surrounding the cone.
Eight wires, four fastened with epoxy near
the top of the cone and four at the bottom, se-
cured the cone to a teflon ring. A silver-coated
Mylar film with an aperture about the same size
as the cone aperture was fastened to the teflon
ring. A second teflon ring insulated the mount-
ing wires from the jacket. See Figure E-14.
The area A in Equation (1) was measured
with the aid of the Nikon shadow-graph, which
projected a magnified (20x) image of the aper-
ture onto a screen. A tracing of the image was
made on graph paper and the areadetermined by
counting squares printed on the paper. The
smallest printed square was 1/400 in2 in area.
The interior of the cone absorbed about
99.6% (i.e., _ = 0.996 in Equation (1)) of the in-
cident power (ref. 4) and the absorptivity of the
front edge of the cone wall was that of the black
point, viz. 0.95. If A1 is the aperture area
bounded by the wide edge of the wall and A2 is
the area bounded by the outside edge, then the
effective product As in Equation (2) is
EVAC UAT E
L- CTLANT TUBE
I J_._ L_ PLASTIC FAC EPLATE
COPPER J
JACKET
Figure E-13-Cone 4 mounted in ice water cooled,
evacuated jacket.
TEFLON DISK
As = A1 (0.996) + (A2 - AI) (0.95).
A_ was measured to be 0.684 cm 2 and Ph was
0.772 cm2; hence,
Aa=0.717 cm2
This figure should be accurate to within 0.5_0.
The cone was not securely fastened to the
teflon mounting ring, and the aperture very likely
...I.,..._TEFLON INSULATING DISK
C ONE LEADS
SILVERED MYLAR DISK
Figure E-14-The mounting for cone 4.
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changedslightly duringhandlingof the cone, but there was only 0.4% difference between area
measurements before and after testing of the cone.
POWER SUPPLY
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Figure E-15-Wheatstone bridge for measuring
cone resistance.
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Figure E-16-Callbratlon curve for cone 4 _n ;ce water
cooled, evacuated jacket, Rcmeasured using the bridge
method,
A nylon ring, held in place the quartz
window covering the jacket cavity and a rubber
"O" ring provided the vacuum seal.
Four copper-constantan thermocouples
were mounted with epoxy inside the cavity, one
at the front, two in the middle on opposite sides
of the cavity, and one at the rear.
Liquid nitrogen was first circulated through_
the coils, but two problems developed. First,
moisture began to freeze on the quartz window,
and second, the vacuum could not be maintained
when the rubber "O" rings hardened at LN2 tem-
perature. The decision was then made to pump
ice water around the jacket in place of the LN 2 .
The high heat capacity of water and the relative
ease in holding the bath at a constant 0°C makes
ice water thermally very stable.
The temperature gradient in the cavity,
as monitored by the four thermocouples, changed
with cone temperature (T 1), but the gradient was
fairly well repeatable for a given T_. Hence, the
gradient for a given T, should be the same dur-
ing both calibration and testing and should not
affect the results. Temperature gradients along
the cone itself could not be measured with the
design used. Such a gradient, if it exists to a
significant degree, could very well induce an er-
ror in calibration.
The largest temperature observed was
2.3°C, and this was monitored by a middle
thermocouple which may have been located very
near one of the cone leads. It was observed dur-
ing both calibration and testing. The other ther-
mocouples registered temperatures around 1.2
to 1.6°C. The largest temperature difference
between the front and rear thermocouples was
0.3°C.
One method for measuring the power ab-
sorbed by the cone required I2R¢ calibration,
and two calibration procedures were followed.
The first setup consisted of a 500 _ resistor in
series with the cone and a dc power supply
across the two, as was done for cone 3 in the
heated jacket. The second calibration procedure
made use of the bridge circuit of Figure E-15.
The power supplied to the bridge was varied and
the bridge balanced so that RD = R • V was
then measured, and P = v_/R¢ . A straight line
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bestrepresentsthecalibrationdataobtainedwith theseries method.A least-squarescalculation
yieldedthecurve:
P(in mW)=1.474Re- 958.2
Themaximumdeviationis 3.6mWat 170.5mWandthe meandeviationis 1.11mW. For Rc greater
than680n, the maximum error is 2.8 percent at 62.5 roW. A polynomial of order 2 also seems to
fit these data fairly well, and because of some lack of confidence in the least-squares computer
program used in the calculation, it cannot be definitely stated which curve is better.
The bridge calibration data, plotted in Figure E-16 are best fitted to a parabola:
P(inmW)---590.2 +0.442R c + 0.000717 R2¢
In this case the maximum deviation is 0.787 mW at 1.43 mW and the maximum percent deviation is
90% at 0.54 mW. The mean deviation is 0.351 mW and the mean percent deviation 5.5%. For Re
greater than 680n the maximum percent deviation is 1.0%. It seems clear that the cone is not
reliable for low power inputs, i.e., inputs less than about 50 mW.
Two quartz-iodine lamps (SW 101 and SW 102), calibrated with respect to standard lamps
obtained from the National Bureau of Standards, were used as sources for the testing of the
radiometer.
Two procedures were followed in determining the flux received by the cone, one of which in-
volved measuring the resistance of the cone and then obtaining the power from the cone calibration
curve. Resistance was measured in two ways. A direct measurement was made using the Dana
digital voltmeter, but the device caused excessive extraneous heating. This heating was reduced
considerably by connecting the cone in series with a 9000;_ resistor and using the voltmeter to
measure the combined resistance. The measurements were accurate to within 0.1_. For an Re of
about 700_, the voltmeter supplied roughly 0.7 mW to the cone.
The unwanted heating was further reduced by placing the cone in the bridge circuit as shown
in Figure E-15. The bridge was nulled by varying RD SO that 1% = RD at null. With a power supply
voltage of 0.5V, 0.07 mW heated the cone for Re = 700ft. Unfortunately this method was not used
for the majority of the readings.
For the second method of testing the cone, the bridge circuit was again used. The cone was
maintained at a constant resistance, by I2R_ heating, corresponding to a temperature higher than
the maximum temperature which the cone would reach at any time when exposed to radiant flux
alone. When lamp measurements were taken, the decade box was set at 800fi and the power supply
adjusted until null was obtained. The power absorbed by the cone from the lamp was then Pc = Pmax
- P, where Pmax is the electrical power heating the cone with no light and P is the electrical power
supplied with the lamp on.
The latter method was abandoned for two reasons. While, ideally, it offered a very fast re-
sponse time for the cone since the total power dissipated in the cone need not change, practically,
it was a slow process when used as in this experiment, i.e., manually operating the power supply
voltage while noting the bridge null voltage. Secondly, the possibility of greater error than with
the previous method was introduced, since two power readings were necessary to obtain the inci-
dent flux.
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TableE-6
Resultsof Cone Radiometer Test With Lamp SW 102, With Screen
Measured Computed
Distance Flux Flux Percent
(cm) (Solar constant) (Solar constant) Difference
20.9 1.202 1.172 2.5
23.8 0.921 1 0.902 2.1
26.6 0.743 0.724 2.6
53.2 0.210 0.192 4.5
Table E-7
Results of Cone Radiometer Test With Lamp SW 101, With Screen
Distance
(cm)
20.9
23.8
26.6
53.2
Measured
Flux
(Solar constant)
1.226
0.977
0.798
0.224
Computed
Flux
(Solar constant)
1.193
0.921
0.738
0.197
Percent
Difference
2.7
5.9
7.8
13.5
Table E-8
Results of Cone Radiometer Test With Lamp SW 102, Without Screen
Distance
(cm)
53.2
30.7
26.6
25.1
23.8
22.7
20.9
18.3
20.9
22.7
23.8
Measured
Flux
(Solar constant)
0.191
0.556
0.749
0.836
0.934
1.024
1.204
1.569
1.213
1.022
0.927
Computed
Flux
(Solar constant)
0.192
0.541
0.724
0.812
0.902
0.995
1.172
1.530
1.172
0.995
0.902
Percent
Difference
-0.5
2.7
3.4
2.9
3.5
2.9
2.7
2.5
3.4
2.7
2.7
The radiated power data measured by the radiometer and their comparison with computed
values are shown in Tables E-6, E-7, E-8 and E-9. Values are in units of one solar constant,
where one solar constant is 139.5 mW/cm 2. The data from tables E-8 and E-9 are plotted in
Figures E-17 and E-18 respectively.
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Table E-9
Results of Cone Radiometer Test With Lamp SW 101, Without Screen
Distance Measured Computed
Flux Flux Percent
(cm) (Solar constant) (Solar constant) Difference
53.2 0.183 0.197 -7.4
30.7 0.567 0.554 2.3
26.6 0.759 0.738 2.8
25.1 0.868 0.827 4.8
23.8 0.968 0.921 5.0
22.7 1.062 1.012 4.8
20.9 1.259 1.193 5.2
18.3 1.626 1.554 4.5
18.3 1.667 1.554 7.0
20.9 1.263 1.193 5.7
22.7 0.928 l.O12 -8.7
23.8 0.974 0.921 5.6
_,a., _.55: _."2. _ _ 1
26.6 0.760 0.738 2.9
30.7 0.579 0.554 4.4
53.2 0.182 0.197 -7.9
1,6
1.4
_ 1.2
a
z
_ o.8
g
o
sw 101 OBSERVED
o
__ 1 I l I
2O 30 _0 50
DISTANCE IN CM
Figure E-17-Comparlson of output measued with the
cone radiometer and calculated output for lamp SW
101.
1.5--
I.O m
__ O.5--
Q Sw 102 OBSERVED
I I I I I
20 30 40 5O 60
DLSTAF.'CE LN CM
Figure E-18-Comparison of output measured with the
cone radiometer and calculated output for lamp SW
102.
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Thecomputedpowervalueswereobtainedfrom tablesfor theSWl01andSW102lamps,and
a correctionwasmadefor theeffectof thequartzwindowof theradiometer. As mentionedabove,
82percentof the incidentradiationfrom theQM18lampwastransmittedby thewindow.While
theoutputsof SWl01andSWl02are not exactlythesameasthat of theQM18 lamp,the spectral
distribution of theoutputsarevery nearly identicalandhence82percentshouldbe thepercent
transmittedfor theSWlampsalso. Thusthetabulatedoutputsof thesetwolampsweremultiplied
by0.82beforea comparisonwithexperimentalresults wasattempted.
Twosourcesof experimentalerror are theuncertaintiesin resistancemeasurementsand
theuncertaintiesin thecalibrationcurve. Assuminganerror of _0.1_with either the series or
thebridgemethodof resistancemeasurement,anerror of _0.16mWat 800;_and±0.14mWat
664_results. Combiningthis with the0.001%and1.6%errors in theparabolic least squaresfit
for 800fiand664_respectivelygiveserrors in thepowerof ±0.14mW,or 0.06%,at 800_and
0.45mWor 2.3%at 664_. However,as mentionedpreviously,the least squaresfit is notgoodfor
Rc less than680_.
Theabsorptivity(_)of theconehasbeenassumedto beunity. Theerror in this assumption
is less than0.5%.
Testsfor therepeatabilityof measurementsestablishedthat thedataare reliable to within
only 2 percent.
With improvementin therepeatabilityof theconeradiometer,accurateresults shouldbe
obtainable.Assumingrepeatablemeasurements,very accurate measurements of flux above about
0.7 solar constant can be realized.
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PCALIBRATIONOF WORKINGSTANDARDSOF SPECTRAL
IRRADIANCEFORLABORATORYUSE
Arthur McNutt,JanSlavinandMatthewP. Thekaekara
INTRODUCTION N 67-2277. 
Standards of spectral irradiance are an important laboratory tool for measuring the spectra2
irradiance of other unknown sources. Many different types of standards for spectral irradiance
have been issued in the past by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The most recent type is
the quartz iodine lamp described by Stair, Schneider and Jackson (ref. 1). The QM type lamp of
1000 watts rated power was previously supplied by the NBS. More recently this type of lamp is
being supplied by the Eppley Laboratory, Newport, Rhode Island, for about $400.
The spectral irradiance of the QM type lamp is in the range of 0.25 to 2.5 microns and can
be extended to 20 microns by methods described in "The Tungsten Lamp as a Secondary Standard
for Total Radiant Flux" by M. P. Thekaekara and E. I. Mohr (ref. 2). Similar lamps are com-
mercially available for about $12, but are uncalibrated. If calibrated, such lamps would be more
economical for routine use in the laboratory, since both types have a limited life (about 800 hours),
during which their calibration is valid. The nbiectiv_ nf thi.Q nrn_rf ,,,_= +_, o._l_h..,+,_ _.......
merclai IUUU watt quartz iodine lamps using two NBS standard lamps.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The general procedure was to measure the flux output of one of the lamps at a given wave-
length using a monochromator and associated electronics. The result was a signal, recorded on
a chart recorder, proportional to the flux from the lamp. If a series of measurements is made
on the NBS standard, and then the same series of measurements is made on the commercial lamps,
the following equation should be valid.
s s
Sw -- qm
Fsw F
qm
s sw - signal of commercial lamp calibrated by the Summer Workshop
Fsw - Flux of commercial lamp calibrated by the Summer Workshop
Sqm - signal of standard QM lamp (quartz iodine, 1000W)
Fqm - flux of standard lump
From this equation, using the experimental data S , s and the NBS values for F , the flux F
sw qm qm sw
of the commercial lamp can be calculated. The validity of the equation, however, rests on the as-
sumption that the optical arrangement and response of the instruments were exactly the same in
each case. The degree to which the arrangements were the same and the factors involved are
discussed later in this report.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure E-19. The lamps were inserted in the holder
supplied by NBS. The holder was fastened to a ringstand which was then fastened to the table top.
The lamps were positioned using two telescopes mounted on the table. There were two NBS lamps,
the QM 18 and QM 20. They were positioned as shown in Figure E-20a. There were four com-
mercial lamps; SW-101, SW-102, SW-103, and SW-104. They were positioned as shown in Figure
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S_COPE _ ]
_-. ,AMPHOLDER] ]
45o i _ll J,4_50 CM _ MONOCHROMATORI
111 L P SCREEN
Figure E-19-Exper|mental arrangement For comparison
of spectral irradiance of quartz iodine lamps,
UPPER FLAT FACE PERPENDICULAR J_
TIP TOWARD RINGSTAND -- -I
BO/H TELESCOPES SIGHTED HERE --""--
A. B.
Figure E-20-Identifying marks used to position lamps.
E-20b. The monochromator was set on the same
table and not moved until measurements were
completed on all six lamps. The monochromator
was a Perkin-Elmer 112-U with a photomulti-
plier and thermocouple detector. The upper half
of the entrance and exit slits was blocked off to
reduce scattered light in the instrument. An
aluminum foil covered cardboard screen was
placed just in front to the entrance to the mono-
chromator to help keep out stray light and to
prevent heating of the monochromator case. A
fan blew on the back of the screen to cool it. The
amplifier, chart recorder, and other control
equipment were on a rack on the floor. The gain
range of the amplifier was from zero to twenty.
The measurements were made in three different
ranges of wavelength using the detector and slit
as indicated in Table E-10. This particular
order for the ranges was chosen for several
reasons. A 200;_ slit was used for the 0.24 to
0.31_ range in order to get a large enough sig-
nal. A narrow 10_ slit was used for 0.28 to
0.71_ range because the signal was strong
enough to allow it, giving better resolution. An-
other reason for the use of the narrow slit in
this range is that the wide slit would cause satu-
ration of the PM tube. The thermocouple was
used for the 0.49 to 2.5_ range because the
photomultiplier sensitivity drops off sharply
above 0.5_. It was necessary to use the 500_
slit to achieve a large enough signal. The particular
order was necessary since the 10_ slit had to be set by matching the signal with signal value from
the previous 10_ slit rtm at a particular wavelength. The 10p slit was also set in this manner be-
fore changing lamps, so the first measurements using the new lamp had to be made with the 10_
slit. The overlap region can be used as a check as will be discussed later. Two runs were made
on each lamp in order to check the reproducibility of the measurements.
The factors which should be the same from one set of measurements to the next are:
1. Power input to the lamp.
2. Amplifier and chart recorder gain, response, and stability.
3. Wavelength calibration of the monochromator.
4. Position of the lamps.
5. Slit width.
Table E-10
Regions Where Measurements Were Made, Slit Width, and Detector
Drum Number
1035-525
625-200
1265-900
(microns)
.28- .71
.49-2.5
.24- .31
Slit Width
I0_
500_
200_
Detector
Photomultiplier
Thermocouple
Photomultiplier
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Thedataweretakenfrom the charts. Signalvalueswerereadevery tendrumnumbersto
anaccuracyof _0.2_;full scalewas100. Thesignalvaluesfor tworunson thesamelampdiffered
by asmuchas+3.5_ in some cases. This was due to one set of signals being consistently above the
other. The difference in signal values for the two runs was examined at fourteen arbitrary points
for the four SW lamps. After an adjustment for any consistent difference in the signals, the root
mean square of the differences in the signals was found to be 0.80 or less in all four cases. The
values of the signals on the two runs were averaged so the error in the average value can be as-
sumed to be +0.4, an error of 0.8% for a midscale value of 50. This agreement between runs sup-
ports the assumptions that the power input to the lamps was regulated accurately enough and that the
amplifier and chart recorder gain and response were sufficiently stable. The drum number marks
on the charts were observed to be uncertain by _1/2 drum count or 3A at drum number 800, 3,538A.
This is an error of less than 0.1%, so the assumption of a constant wavelength calibration is valid.
Once positioned, a lamp was not moved until all measurements had been made on it. There
is an uncertainty, however, that different lamps were in exactly the same position. Being nearer
or further from the monochromator than the standard lamp would cause the calculated flux for the
commercial lamps to be too large or too small respectively. A slight left or right displacement
could also result in an error due to nonuniform sensitivity across the surface of the detector.
Either positioning error will cause all the calculated flux values of the particular lamp to be in
error by a constant factor. If this constant factor can be determined, the error can be corrected.
The area under the flux vs. wavelength curve gives the total energy output of the lamp. Thus the
ratio curves should be in the same ratio as the energy output of the lamps. If the ratios are not in
agreement, the multiplication factor should be used to correct the calculated flux.
TOTAL IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS
The energy output of the lamp can be measured using a thermopile radiometer. The thermo-
pile measures the output up to about 3.2 microns where its quartz window starts to absorb. The
output of the six lamps was measured using the Epply radiometer #6590, a Dana digital voltmeter,
and an optical bench. The lamps were positioned by a telescope placed perpendicular to the optical
bench so as to accurately measure the lamp-to-detector distance. Measurements were made at
several distances.
These measurements showed that the ratio of the thermopile signals due to the two lamps
QM 18 and QM 20 did not agree with the ratio of their total irradiances at a given distance. The
total irradiance was found by integrating the area under the spectral irradiance curve by the
method explained in Reference 2. This disagreement seemed to show that one or the other lamp or
perhaps both had deteriorated due to prolonged use. Measurements were also made with a Corn-
ing glass filter 2-64 in front of the lamp. This is a red filter which transmits about 90 percent of
the energy in the IR beyond 6.7_ but is opaque to all shorter wavelength radiation. The difference
between the thermopile readings with and without the filter afforded a means of checking the nor-
malization factor for the range covered by the photomultiplier tube.
The discrepancy between the thermopile readings for the QM 18 and QM 20 lamps showed
the desirability of more extensive measurements to compare these two lamps, the four SW lamps,
and any other NBS certified standard lamps which may be readily available. Three such lamps
with relatively few burning hours were secured from other laboratories at the Center, QM 21,
QM 23 and QM 95. The measurements were made with the water-cooled Eppley thermopile 6590.
The lamp was mounted at the zero mark of an optical bench and the thermopile on a stand at a
known distance away from the lamp. The output was measured at four positions; in each position
the zero reading was taken prior to exposing the thermopile to the radiation. The exposure was
for 30 seconds. Four sets of readings were taken for each experiment; two sets for increasing
distance and the other two for decreasing distance. The experiments were repeated on five differ-
ent days and by different persons.
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WeightedAveragesof
Distance
ExperimentI
ExperimentII
ExperimentIII
ExperimentIV
ExperimentV
Irradiance
at 50cm.
TableE-11
Measurementsfor ComparingNBSStandardLampsandSWLamps
QM18 QM20 !QM21 QM23 QM95 SW101 SW102SW103
60 1.0155 1.0047
41 1.0164 1.0041
31 1.0180 1.0025
25 1.0194 1.0016
Average 1.017 1.003
60 1.0256 .9996
41 1.0330 1.0003
31 1.0416 1.0065
25 1.0679 1.0148
Average 1.042 1.005
60 1.0237 .9957
41 1.0272 .9940
31 1.0274 .9949
25 1.0308 1.0164
Average 1.027 1.000
70 1.0116 .9984
60 1.0137 1.0035
41 1.0156 1.003431 1.0132 1.0012
Average 1.014 1.002
70 1.0137
60 1.0192
41 1.0178
31 1.0155
Average 1.017
.9880 1.0120 .9763
.9898 1.0103 .9730
.9906 1.0100J .9752
.9906 1.0092 .9767
.990 1.010 .975
.9815 1.0185 .9889
.9831 1.0208 .9945
.9840 1.0160 .9940
.9854 1.0146 .9912
.984 1.017 .992
.9462 .9689
.9557 .9726
.9558 .9755
.9569 .9744
.954 .973
SWl04
1.0031 .9592 .9663 .9750
.9983 .9561 .9653 .9720
.9975 .9544 .9657 .9697
.9954 .9505 .9657 .9660
.999 .955 .966 .971
.9615 .9747
.9659 .9784
.9676 .9800
.9653 .9784
.965 .978
1.0190 .9801 .9892 1.0108 .9731
The results are presented in Table E-11. The value given for each lamp and distance is on a
relative scale with reference to the standard which for all experiments is the average of the emf due
to QM 21 and 23. In experiments which did not include a measurement of QM 21, and QM 23, one of
the other QM lamps was used as a transfer standard. It is assumed that the irradiances of the dif-
ferent lamps are so close to each other that the thermopile has the same sensitivity for all lamps at
a given distance and hence that the ratio of the emf is also the ratio of the irradiance of the lamps.
The readings for a given lamp in different experiments and at a different distances are within one or
two percent of each other. The differences are greater than might be expected and are presumably
due to air currents in the laboratory or small changes in the temperature of the water which cools
the casing. All serious discrepancies could be explained as being due to some experimental pre-
caution being overlooked, and these values were discounted in the final average. A clear example of
such a discrepancy are the values for QM 21 in Experiment V which are four percent lower than in
Experiments II and IV. During this particular set of measurements a small air blower was turned
towards the lamp instead of being turned towards the screen, which apparently lowered the temper-
ature of the lamp. Great care was taken to ensure that the current input to the lamp remained con-
stant at 8.3 amperes. The current was regulated by a power supply, the Aerospace Control Corpora-
tion Model 4809. During the experiments, the null indicator needle remained within e50 on the scale.
A deviation of 75 from zero corresponds to a change in current of 0.03%, that is, i2.5 milliamp, and
to a change in irradiance of 0.1%. Thus it is seen that changes in emf due to line fluctuations are one
order of magnitude less than those due to other causes.
The last line in Table E-11 gives the irradiance of each of the standard lamps as determined
by integrating the area under the spectral irradiance curve. These values also are on a relative scale
with reference to the average of the lamps QM 21 and 23.
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Comparisonof the irradiancewith thethermopileemf showsthat all four lamps,QM18,21,
23,and95,are in fairly closeagreement,butthat theemf of QM20is 2.2%higherthantheit-
radiance. This explainsthe lackof agreementobservedin our computerresults onthespectral
irradianceof theSWlampswith referenceto QM18andQM20. Theconclusionfrom thethermo-
pile measurementsis thatQM20haschangedto someextentdueto extendeduse. An increasein
theresistanceof thetungstencoil dueto partial crystal formationin themetalwouldcausethe
lampto run at a highertemperatureandhenceincreaseits irradiance.
Comparingtheemfvaluesof theSWlampswith theQMlampswemaynowassignvaluesof
total irradianceat 50cm andor radiance(persteradian)for the SWlamps. Thevaluesof radiance
are givenin TableE-12. Theprocedurefor thesecomputationsis givenin Reference2. Thevalue
of QM20is 2.2%higherthantheonecomputedfrom theNBSspectralirradiancetableandgivenin
Reference2.
COMPUTATIONOF SPECTRALIRRADIANCE
Thedatafrom spectralmeasurementsofthe SWlampswasreducedusingthe"Fixed Points
Program" describedelsewherein this publication(paperbyJ. Crowell). Thecomputationswere
madewithbothQM18andQM20as referencestandardsfor calibration,but theresults with ref-
erenceto QM20werelater discarded.
Theequationfor thecomputationis: fsw= (Ssw/Sqm)Fqm"Theoutputconsistedof:
1. Fswfor thevarious inputwavelengths.
- I J|. _ .......2. The area unaer the imx v_. wawl=._,,l _u_ v= _,_ ,_ _,,. ........... _,...... _.... '_.
3. The total cumulative area of that wavelength, and thus eventually the total area under the
curve.
4. A graph of flux vs. wavelength.
Comparing the ratios given by the radiometer with those calculated from the total area given
by the computer, a correction factor can be arrived at. This method should account for any error in
lamp position.
Table E-12
Radiance of Standard Lamps and SW Lamps Based on Thermopile Measurements
N = radiance from the whole lamp and in the entire wavelength range
in watts per steradian in a horizontal direction
N = radiance from the tungsten coild (watts ster-')
N = radiance from the quartz envelope of the lamp (watts ster-')
q
N_I N2 N N N
Lamp .245 to 2.55p 2.55 to 4.65_ .245 to4.65p 2.95 t_ 20_ .245 to 20_
QM 18
QM 20
QM 21
QM 23
QM 95
SW
SW
SW
SW
101
102
103
104
74.108
72.850
71.938
73.505
70.773
72.625
70.100
70.213
70.870
7.404
7.321
7.266
7.351
7.714
7.299
8.237
8.074
7.619
81.512
80.171
79.204
80.856
78.487
79.924
78.337
78.287
78.489
8.768
8.768
8.768
8.768
8.768
8.768
8.768
8.768
8.768
90.280
88.939
87.972
89.624
87.255
88.692
87.105
87.055
87.257
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Usingthe scaleontheslit adjustmentdial it wasestimatedthat the slit couldbesetto an
accuracyof +0.5 microns. For the 500_ and 200_ slits this is an error of 0.1% and 0.25% respec-
tively, but for the 10_ slits the error is 5%. An attempt to be more accurate was made by setting
the 10_ slit by matching signals as described earlier. The graphs of the calculated flux, however,
showed that the slit was not consistently 10_. The overlap region of measurements taken with the
200_ and 10_ slit was examined near its end points at 915_ and 1015_. The ratio of the signals for
the 200_ and the 10_ slit was taken for each lamp at both of these points. For a given lamp the
ratio was the same at both points within 2%. The ratio differed greatly, however, from lamp to
lamp. The magnitude of this ratio should reflect the difference in the slit widths since this was
the only factor that was not the same for both measurements. This leads to the conclusion that
the 10;_ slit was not really 10_ in each case.
Two methods were used to arrive at a correction factor which could be used to adjust the
data taken in the region with the 10_ slit. The first method consisted of finding the factor which
would adjust the last point in the 10_ slit region, to match properly with the first point in the 500_
region. The second method was to find the ratio of the areas under the curve in the 10_ slit region
and the 500/_ slit region. This ratio was compared with the ratio of the areas for the same two
regions calculated from the radiometer measurements with and withoutthe Coming2.64 filter. The
ratios were not the same. The factor necessary to make them the same was the correction factor.
These two separate methods gave correction factors which agreed with 1%, 3%, 10%, and 12% for
the four lamps. The factors from the two methods were averaged resulting in a correction factor
for the 10_ slit data for each lamp.
The input data to the computer were the signals thus corrected so as to make the signals to
10p, agree with those of 200_, and 500 _, thermocouple. The final table of the computer output, as
.25
.26
.27
.28
.29
.3O
.32
.35
.37
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.90
1.00
Table E-13
Spectral Irradiance of Lamps Calibrated by the Summer Workshop SW 101, 102, 103, 104
in Milliwatts _er (cm2-Micron) at a Distance of 50 cm Where Operated at 8.3 Amperes
SW 101 SW 102
.0222 .0184
.0316 .0246
.0516 .0445
.0820 .0704
.125 .107
.187 .162
.355 .309
.826 .739
1.32 1.19
2.32 2.11
4.50 4.18
7.57 7.10
10.7 10.2
14.5 14.1
17.9 17.3
19.9 19.0
21.7 21.1
23.2 22.2
24.6 23.6
24.1 23.6
SW 103 SW 104
.0217 .0190
.0331 .0256
.0506 .0463
.0798 .0730
.122 .112
.181 .169
.344 .327
.792 .782
1.26 1.26
2.19 2.20
4.38 4.40
7.17 7.51
10.2 10.5
13.7 13.9
16.8 17.2
19.0 18.9
21.5 20.8
22.8 22.9
23.8 25.2
23.8 24.3
SW 101 SW 102 SW 103 SW 104
1.1 22.9
1.2 21.3
1.3 18.9
1.4 16.8
1.5 15.1
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
13.4
12.1
10.6
22.1
20.3
18.1
16.3
14.9
13.3
11.8
10.4
22.6
20.7
18.7
16.7
14.8
13.1
11.5
10.2
22.5
20.8
18.8
16.9
16.3
13.3
12.0
10.7
9.27 9.18
7.96 7.89
6.97 6.65
5.91 5.60
5.10 4.82
4.42 3.98
3.80 3.13
8.73
7.58
6.24
5.33
4.67
4.06
3.46
9.23
7.97
6.89
5.09
4.68
3.92
3.16
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qTable E-14
Total Absorptance of Typical Spectrally Sensitive Surfaces When Exposed to High
Pressure Xenon Arc, Compared to Absorptance When Ex _osed to Solar Radiation
70A 70A
CB CB
(1) (2)
Solar Cell .418 .409
Evap. gold .192 .187
Cat-o-lac White .187 .193
Evap. silver .041 .040
RAE Silver .119 .116
Seidenberg White .187 .189
Alzak .148 .146
Evap. Aluminum :081 .080
Ti O White .171 .177
Methyl White .274 .276
70A
EB
.394
.206
.216
.043
.125
.197
.147
.080
.190
.303
95A
EB
.405
.213
.200
.045
.130
.195
.149
.081
.180
.296
95A
IB
.422
.195
.185
.041
.120
.187
.148
.082
.170
.276
95A
CB
.408
.193
.18E
.043
.121
.190
.147
.081
.174
.275
95
CB
No Filter
.494
.151
.165
.042
.I01
•167
.148
.086
.162
.236
Solar
.416
.199
.]80
._0
.1_6
.188
.148
.082
.170
.274
stated earlier, gives the normalized flux at each wavelength for which signals were measured, the
cumulative normalized flux up to that wavelength, and a graph of normalized flux versus wavelength.
The normalization procedure is one that makes the total area under the curve over the whole range
of measurement, viz. 0.24 to 2.61_, equal to the area under the solar (Johnson) cur_.e over the same
range. Thus the final value of the cumulative radiant flux on all four tables of SW lamps is .13701
(watts per cm2). From this table we can determine A, the area normalized to the solar curve in
me range u._.-_o to _.oo_ w,,_,_,, _ ,A,,_.,.,. _,__......................
tral irradiance units as the NBS table for QM lamps, the total area under the curve would be P,
the total irradiance. P is related to J, the radiance given in Table E-12, second column, by the
equation P = Jr 2, where r is 50 cm. Hence to obtain the spectral irradiance from the computer
tables, the normalized flux should be multiplied by P/A. In practice it was found convenient to
read the values of normalized flux from the computer generated graph for the range of wavelengths
longer than 0.55_, and from the output table by interpolation for the shorter wavelength range below
5.5 _ where the values are too small to be read accurately from the graph. The final results are
presented in Table E-13.
These results should be accepted only on a provisional basis since several correction factors
had to be applied to the input data and to the computer results. The measurements will be repeated
later with improved experimental techniques. More reliable standard lamps will have to be used
and the lamps should be made to illumine the slit either though an integrating sphere or though a
quartz diffusing plate.
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SPECTRALIRRADIANCEMEASUREMENTSON
SOLARSIMULATORSOURCES
INTRODUCTION
SandraReadandMatthewP. Thekaekara
N 62-22224
Measurements of the spectral radiant flux of high-pressure mercury-xenon arc lamps had
been discussed in earlier summer workshop reports. These measurements had been made on the
lamps then in use in the Space Environment Simulator; they were all of 2.5 kilowatt rating. More
recently it was observed that the 2.5 kw lamp array did not yield in the test volume an irradiance
averaging one solar constant. Hence they were replaced by stronger lamps of 3.5 kw rating. No
detailed spectral radiance measurements have been reported on these lamps. The major questions
which occur during routine tests with solar simulation lamps are: do different lamps of the same
manufacturer have the same spectral radiance; do lamps by different manufacturers differ spec-
trally; is there any appreciable spectral degradation due to aging of the lamps; are the absorptances
of typical satellite coatings significantly different when exposed to different lamps?
To find an answer to the above questions, spectral radiance measurements were made. Four
different lamps were measured: a Hanovia lamp (Hg-Xe 646356) and three Westinghouse lamps
T58, T97, and T367. Lamp T367 is relatively new and the other three have over _UU hours
running time. At least two runs were made on each lamp, and in the case of Hg - Xe 646356, as a
rigorous check on the repeatability of the measurements, four runs were made at intervals sepa-
rated by several days.
The results of the measurements made on the mercury-xenon lamps are compared with re-
sults of similar measurements made on the high pressure xenon arcs. The xenon arc filtered by a
suitable interference filter affords a close spectral match to the solar spectrum existing outside
the earth's atmosphere.
MERCURY-XENON LAMPS- EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The mercury-xenon lamps were placed in an aluminum enclosure 20 inches deep, 20 inches
tall, and 19 inches wide with a 6 inch diameter aperture. The inside of this enclosure was painted
black. The opening of the enclosure was covered with a quartz plate approximately one centimeter
thick. The Perkin Elmer Monochromator l12U with a quartz prism was used. The detectors used
were the lP28 photomultiplier for the wavelength range 0.24 to 0.58 microns and a thermocouple
for the wavelength range 0.58 to 2.6 microns. Focussing optics were not used in positioning the
lamps. Instead the lamp was allowed to shine on the slit at a given drum count number or wave-
length with a specific gain setting. The lamp was then adjusted to provide the maximum signal.
The power input of these lamps was kept at approximately 3500 _: 50 watts. The voltage was ap-
proximately 59.5 volts and the current 58.8 amperes throughout all of the lamp runs. This gave a
constant input power of about 3480 watts.
In the original plans it had been decided to see if the positioning of the lamp had any effect on
the signal as read by the monochromator. The lamp was moved about one inch within its enclosure
to either side, forward, and backward, but the intensity was too low for any meaningful measure-
ments. Instead, the lamp and box enclosure were completely removed and again set up as before.
The same positioning was used. As a result there was no appreciable difference in runs of a lamp
after resetting the lamp and enclosure.
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Therewere severalminor problemsencounteredin takingthedataby thePerkin Elmer
monochromator.First a 10micron slit widthwasusedwhenviewingthewavelengthrange0.2_t
to 0.58micronswith the 1P28.This slit widthwasextremelyhard to reproducesincethesame
settingof themicrometerscrewof the slit did notguaranteethe same10micronwidthof theslit.
Anattemptwasmadeto reproducethe slit widthbyadjustingit till a givensignalfor a givendrum
countcouldbe reproduced.In this mannertheslit wasbroughtmorecloselyto its previouswidth.
Anotherproblem was that the monochromator became extremely warm during a run. Since
large temperature gradients might affect the calibration of the instrument, the monochromator was
moved approximately 30 centimeters away from the lamp enclosure instead of the original 10 cen-
timeters. A cardboard lamp shield was placed between the monochromator and lamp enclosure
and a fan was directed at the face of the monochromator. This caused a noticeable decrease in
temperature. The shield also cut down scattered light reflected from the walls of the room.
Another error occurred in the reading of the charts. It was noticed that the drum count
marks at every 10 counts did not always occur at the same place. With any one peak the count
would vary by as much as one drum count. This made it necessary to identify the wavelengths of
the peaks on the charts. A wavelength calibration could then be drawn on the chart and the signals
read off as identified by this wavelength instead of the less reliable drum count.
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Figure E-21-Spectral transmittance of the filter
of X-25 in the UV range.
An effort was also made to recalibrate
the gain factors of the system. R was found that
they differed slightly from the last time they had
been determined which was a year ago. The dif-
ferences were well within the experimental er-
rors of these measurements. The gain factors
used for the present computation are an average
of the determination of this year and last year.
Two computer programs were available for
determining the spectral radiant flux of an un-
known source; the manual program and the fixed
points program. They are discussed more fully
by J. Crowell elsewhere in this report. A check
on the accuracy of the manual program seemed
desirable. The data on two runs made previously
were suitable for this purpose. One of these runs
was made on the Spectrolab Xenon Arc Solar
Simulator at maximum power (XECB95) and the
other run was on the same source with the filter
of solar simulator (XENF95). The filter cuts out
some of the strong Xenon radiation in the range
0.28 to 0.36 microns and 0.70 to 1.25 microns and
thus makes the Xenon arc a closer match to solar
radiation. As a check on the accuracy of the
computer program we examined the ratio of the
input signals, reduced to the same gain-setting,
at different drum counts, of the two runs. The
ratio gives the transmittance of the filter. The
data on the lamps had been reduced by two differ-
ent versions of the manual program, one by the
IBM 7040/7094, and the other by the CDC 3100.
The output of the computer gave the irradiance
integrated over 100A ranges. These values also
permitted the calculation of the spectral trans-
mittance of the filters. Thus three curves were
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obtainedfor thetransmittanceof thefilters, one
from the inputsignalsand theother two from
the computeroutput. Thesethree curveswere
in closeagreement. Theaverageof thetrans-
mittance values graphedas a functionof the
wavelengthare showninFiguresE-21andE-22.
MeasurementsweremadeduringtheSum-
merWorkshopProgramonfour different lamps.
Intakingthesignalsfromthechartsit wasneces-
sary to decidewhichpointswere to be taken.
Points were takenon peaksanddips with the
necessarypointswithin the continuum.Several
extra points in the exceptionallystrong lines
were alsotakenontherise anddescendof those
peaksso that the computerwould havemore
completeinformationonthe line profile.
Sincetherewereanumberofrunsfor each
lamp, andtherewas someslight disagreement
betweenthem, it had to be determinedif a
straight averageof thedifferent runswouldbe
meaningful. Figure E-23showsthedifferences
betweenthefourrunsof theHanovialamp646356
for the 10 micron slit width using the 1P28.
Thepointsareas givenbythespectrumcharts,
monochromator,butwithall signalsreducedto
thesamegain-setting. Thecontinuumis rela-
tively the same while there are some slight
differencesfor the signalsat thepeaks. It was
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Figure E-22-Spectral transmittance of the filter
of X-25 in the IR range.
decided that the differences within runs are small and are due to random variations in lamp output
and other experimental factors rather than any change in relative spectral radiant flux. Hence in
averaging the sets of values for the runs, the extra work involved in taking a geometric mean was
not worth the time or effort, and an arithmetic average was found to be sufficient.
In the runs made with the Hanovia lamp and two Westinghouse lamps T58 and T97, the region
observed did not extend beyond 2.2 microns or below 0.25 microns. This created a serious lack in
the data points needed for the computer program. Therefore, points had to be extrapolated for this
region. There was one run available on T367 with data in the entire region 0.24 to 2.5 microns. It
was decided to use this run as a basis for extending the points. This was done by taking the ratio
of the runs without data points to the run with points in the range right after 0.25 micron and before
2.2 microns. Thus by multiplying the given data by the ratio, points could be added to extend the
signals of the others. This was acceptable even though in a region where small variations occur
from one lamp to the other, because of the fact that it was also the region with the least amount of
energy involved. Therefore, any errors introduced would be of little consequence.
There were also two regions where sharp dips in the spectrum occurred in the region 1.2 to
1.5 microns and 2.0 to 2.3 microns. The first region due to the 1.4_ H20 band did not raise any
major problem since it was easy to interpolate the values from the curve on the chart. The second
region due to the 2.24p band of quartz was more difficult since the curve shows a strong downward
and upward slope involving several changes in the gain-settings as can be seen in Figure E-24. It
was necessary for a graph to be drawn, converting all signals to gain 20, from which interpolation
could be made to determine what the values of the signals should have been in the absence of the
absorption.
Another problem occurred in changing from the 1P28 photomultiplier detector to the thermo-
couple detector. Only one lamp, the T367, had an overlap region from which a conversion factor
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Figure E-23-Signal output of the Hanovia lamp
#646356 as read from each of four charts.
Figure E-24-Correctlon for the signals of Hg-Xe
lamps in the 2.23/_ region.
could be determined which would bring the signals of the thermocouple down to those signals which
would have been seen if the photomultiplier had been used. This conversion factor was found by
first obtaining the sensitivity of the two detectors. Signals were read from two charts of Hg-Xe
lamp in the overlap range of .4785 to .7460 microns and all the signals were converted to gain 20
for both thermocouple and photomultiplier 1P23. The sensitivity of the instruments was then ob-
tained by dividing the signals by the flux of the QMI8 lamp. The sensitivities of the 1P28 and the
thermocouple runs are shown in Figures E-25 and E-26. Since flux = signal/sensitivity, and
sensitivity was known, the flux of the Hg-Xe lamp could be determined. From the runs on Westinghouse
lamp T367, the flux of that lamp in the overlap region of the two detectors for both 1P28 and
thermocouple was determined. The ratio of the two gave the factor by which the thermocouple
signal was divided in order to bring it to the same scale as that of the photomultiplier. This factor
was found to be 2.86. The points in the continuum alone were used to determine this conversion
factor. For comparing the peaks, a more detailed study of the area under the line profile was re-
quired since the slit width of the 1P28 runs was 10 microns and the slit width of the thermocouple
run was 500 microns. The areas were determined in a few cases and the corresponding radiant
flux was determined. Because of the errors involved in computing the area, the ratio was not as
constant as in the continuum; however, it was close to 2.86. This ratio could be determined
directly only for the Hg-Xe lamp T367.
In order to determine the conversion factor for the other three lamps it was necessary to run
a program without the conversion factor, except for the one lamp whose factor was already known.
Then ratios of the areas were found from which conversion factors were determined. The area of
one region of the photomultiplier to another region of the thermocouple for one lamp should be the
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same for the corresponding regions of another lamp. From this fact the conversion factor for the
lamps without overlap regions was found using the lamp with the known conversion factor as a
standard, The error introduced by this approximation was small.
A further adjustment of input data was required for the signals of the standard lamp. The
standard lamp, QM18, with which the Hg-Xe lamps were to be compared was run at a slit width of
200 microns in the range 0.24 to 0.30 microns, whereas the 10 micron slit width was used in this
range 0.24to 0.30_ microns for the Hg-Xe lamps and for both Hg-Xe lamps and the QM18 in the range
longer than 0.3 microns. Therefore, a conversion factor had to be found which would bring the
signals down to what they would have been at the 10 micron slit width. In the range 0.27 to 0.3 mi-
crons we had readings with 200 micron and 10 micron slit widths. The ratio of the two signals at
any given count was found to be very nearly a constant, 184, with an average deviation of 1.37. This
low average deviation shows that the signals were read with an accuracy better than 1 percent. The
signals obtained with 200 micron slits are divided by 184 to give what they would have been had the
10 micron slit been used.
Before the program could be run, more cards had to be punched to extend the region viewed
by the computer. Since the monochromator can now detect meaningful signals in the 0.24 to 0.26
micron range, it will be necessary to extend the Johnson Cruve, absorptivity curves, wavelength
calibration tables, and flux of the standard lamp before this region can be analyzed.
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Figure E-25-Spectral sensitivity of 1P28.
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Figure 1:-26-Spectral sensitivity of the thermocouple.
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Valuesfor theJohnsonCurvewereobtainedfrom Johnson'soriginal paper(Reference1).
Valuesneededfor theabsorptivitycurvesusedin thecomputerprogramwhichwerebelow
0.24micronswereextrapolated.This wasdoneby studyingthegeneraltrendof eachcurveand
determiningthenextpoint.
Theflux for thestandardlampQM18is knowndownto 0.25microns. A valuefor flux below
0.24micronswasneeded.Therefore,throughextrapolation,a pointwasadded.Theknownvalues
of theflux in the rangedownto 0.25wereplottedona logarithmicscale,whichpermitteda rather
plausibleextrapolation.
Thedrum count to wavelength conversion table also needed to be extended since the earlier
table ended at 0.25 microns (Reference 2). This was done by plotting the known curve to find its general
shape and then extending the curve out into the unknown region. In this way, wavelength values
could be assigned to drum counts in this range.
ANALYSIS OF THE Hg-Xe ARC SPECTRUM
The results of the analysis of the data by the manual program using the CDC 3100 computer
are presented in Figures E-27, E-28, E-29, E-30 and in Tables E-15, E-16, and E-17. As is well
known, most of the energy of the Hg-Xe arc is in a relatively few strong emission lines. A cursory
glance at the four figures shows that the spectral distribution of the lamps varies very little from
one lamp to another. All the curves look very much alike, with strong peaks occurring at the
same wavelengths. It is also seen that the spectral match to the sun is rather poor unless the
energy is integrated over fairly wide wavelength ranges. This is no serious drawback since most
absorbing surfaces effectively perform this integration.
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Figure E-27-Westlnghouse lamp T367 when relatively new.
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Tables E-15, E-16 and E-17 present selected information from the computer printout sheets.
They help to study the minor points of difference in the spectral output of the four lamps and the
solar spectrum. As stated earlier the T367 was a relatively new lamp while the others had been
burnt for nearly 800 hours. The lamps T367, T97 and T58 are Westinghouse lamps and the fourth,
646356, is a Hanovia lamp. Table E-15 gives the energy (normalized to one solar constant) in wide
wavelength ranges, UV, visible, near IR, IR and distant IR. The mismatch between the solar spec-
trum and the Hg-Xe lamps is noticeable in the UV, 0.20 to 0.40_ where the Hg-Xe lamps are
stronger, and in the near IR, 0.60 to 1.20_ where the solar energy is stronger. The mismatch was
greater in the new lamp than in the older ones. The spectral distribution of the rangebelow 0.3_
is of some significance. Great care was taken to ensure that no scattered light occurred in the
spectrograph. It seems certain that there was no measurable radiation from the Hg-Xe lamp below
0.24_. As the spectrum is scanned from 0.24_ to longer wavelengths the signal rises gradually,
and beyond 0.25_ drops suddenly to near zero. This is due to the strong self-reversal of the pres-
sure broadened resonance line at 0.2537_. At 0.26_ the signal again begins to increase. There are
several very broad emission lines in this range from 0.26 to 0.3 _, which are not listed in literature.
The total energy is small, but the behavior of these lines seems to be highly dependent on excitation
parameters of the lamp.
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Figure E-30-Hanovia lamp 646356 with 800 hours running time.
Since a major part of the energy in the UV and visible is due to the emission of mercury, a
more detailed study was made of the energy in 100A bandwidths in the vicinity of these lines. The
results are presented in Table E-16. It should be noted that the energy as given here includes
both the emission lines and the continuum. The lines have on an average a half-width of 20A and
hence, the energy at the peaks as seen by a highly dispersive monochromator is considerably
greater. The values of the solar energy in these bands are the spectral radiant flux as given in
the Johnson Curve for the center of the respective 100A ranges. The difference in spectrum be-
tween the old lamps and the new lamp which was observed in Table E-15 is seen in Table E-16 also.
The emission lines of short wavelength are relatively stronger in the new lamp.
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Table E-15
Comparison of Energy in Wide Wavelength Ranges Between Four Hg-Xe Lamps
and the Sun (Energy in Milliwatts per cm 2)
Range _ T367"
0.20 to 0.40
0.40 to 0.60
0.60 to 1.20
1.20 to 2.00
2.00 to 2.60
34.72
33.42
36.61
23.43
6.99
T97 T58 646356 Solar
28.20
43.31
38.39
20.37
5.01
29.52
41.56
37.39
21.18
5.60
30.50
40.56
39.18
19.83
5.03
12.6
39.3
59.1
19.9
4.2
*NOTE: T367 is new; the others have about 800 hours running time. T367, T97, and T58 are Westinghouse lamps;
646356 is a Hanovla lamp.
Table E- 16
Comparison of the Energy in Discrete Wavelength Bands of 100A Width in the Vicinity of the Strong
Emission Lines of Hg-Xe Between Four Hg-Xe 3.5 kw Lamps. (Energy in Milliwatts per cm 2 per
lOOa)
Range T 367 T 97 T 58 646356 Solar
0.28 to 0.29
0.29 to 0.30
0.30 to 0.31
3.31 :v 3._"2
0.36 to 0.37
0.40 to 0.41
0.43 to 0.44
0.54 to 0.55
0.57 to 0.58
0.58 to 0.59
0.59 to 0.60
2.11
3.01
4.25
-_.!2
7.78
2.76
4.91
6.90
4.99
4.19
1.47
1.18
2.14
3.28
A _Q
7.06
3.20
5.62
7.26
5.94
7.54
3.36
1.36
2.23
3.33
A A9
7.73
2.99
6.28
6.44
5.81
6.86
2.99
2.02
2.80
2.62
2fl
7.26
2.58
5.86
6.65
5.46
7.50
3.34
.34
.63
.67
a2
1.29
1.88
1.82
1.98
1.87
1.85
1.83
Table E- 17
Total Absorptance of Typical Spectrally Sensitive Surfaces When Exposed to Four High Pressure
Hg-Xe Arcs Compared to Absorptance When Exposed to Solar Radiation (Johnson Curve)
Surfaces T367 T97 T58 646356 Solar
Solar cell
Evap. gold
Cat-a-lac White
Evap. silver
RAE silver
Seidenberg White
Alzak
Evapo. Aluminum
Ti O White
Methyl White
.270
.257
.339
.149
.222
.306
.144
.074
.318
.396
.312
.244
.286
.115
.194
.261
.144
.076
.266
.361
.301
.249
.297
.119
.198
.269
.144
.075
.276
.370
.312
.247
.300
.133
.207
.278
.145
.076
.284
.372
.415
.200
.181
.051
.127
.188
.148
.082
.171
.275
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From the point of view of solar simulation the spectral match over very small wavelength
ranges is of less significance than the total absorptance of typical satellite surfaces when exposed
to a given solar simulator irradiance. Computed values for ten typical surfaces are given in Table
E-17. The reliability of these values depends partly on the method used by the computer. Let P_i
be the spectral irradiance of the given source, the Hg-Xe lamp in our case, at a given wavelength
i; let %i be the absorptance of the surface at the same wavelength. The _ i values are those for
which signals were read from the spectrum charts. The linear approximation method used by the
computer assumes that P_i is constant over the wavelength range 1/2 (hi ÷1 + _i ) to 1/2 (_ i + _i ÷ 1).
Let A_ be the width of this range.
1 (;_ £ ).
_i=2 i+l i-I
The values of spectral absorptance of paint samples and surfaces are taken from tables published
in literature or from curves obtained in our laboratory. The input data to the computer are ab-
sorptance at a small number of wavelengths which are not necessarily the same as _ _ of the spec-
trum charts. A linear interpolation is used to compute the a_ i for each _ _. The total absorptance
a is given by the equation,
EP), i c_xi A)'- i
The summation is over all the wavelengths at which spectrum chart signals were measured. The
denominator in the above equation is equal to one solar constant. For the computation of solar
absorptance the values of _, and Phi are those of the Johnson Curve.
Table E-17 shows that for most of the surfaces the absorptances are nearly the same for all
four lamps. A difference exceeding 10 percent is seen between the new lamp and the old lamps for
solar cell and cat-a-lac white. This difference is consistent with the small variations in spectral
distribution between the lamps. There are larger differences between Hg-Xe absorptance and solar
absorptance. In many cases the solar absorptance is less, as is seen for the white paints and for
evaporated silver and gold. Alzac and evaporated aluminum have practically the same absorptance
for solar radiation as for Hg-Xe radiation. The absorptance of the solar cell for solar radiation
is about 30 percent higher than for Hg-Xe radiation. These results are of considerable significance
in testing integrated systems in the space environment simulator.
The so-called manual program which was used for the analysis of the data is a rather com-
plex one. There are many steps involving linear interpolation and numerical integration; and small
errors involved at each of these steps may well have a cumulative effect. The input tables are (1)
drum count to wavelength conversion, (2) solar spectral irradiance (3) spectral irradiance of the
standard lamp, (4) to (13) spectral absorptance tables for the 10 surfaces, (15) standard lamp
calibration scan giving drum counts, amplitudes of the spectrum charts and gain settings, (16)
conversion table for gain setting to amplification factor. These are followed by tables similar to
(15) and (16) for each measurements scan of unknown sources. Difference values of wavelength
and drum count are involved in each of the tables, hence the need for extensive linear interpola-
tion. The errors would be small if the tables represented smooth curves, but this is hardly the
case especially for the measurement scans of the unknown source.
An alternate program, referred to as the fixed points program has been developed for com-
puting normalized values of spectral irradlance. All input data for the standard lamp and the un-
known source have to be supplied at the same wavelengths, and hence the errors in computation
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shouldbesmall. Thedataon all four lamps have been reduced by the fixed points program.
Point by point comparison of the output data confirms the results of the manual program. The
plot for one of the lamps, the relatively new Westinghouse lamp T367, is given in Figure E-31.
The wavelength axis is on a scale half that of Figure E-27 to E-30 and the irradiance axis is
also on a reduced scale. Figures E-27 and E-31 refer to the same lamp and same computer input
data. The difference in scales of the two ordinates accounts partially for the apparent difference
in the spectrum charts. The main difference, however, is that the fixed points program evaluates
the normalized irradiance at each point where the spectrum charts were measured and hence
presents a more accurate picture of the line profiles.
THE XENON HIGH PRESSURE ARC
A high pressure arc that had long been considered as an alternate source for solar simula-
tion uses xenon instead of a mixture of mercury and xenon as the carrier gas. For long term
stability, trouble-free operation, and other similar features, the xenon high pressure lamp has all
the advantages of the Hg-Xe arc, but the spectrum is too rich in the near IR to give a satisfactory
spectral match to solar irradiance. More recently, interference filters have been developed to
filter out selectivity certain ranges of the spectrum so as to improve the spectral match. A solar
simulator which is used in many laboratories is the Model X-25 which consists of a xenon 2500
watt lamp and an interference filter, developed by Spectrolab, a Division of Textron Electronics,
Inc. The transmittance of the filter is shown in Figures E-21 and E-22.
Figure E-31-Spectral irradiance of Westing-
house lamp T367 (hg-Xe 3.5 kw) as computed
by the fixed point program.
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Extensive measurements were made to determine the spectral irradiance of an X-25 solar
simulator. These measurements included the variation of spectral energy distribution with both
the input power to the lamp and with the position in the illuminated plane. The Perkin-Elmer,
Model l12U monochromator with quartz prism was used. The slit was 0.083 mm. The detectors
were the 1P28 in the wavelength range 2670 to 3770A and the thermocouple in the range 3300 to
25600A. During the photomultiplier runs, a wire mesh filter was placed at some distance from
the slit to safeguard against saturation of the detector. A small plane mirror inclined at 45 ° to
the direction of the beam was mounted in front of the exit slit of the solar simulator and the re-
flected light was focused on the slit of the monochromator by the external optical system of the
Perkin-Elmer, which consists of a small plane mirror and a concave mirror. At first a pre-
liminary spectral scan was made with the power input to the lamp at the lowest value, dial setting
000, 70 amperes, 26 volts, 1820 watts, and the position of the solar simulator with respect to the
plane mirror such that only a small portion at the center of the beam was focused on the slit. A
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TableE-18
Comparisonof Energyin WideWavelengthRangesBetweenthe Sun(JohnsonCurve)andtheSpec-
trosunX-25 (XenonLamp,2500w,Viewedat DifferentLocationsin theBeamandatDifferentPower
Levels (Energyin Milliwatts per cm2)
Range
Microns
0.25to .40
0.40to .60
0.60to 1.20
1.20to 2.00
2.00to 2.60
12.86
36.75
59.36
20.46
5.67
(9
CD
O
12.78
34.80
59.79
21.06
6.55
14.71
36.63
54.75
18.95
9.55
14.93
39.37
56.13
18.31
6.05
12.55
37.55
60.33
18.94
5.56
CD
O
12.99
36.55
59.27
21.19
5.14
"Cl
O
o_ _
10.22 12.6
26.78 39.3
78.61 59.1
15.84 19.9
3.84 4.2
Table E-19
Total Absorptance of Typical Spectrally Sensitive Surfaces Where Exposed to High
Pressure Xenon Arc Compared to Absorptance When Ex _osed to Solar Radiation
Solar Cell
Evap. gold
Cat-o-lac White
Evap. silver
RAE Silver
Seidenberg White
Alzak
Evap. Aluminum
Ti O White
Methyl White
70A
CB
(I)
.418
.192
.187
.041
.119
.187
.148
.081
.171
.274
70A
CB
(2)
.409
.187
.193
.040
.116
.189
.146
.080
.177
.276
70A
EB
.394
.206
.216
.043
.125
.197
.147
.080
.140
.303
95A
EB
.405
.213
.200
.045
.130
.195
.149
.081
.180
.296
95A
IB
.422
.195
.185
.041
.120
.187
.148
.082
.170
.276
95A
CB
.408
.193
.188
.043
.121
.190
.147
.081
.174
.275
CB 95
No Filter
.494
.151
.165
.042
.i01
.167
.148
.086
.162
.236
Solar
.416
.199
.180
.050
.126
.188
.148
.082
.170
.274
second scan with the same power setting and for the same position in the irradiance plane was
made several days later as a check on the repeatability of the readings. The two sets of data
were reduced independently, though with reference to the same standard lamp data. Measurements
were made at the same low power level for the edge of the beam, by suitably raising the whole
solar simulator on its four adjustable legs. Similar sets of readings were taken at the highest
possible power level, dial setting 6.86, 95 amperes, 30 volts, 2850 watts, for three positions of the
simulator with respect to the focusing optics, so as to sample the spectrum at the center of the
beam, the edge of the beam, and a position intermediate between the two. A final scan was made
at the center of the beam at 95 amperes current but with the interference filter at the exit port of
the solar simulator removed. This would give spectrum of the xenon arc unmodified by the solar
spectral match filter.
Some of the more significant results of the computer analysis of the data on these seven series
of the spectral scans are presented in Tables E-18 and E-19. In Table E-18 the energy integrated
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over wide wavelength bands is given, UV, visible, near IR, IR, distant IR. The unfiltered xenon
spectrum is, as is well known, a very poor spectral match to the sun, mainly because of the strong
emission lines in the near IR; solar irradiance in the range 0.6 to 1.6_ is 59.1 mw cm -2, whereas
the irradiance of the unfiltered xenon spectrum in the same range is 78.6 mw cm -2 . The filtered
xenon spectrum is, on the other hand, a rather close spectral match to the Johnson spectrum;
much more so than the mercury spectrum, of which energy distribution in the same ranges is
shown in Table E-15. There is no clear evidence of any large change in the spectrum due to a
change in input power. There is, however, some dependence of the spectrum on the position in the
beam. The edge of the beam seems to be relatively stronger in the UV and weaker in the near IR,
than the center of the beam and the intermediate position. The computed values of the total ab-
sorptance of ten typical surfaces when exposed to the X-25 solar simulator are given in Table E-19.
Here again the values are closer to solar absorptance than those listed in Table E-17 for the
mercury-xenon lamps. The spectral energy distribution for four of the runs is presented in
Figures E-32, E-33, E-34, and E-35. The histograms have been prepared by the same procedure
as those of the Hg-Xe arc so that the relative closeness of spectral match can be readily seen.
A word of caution must be given, however, based on the experience of those who have used the
xenon interference filters for a long time. The filter is located in an area where the energy from
the xenon lamp is brought to a sharp focus and is very intense. Since the purpose of the filter is
to absorb a great deal of unwanted energy, there is the possibility of extreme temperatures and a
consequent deterioration in the transmittance of the filter and in the spectral distribution of the
energy.
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Figure E-32-Filtered xenon source, 2.5 kw, 95 amp. current, viewed at the edge of the beam.
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Figure E-33-Filtered xenon source, 2.5 kw, 95 amp. current, viewed at an intermediate
point between the center and edge of beam.
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Figure E-34-Filtered xenon source, 2.5 kw, 95 amp. current, viewed at the center of the beam.
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Figure E-35-Xenon source with filter removed, 95 amp current, viewed at the center of the beam.
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PHOTON FLUX OF SUBSTANDARD QUARTZ-IODINE LAMPS
IN THE RANGE 2500A TO 8000A
Paul Schoen and JesselleMayes N 6 7 "-22 7 7 5
o
Due to the short lifetimeand greatexpense ofthe NationalBureau ofStandardsprimary
standardsof spectralirradiance,itwas desirableto calibratesecondary standardsfor laboratory
use. Two differentprocedures were triedfor calibratingsecondary standardsSW 100 and SW 101
againstprimary standardsEPI 1045 and EPI 1046. The firstprocedure did not yieldconsistent
results;the second was more satisfactory.
Both the standard and the substandard lamps used were 1000 watt "Quartz-iodine" coiled-
coil tungsten lamps produced commercially by General Electric (reference 1). The lamps were
calibrated for operation at 8.3 amperes alternating, and were supposed to maintain this calibra-
tion for 100 hours. The spectral irradiance values of the standards are given in microwatts/cm 2-
10A bandwidth vs. wavelength for the source placed 50 cm from the detector. For convenience in
future work these values and those of the substandards will be expressed as photons/cm 2_ sec-10A
bandwidth vs. wavelength at 50 cm distance.
I ire ll_t liiv_,lvu u_ ,..,_i_;,.,..,.:._............ L::-'-.:._" :---__-'_?_-*_ *_,-+ ,,_o,.t h,, th_ _finnn] Rureau of
Standards (reference 1) and also to that used in previous summer workshop effort (reference 2). A
ratiowas found at a given wavelength between the spectral irradiances of the substandard and the
standard lamps. This ratio was then multiplied by the calibrated output power of the standard to
yieldthe irradianceofthe substandard. Photon flux,f, then found by dividingthe irradiance,E,
by the energy,hc/_, of an individualphoton:
E_
hc
The output of each source at a given wavelength was measured by dispersing its light with a
monochromator and registering with a pen recorder the anode current of a photomultiplier tube at-
tached to the monochromator exit slit. The ratio between the two lamps should then have been in-
dependent of the measuring equipment if the equipment was unchanged from lamp to lamp.
Primary and secondary lamps were mounted in pairs on a stand so that they were on a line
parallel to the optical bench of the monochromator (see Figure E-36). The monochromator was
mounted on ways and could be moved to align with first one source and then the other. The dis-
tance between the source and the monochromator entrance slit was maintained by the parallelism
of the lamp stand and the optical bench unchanged. A theodolite was used to insure that the two
lamp filaments were the same height above the floor, even with the slit. A plane mirror attached
to the monochromator was adjusted to fold the light from the source through about 90 ° into the
entrance slit of the monochromator and the horizontal position of the monochromator was set so
that the image of the slit fell in the center of the grating. Once the angle of the mirror was set,
all that needed to be done to align the optical path from one lamp with the other into the photo-
multiplier tube was to check that the center of the grating was illuminated.
The monochromator was a 1/2 meter JarrellAsh grating spectrometer whose slit was opened
to 100 microns. The phototube was an RCA 1P28 driven at 700 volts. The anode current was read
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by a Keithley micro-micro ammeter and was displayed on a Brush recorder writing at a rate of
2 mm/sec. The recorder printout was marked at 50A intervals by a switching circuit in the
Jar rell Ash monochromator.
The current to the lamps was controlled through a system of two variacs and a filament
transformer (reference 1).
The monochromator, tube photomultiplier, and lamp stand were located inside a darkroom
and controlled remotely, so as to minimize external light and stray reflections.
Data were taken from the recorder printouts at 50A intervals from 2500A to 8000A. Three
successive data runs were made on each secondary lamp, followed by the three successive runs on
the primary lamp with which it was being compared. For each group of three data points at a
given wavelength, an average was taken and the standard deviation was found. The ratios between
the primary and secondary averages was calculated, as were their standard deviations. Finally
the ratios and the standard deviations for each wavelength were multiplied by the values of the
photon flux of the primary standard for the given wavelength as interpolated from the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS), values.
All of the above calculations of ratios, standard deviations, and fluxes were performed by
the CDC 3100 computer using a program written for this experiment.
As a check on accuracy and repeatability, the entire procedure was repeated with another
(NBS) standard lamp to see if the secondary lamp calibrations would be the same.
As a result of the check, we obtained two irradiance curves for each of our substandard
lamps differing from each other by approximately 20 percent, although the standard lamps were
calibrated to 8 percent in the ultraviolet, and to 3 percent in the visible and the infrared. It is
believed that this inaccuracy was due to the movement of the monochromator between measure-
ments. The light from the lamp was not focused on the slit, but entered the monochromator as a
narrow pencil. Since the light fell on only asmall part of the grating, successive measurements
used slightly different parts of the grating. Inhomogeneities in the grating and differences in the
light path would cause changes in the phototube signal.
The second method of calibration eliminated movement of the monochromator. The equip-
ment was arranged as shown in Figure E-37. The lamp and monochromator were mounted on an
optical bench with the lamp in front of the entrance slit of the monochromator. The light source
was not focused on the entrance slit, and therefore, to insure that the grating was filled, a plate of
frosted quartz was attached to the entrance slit, effectively causing the monochromator to see an
image at the slit. This also reduced the problems encountered due to slight variations in the
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Figure E-37-Experlmental set-up No. 2.
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Table E-20
Photon Fluxes of Substandards #I00 and #101 as Calibrated Against
Standard Lamps EPI 1045 and EPI 1046
x(A)
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3200
3500
3700
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3200
3500
3700
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
Flux in photons/cm 2_sec-10A
#100 from#1045
2.19 × i0 12
4.72
6.22
8.21
1.86 × I0,3
2.80
5.66
1.44 × 10,4
2.30
4.26
9.91
1.82 x i0 ,s
2.96
4.27
5.63
7.34
1.13 x I0,6
1.96 × 10 12
3.72
6.60
1.10
1.79
2.51
5.35
1.34
2.12
4.13
9.31
1.71
2.82
4.08
5.31
6.85
8.65
× i0,3
X 10 14
x 10 is
#100 from#1046
2.37 x i0 12
4.91
6.34
8.23
1.89 x i0,3
2.89
5.85
1.45 x i0 14
2.25
4.31
9.85
1.83 x i0 ,s
3.00
4.26
5.65
7.15
1.07 x i0 '_
2.11 x I0 12
3.88
6.73
I.i0 x i0,3
1.82
2.58
5.53
1.35 × I0,4
2.15
4.18
9.25
1.72 x 10 ,s
2.86
4.07
5.34
6.67
8.16
% deviation from mean
4
2
1
0.1
0.8
2
1
0.3
1
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.2
0.2
1
3
4
2
1
0
1
1
2
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.1
0.3
1
3
position of the lamp for successive measurements. The quartz plate was masked with tape to form
an opening of about 3mm by 15mm, thus lessening the amount of scattered light within the mono-
chromator. The monochromator slit size was set at 15mm by 150 microns. As before, ratios
were determined between the substandard and standard lamps.
The lP28 photomultiplier is most sensitive to light of wavelength 4000A and is rather insen-
sitiveat wavelengths longer than 7000A. As a result, the signal from the infrared spectrum of the
lamp was small and tended to be overwhelmed by second order ultraviolet light which was seen at
the same time by the photomultiplier tube and to which the photomultiplier tube was much more
sensitive. To cut out the UV light,a Corning 2-58 filterwas placed between the lamp and the
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Figure E-38-Photon flux of lamp SW 101 calibrated
vs. EPI 1046.
monochromator for readings in the 6600A to
8000A range. The high voltage on the photo-
multiplier tube was set at 900 volts for these
readings to increase the signal strength. Use
of several combinations of filters revealed
that virtually no scattered light was being
seen in this spectral region. The signal was
so small, however, that the phototube dark cur-
rent was significant enough in size to affect
the ratios. Corrections had to be made for this
effect.
The use of combinations of filters re-
vealed that a significant amount of scattered
light was being seen in the region 2500A to
4000A, in approximately equal amounts from all
the wavelengths to which the photomultiplier
tube was sensitive. Therefore, for readings
made in the 2 500A to 4000A region, a Corning
7-54 filter was used to reduce, but not elimin-
ate, the scattered light. The scattered light
level was then measured by setting the mono-
chromotor at 2000A (to which wavelength the
photomultiplier tube is insensitive) and noting
that due to scattered visible and I.R. light, the
signal was still about ten times the dark cur-
z :-" m,._ nH_tnmultialier high voltage was set at
800volts for readings inthevlmam _p_,._ ......
Table E-20 gives the photon flux of the
standard lamps at their calibration wavelength,
and of the substandard lamps as calibrated
against each of the standards. The table also
gives the percentage deviation of the two cali-
brations of each substandard from their mean.
An example of photon flux as a function
of wavelength is shown in Figure E-38, which
depicts the flux from lamp 101 as calibrated
against standard EPI 1045.
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